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Zur direkten Detektion von 229mTh

Zusammenfassung

Zeitmessung ist seit jeher ein wichtiges Werkzeug in Wissenschaft und Gesellschaft. Die
derzeit präzisesten Zeit- und Frequenzmessungen werden mit Hilfe optischer Atomuhren
durchgeführt. Jedoch könnte die Präzision dieser Uhren von einer Kernuhr übertroffen
werden, welche einen Kernübergang anstelle eines atomaren Hüllenüberganges zur Zeitmes-
sung verwendet. Von den 176 000 bekannten Kernanregungen erlaubt nur ein einziger die
Entwicklung einer Kernuhr unter Verwendung bereits existierender Technologie. Hier-
bei handelt es sich um den isomeren ersten Anregungszustand von 229Th, bezeichnet als
229mTh. Trotz 40 Jahren Suche konnte der direkte Zerfall dieser Kernanregung bisher
nicht beobachtet werden.

Diese Doktorarbeit befasst sich mit Messungen, welche zur erstmaligen direkten Detek-
tion des Grundzustandzerfalls von 229mTh geführt haben. Zwei Zerfallskanäle (strahlender
Zerfall und Innere Konversion) wurden experimentell untersucht. Ausschließlich der Zer-
fallskanal über Innere Konversion hat zur erfolgreichen Detektion des ersten angeregten
isomeren Kernzustandes von 229Th geführt. Aufbauend auf dieser direkten Detektion wird
ein neues Konzept zur laserbasierten Kernanregung von 229mTh vorgeschlagen. Dieses
Konzept umgeht die allgemein angenommene Anforderung eines genauer bekannten iso-
meren Energiewertes und schafft damit die Voraussetzung für laserbasierte Kernspek-
troskopie von 229mTh.

Viele der präsentierten Resultate sind bisher unpubliziert. Dieses beinhaltet die Ergeb-
nisse der Untersuchung des strahlenden Zerfallskanals von 229mTh, ein negatives Resultat
auf der Suche nach einem isomeren Zerfall während der Extraktion von 229Th1+, die Un-
tersuchung des isomeren Zerfalls in Thorium-Molekülen und auf einer MgF2-beschichteten
Oberfläche, sowie eine erstmalige Bestimmung der isomeren Halbwertszeit für neutrales
229Th.
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On the direct detection of 229mTh

Summary

The measurement of time has always been an important tool in science and society. To-
day’s most precise time and frequency measurements are performed with optical atomic
clocks. However, these clocks could potentially be outperformed by a “nuclear clock”,
which employs a nuclear transition instead of an atomic shell transition for time mea-
surement. Among the 176 000 known nuclear excited states, there is only one nuclear
state that would allow for the development of a nuclear clock using currently available
technology. This is the isomeric first excited state of 229Th, denoted as 229mTh. Despite
40 years of past research, no direct decay detection of this nuclear state has so far been
achieved.

In this thesis, measurements are described that have led to the first direct detection of
the ground-state decay of 229mTh. Two decay channels (radiative decay and internal con-
version) are experimentally investigated. Only the investigation of the internal conversion
decay channel has led to the successful observation of the first excited isomeric nuclear
state of 229Th. Based on this direct detection, a new nuclear laser excitation scheme for
229mTh is proposed. This excitation scheme circumvents the general assumed requirement
of a better knowledge of the isomeric energy value, thereby paving the way for nuclear
laser spectroscopy of 229mTh.

Many of the presented results have so far been unpublished. This includes results of the
investigation of a potential radiative decay channel of 229mTh, a negative result in the
search for an isomeric decay during extraction of 229Th1+, investigation of the isomeric
decay in thorium molecules and on an MgF2-coated surface, as well as a first report of
the isomeric half-life for neutral 229Th.
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spacehold

First indication for the decay of 229mTh (central spot) as observed in the raw data on the 15th of October
2014. The signal was obtained when collecting 229Th3+ ions, produced in the α decay of 233U, with low
kinetic energy directly on the surface of a microchannel-plate detector connected to a phosphor screen.
The picture shows a CCD camera image of the phosphor screen with a field-of-view of about 75 × 75
mm2 and 400 s exposure time. Intense signals at the edge of the detector originate from field emissions.
After a multitude of exclusion measurements, the observed signal could be unambiguously attributed to
the thorium isomeric decay [1].
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Introduction

Nuclear quantum optics [2–4] is one of the most exciting fields of modern physical research,
as it promises a multitude of highly interesting applications in technology as well as in
fundamental physics and has only recently become experimentally accessible [5, 6]. The
reason is found in the nuclear energy scale, which is at least several thousand times larger
than the energy scale of atomic shell processes, thus calling for different technologies.
The fast development of free-electron lasers has made coherent light sources at nuclear
energies available and very recently also led to the first successful laser excitation of a
nuclear transition1.

While nuclear laser spectroscopy is typically dealing with energies of a few keV or above,
there is one nuclear excited state known with an exceptionally low energy value of approx-
imately 7.8 eV, corresponding to a wavelength of about 159 nm [8, 9]. The state under
consideration is the first nuclear excited state of 229Th, denoted as 229mTh, which is in
fact the lowest nuclear excitation among the about 176 000 known nuclear levels [10]. In
this energy region, full advantage can be taken of the highly developed atomic-shell-based
laser technology [11, 12]. This has led to a multitude of interesting proposed applications
for this particular nuclear state, of which the most important one is a nuclear-based fre-
quency standard [13, 14].

Besides the low excitation energy, 229mTh is predicted to possess a lifetime in the range
of minutes to hours, placing the state in the region of long-lived isomers [15]. This long
lifetime causes the relative linewidth of the isomer-to-ground-state transition to be ex-
tremely small, expectedly ΔE/E ≈ 10−20, and makes 229mTh a promising candidate for a
nuclear clock of unprecedented precision [13, 14]. Such a nuclear clock has the potential to
outperform all existing atomic clock technology owing to higher resilience against external
influences and potentially improved compactness. Two ways to establish a nuclear clock
are currently being investigated. One based on 229Th3+ stored in a Paul trap [13, 16],
the other based on 229Th embedded in a crystal lattice environment [17, 18]. The unique
standing of 229mTh compared to other nuclear transitions is visualized in Fig. 1, where
all known nuclear isomeric states (blue circles) are shown in an energy-half-life diagram.
Also selected atomic transitions used for optical clocks are shown for comparison (red
circles).

1The 14.4 keV Mössbauer transition of 57Fe was successfully excited at the SACLA free-electron laser
in Japan [7].
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Figure 1: Energy-half-life distribution of known nuclear isomeric states (blue circles) [19]. The unique
standing of 229mTh (expected region shown as a blue box) is visualized. Besides 229mTh, also 235mU pos-
sesses a low excitation energy (about 76 eV), however, at a significantly longer half-life (see section 1.3.3).
Purely radiative half-lives are shown for 229mTh and 235mU, this being the relevant parameter for the de-
velopment of a nuclear clock. Also several selected atomic shell transitions are shown, used for metrology
in the optical region (red circles).

Due to its high expected precision and stability, a 229mTh-based nuclear clock may not
only provide an alternative to existing atomic-clock technology [20], which has a wide
range of applications (e.g. as frequency standards, in satellite-based navigation and data
transfer), but may also open a new field of utilization, like in geodesy and earth-quake
detection [21]. Even further applications for a nuclear frequency standard may be found
in fundamental physics, for example the test of general relativity [20], dark matter search
[22], gravitational wave detection [23] and the probe for time variations of fundamental
constants [24]. Besides a nuclear clock, also other ideas based on the special properties of
229mTh have been proposed. These include the first development of a nuclear-based laser
[25], nuclear quantum optics [2] and a highly stable qubit for quantum computing [26].

The existence of 229mTh was first predicted in 1976 based on indirect evidence [27],
which has later also led to the determination of the currently adopted energy value to
(7.8 ± 0.5) eV [8, 9]. However, despite 40 years of significant effort, experiments have
failed to observe the direct isomer-to-ground-state decay of 229mTh (see section 2 for a
detailed review). Such a direct detection is of special importance, as it allows to pin down
the decay parameters like energy and half-life of the isomeric state, thus providing the
basis for nuclear laser excitation.

Only recently, our group was able to report the first direct detection of the 229Th isomeric
decay [1], in this way solving this long-standing problem. The detailed description of
experiments performed on the way towards the direct detection and unambiguous iden-
tification of 229mTh is the central aspect of this thesis. Based on this direct detection, a
new nuclear laser excitation scheme for 229mTh is presented (section 1.3.2). This excita-
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tion scheme corresponds to conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) in the
optical region [28] and could also be used for a proof-of-principle device of a CEMS-based
solid-state nuclear clock. Opposed to the general assumption that direct nuclear laser
excitation of 229mTh would necessarily require a better knowledge of the isomer’s transi-
tion energy, the presented excitation scheme circumvents this requirement, allowing for
nuclear laser excitation already today. In this way, the presented work paves the way for
nuclear laser spectroscopy of 229mTh.

Many of the presented results have not yet been reported elsewhere. This includes re-
sults concerning the investigation of a potential radiative decay channel of 229mTh, the
non-observation of an internal conversion decay during extraction of 229Th1+ ions, inves-
tigation of the isomeric decay in thorium molecules and on an MgF2-coated surface, as
well as a first report of the isomeric half-life for neutral 229Th. In the following, a short
outline of this thesis is presented, thereby highlighting the main important aspects of the
work.

Chapter 1: Theoretical background. In this chapter the theoretical basis of nuclear
shell structure, nuclear γ decay and internal conversion as well as nuclear laser excitation
is developed. All presented information results in the proposal of a new direct nuclear
laser excitation scheme for 229mTh in section 1.3.2. Also a comparison to the isomeric
state of second lowest energy, 235mU, is performed, leading to the result that there is no
realistic chance for direct nuclear laser excitation of this state (section 1.3.3).

Chapter 2: The history of 229mTh. The second chapter provides a rather complete
literature review containing most of the, if not even all, available publications dealing
with 229mTh. In this way it can serve as a basis also for future research. In the context of
this work, the search for 229mTh decay via internal conversion as presented in section 2.6.5
might be of particular interest.

Chapter 3: Experimental setup. This chapter contains a detailed description of the
experimental setup used to search for a direct decay signal of 229mTh. While some amount
of information is contained for future reference, it is sufficient to read the first section (3.1)
in order to understand the experimental concept.

Chapter 4: Measurements. Chapter 4 describes all measurements performed during
the search for the isomeric state. These include preparatory measurements, investigation
of the photonic as well as internal conversion decay channel and exclusion measurements
required to prove the origin of the observed signals. As only the internal conversion decay
channel has led to the successful observation of the isomeric decay, the reader with limited
time is advised to focus on sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, which contain a detailed discussion of
the isomer detection via the internal conversion decay channel and the inferred isomeric
properties.

Chapter 5: Conclusion and outlook. The last chapter contains a summary of the
performed measurements together with a critical discussion. Also some perspectives for
future investigations are presented.
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Chapter 1

Theoretical background

In this chapter some of the fundamental theoretical tools, required to characterize the
first excited isomeric state of 229Th, are developed. The first section provides a short
introduction to nuclear shell models with a focus on the Nilsson single-particle shell model
and rotational bands. The second section describes the fundamental theories of nuclear
γ decay and internal conversion, together with their applications to 229mTh. The last
section introduces the theoretical background for direct nuclear laser coupling and gives
examples for 229mTh. Also 235mU is discussed for comparison, being the isomeric state of
second lowest excitation energy.

1.1 Nuclear shell models

The ultimate way to describe nuclear transitions would be within a quantum chromo-
dynamical framework. Unfortunately, this theory has not yet been developed to a point
which would allow for precise predictions of level schemes. Especially complex nuclei and
transitions of lowest energies, as is the case for the first excited state of 229Th, is far be-
yond the scope of quantum chromodynamics at the current time. Therefore, all possible
predictions are within the framework of different collective models, of which the most
important one is the nuclear shell model. This model, even with all possible extensions,
still does not allow for a precise prediction of nuclear transitions in the eV-range. Instead,
it allows for rough estimations, which can then be compared to experimental data. In the
following, the nuclear shell model will be discussed together with its extensions as far as
of interest in the context of this thesis. The discussion is based on Ref. [29].

1.1.1 Nuclear single particle shell model

Similar to the electrons in an atom, the nucleons can be described as solutions of the
Schrödinger equation

Ĥψ = Eψ (1.1)

for a given Hamiltonian Ĥ. Assuming that a potential is found, in which each nucleon
moves independently of all others, the total Hamiltonian can be written as a sum over

5



6 Theoretical background

individual particle Hamiltonians [29]

Ĥ =
∑
i

Ĥi =
∑
i

[
− �

2

2m
Δi + V (ri)

]
, (1.2)

where V (r) is the potential of interest. The Schrödinger equation must then hold for each
individual particle

Ĥiψi =

[
− �

2

2m
Δi + V (ri)

]
ψi = Eiψi. (1.3)

The potential in which one nucleon is moving is given by the mean field that is generated
by all other nucleons and therefore corresponds to the nucleon density, which is described
by Fermi statistics. The basic potential approach is therefore the Woods-Saxon potential

VWoods-Saxon(r) =
−V0

1 + e(r−R)/a
, (1.4)

where V0 corresponds to the potential depth, R is the radius at which the potential depth
is half of V0 and a is a parameter corresponding to the steepness of the potential. V0, R
and a have to be experimentally identified. A comparison of theoretical predictions from
this model and measured level schemes reveals that this simple approach does not lead to
satisfying predictions. Instead also the spin-orbit interaction has to be considered. This
is done via an extra term in the potential, which then becomes

V (r) =
−V0

1 + e(r−R)/a
+ Vls(r)

< l̂ŝ >

�2
. (1.5)

Here Vls is a scaling potential and l̂ and ŝ are the orbital momentum and spin operator,
respectively. The operators are coupled as ĵ = l̂+ ŝ which, by applying the commutativity
of l̂ and ŝ, gives

l̂ŝ =
1

2

(
ĵ2 − l̂2 − ŝ2

)
. (1.6)

As all components of ĵ commute with the Hamiltonian, one can find a basis of states
|slj〉, for which the eigenvalue relations of the angular momentum operator hold

ŝ2|slj〉 = �
2s(s+ 1)|slj〉,

l̂2|slj〉 = �
2l(l + 1)|slj〉,

ĵ2|slj〉 = �
2j(j + 1)|slj〉.

(1.7)

Thus the expectation value < l̂ŝ > becomes

< l̂ŝ >=
�
2 [j(j + 1)− l(l + 1)− s(s+ 1)]

2
. (1.8)

Inserting this relation into Eq. (1.5) leads to

V (r) =
−V0

1 + e(r−R)/a
+ Vls(r)

j(j + 1)− l(l + 1)− s(s+ 1)

2
. (1.9)
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It is known from experiment that Vls(r) takes negative values. The resulting Schrödinger
equation cannot be solved analytically, but due to the spherical symmetry of the potential
the resulting wave functions can be factorized into a radial wave function Rnl(r) and the
spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, φ), where n, l and m are the radial quantum number, the
orbital quantum number and the magnetic quantum number, which can take values from
1 to ∞, 0 to ∞ and −l to l respectively. The spin quantum number s is involved to
also take spin-orbital coupling into account. The spin s takes the values −1/2 or +1/2.
It turns out that the energy is independent of the magnetic quantum number m. An
energy eigenstate is therefore fixed by the three quantum numbers n, l and s. Usually
the states are assigned by n, l and j = l + s instead, where for l the letters s,p,d,f,g,h,...
(corresponding to l =0,1,2,...) are used. Due to the independence on m, each state is
(2j+1) times degenerate. The numerically calculated level schemes for the Woods-Saxon
potential with and without spin-orbital coupling are shown in Fig. 1.1.

3s
2d

1g

2p

1f

2s

1d

1p

1s

2d 43/2
3s 21/2
1g 87/2
2d 65/2

1g 109/2

2p 21/2
1f 65/2
2p 43/2

1f 87/2

1d 43/2
2s 21/2

1d 65/2

1p 21/2

1p 43/2

1s 21/2

Figure 1.1: Energy levels of the nuclear single-particle shell model with (right) and without (left) spin-
orbital coupling. The corresponding quantum numbers are assigned to each state. The degeneracy of the
states are given on the right according to 2j + 1.

1.1.2 The Nilsson model

The above made assumption of a spherical nuclear potential cannot be validated for all
nuclei. In general, deformation occurs, leading to changes of the energy eigenvalues, which
have to be considered in a more realistic approach. This is especially important for nuclei
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far from closed shells, as is the case for 229Th. Therefore deformations of the Woods-
Saxon potential have to be allowed, which again can only be done numerically. In order
to get any insights into the theory of deformed nuclei, the deformed harmonic oscillator
potential is considered in the following. This is also the way in which deformation was first
introduced into the model by Nilsson [30]. The Hamiltonian of the anisotropic harmonic
oscillator is of the form [29]

Ĥ0 = − �
2

2m
Δ+

m

2

(
ω2
xx

2 + ω2
yy

2 + ω2
zz

2
)
. (1.10)

The energy eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian are

E0 = �ωx

(
nx +

1

2

)
+ �ωy

(
ny +

1

2

)
+ �ωz

(
nz +

1

2

)
, (1.11)

where nx, ny and nz denote the quantum numbers characterizing the corresponding eigen-
states. For the following, axial symmetry with ωx = ωy is assumed. Further, a constant
potential volume ωxωyωz = const. = ω3

0 is introduced and a deformation parameter δ is
introduced as

δ = 2 · b− a

b+ a
, (1.12)

where b denotes the length of the ellipsoid along the symmetry axis and a the length
orthogonal to the symmetry axis. Thus negative values of δ correspond to oblate defor-
mations and positive values to prolate deformations. With the help of this deformation
parameter, ωx, ωy as well as ωz are expressed as

ω2
x = ω2

y = ω2(δ)

(
1 +

2

3
δ

)

ω2
z = ω2(δ)

(
1− 4

3
δ

)
.

(1.13)

In this case one has

ωxωyωz = ω3(δ)

(
1− 4

3
δ2 − 16

27
δ3
)1/2

= ω3
0, (1.14)

and correspondingly

ω(δ) = ω0

(
1− 4

3
δ2 − 16

27
δ3
)−1/6

. (1.15)

In the original work [30], Nilsson introduces a deformation dependent oscillator length
b(δ) = (�/mω0(δ))

1/2 and dimensionless coordinates 	r ′ = 	r/b to transform the Hamilto-
nian of Eq. (1.10) to

Ĥ0 = �ω(δ)

(
−1

2
Δ′ +

r′2

2
− 4

3

√
π

5
δr′2Y20(θ′, φ′)

)
. (1.16)

It is convenient to transform to cylindrical coordinates, in which case the eigenstates are
characterized by the quantum numbers nz, nρ and ml, where ml denotes the projection
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of the orbital angular momentum onto the symmetry axis and is often denoted as Λ.
Correspondingly one obtains

E0 = �ωz

(
nz +

1

2

)
+ �ωxy (2nρ +ml + 1)

= �ω0

[(
N +

3

2

)
+ δ

(
N

3
− nz

)]
.

(1.17)

Here N = nx + ny + nz was introduced as a new quantum number and ωxy = ωx = ωy.
The axial symmetry of the Hamiltonian causes Λ to be a good quantum number. The
same is valid for the z-component of the spin Σ and the z-component of the total angular
momentum Ω = Λ + Σ. For this reason, the eigenstates of the given Hamiltonian are
described by the quantum numbers

Ωπ [NnzΛ] , (1.18)

where π = (−1)N is the parity of the state.

The anisotropic harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian given in Eq. (1.10) is not a realistic
nuclear potential. The reason is that no spin-orbital coupling is included and the potential
is not realistic for high l values. In order to correct for that, Nilsson introduced two further
terms. One spin-orbital coupling term, proportional to l̂ŝ, and one term proportional to
l̂2, leading to a more realistic form of the potential. The full Nilsson-model Hamiltonian
reads [29, 30]

ĤNilsson = Ĥ0 + C < l̂ŝ > +Dl̂2. (1.19)

Here C determines the strength of the spin-orbit coupling and D introduces a level shift.
The corresponding Schrödinger equation can only be solved numerically. Solutions for
the energy are shown in Fig. 1.2 as a function of the deformation parameter [31]. It
can be inferred that each eigenstate of the undeformed Hamiltonian splits in (2j + 1)/2
substates during deformation. After introduction of the correction terms C < l̂ŝ > and
Dl̂2, Ω and π are the only remaining good quantum numbers of the states. However, for
large deformations, the l̂ŝ and l̂2 term are less important and the quantum numbers in
Eq. (1.18) are approximately good quantum numbers. For this reason they are denoted
as asymptotic quantum numbers and used to describe the Nilsson states.

In case of 229Th, the nuclear ground state is described by the Nilsson quantum numbers
5/2+[633] and the isomeric state by 3/2+[631]. The deformation parameter is often defined
as ε2, the Nilsson quadrupole deformation parameter. ε2 relates to δ as

ε2 = δ +
1

6
δ2 +

5

18
δ3 + · · · . (1.20)

For 229Th, the nuclear deformation can be estimated from the electric quadrupole moment
to ε2 ≈ 0.19 [32]. This is in good agreement with the crossing point of the 5/2+[633] ground
state and the 3/2+[631] isomeric state in the Nilsson diagram, as shown as a red circle in
Fig. 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Nilsson diagram for neutron single-particle states, showing states as populated by nuclei with
neutron number larger than 126 [31]. The single-particle energy is shown as a function of the deformation
parameter ε2. The crossing of the 5/2+[633] ground state of 229Th and the 3/2+[631] isomeric state is
marked by a red circle.

1.1.3 Rotational bands

In order to understand the nuclear γ-ray spectrum of 229Th, also rotational motion of
the nucleus has to be considered. As the nucleus is deformed, rotations around an axis
perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the nucleus can occur. In case of cylindrical
symmetry, the corresponding Hamilton operator takes the form [29]

Ĥrot =
Î2 − Î2z
2θx

+
Î2z
θz
. (1.21)

Here Î denotes the total angular momentum operator of the rotation, and Îz is the cor-
responding projection onto the z-axis of the body-fixed system. θx and θz denote the
moments of inertia in x and z direction, respectively. Introducing the new quantum
number K = Iz as the z-component of the total angular momentum, the rotational en-
ergy of the system can be obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation with the given
Hamiltonian as

Erot =
�
2

2θx

(
I(I + 1)−K2

)
+

�
2

2θz
K2. (1.22)
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Based on symmetry arguments, it is possible to show that in case of axial and reflection
symmetry K = 0 and I = 0, 2, 4, · · · holds and the rotational energy is given by [29]

Erot =
�
2

2θx
(I(I + 1)) . (1.23)

In accordance with Eq. (1.23), there is a series of excited rotational states, called rotational
band, corresponding to each energy level of the Nilsson model. The ground state of each
rotational band is denoted as the band head. Besides rotational states also vibrational
states can play a role. These will not be discussed, as they are not of importance in the
considered context.

1.2 Nuclear γ decay and internal conversion

Two decay channels of 229mTh are addressed in this work. These are the γ decay via
emission of a photon in the vacuum ultra-violet (VUV) region around 160 nm and the
internal conversion (IC) decay under emission of a low-energy electron. The search for
an internal conversion decay channel has led to the successful observation of the isomeric
decay (see section 4.2.2). In the following, the theoretical background is discussed for
both decay channels.

1.2.1 Nuclear γ decay

The theory of nuclear coupling to electromagnetic radiation provides the basis for nuclear
γ decay as well as excitation. In the following, the γ-emission rate for a given nuclear
transition will be derived. For this purpose, the electromagnetic field is developed in
multipoles, closely following the procedure described in Ref. [33]. The starting point are
the Maxwell equations, which take the following form (in SI units):

	∇ · 	E(	r, t) = ρ(	r, t)

ε0
	∇ · 	H(	r, t) = −	∇ · 	M(	r, t)

	∇× 	E(	r, t) = −μ0
∂( 	H(	r, t) + 	M(	r, t))

∂t

	∇× 	H(	r, t) = ε0
∂ 	E(	r, t)

∂t
+ 	J(	r, t).

(1.24)

These are the usual vacuum Maxwell equations after introduction of a magnetization
	M(	r, t), in order to take the intrinsic angular momenta of the particles into account.
	E(	r, t) denotes the electric field, 	H(	r, t) is the magnetic field and 	J(	r, t) as well as ρ(	r, t)
denote the current and charge density, respectively. ε0 and μ0 are the vacuum permittivity
and permeability constants.
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Assuming a single source frequency ω, the time dependency can be separated as [34]

ρ(	r, t) = ρ(	r)e−iωt + ρ∗(	r)eiωt

	J(	r, t) = 	J(	r)e−iωt + 	J∗(	r)eiωt

	M(	r, t) = 	M(	r)e−iωt + 	M∗(	r)eiωt.

(1.25)

The same relation then also holds for the electric and magnetic fields. By inserting these
relations into Eq. (1.24) and applying the continuity equation

∂ρ(	r, t)

∂t
+ 	∇ 	J(	r, t) = 0, (1.26)

the Maxwell equations take the following form

	∇ · 	E(	r) = − i

k

√
μ0

ε0
	∇ · 	J(	r)

	∇ · 	H(	r) = −	∇ · 	M(	r)

	∇× 	E(	r) = ik

√
μ0

ε0

(
	H(	r) + 	M(	r)

)
	∇× 	H(	r) = −ik

√
ε0
μ0

	E(	r) + 	J(	r).

(1.27)

Here ω = c · k with k as the wavenumber and c = 1/
√
ε0μ0 was used. Applying the curl

operation to the last two equations and making use of the identity

	∇× (	∇× 	V ) = 	∇(	∇ · 	V )− 	∇2	V , (1.28)

the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equations are derived

(	∇2 + k2) 	E(	r) = −ik
√
μ0

ε0

(
	J(	r) + 	∇× 	M(	r)

)
− i

k

√
μ0

ε0
	∇(	∇ · 	J(	r))

(	∇2 + k2) 	H(	r) = −k2 	M(	r)− 	∇× 	J(	r)− 	∇(	∇ · 	M(	r)).

(1.29)

These equations take the form of an inhomogeneous wave equation

(	∇2 + k2)	Ψ(	r) = −	V (	r), (1.30)

which is solved with the help of the Green’s formalism. The solution for the vector
component α reads

Ψα(	r) =
∑
β

∫
d	r ′Gαβ(	r, 	r

′)Vβ(	r ′), (1.31)

where the Green’s function Gαβ is expressed in terms of vector spherical harmonics as [33]

Gαβ(	r, 	r
′) =

∞∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

ik√
l(l + 1)

h
(1)
l (kr)jl(kr

′)XlmαX
∗
lmβ(θ

′, φ′). (1.32)
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Here h
(1)
l denote the spherical Hankel functions and jl the spherical Bessel functions.

	Xlm(θ, φ) = 	LYlm(θ, φ)/
√
l(l + 1) denote the vector spherical harmonics, as developed

from the scalar spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, φ) with help of the angular momentum operator
	L = −i	r × 	∇. In this way 	X∗

lm = Y ∗
lm
	L/
√
l(l + 1) becomes a differential operator that

acts on the inhomogeneity 	V . The solution to the inhomogeneous wave equation (1.30)
thus reads

	Ψ(	r) =
∞∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

h
(1)
l (kr) 	Xlm(θ, φ)

ik√
l(l + 1)

∫
d	r ′jl(kr′)Y ∗

lm(θ
′, φ′)	L′ · 	V (	r ′). (1.33)

This general solution can be used to solve the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equations (1.29),
which will be done in the following only for the first equation with the special inhomo-
geneity

	V (	r) = ik

√
μ0

ε0

(
	J(	r) + 	∇× 	M(	r)

)
+
i

k

√
μ0

ε0
	∇(	∇ · 	J(	r)). (1.34)

The solution for the electric field is determined to

	E(	r) =
∞∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

a
(M)
lm h

(1)
l (kr) 	Xlm(θ, φ), (1.35)

with the field amplitude of order l,m

a
(M)
lm =

ik√
l(l + 1)

∫
d3r′jl(kr′)Y ∗

lm(θ
′, φ′)	L′

·
[
ik

√
μ0

ε0

(
	J(	r ′) + 	∇× 	M(	r ′)

)
+
i

k

√
μ0

ε0
	∇(	∇ · 	J(	r ′))

]
.

(1.36)
Making use of the identities

	L · 	V (	r) = i	∇ · (	r × 	V (	r)),

	L · (	∇× 	V (	r)) = i	∇2(	r · 	V (	r))− i∂(r2	∇ · 	V (	r))

r∂r
, and

	L · 	∇s(	r) = 0,

(1.37)

this equation is simplified to

a
(M)
lm =

−ik2√
l(l + 1)

√
μ0

ε0

∫
d	r ′jl(kr′)Y ∗

lm(θ
′, φ′)

·
[
	∇ · (	r ′ × 	J(	r ′)) + 	∇2(	r ′ · 	M(	r ′))− ∂(r′2	∇ · 	M(	r ′))

r′∂r′

]
.

(1.38)
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When applying integration by parts, the 	∇2 is replaced by −k2 and by Green’s theorem
one can cast the radial derivative onto the spherical Bessel function. This results in

a
(M)
lm =

−ik2√
l(l + 1)

√
μ0

ε0

∫
d	r ′

[
jl(kr

′)Y ∗
lm(θ

′, φ′)
(
	∇ · (	r ′ × 	J(	r ′))− k2(	r ′ · 	M(	r ′))

)

+ Y ∗
lm(θ

′, φ′)	∇ · 	M(	r ′)
∂(r′jl(kr′))

∂r′

]
.

(1.39)
As the source dimensions are small compared to the wavelength (kr ≤ 1), the argument
of the Bessel function is small. In this limit, jl can be approximated as

jl(kr) ≈ (kr)l

(2l + 1)!!
. (1.40)

Inserting this approximation in Eq. (1.39) and keeping only the lowest orders in kr (leading

to the cancellation of the k2(	r ′ · 	M(	r ′)) term), one obtains

a
(M)
lm =

−ikl+2

(2l + 1)!!

√
l + 1

l

√
μ0

ε0
(Mlm +M ′

lm) , (1.41)

with the magnetic multipole moments defined as

Mlm =
1

l + 1

∫
d	r ′r′lY ∗

lm(θ
′, φ′)	∇ · (	r ′ × 	J(	r ′)), and

M ′
lm =

∫
d	r ′r′lY ∗

lm(θ
′, φ′)	∇ · 	M(	r ′).

(1.42)

Mlm corresponds to the effective magnetization, whileM ′
lm accounts for the intrinsic mag-

netization 	M(	r).

A similar procedure can be carried out in order to determine the electric multipole coef-
ficients a

(E)
lm (Ref. [33]). The result is

a
(E)
lm =

−ickl+2

(2l + 1)!!

√
l + 1

l
[Qlm +Q′

lm], (1.43)

with the electric multipole moments

Qlm =

∫
d	r ′r′lY ∗

lm(θ
′, φ′)ρ(	r ′)

Q′
lm =

−ik
c(l + 1)

∫
d	r ′r′lY ∗

lm(θ
′, φ′)	∇ · (	r ′ × 	M(	r ′)).

(1.44)

The Poynting vector 	S is used to infer the angular dependent energy emitted per second
and unit area. It is defined as

	S(	r, t) = 	E(	r, t)× 	H(	r, t). (1.45)
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In the far field one has | 	H| = | 	B|/μ0 =
√
ε0/μ0| 	E| and the Poynting vector transforms to

|	S(	r, t)| =
√
ε0
μ0

| 	E(	r, t)|2. (1.46)

Applying the definition of the electric field (following Ref. [34]) as

	E(	r, t) = 	E(	r)e−iωt + 	E∗(	r)eiωt, (1.47)

the time average takes the value

< | 	E(	r, t)|2 >= 2 · | 	E(	r)|2, (1.48)

and thus

< |	S(	r, t)| >= 2

√
ε0
μ0

| 	E(	r)|2. (1.49)

From Eq. (1.35) we obtain for a single magnetic multipole of order lm

	E
(M)
lm (	r) = a

(M)
lm h

(1)
l (kr) 	Xlm(θ, φ), (1.50)

with h
(1)
l the spherical Hankel functions and 	Xlm(θ, φ) the vector spherical harmonics. For

far distances from the source (kr ≤ l), the spherical Hankel functions can be approximated
as

h
(1)
l ≈ ei(kr−lπ/2)

kr
. (1.51)

Thus the total amount of energy radiated per second is calculated to be

P (M) =

∫
Ω

< |	S(	r, t)| > dΩ

= 2

√
ε0
μ0

∫
Ω

|a(M)
lm |2
k2

| 	Xlm(θ, φ)|2dΩ

= 2

√
ε0
μ0

|a(M)
lm |2
k2

,

(1.52)

where in the last step the normalization condition of the vector spherical harmonics was
used. Inserting Eq. (1.41) for a

(M)
lm and dividing by �ω, the rate of emission of a photon

of frequency ω per unit time is derived.

A(M) =
P (M)

�ω
=
P (M)

�ck

=
2ε0
�k3

· |a(M)
lm |2

=
2μ0

�

k2l+1

[(2l + 1)!!]2
l + 1

l
Beg(Ml),

(1.53)

where Beg(Ml) denotes the nuclear transition matrix element of multipole order l, defined
for the transition from the excited state e to the ground state g as

Beg(Ml) = (Mlm +M ′
lm)

2
. (1.54)
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This matrix element can only be determined experimentally, however, Weisskopf derived
a rough estimate for Beg(Ml), based on the single-particle nuclear shell model, leading to
[34]

Beg(Ml) ≈ 10

π

(
3

3 + l

)2

R2l−2μ2
N. (1.55)

Here R = 1.2 · A1/3
N fm is the nuclear radius (with AN the mass number) and μN =

5.051 · 10−27 J/T denotes the nuclear magneton. Eq. (1.53) is often given in gaussian
units, where it has to be multiplied by 4π/μ0. The results of Eq. (1.55) can easily deviate
by two orders of magnitude from the experimental results. In order to account for this,
a correction factor BW.u. is introduced, corresponding to the transition rate in Weisskopf
units. There is no complete agreement for BW.u. in case of 229mTh in literature and the
proposed values vary by a factor of 10 between 0.33 · 10−2 and 4.55 · 10−2 [15].

Similar to Eq. (1.53), the photon emission probabilities can also be estimated for electric
multipole moments. In this case one obtains

A(E) =
2μ0

�k3
· |a(E)

lm |2

=
2

�ε0

k2l+1

[(2l + 1)!!]2
l + 1

l
Beg(El),

(1.56)

where Beg(El) = (Qlm +Q′
lm)

2 and can be approximated as [34]

Beg(El) ≈ 1

4π

(
3

3 + l

)2

R2le2. (1.57)

During the radiative transition from an initial nuclear state i to a final state f , the overall
angular momentum is conserved. This leads to the selection rules for multipole radiation
l, m during nuclear transitions as

|ji − jf | ≤ l ≤ ji + jf

mi −mf = m.
(1.58)

A further selection rule originates from parity conservation. Denoting the parity of the
initial and final nuclear states as πi and πf , respectively, one obtains

πi = πf for π = +1,

πi = −πf for π = −1,
(1.59)

where π denotes the parity of the multipole radiation. From the definition of electric and
magnetic multipole radiation (see e.g. Ref. [34]) the parity π is obtained as

π = (−1)l for electric multipoles,

π = −(−1)l for magnetic multipoles.
(1.60)

In the specific case of 229mTh, the nuclear transition occurs between the Nilsson states
3/2+[631] (excited state) to 5/2+[633] (ground state). Correspondingly, one obtains |3/2−
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5/2| ≤ l ≤ 3/2 + 5/2 and l can take values between 1 and 4. As decays are dominated
by the lowest multipole order, only the multipole order l = 1 will be considered. From
parity conservation it is seen that π = +1, which can, under the assumption l = 1, only
be fulfilled for magnetic multipole radiation. Thus the transition of 229mTh to the ground
state will be mostly of type M1, with a small admixture of E2. The photon transition
rate is calculated based on Eq. (1.53) to be A ≈ 4.9 · 10−5 s−1, conservatively assuming
BW.u. = 0.33 · 10−2. As the purely radiative lifetime τγ relates to the photon transition
rate via

τγ =
1

A
, (1.61)

this corresponds to a lifetime of τγ ≈ 2.0 · 104 s, which is 5.6 hours.

1.2.2 Internal conversion

Besides γ decay of an excited nuclear state, internal conversion (IC) can occur, which
is for most nuclear transitions the only relevant competing decay channel. During the
internal conversion process, the nuclear excitation energy is transferred to an atomic shell
electron, which is subsequently ejected from the atomic shell. Due to energy conservation,
the electron’s kinetic energy after the IC process (Ee) corresponds to the energy of the
nuclear transition Eγ minus the binding energy of the electron Eb: Ee = Eγ − Eb. Thus
internal conversion can only occur if the electron’s binding energy is below the nuclear
excitation energy. This is of particular importance for the case of 229mTh with an extremely
low nuclear excitation energy of about 7.8 eV. In this case it is expected that already for
singly charged thorium ions the internal conversion process is energetically forbidden, as
the ionization energy of Th1+ is 11.9 eV and therefore above the isomeric energy. Only
for neutral thorium atoms, with an ionization energy of 6.3 eV, IC is expected to be the
dominant decay channel.

It has to be pointed out that, during the IC process, the nucleus couples directly to
the atomic shell by means of the exchange of a virtual photon. Internal conversion is
thus a second order process, representing a competing decay channel to the first order
process of the direct photonic decay (see also Fig. 2.5). In this way, the existence of
an internal conversion decay channel leads to a lifetime reduction of the excited nuclear
state. Opposed to that, it is not correct to imagine internal conversion as the emission of
a (real) photon by nuclear deexcitation followed by a photo effect in the atomic shell. In
the latter case the lifetime of the nuclear excited state would not be affected [34].

A complete theoretical derivation of the internal conversion process is involved and beyond
the scope of this thesis. The interested reader is referred to the original work of Tralli
and Goertzel [35]. Some problems concerning the gauge invariance were later resolved by
G. Kramer [36]. For a description of the IC process we follow closely the lines of Rose
(Refs. [37, 38]).

As nuclear γ decay and internal conversion are competing decay channels of an excited
nuclear state, an internal conversion coefficient αic is defined as the decay rate via internal
conversion (Aic) divided by the γ-decay rate (Aγ). It can be shown [35, 36], that the IC
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coefficient is calculated (in SI units1) as

αic =
Aic

Aγ

= π2kλcα · S
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞

0

Ψ∗
f

(
	α · 	Blm(kr) + φlm(kr)

)
Ψi r

2drdΩ
∣∣∣2, (1.62)

where k = Eγ/�c is the wavenumber corresponding to the nuclear transition energy, λc =
2π�/mec ≈ 2.426 · 10−12 m denotes the Compton wavelength and α = e2/4πε0�c ≈ 1/137
is the finestructure constant. S is an abbreviation for the sum over all unobserved degrees
of freedom of the radiation, an average over initial and a summation over final magnetic
substates of the electron and Ψi and Ψf represent the electronic wave functions of the
initial and final state that will be introduced below. 	α corresponds to the Dirac matrix
vector and 	Blm and φlm are the vector and scalar potentials of an outgoing electromag-
netic wave, respectively. They take different forms for electric and magnetic radiation of
multipole order l. For magnetic radiation one has

	B
(M)
lm =

√
2

π
h
(1)
l (kr) 	Xlm(θ, φ),

φ
(M)
lm = 0.

(1.63)

Here h
(1)
l denote the spherical Hankel function, and 	Xlm the vector spherical harmonics.

Similarly, for electric multipole radiation, one has

	B
(E)
lm =

√
2

π

1

l(l + 1)
h
(1)
l−1(kr)

(
r	∇+

lr

r

)
Ylm(θ, φ),

φ
(E)
lm = i

√
2

π

l

l + 1
h
(1)
l (kr)Ylm(θ, φ),

(1.64)

where Ylm are the scalar spherical harmonics.

In Eq. (1.62), ψi and ψf represent relativistic electron wave functions of the central field,
defined by the quantum numbers L, J = L± 1/2 and the magnetic quantum number μ.
These are solutions of the Dirac equation for the Coulomb potential and can be separated
into radial and angular components [37]

ψ =

(
−i fLJ(r)Ω(±)

Jμ (θ, φ)

gLJ(r)Ω
(∓)
Jμ (θ, φ)

)
for J = L± 1/2. (1.65)

Here Ω
(±)
Jμ (θ, φ) correspond to the spin spherical harmonics, representing two-component

spinors defined as

Ω
(±)
Jμ (θ, φ) =

(
CJμ

J±1/2 μ−1/2 1/2 1/2 YJ±1/2 μ−1/2(θ, φ)

CJμ
J±1/2 μ+1/2 1/2 −1/2 YJ±1/2 μ+1/2(θ, φ)

)
, (1.66)

where C denotes the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and Ylm are the scalar
spherical harmonics. The radial spinor wave functions f(r) and g(r) for the Coulomb

1Natural units are often used in literature, setting � = c = me = 1. In this case λc = 2π, α = e2 and
k and e are dimensionless.
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potential can be calculated explicitly and are given in Ref. [39]. For the integral in
Eq. (1.62), one obtains in case of magnetic multipole moments

K(M) =

∫ ∞

0

Ψ∗
f

(
	α · 	Blm(kr) + φlm(kr)

)
Ψir

2drdΩ

=
1√

l(l + 1)

√
2

π

∫ ∞

0

Ψ∗
fh

(1)
l (kr)	α	LYlm(θ, φ)Ψir

2drdΩ,

(1.67)

where the definition of the vector spherical harmonics as 	Xlm(θ, φ) = 1/
√
l(l + 1) 	LYlm(θ, φ)

was used. Inserting 	α as

	α =

(
0 	σ
	σ 0

)
(1.68)

and using Eq. (1.65) for Ψi and Ψf one obtains

K(M) =
i√

l(l + 1)

√
2

π

[
R1

∫
Ω

Ω
∗(±)
Jμ 	σ	LYlmΩ

(∓)
J ′μ′ dΩ−R2

∫
Ω

Ω
∗(∓)
Jμ 	σ	LYlmΩ

(±)
J ′μ′ dΩ

]
.

(1.69)
Here the radial integrals R1 and R2 were defined as

R1 =

∫ ∞

0

fLJ(r)h
(1)
l (kr)gL′J ′(r)r2dr

R2 =

∫ ∞

0

gLJ(r)h
(1)
l (kr)fL′J ′(r)r2dr.

(1.70)

These integrals can only be calculated numerically. Using the identity [37]

	σ ·
(
	LYlm

)
ΩJ ′μ′ = 	σ · 	L (YlmΩJ ′μ′)− Ylm	σ · 	LΩJ ′μ′ , (1.71)

the integrals in Eq. (1.69) can be simplified in the following way∫
Ω

Ω
∗(±)
Jμ 	σ	LYlmΩ

(∓)
J ′μ′ dΩ =

∫
Ω

	σ	LΩ
∗(±)
Jμ YlmΩ

(∓)
J ′μ′ dΩ−

∫
Ω

Ω
∗(±)
Jμ Ylm	σ	LΩ

(∓)
J ′μ′ dΩ

= (κ+ κ′)
∫
Ω

Ω
∗(±)
Jμ YlmΩ

(∓)
J ′μ′ dΩ.

(1.72)

In the last step the equations(
	σ	L+ 1

)
Ω

∗(±)
Jμ = (L− J)(2J + 1)Ω

∗(±)
Jμ for J = L± 1/2(

	σ	L+ 1
)
Ω

(∓)
J ′μ′ = −(L′ − J ′)(2J ′ + 1)Ω

(∓)
J ′μ′ for J ′ = L′ ± 1/2

(1.73)

were used and κ (and κ′) were introduced as

κ = (L− J)(2J + 1) for J = L± 1/2,

κ′ = (L′ − J ′)(2J ′ + 1) for J ′ = L′ ± 1/2.
(1.74)
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Similarly, for the second term in Eq. (1.69) one obtains

∫
Ω

Ω
∗(∓)
Jμ 	σ	LYlmΩ

(±)
J ′μ′ dΩ = − (κ+ κ′)

∫
Ω

Ω
∗(∓)
Jμ YlmΩ

(±)
J ′μ′ dΩ

= − (κ+ κ′)
∫
Ω

Ω
∗(±)
Jμ YlmΩ

(∓)
J ′μ′ dΩ.

(1.75)

Here, for the last step the square of a Pauli matrix σ2 = 1 was introduced and the
hermitian property of σ in combination with σΩ

(±)
Jμ = −Ω

(∓)
Jμ was used [37]. Inserting the

results of Eqs. (1.72) and (1.75) into Eq. (1.69) and using that Ylm is a scalar function,
the result is

K(M) =
i√

l(l + 1)

√
2

π
(R1 +R2) (κ+ κ′)

∫
Ω

YlmΩ
∗(±)
Jμ Ω

(∓)
J ′μ′ dΩ. (1.76)

From the definition of ΩJμ it is seen that

Ω
∗(±)
Jμ Ω

(∓)
J ′μ′ =

∑
τ=±1/2

CJμ
J±1/2 μ−τ 1/2 τC

J ′μ′
J ′∓1/2 μ′−τ 1/2 τY

∗
J±1/2 μ−τYJ ′∓1/2 μ′−τ . (1.77)

For the following, we use that L′ = J ′ ∓ 1/2 and define L̄ = J ± 1/2. The last equation
contains the product of two spherical harmonics, which can be expressed in terms of a
single spherical harmonic as [37]

Y ∗̄
Lμ−τYL′μ′−τ =

∑
ν

(−1)μ−τ

√
(2L̄+ 1)(2L′ + 1)

4π(2ν + 1)
Cν0

L̄0 L′0C
ν μ′−μ

L̄ −μ+τ L′ μ′−τ
Yν μ′−μ. (1.78)

Here the relation Y ∗
L m = (−1)mYL −m was applied. Inserting this into Eq. (1.77) leads to

Ω
∗(±)
Jμ Ω

(∓)
J ′μ′ =

∑
ν

√
(2L̄+ 1)(2L′ + 1)

4π(2ν + 1)
Cν0

L̄0 L′0Yν μ′−μSν , (1.79)

where Sν was defined as

Sν =
∑
τ

(−1)μ−τCJμ

L̄ μ−τ 1/2 τ
CJ ′μ′

L′ μ′−τ 1/2 τC
ν μ′−μ

L̄ −μ+τ L′ μ′−τ
. (1.80)

With some calculation, which will not be carried out at this point, it is possible to show
that the sum over three Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can be explicitly expressed in terms
of Racah coefficients W [37]

Sν = (−1)L̄+L′+ν+μ+1/2
√
(2J + 1)(2J ′ + 1)Cν μ′−μ

J −μ J ′ μ′W (JL̄J ′L′; 1/2ν). (1.81)
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Consequently, for the integral in Eq. (1.76) one obtains

∫
Ω

YlmΩ
∗(±)
Jμ Ω

(∓)
J ′μ′ dΩ =

∫
Ω

Ylm
∑
ν

√
(2L̄+ 1)(2L′ + 1)

4π(2ν + 1)
Cν0

L̄0 L′0Yν μ′−μSν dΩ

=
∑
ν

√
(2L̄+ 1)(2L′ + 1)

4π(2ν + 1)
Cν0

L̄0 L′0Sν (−1)m
∫
Ω

Y ∗
l −mYν μ′−μdΩ

= (−1)m
∑
ν

√
(2L̄+ 1)(2L′ + 1)

4π(2ν + 1)
Cν0

L̄0 L′0Sν δl,νδm,μ−μ′

= (−1)m

√
(2L̄+ 1)(2L′ + 1)

4π(2l + 1)
C l 0

L̄0 L′0Sl δμ,μ′+m.

(1.82)
Inserting Eq. (1.76) together with this integral into Eq. (1.62) the result is

α
(M)
ic =

kλcα

2
· S
∣∣∣(R1 +R2) (κ+ κ′)√

l(l + 1)

√
(2L̄+ 1)(2L′ + 1)

(2l + 1)
C l 0

L̄0 L′0Sl δμ,μ′+m

∣∣∣2. (1.83)

The sum S, which represents the sum over all final states and the average over all initial
states, can be explicitly written as S = 1/(2l + 1)

∑
μμ′mJ [37], leading to

α
(M)
ic =

kλcα

2

1

2l + 1

∑
μμ′mJ

∣∣∣(R1 +R2) (κ+ κ′)√
l(l + 1)

√
(2L̄+ 1)(2L′ + 1)

(2l + 1)
C l 0

L̄0 L′0Sl δμ,μ′+m

∣∣∣2

=
kλcα

2

2L′ + 1

l(l + 1)(2l + 1)2

∑
J

|R1 +R2|2 (κ+ κ′)2 (2L̄+ 1)|C l 0
L̄0 L′0|2

∑
μμ′

S2
l

=
kλcα

2

(2L′ + 1)(2J ′ + 1)

l(l + 1)(2l + 1)2

∑
J

|R1 +R2|2 (κ+ κ′)2 (2L̄+ 1)(2J + 1)

|C l 0
L̄0 L′0|2W 2(JL̄J ′L′; 1/2l)

∑
μμ′

|C l μ′−μ
J −μ J ′ μ′ |2.

(1.84)
Applying now the relation ∑

μμ′
|C l μ′−μ

J −μ J ′ μ′ |2 = 2l + 1 (1.85)

leads to the final result for the internal conversion coefficient as

α
(M)
ic =

kλcα

2

(2L′ + 1)(2J ′ + 1)

l(l + 1)(2l + 1)

∑
J

|R1 +R2|2 (κ+ κ′)2 (2L̄+ 1)(2J + 1)

· |C l 0
L̄0 L′0|2W 2(JL̄J ′L′; 1/2l).

(1.86)

Let us now consider the special case of 229mTh: Corresponding calculations were for the
first time performed by Strizhov and Tkalya [40] and more recently also by Karpeshin
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and Trzhaskovskaya [41]. Due to the expected energy value of 7.8 eV, internal conversion
is expected to occur only in neutral 229Th and only by coupling to the two outermost
electrons, populating the 6d3/2 and the 7s1/2 electronic levels (usually IC electrons are
generated in the innermost shells). Calculation reveals, however, that the internal con-
version process is dominated by the 7s1/2 shell [40]. Thus one can assume L′ = 0 and
J ′ = 1/2. As the nuclear transition is of type M1, we have l = 1 and Eq. (1.86) simplifies
to

αic =
kλcα

6

∑
J

|R1 +R2|2 (κ+ κ′)2 (2L̄+ 1)(2J + 1)

|C1 0
L̄0 1/2 0|2W 2(JL̄1/2 0; 1/2 1).

(1.87)

This equation provides the basis for numerical calculations resulting in αic ≈ 109 [40, 41].
Some minor dependency on the applied atomic shell model was found [41]. Assuming a
purely photonic lifetime τγ = 2.0 ·104 s (see section 1.2.1), the expected lifetime of 229mTh
under internal conversion in the neutral thorium atom is τic ≈20 μs. This value is in good
agreement with the recently measured lifetime τic ≈10 μs (corresponding to t1/2 ≈ 7 μs)
[42].

1.3 Nuclear laser excitation

One of the main motivations for studying 229mTh is that it is the only known nuclear state
that allows for direct nuclear laser excitation using atomic-shell-based laser technology.
In the following, the theory of nuclear laser excitation is discussed. In the first section,
an expression for the number of excited nuclei in equilibrium is derived. This equation is
applied to the special case of 229mTh in the second section. In the last section, the case
of 235mU, which exhibits the second lowest excitation energy of 76 eV, is discussed for
comparison.

1.3.1 The optical Bloch equations

Starting point for the discussion of nuclear laser coupling are the optical Bloch equations
that describe the coupling of coherent light to a two-level system. These will be derived
from the time dependent Schrödinger equation for the simplest case of a non-degenerate
two-level system without damping and modified for the general case of a degenerate system
with damping terms in a second step, partly following Ref. [43].

The time dependent Schrödinger equation has the form

ĤΨ(x, t) = i�
dΨ(x, t)

dt
, (1.88)

where Ĥ is the total Hamiltonian of the system and in this case Ψ(x, t) denotes the
nuclear wave function. Further, it is assumed that the Hamiltonian can be expressed as
Ĥ = ĤN + ĤI , with ĤN the nuclear Hamiltonian and ĤI the resonant light-interaction
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Hamiltonian, which describes the interaction of laser light with frequency ω0 to a nuclear
transition of the same frequency ω = ω0. If stationary solutions Ψn(x) exist, which fulfill

ĤNΨn(x) = EnΨn(x), (1.89)

the time dependency of Ψn is gained back by

Ψn(x, t) = Ψn(x)e
−iEnt/�. (1.90)

Under the restriction that only two levels (n = g, e) exist, the following ansatz for the
solution of the time dependent Schrödinger equation is used

Ψ(x, t) = cg(t)Ψg(x, t) + ce(t)Ψe(x, t), (1.91)

where |cg|2 + |ce|2 = 1 is always fulfilled. Inserting this into Eq. (1.88) and multiplying
by Ψ∗

g(x, t) or Ψ
∗
e(x, t), respectively, from the left before introducing the integral over dx,

as required for the matrix element, one obtains

iċg = cg
〈g|ĤI |g〉

�
+ ce

〈g|ĤI |e〉
�

e−iωt

iċe = cg
〈e|ĤI |g〉

�
eiωt + ce

〈e|ĤI |e〉
�

.

(1.92)

Here the angular transition frequency ω = (Ee−Eg)/� was introduced and 〈i|j〉 = δij was
used. Defining the elements of the population density matrix ρ as

ρgg = cgc
∗
g, ρge = cgc

∗
e,

ρeg = cec
∗
g, ρee = cec

∗
e,

(1.93)

and using 〈g|ĤI |g〉 = 〈e|ĤI |e〉 = 0, as ĤI is assumed to describe only transitions between
the two levels, one obtains

ρ̇ee = −ρ̇gg = − i

�

[
ρgee

iωt〈e|ĤI |g〉 − ρege
−iωt〈g|ĤI |e〉

]
ρ̇ge = +ρ̇∗eg = +

i

�
(ρgg − ρee) e

−iωt〈g|ĤI |e〉.
(1.94)

These are the optical Bloch equations for a non-degenerate two-level system without
damping. In the following step, damping terms are post-introduced into the system
and the ground and excited states are expressed by means of their quantum numbers.
Total angular momentum as well as magnetic quantum numbers (jg,mg) and (je,me)
are used for this purpose and the possibility of degeneracy is included by summations
over the magnetic quantum numbers mg or me of the sub-levels. Here Γ(mg,me) denotes
the transition rate from state (je,me) to (jg,mg), due to spontaneous decay (including

radiative as well as internal-conversion), while Γ̃(mg,me) denotes the decay rates of the
so called coherences ρge and ρeg. Also the possibility of detuning of the laser with respect
to the transition frequency is taken into account by introducing Δ = ω − ω0, where ω0
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denotes the angular frequency of the laser light. The resulting optical Bloch equations
take the form [44]

ρ̇ee(me) = − i

�

∑
mg

[
ρge(mg,me)e

iωt〈je,me|ĤI |jgmg〉−

ρeg(mg,me)e
−iωt〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉

]
− ρee(me)

∑
mg

Γ(mg,me)

ρ̇ge(mg,me) =
i

�

[
ρgg(mg)− ρee(me)

]
e−iωt〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉 −

(
iΔ+ Γ̃(mg,me)

)
ρge(mg,me)

ρ̇gg(mg) =
i

�

∑
me

[
ρge(mg,me)e

iωt〈je,me|ĤI |jgmg〉−

ρeg(mg,me)e
−iωt〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉

]
+
∑
me

ρee(me)Γ(mg,me).

(1.95)

In its general form, this coupled system of differential equations can only be solved
numerically. Under certain conditions, however, analytical solutions are possible. The
analytical solution for a realistic scenario of nuclear laser excitation will be discussed in
the following.

Considering the low-saturation limit, for which
∑

mg
ρgg(mg) ≈ 1 and ρgg(mg) 
 ρee(me)

holds, the population of the ground-state magnetic sublevels can be approximated as

ρgg(mg) ≈ 1

2jg + 1
. (1.96)

Due to the expected long lifetime of 229mTh, the linewidth corresponding to the isomer
transition can be assumed to be in the mHz range or below. Thus, in a realistic scenario
for laser excitation, the linewidth of the laser light ΔωL will be larger than the linewidth of
the nuclear transition, leading to a large relaxation rate Γ̃ of the coherences. Consequently,
the coherences ρge will relax fast to a quasi equilibrium with ρ̇ge(mg,me) = 0 (see also
Refs. [18, 45]). Under these valid assumptions, the equation for ρ̇ge transforms to

0 =
i

�

1

2jg + 1
e−iωt〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉 −

(
iΔ+ Γ̃(mg,me)

)
ρge(mg,me), (1.97)

and one obtains

ρge(mg,me) =
i

�

e−iωt

2jg + 1

〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉
iΔ+ Γ̃(mg,me)

. (1.98)

Inserting this expression into the equation for ρ̇ee leads to

ρ̇ee(me) =
1

�2(2jg + 1)

∑
mg

[
|〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉|2
iΔ+ Γ̃(mg,me)

+
|〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉|2
−iΔ+ Γ̃(mg,me)

]
− ρee(me)

∑
mg

Γ(mg,me)

=
2

�2(2jg + 1)

∑
mg

Γ̃(mg,me)|〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉|2
Δ2 + Γ̃(mg,me)2

− ρee(me)
∑
mg

Γ(mg,me).

(1.99)

This differential equation is solved for ρee(t = 0) = 0 by

ρee(me) =
2
∑

mg

Γ̃(mg ,me)|〈jg ,mg |ĤI |jeme〉|2
Δ2+Γ̃(mg ,me)2

�2(2jg + 1)
∑

mg
Γ(mg,me)

[
1− e−

∑
mg

Γ(mg ,me)·t
]
. (1.100)
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For the following we insert [44]2

Γ(mg,me) =
∑
σ

2je + 1

2l + 1
|C lσ

jgmgje−me
|2Γtot, (1.101)

where C is the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and Γtot denotes the total decay
rate of the excited state, summed over all mg and me. In the following, only the steady-
state case (t = ∞) will be considered. From Eq. (1.101) one obtains∑

mg

Γ(mg,me) =
∑
mg ,σ

2je + 1

2l + 1
|C lσ

jgmgje−me
|2Γtot

= Γtot,

(1.102)

where the following relation for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients was used∑
mg ,σ

|C lσ
jgmgje−me

|2 = 2l + 1

2je + 1
. (1.103)

Consequently, from Eq. (1.100) the steady-state case reads

ρee =
∑
me

ρee(me)

=
2

�2Γtot(2jg + 1)

∑
mgme

Γ̃(mg,me)|〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉|2
Δ2 + Γ̃(mg,me)2

.
(1.104)

This population density corresponds to a small (arbitrary) frequency fraction Δω ≤ Γtot of
the total frequency width of the laser light ΔωL. In order to calculate the full population
density, ρee has to be divided by Δω and integrated over the full laser linewidth ΔωL.
Only the overlap with the transition linewidth will contribute to this integral. For this
reason, the integration limits can be extended to infinity without changing the value of
the integral. Thus we have

ρtotee =

∫
ρee
Δω

dω0

=

∫
dω0

2

�2ΓtotΔω(2jg + 1)

∑
mgme

Γ̃(mg,me)|〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉|2
Δ2 + Γ̃(mg,me)2

=
2

�2ΓtotΔω(2jg + 1)

∑
mgme

|〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉|2
∫
dω0

Γ̃(mg,me)

Δ2 + Γ̃(mg,me)2

=
∑
mgme

2π|〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉|2
�2ΓtotΔω(2jg + 1)

,

(1.105)

where in the last step the integral

1

π

∫
Γ̃(mg,me)

Δ2 + Γ̃(mg,me)2
dω0 = 1 (1.106)

2Note that a sum over σ is missing in Ref. [44].
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was applied.

The interaction matrix element 〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉 can be expressed in terms of the reduced

interaction matrix element 〈jg‖ĤI‖je〉 by means of the Wigner-Eckart theorem [46]

〈jg,mg|ĤI |je,me〉 = C
jgmg

jeme lσ〈jg‖ĤI‖je〉. (1.107)

Making again use of Eq. (1.103) and defining the Rabi frequency Ω as

Ω =
2|〈je‖ĤI‖jg〉|

�
=

√
2jg + 1

2je + 1

2|〈jg‖ĤI‖je〉|
�

, (1.108)

expression (1.105) for ρtotee reads

ρtotee =
1

2l + 1

πΩ2

2ΓtotΔω

2je + 1

2jg + 1
. (1.109)

A detailed description for the derivation of the explicit form of the interaction matrix
element 〈jg,mg|ĤI |jeme〉 is given in Refs. [29, 47] and will not be carried out at this
point. The result for magnetic multipole radiation is [44] 3

|〈jg,mg|ĤI |je,me〉| =
E0

√
2π

c

√
(2l + 1)(l + 1)

l
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(2l + 1)!!

√
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|Cjgmg

jeme lσ|
√
Beg(Ml),
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similarly, for electric multipole radiation, we have

|〈jg,mg|ĤI |je,me〉| =

E0

√
2π

√
(2l + 1)(l + 1)

l

kl−1

(2l + 1)!!

√
2je + 1

2jg + 1
|Cjgmg

jeme lσ|
√
Beg(El).

(1.112)

Here E0 is the amplitude of the electric driving field and approximations for the transition
matrix elements Beg(Ml) and Beg(El) were given in Eqs. (1.55) and (1.57), respectively.

In the following, only the magnetic multipole term will be discussed. By comparison

3Note, that compared to Ref. [44] a further factor of
√

2l + 1/2jg + 1 occurs. This difference originates
from a different Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Using the notation of Ref. [44], redefining −σ to σ and
interchanging the ground and excited state, one obtains

|C(jgjel;mg −meσ)| = |Clσ
jgmgje−me

| = √
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jg je l
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∣∣∣∣∣
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−mg me σ
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=
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(
je l jg
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2l + 1√
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jemelσ
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(1.110)
Here some relations for the Wigner-3j symbols were used [48]. Only if the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
is in the final form, the Wigner-Eckart theorem (1.107) can be applied to define the reduced interaction
Hamiltonian.
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with Eq. (1.107), it is clear that the reduced interaction Hamiltonian is obtained from
Eq. (1.111) by dropping the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. According to Eq. (1.108), the
Rabi frequency is thus inferred to be

Ω =

√
8πE0

�c

√
(2l + 1)(l + 1)

l

kl−1

(2l + 1)!!

√
Beg(Ml). (1.113)

The transition matrix element Beg(Ml) can be related to the transition rate A(M) by
means of Eq. (1.53) as

Beg(Ml) =
�

2μ0

l[(2l + 1)!!]2

l + 1

(
1

k

)2l+1

A(M). (1.114)

For the derivation of Eq. (1.111) the electric field was assumed to be of the form [47]

E(x, t) = E0

(
ei(k0x−ω0t) + e−i(k0x−ω0t)

)
= 2E0 cos(k0x− ω0t). (1.115)

The time-averaged energy per unit volume of the electromagnetic wave is consequently
given as

ρ =
ε0|E(x, t)|2

2
+

|B(x, t)|2
2μ0

= ε0|E(x, t)|2 = 2ε0E
2
0 ,

(1.116)

where B(x, t) = E(x, t)/c and cos2(k0x− ω0t) = 1/2 was used. In order to obtain E0

from the spectral energy density per frequency interval ρω, one has to divide ρ by the
arbitrary but small frequency fraction Δω ≤ Γtot.

ρω =
ρ

Δω
. (1.117)

Correspondingly E0 can be expressed as

E0 =

√
ρωΔω

2ε0
. (1.118)

Using k = ω/c, where ω denotes the frequency of the nuclear transition and inserting
Eqs. (1.118) and (1.114) in Eq. (1.113), one obtains for the Rabi frequency

Ω =

√
2πρωΔω

�

√
(2l + 1)c3A(M)

ω3
. (1.119)

This expression is inserted in Eq. (1.109) in order to infer the total number of excited
nuclei in equilibrium for a given spectral energy density ρω of the laser light

Neq = ρtotee ·N0

=
1

2l + 1

πΩ2N0

2ΓtotΔω

2je + 1

2jg + 1

=
ρωπ2c3A(M)N0

Γtot�ω3

2je + 1

2jg + 1
.

(1.120)
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Here N0 denotes the total number of irradiated nuclei. Also the time dependency can be
regained. From Eq. (1.100) one obtains

N(t) = Neq

(
1− e−Γtott

)
. (1.121)

The same result also holds for electric multipole transitions, however, with A(M) inter-
changed by A(E). We therefore write for the radiative transition rate

A(M) = A(E) = A =
1

τγ
, (1.122)

where τγ denotes the radiative lifetime of the excited nuclear state. Opposed to that, Γtot

corresponds to the total natural decay rate of the transition, which also includes potential
non-radiative decay branches. In case of a potential internal conversion decay channel of
the excited state, this means

Γtot = (1 + αic)A, (1.123)

where αic denotes the internal conversion coefficient.

It should be pointed out that the same result (Eq. (1.121)) can also be obtained via the
Einstein rate equations, which are valid for the considered case of the low-saturation limit
and a transition linewidth smaller than the width of the laser light. The Einstein rate
equations under resonant irradiation read [49]

Ṅg = (1 + αic)ANe + ρωBωNe − ρωBω ge
gg
Ng

Ṅe = −(1 + αic)ANe − ρωBωNe + ρωBω ge
gg
Ng,

(1.124)

where Ng and Ne are the population numbers of the ground and excited state, respectively,
A and Bω denote the Einstein coefficients corresponding to spontaneous emission (A) as
well as stimulated emission and absorption (Bω) [49, 50]. gg = 2jg + 1 and ge = 2je + 1
are the degeneracies of the ground and excited state and ρω denotes the spectral energy
density of the electromagnetic field which drives the transition. Solving this equation
leads to the number of excited nuclei given as

Ne(t) =
ρωBω ge

gg
N0

(1 + αic)A+ (1 + ge
gg
)ρωBω

(
1− e

−
[
(1+αic)A+

(
1+ ge

gg

)
ρωBω

]
t

)
, (1.125)

The Einstein Bω coefficient is related to A via [49]

Bω =
π2c3

�ω3
· A. (1.126)

For realistic laser intensities, Bωρω � A is fulfilled and Eq. (1.125) transforms to

Ne(t) =
ρωBω ge

gg
N0

(1 + αic)A

(
1− e−(1+αic)At

)
=
ρωπ2c3AN0

Γtot�ω3

2je + 1

2jg + 1

(
1− e−Γtott

)
,

(1.127)

where in the last step Eq. (1.126) was inserted for Bω and Γtot = (1 + αic)A was used.
This result is identical with Eq. (1.121), derived via the optical Bloch equations, and will
be applied to 229mTh in the following.
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1.3.2 Laser excitation of 229mTh

In the previous section it was shown that, during laser irradiation, the number of excited
nuclei in equilibrium Neq can be calculated via

Neq =
ρωπ2c3AN0

Γtot�ω3

2je + 1

2jg + 1

=
ρωπ2c3N0

(1 + αic)�ω3

2je + 1

2jg + 1
,

(1.128)

where ρω denotes the spectral energy density of the laser light, A = 1/τγ is the radiative
transition rate, Γtot = (1+αic)A the total transition rate with αic as the internal conversion
coefficient and ω the angular frequency of the nuclear transition. It is concluded thatNeq is
independent of the lifetime of the excited state. However, the time after which equilibrium
is reached is lifetime dependent. From Eq. (1.127) the time dependence is known to be of
the form

N(t) = Neq

(
1− e−Γtott

)
. (1.129)

Thus the characteristic equilibrium time τeq is

τeq =
1

Γtot

=
1

(1 + αic)A
=

τγ
1 + αic

. (1.130)

Assume for the following 229Th ions in a Paul trap. The charge state is chosen in a way
that the internal conversion process is energetically suppressed and thus αic = 0 holds
(see section 1.2.2). In this case τeq = τγ ≈ 1.7 · 104 s, according to the Weisskopf estimate
(see section 1.2.1). Considering a tunable pulsed VUV laser system with an energy of
EL ≈ 10 μJ per pulse and RL = 10 Hz repetition rate at a beam area of AL = 1 mm2

and a linewidth of ΔνL = 10 GHz as is already available [51], the time-averaged spectral
energy density is

ρω =
RLEL

cAL · 2πΔνL ≈ 5.3 · 10−18 Js/m3. (1.131)

Inserting this value into Eq. (1.128) and using jg = 5/2, je = 3/2 as well as ω = 1.12 ·
1016 s−1 one obtains

Neq =
2

3

ρωπ2c3N0

�ω3
≈ 6.4 · 10−6 ·N0. (1.132)

Under the assumption of N0 = 106 irradiated nuclei in the Paul trap, the number of
excited nuclear isomers in equilibrium is 6.4 and thus small but detectable, using the
double-resonance method proposed in Ref. [13].

It is worth asking, if under the proposed assumptions quantum oscillatory behavior can
occur. The limiting condition for Rabi oscillations is Ω = Γtot/4 [52]. Using Eq. (1.119)
for Ω and considering that the maximum achievable laser-nucleus coupling is obtained for
Δω = Γtot, this condition equals √

6πρωc3AΓtot

�ω3
=

Γtot

4
. (1.133)
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Correspondingly, one obtains for the limiting case

ρω =
(1 + αic)�ω

3

96πc3
, (1.134)

which results for αic = 0 in ρω = 2.2 ·10−14 Js/m3. For spectral energy densities exceeding
this value, quantum oscillatory behavior has to be considered. Thus under the above
conditions (ρω = 5.3 · 10−18 Js/m3), no Rabi oscillations can be expected.

The situation changes if a single thorium ion is considered. In this case, the laser light
could be focused down to an area of 1 μm2, resulting in an intensity enhancement of 6
orders of magnitude to ρω = 5.3·10−12 Js/m3. Therefore quantum oscillations can occur, if
a way is found to reduce the linewidth of the laser light to below the nuclear linewidth. The
characteristic oscillations of the system will be defined by the Rabi frequency determined
in Eq. (1.119). In case of 229mTh Ω/2π takes the value

Ω

2π
=

√
3ρωc3AΓtot

2π�ω3
≈ 4.0 · 10−5 Hz, (1.135)

where the maximum laser-nucleus coupling Δω = Γtot was inserted and αic = 0 was
assumed. Again, after sufficiently long irradiation times, the change of the nuclear state
should be detectable. In both cases, changes have to be expected due to the fact that,
even if internal conversion is suppressed, electronic bridge effects might still be present
(see section 2.5.1) and have to be considered by a further electronic bridge coefficient
αeb that cannot be set to zero. Values of αeb between 10 (Th3+) and 105 (Th1+ in case
of resonance) have to be expected, depending on the charge state and transition energy
under consideration [53–55]. Also the electric field strength at the point of the nucleus
may not equal the field strength of the incoming laser wave, as (anti-)shielding effects from
the atomic shell will play a role (e.g. in case of Th4+ a magnetic dipole anti-shielding
factor of 217.3 was found [56]).

From the above discussions it is clear that nuclear laser excitation of 229mTh appears
possible, especially as there are strong ongoing developments of laser technology at the
desired wavelength region around 159 nm. The irradiation times to achieve saturation of
the nuclear level are, however, still long. The discussed laser excitation schemes do not
allow for a search of the resonance frequency, given the large uncertainty in transition
energy of about 1 eV. This has led to the general assumption that the direct nuclear laser
excitation of 229mTh requires a better knowledge of the isomer’s excitation energy. In the
following, a new laser excitation scheme for 229mTh is presented that allows to circumvent
this requirement, in this way providing the basis for a first nuclear laser excitation of
229mTh. The presented method is making use of the short-lived internal conversion decay
channel, thereby allowing for nearly background-free detection of electrons emitted in the
isomeric decay.

The same laser system as above is assumed for irradiation of an atomic monolayer of
229Th atoms on a surface of 1 mm2. Under this condition, the isomeric decay will occur
by internal conversion with a half-life of 7 μs, resulting in an IC decay factor of αic ≈ 109

[42]. Therefore, a single laser pulse of 20 μs irradiation time would be sufficient to excite
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the thorium nuclei to equilibrium. As the spectral energy density of a single laser pulse is
significantly larger than the previously considered time-averaged laser energy density and
also the number of irradiated thorium atoms is large (N0 ≈ 4 · 1012), a significant amount
of nuclei can be expected to be excited during a single laser pulse. For the spectral energy
density of the laser pulse one obtains

ρω =
EL

cTLAL ·ΔωL

≈ 3.2 · 10−14 Js/m3. (1.136)

Here TL = 20 μs denotes the pulse duration, the remaining laser parameters were taken
as stated above. As the laser linewidth of 10 GHz is still significantly larger than the
IC-broadened nuclear transition linewidth of about 15.7 kHz, Eq. (1.128) for the number
of excited nuclei in equilibrium is valid and one obtains

Neq =
2

3

ρωπ2c3N0

(1 + αic)�ω3
≈ 1.53 · 102. (1.137)

As these nuclear excitations will decay with a characteristic half-life of about 7 μs after the
laser pulse via internal conversion, it is possible to trigger the detector in accordance with
the laser pulses in order to allow for a nearly background-free detection of the emitted
electrons. These could be detected with an MCP detector, providing about 50% detection
efficiency if the electrons are post-accelerated to about 300 eV kinetic energy. The only
source of background that has to be considered are electrons, which are generated by the
laser light on the surface. Electrons produced by the photo effect, however, appear on
the timescale of nano-seconds and can therefore be distinguished from the comparatively
long-lived isomeric decay. Due to the relatively low laser intensity, no thermal electron
emission can be expected to occur.

In the described way, it should be possible to detect the isomeric decay by means of its
characteristic lifetime within one single laser pulse and thus on a micro-second timescale.
Even when assuming 100 laser pulses per scan step, the total time required for scanning
the large energy range of 1 eV would only be 2.4 · 105 s, corresponding to 2.7 days. This
detection scheme would pave the way for a first direct nuclear laser excitation of 229mTh
without the requirement of an improved isomeric energy value. The described detection
technique can be considered as laser-driven conversion-electron Mössbauer spectroscopy
(CEMS) [28] in the optical region. It could also provide the basis for a CEMS-based
solid-state nuclear clock, however, with an IC-enlarged natural transition linewidth of
expectedly about 15.7 kHz (corresponding to 7 μs half-life) [42].

1.3.3 A comparison to 235mU

The second lowest nuclear excitation, which is known by today, is the isomeric state of 235U
with an excitation energy of about 76 eV [57]. This low excitation energy has led to the
conclusion that also 235mU could be a candidate for direct nuclear laser excitation, as soon
as laser technology has evolved to deliver intense laser light at the required wavelength
by high-harmonic generation [58, 59]. In this case, the long half-life of 235mU of about
26 minutes would even make the isomer a good candidate for a nuclear clock.
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Such considerations, however, do not take the multipolarity of the 235U isomer-to-ground-
state transition into account. Being a transition from the spin and parity values 1/2+

(excited state) to 7/2− (ground state), the multipolarity is E3. According to the Weisskopf
estimate (Eqs. (1.56) and (1.57)), the radiative transition rate A(E) is

A(E) ≈ 1

2π�ε0

k2l+1

[(2l + 1)!!]2
l + 1

l

(
3

3 + l

)2

R2le2

=
ω7R6e2

66150π�ε0c7
= 2.60 · 10−23 s−1.

(1.138)

This corresponds to a lifetime of τγ = 3.8 · 1022 s or 1.2 · 1015 years. The reason for
the actually measured lifetime of 2.25 · 103 s is a huge internal conversion coefficient of
estimated αic ≈ 1.7 ·1019. Assuming a future laser source, providing the same intensity as
the previously discussed laser system, however at the required wavelength around 16 nm,
the time-averaged spectral energy density would be

ρω =
RLEL

cAL · 2πΔνL ≈ 5.3 · 10−18 Js/m3. (1.139)

If this laser source was used to irradiate a 235U monolayer with a surface area of 1 mm2

providing N0 ≈ 4 · 1012 atoms, the number of excited nuclei in equilibrium would amount
to

Neq =
1

4

ρωπ2c3N0

(1 + αic)�ω3

≈ 1.3 · 10−28N0 ≈ 5.2 · 10−16.

(1.140)

Here the angular frequency of 1.15 · 1017 s−1, corresponding to the transition energy of
76 eV, was used for ω. Based on the extremely small value for Neq, there is no realistic
chance to detect the direct nuclear laser excitation of 235mU.

The nuclear transition of third lowest energy is contained in 110Ag and possesses an
excitation energy of 1.1 keV (t1/2 = 660 ns) [10], which could be excited with the help
of free-electron lasers, similar as the 14.4 keV Mössbauer transition of 57Fe [7]. This
technology, however, can by today not provide linewidths sufficiently small to allow for
the development of nuclear frequency standards. For this reason, 229mTh is currently the
only known nucleus that would allow for the development of a nuclear clock applying
already existing technology. This situation may change in the future, taking the fast
development of laser technology into account [11, 12, 60].



Chapter 2

The history of 229mTh

This chapter provides a complete review of theoretical and experimental investigations on
229mTh. It was a central aspect to also give a rather complete list of existing literature on
the topic, which could serve as a reference for future investigations. It is subdivided into
seven sections discussing in detail: the first prediction (section 2.1) and further evidence
(section 2.2) of the isomer’s existence, experiments that have been conducted to constrain
the isomeric transition energy (section 2.3), potential applications for 229mTh (section 2.4),
theoretical investigations on the isomer’s excitation and decay (section 2.5), the challenge
of a direct detection of the isomer’s decay (section 2.6) as well as further experimental
investigations (section 2.7).

2.1 First prediction of existence

The existence of an excited nuclear state of low energy in 229Th was first proposed by
Kroger and Reich in 1976 [27]. In their work they performed a precise study of the low-
energy γ-ray spectrum of 229Th, as produced in the α decay of 233U. A set of excited
nuclear levels, identified by their γ decay and located close to the ground-state rotational
band of 229Th, had already been established to possess a rotational-band-like character
(section 1.1.3) in earlier studies [61]. However, at that time the spin and parity assign-
ments of the corresponding states were still under discussion. As detailed in the following,
Kroger and Reich were able to show that the 29.16 keV state of the rotational band has
spin and parity values jπ = 5/2+. The corresponding band structures as well as their
inter- and intra-band transitions are shown in Fig. 2.1.

The fact that the parity of this rotational band had to be positive was deduced from the
multipolarities of γ rays (section 1.2.1), which are emitted during the decay of higher-lying
states into the rotational band. Especially the 245.33 keV γ ray, which was deduced from
its line intensity to possessM1 multipolarity, was assigned to the decay of the 317.15 keV
state (5/2+) to the 71.82 keV state of the rotational band. Also the 291.34 keV γ ray
was found to be of M1 multipolarity and could be assigned to the transition between the
320.53 keV state (5/2+) and the 29.16 keV rotational-band state.

The spin of the 29.16 keV state was determined making use of the 67.98 keV γ ray,
which was assigned to the inter-band transition between the 97.13 keV (9/2+) state of

33
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the ground-state rotational band and the 29.16 keV state of the second rotational band.
A spin of 7/2 or larger for this state would be inconsistent with the energy-level spacing,
further, a spin value of 3/2 or smaller can be ruled out by the lifetime of the 97.13 keV
(9/2+) state, which would be longer when assuming a multipolarity of E4 or M3 for the
corresponding transition. Thus, the spin and parity of 5/2+ is the only consistent choice
for the 29.16 keV state.
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Figure 2.1: Low energy rotational-band structure of 229Th [10]. The spin and parity values as well as
Nilsson quantum numbers for each band head are assigned below the bands. Each state is given together
with its energy value in keV as well as its spin and parity assignments. Transitions between the energy
levels are only given if relevant for the identification of the 229Th isomeric state and indicated as arrows
between the corresponding energy levels. The transition energies are also given. The 229Th ground-state
rotational band is shown on the left side together with the 5/2+ [633] ground state. The isomeric state
is the 3/2+ [631] band head of the second rotational band. For this state, the energy gap to the ground
state is not shown to scale to improve clarity.

While the spin and parity assignment of this rotational band was well established in this
way, the location of the band head was still in question. The straightforward assumption
would be that the 29.16 keV 5/2+ level is the band head of the rotational band. There
is, however, strong indication that this interpretation is incorrect and instead the band
head is of spin and parity 3/2+ and is located close to the ground state. This assumption
is based on three independent observations:
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1. Based on the single-particle Nilsson state model (section 1.1.2), there is no rotational
band of spin and parity assignment 5/2+ expected that close to the ground-state. Only
the 3/2+ assignment can easily be interpreted in terms of the Nilsson model, in which
case the Nilsson quantum numbers [631] are assigned to the rotational band (Fig. 2.1).

2. The assumption that there is a 3/2+ state close to the ground state allows to explain
several features of the 229Th γ-ray spectrum, which are otherwise unexplained. This con-
cerns the decay of negative-parity levels to the positive-parity levels located close to the
ground state. In the following only one example is given, which is provided by the E1
decay of the 146.36 keV state. This state reveals three E1 transitions: to the 29.16 keV
5/2+ level, to the 71.82 keV 7/2+ level and to the level which was formerly thought to
be the ground state. However, no transition to the 7/2+ state of the ground-state band
is observed. This is surprising, as a decay to the band head, as well as to a 7/2+ level of
a different rotational band is present. By introducing the new state, close to the ground
state and of spin and parity 3/2+, this behavior can easily be explained when assuming
that the 146.36 keV decay does not populate the ground state, but the first excited 3/2+

state instead. Similarly, features in the decay of the 148.16 keV and the 217.13 keV state
can be explained.

3. A further support for this interpretation is provided by the 230Th(d,t)229Th reaction. It
is stated by Kroger and Reich [27], that in this reaction the four rotational-band members
of lowest energy of the 3/2+ [631] band have been observed. The energy spacings were
found to be in agreement with the expectations. At the time of publication, however,
this information was based on private communication and the underlying data was un-
published. While no publication of the underlying data is known to us by today, a new
measurement, published by D.G. Burke et al. in 1990 [62], supports the assumption of
the existence of an excited state of low energy in 229Th and is discussed in the following
section.

2.2 Further evidence for 229mTh

Already in 1976, Kroger and Reich referred to a measurement of the 230Th(d,t)229Th re-
action [27], which was supposed to give further evidence for an excited state of low energy
in 229Th. However, to our knowledge, this data has never been published and the first
publication giving additional evidence for the excited state based on the 230Th(d,t)229Th
reaction is that of D.G. Burke et al. in 1990 [62]. They triggered the 230Th(d,t)229Th
reaction by collision of 17 MeV deuterons with a target consisting of 230Th, which was
produced by direct deposition from an isotope separator onto a carbon foil. Tritons, as
produced in the nuclear reaction, were measured energy-resolved at 17 angles between 5�
and 80�, in order to draw conclusions on the angular momenta of the states. The results
are shortly discussed in the following.

The triton energy-spectrum of the 230Th(d,t)229Th reaction at a fixed angle of 60� is shown
in Fig. 2.2 together with the 232Th(d,t)231Th spectrum [62]. There is good evidence that
the peaks are correctly assigned, as the excitation energies are consistent with those of
previously known levels. Considering the angular dependent shapes of the triton spectra
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of the 29 keV and 125 keV levels, angular momenta of l = 2 and l = 4 are deduced,
respectively. This is in agreement with the previous spin and parity assignments of 5/2+

(29 keV) and 9/2+ (125 keV) by Kroger and Reich.

Figure 2.2: Triton energy-spectrum of the 230Th(d,t)229Th reaction (left) as well as the 232Th(d,t)231Th
reaction (right) for a fixed angle of 60� taken from [62]. The 5/2+[633] ground-state band as well as the
3/2+[631] band are clearly visible in both spectra. For 229Th, the band heads of the 5/2+[633] and
3/2+[631] bands cannot be energetically separated and lead to a single peak of twice the expected height.

Comparing the peak intensities in the 230Th(d,t)229Th energy spectrum with those oc-
curring in the 232Th(d,t)231Th spectrum provides further evidence for the correct band
assignments. In the 232Th(d,t)231Th reaction the band assignments are known with some
confidence. From this spectrum it is inferred that the 5/2+ and 9/2+ members of the
3/2+ [631] band reveal relatively large cross sections, while all other peaks are weaker.
The same pattern is observed in the 230Th(d,t)229Th spectrum, thus giving evidence that
the 5/2+ and 9/2+ members of the 3/2+ [631] band are correctly assigned. A quantitative
discussion and a comparison with calculated values further support this interpretation.

While the 5/2+ [633] and the 3/2+ [631] rotational band heads are clearly separated in
the 232Th(d,t)231Th reaction, they cannot be distinguished in case of 230Th(d,t)229Th.
However, the signal strength, as observed for the ground-state doublet in 229Th, is similar
to the sum of the two band head signals in 232Th.

The 29 keV level is inferred to be the second state of the 3/2+[631] rotational band. Burke
et al. also discuss possible alternative interpretations of the obtained data. Since the spin
and parity of the 29 keV level seems to be 5/2+, the only different possibility would be to
assign it as the band head of the 5/2+[622] rotational band. This interpretation, however,
is unlikely, as, based on the Nilsson model, this band head is expected at higher energy.
Also several features of the low-energy γ spectrum of 229Th, as discussed in the previous
section, would not be resolved by this interpretation. The non-observation of the band
head is explained by its vicinity to the ground state, however, it could not be concluded
which band head has the lowest energy. An improved version of essentially the same
measurement was published in 2008 [63].
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2.3 Constraining the transition energy

As soon as the existence of a low energy state in 229Th was established, the determination
of its energy became an important experimental objective. While the energy determi-
nation based on indirect measurements has convincingly shown that the isomeric energy
must be extremely low compared to usual nuclear excitation energies (most likely below
10 eV), up to today no precise value for the isomer’s energy is available.

2.3.1 First energy constraints

In their 1976 paper, Kroger and Reich estimated an upper limit of 100 eV for the transition
energy, solely based on the non-observation of the excited states’ direct decay [27]. In
a further study, published in 1990, Reich and Helmer inferred an energy value of higher
precision based on the differences of nuclear levels of larger energies, populating the ground
and the low-energy state, respectively [64]. First preparatory measurements had already
been published in 1984 [65]. Three different energy combinations were used in this study,
leading to an energy constraint of (−1±4) eV. The differences of γ-ray transition energies,
which were used in this study, are:

Δ1 = E(97.1)− E(71.8)− E(25.3),

Δ2 = E(97.1)− E(67.9)− E(29.1),

Δ3 = [E(148.1)− E(146.3)]− [E(118.9)− E(117.1)].

(2.1)

The 42.43 keV γ-ray transition was not used in the presented work, as this line could not
be resolved from the 42.63 keV line at the time of the measurement1. From this study,
the authors concluded that the energy separation between the ground state and the first
excited state of 229Th is smaller than the precision of the presented measurement and
“almost certainly less than 10 eV”. Also a first half-life estimate for a tentative 1 eV M1
transition between the excited state and the ground state was given as about 7 hours,
placing the excitation to be a relatively long-lived isomer. In their 1990 study, Reich and
Helmer also further discussed the hypothetical assumption that the energy of the 3/2+
[631] level is actually below the 5/2+ [633] state. This would make the latter state to be
an excited isomeric state of 229Th, which is known to decay predominantly via α decay
with a half-life of 7932 years. The half-life of theM1 transition to the ground state would
thus have to be significantly longer than this value in order to allow for this scenario.
While not entirely excluded at the time of the study, this turns out to be very unlikely,
given the predicted half-life of 7 hours.

The work of Reich and Helmer represents the first study in which a nuclear transition
was considered to possess an extremely low energy of only a few eV. While Reich and
Helmer themselves did not propose any applications for this nuclear state in their publi-
cation, their work was the basis for an increasing interest leading to the proposal of many
interesting applications in the subsequent years.

1The 29.18 keV γ line, which also has an unresolved overlap with the 29.39 keV γ transition, could be
used without restrictions, as the latter is of significantly smaller intensity, corresponding to an inter-band
transition.
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2.3.2 Improved energy determination

Driven by the increasing interest in the newly discovered low-energy excited nuclear state,
Helmer and Reich aimed for an improved energy determination of this excitation. This
led to a publication in 1994, in which an energy value of (3.5 ± 1.0) eV was presented2

[67]. The techniques applied in this study were in principle the same as used in their
earlier work, this time, however, with improved statistics and more accurate values of
γ-ray energies of higher lying levels. For their analysis they used the same three γ-ray
transition energy differences as before (Eq. 2.1) together with one further difference:

Δ4 = [E(148.1)− E(146.3)]− [E(76.4)− E(74.6)]. (2.2)

A level scheme of all γ transitions used in this study is shown in Fig. 2.3. The energy
value of (3.5± 1.0) eV, as presented based on this study, was the most accepted one until
2007. This value is below the ionization potential of thorium of 6.3 eV. For this reason,
internal conversion, as a potential decay channel, was expected to be energetically forbid-
den, leading to an expectedly enhanced radiative decay and an increased half-life of 20 to
120 hours (assuming no coupling to the electronic environment) [67]. These assumptions
had to be corrected following further energy investigations. Helmer and Reich assumed
already in their 1994 work that no “unique half-life” for 229mTh might exist, as this will
depend on the electronic environment of the sample.
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Figure 2.3: 229Th level scheme containing only levels that were used in the isomer’s energy determination
of Helmer and Reich in 1994 [67]. The energy gap between the 5/2+[633] ground state and the 3/2+[631]
first excited state was calculated from this scheme in four independent ways. The resulting energy value
was given as (3.5± 1.0) eV.

In 2005, motivated by an improved understanding of the 229Th level-scheme branching
ratios [68, 69] and the non-observation of the direct 229mTh γ ray, Guimarães-Filho and

2A preliminary value of (4.5± 1.0) eV is given in Ref. [66]
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Helene published a re-analysis of the spectroscopy data obtained by Helmer and Reich
[70]. The central technique applied in this work was the same as in the 1994 analysis
of Helmer and Reich, however, this time an improved matrix formalism was used, in-
cluding many reference lines to obtain better statistics. Also improved branching ratios
were applied for the 29.18 keV and the 71.8 keV lines. These were assumed to decay by
100% branching ratio into the 3/2+ isomeric state in the 1994 work of Helmer and Reich.
However, more recent work proposed that the decay of these states might populate the
ground state by branching ratios of 25% and 40%, respectively. In this re-analysis, the
γ-ray transition energies were also corrected for recoil effects, leading to the different value
of (5.5± 1.0) eV for the isomeric energy.

2.3.3 A corrected energy value

The value of 5.5 eV, as obtained in 2005 [70], was still below the threshold of the first
ionization potential of thorium and an internal-conversion decay of the isomeric state was
therefore expected to be suppressed. In 2007, however, a new measurement was published
by Beck et al., which suggested the significantly larger energy value of (7.6 ± 0.5) eV
[8]. This measurement made use of a different detection technique, using a cryogenically
cooled microcalorimeter spectrometer with a resolution of about 30 eV. By applying this
significantly improved resolution, it was possible to resolve the closely spaced γ-ray lines
of 29.18 keV and 29.36 keV as well as 42.43 keV and 42.63 keV. This in turn allowed to
use a new transition energy difference for the energy determination of the isomeric state
(Fig. 2.4):

Δ5 = [E(29.39)− E(29.18)]− [E(42.63)− E(42.43)]. (2.3)

Further, also a correction for the branching ratio of the 29.19 keV to ground-state decay
was included, which was estimated to be 1/13 (as opposed to 1/4, assumed in Ref. [70]).
The value of (7.6 ± 0.5) eV, which was deduced in this way, poses a significant change
in technology required for the direct detection of the isomeric decay. As the transition
energy is placed above the ionization potential of neutral thorium of about 6.3 eV, inter-
nal conversion is allowed as an isomeric decay channel. Therefore, any significant chance
to detect a photonic decay is only given for charged 229Th. In this case, the isomeric
half-life was suggested to be about 5 hours by Beck et al. The wavelength of photons
emitted in the isomeric decay was placed in the vacuum ultra-violet (VUV) region at
(163±11) nm by this measurement. Formerly, the wavelength was expected to be around
350 nm (corresponding to 3.5 eV) in the near ultra-violet. This wavelength shift leads
to the requirement of applying vacuum ultra-violet optics when searching for a potential
photonic isomeric decay and partly explains the failure of former experiments to detect
any isomeric decay signal.
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Figure 2.4: Partial 229Th level scheme (left) as used for the improved energy determination by Beck et
al. in 2007 [8]. The measured data taken from Ref. [8] are shown on the right. The γ-ray doublets around
29 keV as well as 42 keV were spectroscopically resolved for the first time. This was made possible by
employing the NASA microcalorimeter spectrometer system XRS, allowing for a spectral resolution of
30 eV.

A minor correction to this value was introduced in 2009 by the same group [9]. While
a possible non-zero branching ratio for the 29.19 keV to ground-state transition was
already included in their first publication, this time also a non-zero branching ratio for
the 42.43 keV to 229mTh inter-band transition was introduced. The estimated value of
this branching ratio is 2%, leading only to a small correction for the isomeric energy value
to (7.8±0.5) eV. This is today’s most accepted energy value, however, it has been argued
that the actual error of this measurement might be significantly larger than originally
proposed by the authors [71].

2.4 Potential applications

Close after the publication of Reich and Helmer in 1990 [64], in which the existence of
a nuclear isomeric state with an energy in the range of only a few eV was claimed, the
interest in this state was rising. The first publication, which appeared after the work of
Reich and Helmer, was a theoretical paper of Strizhov and Tkalya in 1991, which aimed
at a description of the different decay channels [40]. In their publication, they predicted
an increasing interest of physicists from other disciplines like “optics, solid-state physics,
lasers, plasma, and others”. In the following years the list of potential applications con-
tinued to grow. These include the development of a nuclear clock [13, 14], the search for
temporal variations in fundamental constants [13, 24] and the development of a nuclear
laser [25, 72]. The most important ones will be detailed in the following.

2.4.1 A nuclear clock based on 229mTh

A first hint towards a potential use of the isomeric state for metrology was given by
Tkalya et al. as early as 1996 [73]: “The existence of such a level opens a unique pos-
sibility for investigation of some very interesting and important physical problems. The
main of them are the following: a process of nuclear isomer excitation by a laser beam;
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a decay of nuclear isomeric level via electronic bridge; the investigation of the chemical
environment and electronic properties of solids by means of measuring the half-life time
of isomeric levels and energies of emitted photons; development of a high stability nuclear
source of light for metrology; creation of γ-laser in the optical range, and so on.” While
this proposal does not include the development of a nuclear clock based on 229Th, it is
already a remark pointing at an expected high stability.

Tkalya also provided first calculations of the resonance cross section for direct laser ex-
citation of the isomeric state, which was estimated to be σ ≈ 10−25 cm2 [73, 74]. This
cross section was inferred to be too small to allow for direct laser excitation, given the low
precision of the isomer’s energy value. A further calculation of the cross section for direct
laser excitation of the 229Th nucleus was published in 1999 by Karpeshin et al., leading
to a similar result [75]. This predicted small cross section for direct laser coupling to the
nucleus has led to the generally accepted requirement of an improved knowledge of the
isomer’s transition energy.

The potential for a nuclear clock based on 229mTh was highlighted in 2003 by Peik and
Tamm [13]. This proposal was largely driven by the recent development of the frequency-
comb technology. In their work, Peik and Tamm proposed to perform nuclear laser spec-
troscopy in the optical region with 229Th3+. The nuclear excitation with laser light was
proposed to be probed using the hyperfine shift of the 229Th shell, as induced by the change
of nuclear spin and magnetic moment during the excitation of the nuclear isomeric state
(double-resonance method). It was proposed to use the 3+ charge state, as this charge
state corresponds to a convenient electronic configuration of a radon core plus one valence
electron, which possesses a closed level scheme for applying the double-resonance method
and further allows for direct laser cooling. Also estimates for the expected stability of
such a nuclear clock were given, proposing a very high performance as will be detailed in
the following.

A resonator of high frequency (but not too high to still allow for optical access) with a
high Q-value is the basis for all modern atomic clocks. 229mTh with an energy of about
7.8 eV, corresponding to a frequency of f ≈ 1.88 PHz, provides such a high-Q resonator,
as the radiative isomeric half-life is expected to be in the range of minutes to hours. As-
suming a radiative lifetime of about 104 s, the linewidth of Δf ≈ 10−4 Hz would lead to
a Q-value of about f/Δf ≈ 1019. At this level, however, the clock performance is limited
by external perturbations, mostly introduced into the system by electric and magnetic
fields. The sensitivity of the clock resonator to these perturbations is the limiting factor
for the stability of all modern optical atomic clocks. Typical perturbing shifts, which have
to be considered, are listed in Tab. 2.1.

The most important advantage of a nuclear clock compared to usual atomic clocks is
that, due to the small nuclear moments, direct coupling of external fields to the nucleus
is negligible3. However, nuclear-shell coupling via hyperfine interactions still has to be

3The magnetic dipole moments of the ground and excited state of 229Th were estimated to be μg =
0.36 · μN [76] and μm ≈ −0.08 · μN [14], where μN is the nuclear magneton μN = 5.05 · 10−27J/T,
while typical atomic magnetic moments are in the order of the Bohr magneton μB = 9.27 · 10−24J/T.
The 229Th nuclear electric quadrupole moments of ground and excited state are Qg = 3.11|e|b [76] and
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taken into account. Assuming an LS-coupling scheme, all electronic quantum numbers
remain constant during the nuclear transition. Therefore, no shifts occur which entirely
depend on the electronic quantum numbers (shifts due to static electric fields, electromag-
netic radiation or collisions). Only a small black-body radiation shift of 10−19 at room
temperature is expected due to the hyperfine Stark shift [13]. Further, by electronic state
selection, the quantum numbers of the electronic shell could be chosen in an appropriate
way to obtain “good” quantum numbers for the entire system (shell plus nucleus). Such
a choice would avoid frequency shifts due to the linear Zeeman effect, the tensor part of
the quadratic Stark effect and atomic quadrupole interactions.

While this first proposal of a nuclear clock can be seen as the pioneering step towards
nuclear clock technology, there are still problems remaining. One problem is that the
quadratic Zeeman effect is still existent and estimated as 1 kHz at 0.1 mT, which is com-
parable to that of usual atomic clocks. Further, the required choice of an electronic level
leaves us with the metastable 7s2S1/2 electronic state in 229Th3+ as the only appropriate
choice. This state, however, has an expected lifetime of only 1 s (compared to the up to
104 s expected nuclear isomeric lifetime), which significantly reduces the expected Q-value
of the entire system.

In the same 2003 paper [13], Peik and Tamm also proposed the development of a solid-
state optical clock based on Mössbauer spectroscopy of 229mTh in the optical region. This
proposal was largely based on the earlier idea of Tkalya to directly excite the nucleus
by laser light in a dielectric medium [77]. In 2009, also frequency shifts of a solid-state
nuclear clock were estimated by Peik et al. to be beyond 10−15 for cryogenically cooled
crystals [78]. While significantly less stable, such a clock would have the advantage of
being technologically simpler and mechanically robust, leading to many potential appli-
cations. Also the number of 229Th atoms in the crystal lattice environment is significantly
larger than that of usual optical lattice clocks (up to 1019 229Th atoms per cm3), reduc-
ing the statistical uncertainties. Experimental investigations towards the development of
a solid-state nuclear clock are driven by the University of California and the Technical
University of Vienna [17, 18]

In 2012, an alternative approach for a nuclear clock based on 229mTh was proposed by
Campbell at al. [14]. This proposal aims at a solution of the above mentioned problems
of the earlier clock approach [13] of (i) a quadratic Zeeman effect being comparable to
the one of ordinary optical atomic clocks and (ii) a reduced Q-value due to the required
atomic excitation. In their work, they propose to use a pair of stretched nuclear hyperfine
states for the clock transition, while 229Th3+ remains in its 5F5/2 electronic ground level.
By a detailed analysis, partly based on numerical simulations, they were able to show
that such a nuclear clock has the potential to outperform all existing atomic clock tech-
nology. The expected systematic error budget of this clock is shown in Tab. 2.1, as taken
from Ref. [14]. A review on the experimental status of the nuclear-cock development was
published in 2015 by Peik and Okhapkin [79].

Qm = 1.74|e|b [14], where the conventional unit of electron-barn is used (1 b = 10−28 m2). Compared to
that, the quadrupole moments of electronic states are in the range of up to hundreds of ea20, where a0 is
the Bohr radius (1 a20 = 2.80 · 10−21 m2).
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Table 2.1: Expected systematic shifts and uncertainties of a 229mTh3+ single-ion nuclear clock [14].

Type of shift Shift (×10−20) Uncertainty (×10−20)

Excess micromotion 10 10

Gravitational 0 10

Cooling laser Stark 0 5

Electric quadrupole 3 3

Secular motion 5 1

Linear Doppler 0 1

Linear Zeeman 0 1

Background collisions 0 1

Blackbody radiation 0.013 0.013

Clock laser Stark 0 � 0.01

Trapping field Stark 0 � 0.01

Quadratic Zeeman 0 0

Total 18 15

2.4.2 Search for temporal variations of fundamental constants

Already in their 2003 work, Peik and Tamm proposed that nuclear laser spectroscopy
with 229Th would open a new possibility to probe for potential temporal variation of
fundamental constants [13]. Such temporal variations are predicted by some theories
beyond the standard model [80]. The idea is to compare the nuclear frequency standard
to atomic-shell based frequency standards. The frequency standards are expected to
show a completely different dependence on the fine structure constant as well as the
dimensionless strong interaction parameter.

A first quantitative analysis was performed by Flambaum and published in 2006 [24]. The
result predicts an extremely high sensitivity for potential temporal changes of the fine
structure constant α (α̇) as well as the dimensionless strong interaction scale parameter
mq/ΛQCD. It was highlighted in [24] that the sensitivity to these variations may be below
10−20 per year and thus at least three orders of magnitude more sensitive than constraints
based on atomic-shell transitions (which by today pose the most stringent limits on such
variations).

The reason for the predicted enhancement in sensitivity is that, from nuclear structure
theory, the energies of the nuclear ground and excited states are proposed to be dominated
by two individual high energy (MeV) terms which, by coincidence, cancel each other down
to the eV range when subtracted in the very special case of the 229Th nucleus. The first
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term is the Coulomb-energy term, which is responsible for the sensitivity to variations in
the fine structure constant α, the second term results from various contributions of the
strong interaction and thus leads to a sensitivity with respect to the strong interaction
scale parameter mq/ΛQCD. The ratio between the typical nuclear energy scale and the
energy scale of 229mTh can then be directly transferred to a sensitivity enhancement for
changes in fundamental constants. The estimate for the variation of the 229mTh transition
frequency as a function of the variation of α and ΛQCD is given as follows [24, 81]:
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− 5
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)
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ω
, (2.4)

with Xq = mq/ΛQCD and Xs = ms/ΛQCD, where mq = (mu + md)/2 and ms denote
the light quark mass (∼ 5 MeV) and the strange quark mass (∼ 120 MeV), respectively.
This expression has already been corrected for the new energy value of ∼ 7.8 eV [81] and
contains an expected enhancement in sensitivity by five orders of magnitude for changes
in the two fundamental constants (based on the Walecka model).

Opposed to that, Hayes et al. came to the result that no significant enhancement of
sensitivity for potential temporal variations in fundamental constants could be achieved
from a nuclear frequency standard [82, 83]. Based on the Feynman-Hellmann Theorem,
which is a fundamental theorem of quantum-field theory, they derived the simple formula

δω

ω
=

ΔVC
ω

δα

α
(2.5)

for the α-dependence of the relative nuclear frequency shift [82]. In this equation, ΔVC
denotes the Coulomb energy difference between the ground and the excited nuclear state.
Taking the Nilsson model as the basis for nuclear energy calculations, there is no Coulomb
interaction included, leading to the prediction of ΔVC = 0 and thus no expected sensitivity
for a potential α̇.

The same authors inferred a similar relation for the dependence of the frequency on the
nucleon mass MN . The equation which is, however, based on significant simplifications,
reads:

δω

ω
=

ΔT

ω

δMN

MN

+ · · ·. (2.6)

Here ΔT denotes the difference in the kinetic energies of the ground and excited state.
Again, applying the asymptotic Nilsson model, ΔT = 0 is inferred, leading to no expected
enhancement in sensitivity for a variation of MN . A variation with respect to mq/ΛQCD

was not performed for reasons of complexity.

Given these controverse results, He and Ren reexamined the problem based on the Feynman-
Hellmann theorem, however, using the more complex model of relativistic mean-field the-
ory to determine a value for the Coulomb energy difference ΔVC [84]. Their estimates
lead to an enhanced sensitivity for temporal changes of α of at least four orders of mag-
nitude. Also the sensitivities for changes of the nucleon and meson masses are found to
be enhanced by five to six orders of magnitude. In their work, they argue that the earlier
publications of Hayes et al. [82, 83] neglect the correlation between the strong interaction
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and the Coulomb interaction in an unallowed way.

In 2009 four papers on this topic appeared, which were published by V. Flambaum and co-
workers [85–88]. In Ref. [85], Flambaum and Wiringa reconfirmed an expected enhance-
ment for temporal changes of the dimensionless strong interaction parameter mq/ΛQCD

by about five orders of magnitude. In their work, they used the variational Monte Carlo
(VCM) method, as opposed to the Walecka model or relativistic mean-field theory, which
was used in earlier work [24, 84]. In a different publication, Flambaum et al. also per-
formed a new estimate for a potential enhanced variation of the fine structure constant α
with the result of a potential enhancement by four orders of magnitude [86]. In this work,
the enhancement based on a polarization contribution caused by a valence neutron in the
nucleus was estimated. Litvinova et al. carried out detailed nuclear structure calculations
in order to infer the potential sensitivity of the 229mTh nuclear transition to temporal
variations in α [87]. The result is, that such sensitivity calculations heavily depend on
the applied nuclear model and the therein achievable precision and therefore no reliable
prediction could be made, based on current nuclear models.

As a consequence, in Ref. [88], it was proposed to measure the nuclear charge radii as
well as the electric quadrupole moments of 229Th and 229mTh, respectively, by laser spec-
troscopy of the atomic shells of both nuclear states. A technique is presented, which
would allow to deduce VC for both states from these parameters and thus to determine
the expected enhancement in sensitivity for potential variations in α. As this method is
directly based on experimental data, it would be independent of any particular choice of
the nuclear structure model.

In 2010, a review article on the search for potential temporal variations of fundamental
constants with 229Th was published by Berengut and Flambaum [89]. Since then three
further publications on this topic appeared. One also in 2010 by Rellergert at al. [17], who
highlighted the potentials of a solid-state nuclear clock with respect to searches for fun-
damental constant variation. In 2012, Berengut and Flambaum proposed that, besides
temporal variations, also spatial variations of fundamental constants could be probed
[90]. Most recently it was proposed that also effects of Lorentz invariance and equivalence
principle violation could be probed with the help of 229mTh [58, 59].

2.4.3 A 229mTh-based nuclear laser

A nuclear laser based on 229mTh was conceptually proposed by Oganessian and Karamian
in a publication from 1995, in which the thorium isomer was discussed in an individual
section within the more general framework of nuclear γ-ray lasers [72].

The working principle of a nuclear laser would be the same as for atomic-shell based
lasers, however, using nuclear transitions instead. While there are significant problems
to overcome when developing a high energy γ-ray laser based on nuclear transitions (see
for example Ref. [91]), the isomeric state in 229Th could allow to develop a first proof-
of-principle nuclear laser [72]. The main important aspect for developing such a laser is
to achieve population inversion between the ground and the isomeric first excited state.
Oganessian and Karamian proposed to achieve this inversion by temperatures of 104 K,
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however, at a time when the isomeric energy was still assumed to be at about 3.5 eV and
thus the internal-conversion decay channel of the isomer was expected to be suppressed
in neutral 229Th.

A quantitative analysis of the possibility of a 229mTh-based nuclear laser was performed
by Tkalya in 2011 [25]. In this work, a nuclear laser based on 229Th doped solid-state
crystals is investigated. The population inversion is proposed to be achieved in a two-step
approach: First, the isomeric state is populated via direct laser excitation. As the nuclear
ground and isomeric state provide only a two-level system, no population inversion can be
achieved in this way. However, it is still possible to excite a significant amount of nuclei.
In a second step, it is proposed to apply a strong magnetic field (of up to 100 T), in order
to achieve a Zeeman splitting of the nuclear ground and excited state into corresponding
sublevels. By further cooling the crystal into the temperature region of about 0.01 K, the
nuclei are expected to predominantly populate the energetically lowest Zeeman sublevels
of each nuclear state. In this way, a population inversion is achieved between the lower
Zeeman sublevels of the excited state and the upper Zeeman sublevels of the ground state.
The transition between these sublevels would allow for light amplification by stimulated
emission in the nucleus.

Alternatively, line splitting into nuclear sublevels could also be achieved via electric
quadrupole splitting and is also discussed in Ref. [25]. In 2013, an alternative to the
cooling method in order to achieve population inversion was proposed by Tkalya and
Yatsenko [92]. In this approach, a narrowband laser is used to drive individual transi-
tions in the Zeeman-splitted nuclear multiplet. It should be pointed out, that a nuclear
laser based on 229mTh would be a proof-of-principle device only, as it would operate in a
wavelength region which is also reached by atomic-shell based lasers.

2.4.4 Further potential applications

The half-life of the 229Th nuclear isomeric state is expected to significantly depend on the
electronic surrounding. This has motivated the idea to use the isomer’s decay as a probe
for material or surface structure as early as 1991 [40]. While the 76 eV isomeric state of
235U has long been in use for such purposes, 229mTh is expected to be advantageous, as
the valence 6d3/2 and 7s1/2 electronic subshells are expected to play an important role for
the isomeric decay. These valence subshells are significantly influenced by the surround-
ing electronic environment, as opposed to the filled electronic subshells, which play the
dominant role in the internal-conversion decay of 235mU [73].

A further advantage of 229Th compared to 235U was thought to be the photonic decay
channel, which was expected to be dominant even for neutral 229mTh at the time of the
proposal in 1996 [73]. However, this expectation of a dominant photonic decay channel is
not fulfilled in view of recent research.

In 1998 it was proposed that the exponential character of the radioactive decay law could
be probed using 229mTh [93]. One expected advantage when using 229Th is, that, in a
solid-state sample, a large number of isomers could be produced, e.g., by direct laser exci-
tation. It was shown that, assuming the radiative decay to be a significant decay channel,
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229mTh activities of up to 1014 Bq could be achieved within a solid-state sample of about
1 mg. Further, these high activities would not require any special shielding, as the de-
excitation occurs in the form of VUV photons. Even after a time period of 50 · t1/2, the
activity level would be 0.1 Bq, which could easily be probed and therefore used as a test
for the decay law. This idea is based on the assumption that a strong optical excitation of
the 229Th isomeric state is easily achievable to a significant amount in a solid sample. So
far, however, all experiments performed to detect this excitation were unsuccessful and
point to a significant non-radiative decay channel.

Due to the expected high resilience of 229mTh against external influences, it was proposed
to use the isomeric state for nuclear quantum-logic studies and entanglement with en-
hanced coherence times [13] and as a qubit for quantum computing [26]. In 2009 it was
even proposed to implant 229mTh into solar cells as a proof-of-principle for direct nuclear
energy transformation [94]. This approach, however, cannot be seen as realistic, given
that no radiative isomeric decay has been observed until today.

Besides the potential application of an ultra-precise clock based on 229mTh for the de-
tection of time variations of fundamental constants [24], such clocks could be used as
gravitational detectors for geodesy and earthquake detection [21], as well as gravitational
wave detection [23] and (topological) dark matter search [22].

2.5 229mTh excitation and decay

In parallel to the potential applications, the theoretical interest in the isomeric state
of 229Th was growing. This includes the energy dependent theoretical study of the iso-
meric half-life and decay channels under different conditions, as well as the potential for its
excitation. In the following, a short review of these theoretical investigations is presented.

2.5.1 Basic theoretical investigations

The first theoretical work that appeared after the isomeric energy had been constrained
to below 10 eV in 1990 was the one of Strizhov and Tkalya [40]. The three possible decay
channels, internal conversion (IC), electronic bridge (EB), which is a bound internal con-
version process accompanied by photon emission 4, and radiative decay (γ) were discussed
as a function of the isomeric energy (see Fig. 2.5 for diagrammatic visualization). As the
energy value was not securely constrained, all three decay channels were considered as
equally possible. It was found that, in case that the isomeric energy is above the ioniza-
tion potential of thorium (for which 6.03 eV was the best value at that time), internal
conversion would be the dominant decay channel, reducing the isomeric lifetime into the
μs region. Opposed to that, for an energy of below 1.3 eV, not even electronic bridge
processes would be allowed, leading to a purely radiative lifetime of up to 27 days. The
energy region inbetween is hard to discuss, as the isomer’s lifetime and decay channels

4The expression “electronic bridge” was originally introduced by V.A. Krutov [95]. The process had
already been used to describe laser-assisted nuclear decay of 235mU by Zon and Karpeshin [96].
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would heavily depend on the exact isomeric energy. In case that the energy would be of
the same value as any of the shell transitions, a fast decay via an electronic bridge could
occur. However, if no such energy agreement existed, EB could be suppressed resulting
in a prolonged lifetime. Therefore the lifetime could vary from microseconds up to tens
of hours, depending on the exact energy value.
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Figure 2.5: Different fundamental processes of isomeric decay (first row) and excitation (second row).
a The nuclear deexcitation via direct γ emission is a first-order process. b The second-order process
corresponds to shell-nucleus coupling. In this case, an electron is excited by the process of nuclear deex-
citation, leading either to electron emission (internal conversion) or to the transformation of the electron
into an excited bound state (bound internal conversion). c In case that a bound internal conversion
(BIC) process occurs, the electron will undergo deexcitation back to the ground state, accompanied by
photon emission. The combined process is a third-order process, introduced as electronic bridge (EB).
d The reverse of process a is the process of isomer excitation by direct photon absorption, which has
to be employed for the nuclear clock concept. e The reverse of process b is called nuclear excitation
by electron transition (NEET) in case that the electron was bound; and nuclear excitation by electron
capture (NEEC) in case of an unbound electron. f The reverse of process c is typically referred to as
inverse electronic bridge (IEB). It is investigated as a potentially strong excitation channel for 229mTh.
Note, that the use of notation is not uniform in literature and this process is often referred to as NEET.

Already in this early theoretical work, it was proposed to probe for the internal-conversion
decay of the isomeric state as a first step [40], which by today has led to the successful
direct detection of the isomeric state. It was also proposed to probe for surface influences
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as well as laser triggered IC, which have become again topics of current experimental
investigations.

Also a way to produce the isomeric nuclei via plasma excitation was proposed. At that
time, the population of 229mTh in the 233U α decay was assumed to be too low (a fraction of
a percent) to allow for the isomer’s detection. The dominant process of nuclear excitation
in a plasma was inferred to be nuclear excitation by electron capture (NEEC), which is the
reverse of the internal conversion process. Isomer population via direct laser excitation
was not discussed.

The next three articles, which were published by Tkalya (all in 1992) [74, 97, 98], contain
a detailed discussion of the isomer’s excitation via the reverse of the electronic bridge
process, typically referred to as inverse EB (IEB). In the IEB process an atomic-shell
transition is excited by a light source. The excited state then transfers its energy to the
nucleus, thereby exciting the ground to the isomeric state. Opposed to the process of
nuclear excitation by electron transition (NEET), in the IEB process the electron hole,
produced by shell excitation, can be virtual. Thus the energy of the irradiated light can be
chosen in accordance with the nuclear transition. The IEB process was discussed for the
non-resonant case, for which the energy of the excited electronic-shell state differs from
the energy of the nuclear isomeric state. The concept was found to be more efficient than
the direct laser excitation of the nucleus, for which the cross section was also calculated
in the second publication [74].

The process of laser-induced isomeric deexcitation (resonance internal conversion) was
studied by Karpeshin et al. [99]. The basic idea of the effect is to use laser light in order
to introduce the missing energy value into the shell-nucleus system, which is required
to fulfill the resonance condition between the nuclear transition and a correspondingly
chosen excited electronic state. It is inferred that the deexcitation probability could be
enhanced by a factor of 103 or more in this way. The same effect was later also discussed
by Typel and Leclercq-Willain [100].

A process of nuclear excitation via a reverse electronic bridge, accompanied by photon
emission, was studied by Kálmán et al. in 1994 [101, 102]. This process is similar to the
inverse electronic bridge process discussed in Ref. [74] and corresponds to the reverse of
the laser assisted decay process studied in Ref. [99]. In 1996 Karpeshin et al. proposed
to also excite the isomeric state via nuclear excitation by electron transition (NEET)
[103], in which case the energy introduced into the system corresponds to the excitation
energy of a shell state in order to produce an on-shell electron hole. In the same year, the
optical excitation of 229mTh via IEB was reviewed by Tkalya et al. [73, 104]. This work
had the focus on the resonant excitation, as opposed to earlier publications, in which the
nonresonant case was discussed [74, 97, 98]. A review of the theoretical investigations
until 1998 was provided by Matinyan [105]. Still it is stated that “the situation for the
direct use of laser radiation [for nuclear excitation] remains hopeless, even in the case
of very low lying levels”. A detailed discussion of different nuclear excitation processes
via NEET is given in Ref. [75]. This paper also introduces the reverse process (inverse
NEET or TEEN) and contains a comparison between the nuclear excitation by electron
transition (NEET) process as proposed in [103] and the inverse electronic bridge (IEB)
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mechanism [73, 104].

In the following years, the same decay mechanisms were revisited, applying different
theoretical models or new computational packages. In 2001, the process of bound internal
conversion (discrete internal conversion) was discussed, applying a different theoretical
model [106]. In 2006, Ruchowska et al. inferred a radiative half-life for 229mTh of about 10
hours, based on a quasi-particle-plus-phonon model [107]. In 2005 and 2006 the electronic
bridge process was reconsidered by Karpeshin and Trzhaskovskaya with a special focus on
experimental investigations [108, 109]. It was proposed to search for low energy photons
as emitted from the thorium shell during the isomeric decay via the electronic bridge
mechanism. Also the lifetime shortening was investigated. These investigations were
revised, also containing a discussion of the internal conversion process in 2007 [41], shortly
after the publication of the corrected energy value by Beck et al. [8]. This was the first
time that the internal-conversion decay channel was reconsidered since the first theoretical
publication on the topic in 1991 [40], as in the meantime this decay channel was expected
to be energetically forbidden. An overview over the different isomeric decay channels and
corresponding half-lives is given in Ref. [15].

2.5.2 Excitation and decay under special conditions

After the main decay channels of 229mTh had been theoretically investigated, theoreti-
cal work focused on the isomer’s excitation and decay under special conditions. These
investigations were partly driven by experimental studies, and after 2007 partly by the
corrected isomeric energy value [8].

The first paper along this line discusses the non-radiative isomeric decay in a metal [110].
It is emphasised that, even if the internal conversion process would be energetically for-
bidden in the free thorium atom, the isomer could transfer its energy to the conduction
electrons of the metal surface if the thorium atom is attached to it. The electron could
leave the metal surface, if the surface work function is below the energy of the isomeric
state. Such effects are expected to shorten the isomer’s lifetime and could be used for the
energy determination of the isomeric state [110]. More comprehensive investigations of
the influence of the chemical environment on the isomeric decay were published in 2000
[77, 111, 112]. These publications also contain the deexcitation of the isomeric state in
dielectric media, in which case the radiative decay is expected to dominate as long as the
material’s band gap is larger than the isomeric energy. The work provided the basis for
the later proposal of a solid-state nuclear frequency standard [13]. A compact overview
of the theoretical investigations at that time can be found in Ref. [113]. This paper also
contains a detailed list of potential applications.

Following the revision of the 229mTh energy value in 2007, the electronic bridge mech-
anism, which was previously discussed as the dominant decay channel in the neutral
thorium atom, was shifted to thorium ions. This process was discussed in Ref. [53] for
229Th3+ and later also for 229Th1+ [54]. The reverse process, the nuclear excitation via
the inverse electronic bridge (IEB) in 229Th1+, was also discussed and proposed as the
basis for an experimental investigation of 229mTh [55].
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The direct two-photon excitation of the nuclear isomeric state in thorium ions was pro-
posed in Ref. [114]. Recently, also the two photon isomeric excitation via the electronic
shell was revisited, partly as a reaction on the non-observation of the isomer’s deexcitation
[115, 116].

2.5.3 Other processes of isomer excitation and decay

A few other processes of excitation and decay of 229mTh have been discussed in literature.
In 1996 it was proposed by Varlamov et al. to excite the isomeric state via surface plas-
mons [117]. In the same year also the possibility of a 229mTh α decay was discussed [118].
It was found that the lifetime of 229mTh with respect to α decay is shortened by a factor
of 2 to 4, compared to the lifetime of the ground state. It is proposed in [118] to use the α
decay of the isomeric state for its direct identification. Given the ground-state’s half-life
of 7932 years, this would, however, require a long isomeric lifetime (only obtainable if the
IC decay channel is suppressed) and a large number of excited nuclei.

The special case of the isomeric decay in hydrogen-like 229Th (Th89+) was considered by
Karpeshin et al. in 1998 [119]. An experiment to probe the special predictions, making
use of the ESR storage ring at GSI, is proposed. Hydrogen-like 229Th had already been
discussed earlier in the context of nuclear spin mixing [120, 121]. Here also a storage
ring experiment was proposed and the case of muonic thorium was discussed. The iso-
meric state in 229Th89+ and 229Th87+, as well as in muonic thorium, has recently been
re-investigated by Tkalya in two independent publications [122, 123].

2.5.4 Coherent control of nuclei

The general concept of coherent nuclear control has been developed independently of the
special case of the 229Th isomer [2, 44, 47]. In this approach, strong coherent X-ray sources
(e.g. free-electron lasers) are used in combination with accelerated target nuclei to boost
the light field. As the nuclear matrix elements are small, typically ultra-intense laser fields
are required to drive coherent population transfer.

The special case of 229Th in this context was discussed by Liao and Das et al. [124, 125].
It was proposed to identify the 229Th isomeric decay via electromagnetically modified
nuclear forward scattering [124, 125].

2.6 Search for a direct decay

After the prediction of the existence of 229mTh in 1976 [27], the isomer’s energy value
started to be constrained via high resolution γ-ray spectroscopy. Until 1990 the energy
was constrained to below 10 eV, based on the comparison of γ lines of higher energy [64].
Later, the value of (3.5 ± 1.0) eV was determined, placing the transition in the optical
region [67]. Since then, this uniquely low nuclear excitation energy and its potential
applications have triggered a significant amount of experimental efforts aiming at the
direct identification of the isomeric decay.
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In 2007, the energy value was corrected first to (7.6 ± 0.5) eV [8] and in a re-analysis in
2009 to (7.8±0.5) eV [9], corresponding to a wavelength of about 159 nm. This new energy
value imposes different requirements on the techniques to be applied in the search for a
direct isomeric decay. Not only because the wavelength of photons, potentially emitted
in the decay, was shifted into the vacuum ultra-violet (VUV) region, but also as the new
energy value is above the first ionization potential of thorium, rendering non-radiative
internal conversion (IC) the dominant decay channel in the neutral thorium atom.

The experiments performed in the search for the isomer’s direct detection can therefore
roughly be divided into investigations performed before and after the correction of the
energy value to about 7.8 eV in 2007 and 2009 [8, 9].

2.6.1 First claim of a direct detection

A detection of light emitted in the decay of 229mTh was for the first time reported in 1997
by Irwin and Kim [126]. In their work, they detected light emitted from a 233U sample
with the help of a photomultiplier tube (PMT). A monochromator was used in order to
acquire the energy spectra. An emission around 3.5 eV energy was observed, which was
interpreted as the light emitted in the direct decay of the 229Th isomeric state. As a reac-
tion on the direct observation stated in [126], theoretical work was published, proposing
a way to experimentally determine the isomer’s half-life [127] or coming to the conclusion
that there is reason to doubt the interpretation of the experimental result [128, 129] (the
calculation of Ref. [128] was later critically discussed by Kálmán [102]).

The same spectral features were reobserved by Richardson et al. [130], where a liquid 233U
source was used and comparisons between 233U and 232U were performed. As opposed
to the earlier work of Irwin and Kim, Richardson et al. obtained a better spectroscopic
resolution and a substructure of the 3.5 eV line became visible. The assignment of this
line structure to the 229Th isomeric decay was stated possible, but not unambiguous, as
several other origins of the spectral feature could not be excluded [130].

In 1999 the light emitted from the 233U samples could be unambiguously shown to origi-
nate from α-particle induced fluorescence of nitrogen [131, 132]. While Utter et al. were
able to show that the lines disappear under vacuum conditions [131], the lines were found
to be also present in nitrogen discharge lamps [132]. In the same year, Young et al. were
also able to show that a spectroscopic feature around 520 nm, which was previously as-
sumed to originate from the isomeric decay via the electronic bridge channel [126], can
be attributed to luminescence of the uranyl ion [133]. Therefore, the problem of directly
detecting the isomeric decay in 229Th remained unsolved.

2.6.2 Search for 229mTh via α decay

A completely different approach of searching for the direct decay of 229mTh was inves-
tigated between 2003 and 2009. In 2003 Mitsugashira et al. published a study, which
investigated the α decay of 229mTh [134] that had been proposed earlier by Dykhne et al.
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[118]. 229mTh was expected to be produced by the (γ, n) reaction on a 230Th target, the
observation of 229mTh α decay with a half-life of (13.9± 3) hours was asserted. A similar
study was published in 2005 by the same group, that time 229mTh was expected to be
produced from the 229Ac β decay, following the 232Th(γ, p2n) reaction [135]. α decays
were seen, which were interpreted as originating from 229mTh, no value for the half-life
was inferred.

These measurements are, however, inconsistent with an earlier indirect study performed
by Browne et al. [136]. In this study, freshly produced 229Th was radiochemically sepa-
rated from a relatively large amount of 233U of 25 g. Searches were then performed for
a growing activity of the 229Th ground state as expected to occur due to the delayed
population of the ground state from the isomer. The 229Th activity was monitored by
detection of the 193 keV γ ray emitted in the 229Th α decay. No activity ingrowth could
be detected, resulting in a 229mTh life-time of less than 6 hours or more than 20 days
[136].

Kasamatsu et al. (of the same group as Mitsugashira) also performed experiments search-
ing for photons emitted in the isomeric decay. In these measurements, however, no decay
signal was observed [137]. Given the inconclusive results, in 2009 a further study was
published by this group [138]. This time 229mTh was populated from the α decay of 233U.
While no α decay was observed which could clearly be assigned to 229mTh, still an upper
half-life limit of 2 hours could be inferred [138].

In 2003 Inamura et al. proposed to follow a different experimental line and to excite the
isomeric state via the NEET process, using light as emitted by a hollow-cathode electric
discharge lamp [139, 140]. The 229Th isomeric decay was proposed to be detected by
means of its α decay and photon emission [141]. First results of these measurements were
published in 2009 [142], which were interpreted as an indication of the isomer’s population
via NEET, followed by the observation of the 229mTh α decay with a half-life between 1
and 3 minutes. However, some uncertainties corresponding to the signal interpretation
remained [142].

2.6.3 Search for 229mTh decay in VUV transparent material

After some early attempts to observe a signal from the isomeric decay in a liquid solution of
229Th had failed [143, 144], a new class of experiments was developed, taking into account
the corrected energy value of 7.6 (and later 7.8) eV [8, 9]. This class of experiments can
be subdivided into two approaches. In the first approach, 229mTh is populated by the 2%
decay branch in the α decay of 233U. In the second approach, broad-band light sources
are employed for the isomer’s excitation.

For the first approach, typically a thin layer of 233U with a large surface area is used for the
production of 229Th. A significant amount of the 229Th α-recoil isotopes, produced in the
233U decay, can leave the source material and is implanted into an absorber plate, which
typically consists of fused silica in order to provide transparency in the vacuum-ultraviolet
region around 159 nm [144]. Afterwards, searches for photon emission due to the isomeric
decay are performed. Photons are expected to be emitted in the deexcitation process, as
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the band gaps of the materials are large, thus suppressing the internal-conversion decay
channel. Such experiments were carried out at the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
(PTB) in Braunschweig, Germany [144], at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL), USA [32, 145], at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), USA [146] and,
in an improved version, by our own group at the Maier-Leibnitz-Laboratory (MLL) in
Garching, Germany [147–150]. When applying this method, some background effects have
to be considered, which were discussed, e.g., in Refs. [151, 152]. Only the LANL group
reported a direct detection of the isomeric decay by this method in 2012 [146]. This result
is, however, subject to controversial discussions within the community [32, 151, 154] and
could so far not be reproduced by any other group.

A slightly different experiment of the first approach has recently been proposed by Hehlen
et al. [155] and was then further developed by Stellmer et al. [152, 153]. Here the idea is
to grow 233U directly into a VUV transparent crystal. Detailed studies of the occurring
Cherenkov background were carried out, allowing the group to show that, even in this
case, there is the chance to detect the 229Th isomeric decay. Experiments along this line
are still ongoing.

For the second approach, 229Th is typically grown into fused silica crystals. These crystals,
with a 229Th doping concentration of up to 4.1 ·1017 cm−3, are then irradiated with broad-
band VUV light as, for example, provided by synchrotrons or D2 lamps, in order to excite
the isomeric decay. The search for the isomer’s deexcitation is then again performed in
the photonic decay channel. Experiments along this line were first proposed in published
form in 2010 [17]. In the following years, the development of 229Th-doped crystals was
driven by two groups, located at the University of California, USA and at the Technical
University of Vienna, Austria. These crystals are expected to also provide the basis for
solid-state nuclear frequency standards. Recently, significant progress was made in crystal
development and theoretical understanding [18, 45, 155–160]. A first experimental result
using synchrotron radiation has been reported, which was, however, negative and provided
half-life constraints only [161].

Results of a slightly different experiment were recently published [162]. Here 229Th was
adsorbed onto a CaF2 surface and irradiated with undulator radiation. No photons in the
expected wavelength region could be observed, which can be explained by means of the
chemical structure of thorium on the CaF2 surface [163]. Recently, it was also proposed
to excite the 29 keV state of 229Th by synchrotron radiation. 229mTh is populated to a
significant amount from the decay of this state. Following the excitation of the 29 keV
state, the subsequently occurring 229mTh decay is therefore expected to be detectable
[164]. Results of a similar experiment, however without using 229Th-doped crystals, were
already reported in 2005 [165].

2.6.4 Search for 229mTh decay in a Paul trap

The 229Th isomeric decay can be investigated independently of any surface influences by
storing 229Th ions in a linear Paul trap. Experiments along this line were performed at the
Georgia Institute of Technology, USA and at PTB in Braunschweig, Germany. The basic
approach is to populate the isomeric state via the inverse electronic bridge (IEB) process
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(first proposed by Tkalya [74] and transferred to Th1+ by Porsev et al. [55]) and then
detect the photons as expectedly emitted during the isomeric decay. The thorium ions are
produced by laser ablation [166] and stored in a linear Paul trap [144]. Laser cooling and
trapping of 229Th3+, as required in the nuclear-clock concept, was successfully performed
at Georgia Tech [16, 167–169]. At PTB, 229Th1+ ions are stored without laser cooling.
A pulsed laser system has been developed to excite the 229Th ion shell. Subsequently
emitted photons are detected by a PMT [170–172]. Two Paul traps are in operation in
parallel, one for 229Th and one for 232Th, as an isomeric signal can only be identified by
performing comparisons. Alternatively, at Georgia Tech, the population of the isomeric
state can be probed via interrupts in the laser fluorescence of one of the cooling transitions
[173].

Reported experimental results include the observation of the 717 nm electric quadrupole
transition in 229Th3+ [173], the detection of 43 previously unknown energy levels in 232Th1+

[171] and the observation of an unexpected negative isotope shift in 229Th1+ [174].

2.6.5 Search for 229mTh decay via internal conversion

Since the revision of the isomeric energy value to 7.6 eV in 2007 [8], it was clear that, in the
neutral thorium atom, the isomeric state will predominantly decay by internal conversion
(IC, see section 1.2.2). IC branching ratios of up to 109 were predicted for this case [41].
Early considerations of an IC decay of 229mTh were already made in 1991 by Strizhov and
Tkalya [40] and experimental investigations followed in 1995 [175]. These experiments,
however, assumed an IC-decay half-life in the range of hours and there was no chance for
the successful observation of the isomeric decay. In the following years this decay channel
was not further investigated, as it was thought to be energetically forbidden due to the
expected isomeric energy of only 3.5 eV [67].

A first theoretical investigation of a potential electronic decay channel in a metal was
given by Tkalya in 1999 [77, 110]. Here the isomeric state couples to the conduction
electrons of the metal and, if the work function of the metal is below the isomer’s energy,
electrons could leave the surface. Also the potential to infer an energy value by varying
the substrate material was pointed out [110].

The obvious advantage in the search for an IC decay channel is that experimental condi-
tions, under which IC will dominate, can easily be prepared. Therefore one does not have
to care about other potential decay branches, which are not covered experimentally, as is
the case in the search for radiative decay. After 2007, experiments in the search for an IC
decay channel were carried out at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL),
Livermore, USA [32, 176]. These experiments covered the huge isomeric half-life region
of 13 orders of magnitude between 4 · 10−8 and 2 · 105 seconds. The experiments will be
shortly discussed in the following.

Three different experimental techniques were applied in order to cover the enormous half-
life region [32]. In order to search for half lives from 1 second to two days, a moving
catcher method was applied. In this approach, 229Th α-recoil isotopes are implanted into
a catcher foil. Following the implantation, the foil is moved in front of an MCP detector
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in order to search for any electron emission. The half-life that can be probed by this
method is limited by the time it takes to move the catcher foil.

In order to also probe for shorter half-lives between 2 ms and 4.5 seconds, a mechanical
shutter method was used. In this experiment, the 233U source, used for α-recoil produc-
tion, was placed on one side of a mechanical shutter and the catcher foil on the other.
The lower half-life limit in this method is determined by the shutter closing time.

The third method is an α-coincidence method, allowing to probe for half-lives between
40 ns and 1 ms (see Fig. 2.6). In this approach, a 233U-coated mylar foil was used as a
source. A silicon detector was placed on one side and a catcher foil on the other side of
the source. The MCP was placed under an angle with a direct line-of-sight to the catcher
foil. The MCP acquisition was triggered in accordance with the 233U decays, which could
be recorded with the help of the Si detector.

None of the presented experiments has led to the detection of an isomeric IC decay sig-
nal. Given today’s knowledge about the isomer’s half-life of about 7 μs [42], it is clear
that only the last method would have conceptionally allowed for the isomer detection.
One reason that the experiment failed in observing the isomeric decay might have been
the kinetic energy of 229Th-recoil isotopes of about 84 keV. This kinetic energy leads
to an implantation depth of the recoil nuclei of several atomic layers into the catcher
foil. This implantation depth may have hindered the IC decay electrons from effectively
leaving the catcher foil. While this is just speculation, there are plans to repeat an ex-
periment of similar type at the Technical University of Vienna. This time it is planned to
slow down the recoil isotopes by high-voltage potentials, in order to prevent implantation.

Figure 2.6: Experimental setup used by E. Swanberg to investigate the 229mTh isomeric IC decay
channel for a half-life region between 40 ns and 1 ms [32]. No IC decay channel could be observed, which
might be attributed to the implantation depth of the 229Th recoil nuclei into the catcher foil. The figure
was taken from Ref. [32].
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A first successful experiment, leading to the detection of the IC decay channel of neutral
229mTh, was recently presented by our group [1]. While also populating the isomeric state
via the 2% decay branch in the α decay of 233U, a low energy, purified 229Th ion beam of
α-recoil isotopes was produced. This was achieved by stopping the α-recoil ions with the
help of a buffer-gas stopping-cell, as will be detailed later. The low energy ion beam was
directly accumulated on the surface of a micro-channel plate (MCP) detector. Charge
capture on the MCP surface leads to neutralization of the ions, thus triggering the IC
decay of the isomeric state. The electrons produced in this process were detected by the
MCP. A new proposal, based on the same detection method, was recently published [177].

2.7 Further experimental investigations

There are further ongoing experimental investigations that do not aim for a direct de-
tection of the 229mTh isomeric decay. These include an improved determination of the
isomer’s energy using state-of-the-art magnetic microcalorimeters, probing the 229mTh
hyperfine structure and the investigation of the isomeric state in ion storage rings.

2.7.1 An improved energy determination

By today, the most accepted isomeric energy value was determined to 7.8 eV using a
cryogenic microcalorimeter [8, 9]. The resolution of this device was in the range of 30 eV
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), therefore not allowing for the individual resolution
of the decay lines from the 29 keV second 229Th excitation level to the ground and excited
state, respectively. In the meantime, the technology of cryogenic microcalorimeters has
undergone considerable development, which improved the energy resolution by a factor of
10, reaching 3 eV FWHM and below. A state-of-the-art microcalorimeter could therefore
directly resolve these closely spaced γ-ray lines around 29 keV and thus open the way for
the determination of a significantly improved isomeric energy value. Such an experiment
was proposed in 2014 by Kazakov et al. [178]. It can be seen as an improved version of
the Beck et al. measurement from 2007 [8] and is currently prepared by a collaboration
of the University of Heidelberg and the TU Vienna.

The approach of an improved energy determination via indirect methods is an alternative
to the investigation of the isomeric state by its direct detection. The energy determination
via the direct decay detection of 229mTh making use of the microcalorimetric detection
technique is envisaged at the Lawrence-Livermore National Laboratory. Successful obser-
vation of the 235mU decay has already been reported [179]. The direct detection of the
isomeric state has also opened up the latter possibility. A corresponding energy determi-
nation, using high-resolution electron spectroscopy, was recently proposed by our group
[1].

2.7.2 Probing the 229mTh hyperfine structure

It was proposed by Tordoff et al. in 2006 to probe the 229mTh hyperfine structure via
collinear laser spectroscopy [180]. Such an experiment would not only give further evidence
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of the isomer’s existence, providing an alternative to its direct detection, but it is also
an important step towards a nuclear clock. In the nuclear clock concept, as proposed in
2003, it is foreseen to probe for the isomer’s excitation by the double-resonance method,
which requires the knowledge of the isomer’s hyperfine structure [13]. Also important
information about the nuclear structure could be inferred, which is a requirement for a
quantitative estimate of the sensitivity-enhancement factor predicted to occur when using
229mTh to probe for potential time variations of fundamental constants [88]. In 2014 it
was emphasized that even an improved isomeric energy value could be inferred by probing
the 229Th3+ hyperfine structure [181].

Strong efforts in the direction of thorium collinear laser spectroscopy are made by a
collaboration of the University of Jyväskylä and the University of Mainz. In this approach,
229Th ions are extracted from a 233U source by a buffer-gas stopping-cell in order to
form an ion beam [182]. For this reason, the experiment shows closest similarity to our
own experimental setup. Experimental results include the detection of 20 previously
unknown states in the 232Th level scheme, as well as numerous auto-ionizing states [26]
and the measurement of the ground-state hyperfine structure in neutral 229Th [183]. An
experimental overview can be found in Ref. [184].

2.7.3 The search for 229mTh at storage rings

Several theoretical proposals to investigate hydrogen-like or muonic 229Th at storage rings
can be found in the literature (e.g. Refs. [119–121, 123]). Currently, one experiment along
this line is in preparation. In this experiment, nuclear excitation by electron capture
(NEEC), which is the reverse of the internal conversion process, is used to investigate
the transition energy of 229mTh [185–187]. In this process, 229Th ions are stored in a
high-energy storage ring (like, e.g., the ESR at GSI in Germany or the CSR at the IMP
in Lanzhou/China). When these ions catch electrons that fulfill the resonance condition,
namely that the electron’s kinetic energy plus their binding energy after recombination
equals the energy of the isomeric state, there is an enhanced probability for exciting 229Th
into its isomeric state [188, 189]. By tuning the energy of an electron beam and monitoring
the number of recombinations by detecting the ions’ charge states, it is possible to find the
resonance and thus to determine the isomer’s energy. For shell processes, the method is
known as dielectronic recombination (DR) [185]. Successful excitation and investigation
of nuclear isomeric states was performed for 234mPa88+ and 235mU89+ [186].



Chapter 3

Experimental setup

The experiments performed within the scope of this thesis were aiming for a first direct
detection and unambiguous identification of the isomeric decay of 229mTh. It was known
from theory that several competing decay channels of 229mTh exist [40] (see section 1.2).
These include the photonic decay, decay via internal conversion (IC), decay via electronic
bridge processes (EB) as well as α decay [40, 118]. The strengths of the individual decay
channels were largely unknown and theory predicted a strong dependence of the individual
branching ratios on the electronic environment (see e.g. Refs. [77, 110]). The 229mTh half-
life was also predicted to heavily depend on the electronic environment. The predictions
span a half-life range of 9 orders of magnitude, reaching from tens of microseconds for
neutral 229Th under decay via internal conversion to up to several hours for a purely
photonic decay in charged 229Th [15, 41]. The multitude of decay channels and the large
potential half-life range have led to a variety of experiments carried out in the search for
the isomeric decay.

Two of the four potential 229mTh decay channels were investigated by our group. Starting
with the search for a potential photonic decay, it soon became clear that there was little
hope for a successful observation of light emitted in the decay of 229mTh. With these
experiences, a second set of experiments was carried out in order to investigate the internal
conversion decay channel. The latter experiments have led to the successful observation
of the 229Th isomeric decay [1].

Following an introduction of the experimental concept in section 3.1, the experimental
setup will be explained in detail. The experimental setup can be divided into three
parts. The first part, namely the ion-beam formation system, provided the basis for all
experiments and was used for the investigation of both decay channels. It will be described
in section 3.2. The vacuum ultra-violet (VUV) optical system, detailed in section 3.3, was
used for the investigation of the photonic decay channel only. The detection system was,
again, the same for both decay channels and will be described in section 3.4. Finally, in
the last section, an efficiency estimation will be carried out.

59
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3.1 Experimental concept

The experimental concept has been developed for the purpose of a direct detection of the
isomer-to-ground-state transition in 229Th [147, 148]. Obviously, for the detection of any
isomeric decay, it is a prerequisite to have 229Th available in its isomeric state. In our
experiments the natural population of 229mTh via a 2% decay branch in the α decay of
233U [68] is employed to populate the isomeric state. Several ways of isomer excitation
from the 229Th ground state have been discussed in literature, e.g. via direct radiative
excitation [17] or the inverse electronic bridge process [55]. However, the advantage of
the isomer population via the α decay of 233U is that it is experimentally well under
control, in this way reducing the experimental uncertainties. Following the production of
229mTh from a 233U source, 229Th is spatially separated from this source in order to detect
the subsequently occuring isomeric decay in a nearly background-free environment. The
spatial separation of the population and depopulation of the first excited state of 229Th is
of major importance, as this concept allows for the suppression of significant amounts of
background signals originating from the radioactive decays occuring in the 233U source.

The spatial separation is experimentally implemented by producing a 229Th ion beam
(with a fractional content of 229Th in its isomeric state) from 229Th ions emitted in the α
decay of 233U. Having formed an ion beam allows for an efficient mass purification with
the help of a quadrupole mass-spectrometer (QMS). This mass purification is required in
order to purify the 229Th ion beam from other (short-lived) daughter nuclides, that are
contained in the 233U decay chain and therefore also emitted from the source. In this
way, a low-energy pure 229(m)Th ion beam is formed and guided to the spatially separated
detection chamber.

A significant fraction of the 229Th α-recoil ions remains charged during the process of
ion-beam formation. This is of fundamental importance for the experimental concept, as
otherwise the decay of the isomeric state, due to internal conversion, has to be expected
to occur within microseconds of lifetime [41], significantly shorter than the time required
for ion beam formation of a few ms, leading to a complete loss of thorium in the isomeric
state. A conceptual overview of the 229Th ion-beam formation system and the subsequent
searches for a photonic as well as an internal-conversion decay of the isomeric state is
given in the following.

3.1.1 Concept of the ion-beam formation system

The ion-beam formation system, used for the production of a low-energy purified 229Th
ion beam with a fractional content of 229Th in the isomeric state, provides the basis for all
further investigations of the isomeric decay. A conceptual sketch of this system is shown
in Fig. 3.1.

The system can be roughly divided into three segments: (i) a buffer-gas stopping cell
used to thermalize the 229Th α-recoil ions originating from the 233U source, (ii) a radio-
frequency quadrupole (RFQ) to produce a low-energy ion beam and (iii) a quadrupole
mass-spectrometer (QMS) for beam purification. The buffer-gas stopping cell together
with the RFQ were developed and built by J. Neumayr between 2004 and 2006 [190–192].
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They were designed for the general purpose of thermalization of high-energy nuclides
produced in nuclear reactions. The QMS was built during the work of my PhD thesis
to match the special purification requirements of the 229Th ion beam [148, 193], thereby
following design values found by E. Haettner [194].
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual sketch of the ion-beam formation system used for the production of a low-energy,
purified 229Th ion beam. The availability of this ion beam was the basis for all further research aiming
for a direct detection of the 229Th isomeric decay. The upper part of the figure shows a 3-dimensional
drawing, where all parts are shown on scale. In the lower part a 2-dimensional sketch is shown, where
some of the electrodes were enlarged for better visibility. Further explanation is given in the text.

The buffer-gas stopping cell houses the 233U source used for 229Th α-recoil isotope pro-
duction. The 233U source consists of a thin active layer, which allows the 229Th isotopes,
produced in the α decay of 233U, to leave the source due to their kinetic recoil energy
of about 84 keV [193, 195]. A significant fraction of the 229Th α-recoil isotopes leaves
the source as positively charged ions. The rather high kinetic energy, together with the
divergent emission, does not directly allow for ion-beam formation by applying electric
fields. Therefore, the recoil ions are first stopped in a buffer gas consisting of 40 mbar of
ultra-pure helium. The collisions with the buffer gas do not only stop the 229Th α-recoil
nuclides, but also preserve thorium in the 2+ or 3+ charge state, respectively [193]. The
small kinetic energy of the ions, stopped by the buffer gas, then allows to apply electric
fields for ion guiding.

An RF+DC-funnel structure (Fig. 3.1, red) is used to guide the ions towards the exit
of the buffer-gas stopping cell. The funnel structure consists of 50 ring electrodes, each
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with a different inner diameter, which are conically ordered. To each electrode a DC and
an RF voltage is applied. The DC voltages lead to a field gradient, which guides the
ions towards the exit of the buffer-gas stopping cell. The RF voltages differ by 180� in
phase from electrode to electrode, leading to a repelling force, which prevents the ions
from charge capture at the funnel electrodes. In this way the ions are fast and efficiently
extracted from the stopping cell, even when being stopped significantly off-axis.

The exit of the stopping cell consists of a supersonic Laval nozzle with a 0.6 mm diam-
eter nozzle throat, also itself acting as a last extraction electrode. Inside the nozzle, the
helium buffer gas forms a supersonic gas jet. The α-recoil ions are extracted from the
gas cell together with the helium gas. The large gas jet velocity leads to a fast extraction
and prevents the ions from charge capture at the nozzle electrode. Together with the he-
lium gas, the ions are entering an extraction chamber with a typical background pressure
of 10−2 mbar. Here they are injected by the supersonic gas jet into a radio-frequency
quadrupole (RFQ) structure (Fig. 3.1, green). The RFQ consists of four rods, to which
electric RF fields are applied in order to stabilize the ions on the axis for ion-beam for-
mation. While the ions are guided by the RFQ, the helium buffer gas is extracted. The
remaining gas pressure leads to phase-space cooling of the ion beam, such that a sub-mm
diameter ion beam is formed at the RFQ exit. Each RFQ rod is segmented into 12 parts,
allowing for a DC voltage gradient. This voltage gradient is used to guide the ions through
the remaining buffer-gas background.

At this point not only 229Th is contained in the ion beam, but also all α-recoil daughter
ions produced by the α decays in the 233U decay chain. Further, a small impurity of 232U
is always contained in 233U sources due to the production process. Therefore also the
α-recoil ions originating from the decay chain of 232U are found to play a role [193]. Both
decay chains contain short-lived isotopes, which are sources of potential background. In
order to allow for an unambiguous identification of the isomeric decay of 229Th, a purifi-
cation of the ion beam is required. For this purpose, a quadrupole mass-spectrometer
(QMS) is used (Fig. 3.1, blue), aiming for an exclusive extraction of 229Th. The QMS
was built, following design values found by E. Haettner [194]. A mass resolving power
of m/Δm = 150 was achieved with more than 70% transmission efficiency, sufficient to
exclusively extract 229Th in the 1+, 2+ or 3+ charge state [193]. Behind the QMS, the
ions are guided towards the detection system by a triode extraction system, consisting of
three ring electrodes.

The time required for ion extraction can be estimated to be in the range of up to 10 ms
[191]. This is significantly below the expected lifetime of the isomeric state in charged
229Th (expected to be in range of minutes to hours), which is important in order to allow
for any isomer extraction. The maximum achieved 229Th extraction rate was measured
to be ∼ 10 000 ions/s (individually in the 2+ and 3+ charge states), leading to about 200
extracted isomers per second (see section 4.1.1).

3.1.2 Searching for a photonic decay

The availability of a low energy, pure 229Th ion beam allowed searching for an isomeric
decay signal. In a first attempt, a potential photonic decay of 229mTh was investigated.
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Light, when emitted in the isomeric decay, has an expected wavelength of (159± 11) nm,
corresponding to (7.8 ± 0.5) eV energy. This wavelength is in the vacuum ultra-violet
(VUV) region and therefore heavily absorbed in air, which poses special requirements for
the corresponding optical system. A vacuum-optical system was especially developed in
order to match these requirements and will be described in the following. A sketch of
the experimental concept is shown in Fig. 3.2 [148]. An important design criterion for
the optical system was to provide a large signal-to-background ratio [148, 150]. For this
purpose, the 229Th ions, as extracted from the QMS with the triode extraction system,
are collected on a 50 μm diameter collection surface. The collection of the 229Th ions
is supported by an attractive potential of −300 V and was experimentally investigated
in preparatory measurements (section 4.1.2). The surface itself consists of MgF2-coated
copper. The MgF2 coating was foreseen in order to suppress the non-radiative isomeric
decay via internal conversion. The thorium ions, when implanted into a MgF2 crystal,
should prefer the 4+ charge state in the ionic lattice, as is the case for CaF2 [158]. Fur-
ther, as the band gap of the material is larger than the isomeric excitation energy, also
potential IC electrons are not expected to leave the valence band [77, 158]. Due to the
expected suppression of the non-radiative decay, there is a chance to detect a photonic
decay channel. This approach is comparable to other investigations, where a photonic de-
cay of 229Th in a crystal lattice environment is probed (see section 2.6.3), however, with
the advantage of a significantly reduced background and a several orders of magnitude
improved achievable signal-to-background ratio.
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of the experimental concept used during the search for a potential photonic decay
channel of 229mTh. After the setup used for ion-beam formation, a highly efficient focusing optical system
is installed. This system allowed for the most sensitive search of a photonic decay channel that so far has
been conducted.
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Photons, as expected to be released in the isomeric-decay process, are emitted in all
spatial directions. The collection surface is placed in the focus of an annular parabolic
mirror (focal length f1 = 10 mm, 39 mm aperture, 12 mm diameter center hole), which
covers nearly one hemisphere in order to collect a significant amount of the emitted light.
In this way, the light is collimated towards a second, deep annular parabolic mirror (focal
length f2 = 2 mm, 39 mm aperture, 12 mm diameter center hole), which acts as a focusing
optics. This second mirror is designed in a way that its focal point is located behind the
mirror exit (see Fig. 3.2). In preparatory measurements, a focal spot size of about 100 μm
diameter (FWHM) was achieved (section 4.1.3). The reflective mirror surfaces consist of
MgF2-coated aluminum, providing a reflectivity of about 70% in the VUV region [196].

The light is focused onto a CsI-coated microchannel-plate (MCP) detector [197] with
an expected quantum efficiency of about 10% for light with a wavelength around 160 nm
[198]. The MCP is combined with a phosphor screen, allowing for spatially resolved signal
read-out by monitoring the screen with a CCD camera. The spatially resolved detection
is required in order to make use of the highly efficient focusing optics in terms of an
optimized signal-to-background ratio.

One of the design criterions of the VUV optical system was to allow for a wavelength
determination of light emitted in the isomeric decay. The wavelength determination can
theoretically be performed by introducing VUV filters with a steep absorption edge into
the collimated part of the light path. A region of collimated light has to be used for that
purpose, as otherwise the focal length of the system would be changed when introducing
filter plates into the optical system. While the use of turnable interference filters would
allow to determine the wavelength to better than 1 nm, an even significantly improved
wavelength determination could be achieved by applying a VUV prism spectrometer.

However, in this first set of experiments, no γ-decay signal of 229mTh could be detected
(see section 4.2.1). This observation was a strong indication for a significant internal-
conversion decay channel, which was not efficiently suppressed by the MgF2 coating of
the collection surface.

3.1.3 Searching for an internal-conversion decay

Motivated by the non-observation of a photonic decay-branch of 229mTh, searches for an
internal-conversion (IC) decay channel were started. For this purpose, the 229Th ions were
deposited with low kinetic energy (typically 50-75 eV, depending on the charge state) in
“soft landing” directly on the surface of the MCP detector.
The same CsI-coated MCP detection system, as used for the optical measurements, was
also employed in the search for an IC decay. 229Th ions, when coming into contact with
the MCP surface, will immediately neutralize. This will trigger the internal conversion
process, which is the favored decay channel of the isomeric state in neutral thorium
atoms [15, 41]. The electron, emitted in this decay process, can be detected by the MCP
detection system. A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.3. This setup has
finally led to the successful observation of the IC-decay signal of 229mTh (see section 4.2.2)
[1].
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Figure 3.3: Conceptual overview of the experimental setup used for the direct detection of the 229Th
isomeric decay via internal conversion. The upper panel of the figure shows a 3-dimensional drawing with
electrodes shown on scale. The lower panel shows a 2-dimensional side view of the setup. See explanation
in the text for details.
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Figure 3.4: Experimental setup used for the formation of a low-energy, pure 229Th ion beam. The
buffer-gas stopping cell (left) contains the 233U source used for 229Th α-recoil ion production. The ions
are stopped by helium buffer-gas, guided by an electric RF+DC-funnel system towards the exit of the
stopping cell and are extracted with the help of a supersonic Laval nozzle. Subsequently, the ions are
injected into a radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ) for ion beam formation and are further purified with
the help of a quadrupole mass-spectrometer (QMS).
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3.2 The ion-beam formation system

The ion-beam formation system is required for the production of a low-energy, pure 229Th
ion beam, which provides the basis for all investigations of a 229Th isomeric decay. It
consists of three main parts: (i) The buffer-gas stopping cell (housing an electric DC-
cage, the 233U source, the electric RF+DC funnel and the Laval nozzle) (ii) the extraction
RFQ and (iii) the quadrupole mass-spectrometer (QMS). All contained elements will be
described in this section individually in detail, starting with the 233U source, being the
origin of the 229Th isotopes. A complete drawing of the ion-beam formation system is
shown in Fig. 3.4.

3.2.1 The 233U source

The experimental concept is based on the population of the isomeric state of 229Th by a
2% decay branch in the α decay of 233U [68]. Therefore the 233U source plays a central
role in the experimental setup. In total, three different sources were employed in the
experiments, two of them are 233U sources for 229Th-recoil production. The third source
is a 234U source, used for 230Th-recoil production as required for comparative measure-
ments (see section 4.3.4). All three sources will be discussed in detail in the following, an
overview of their key parameters is shown in Tab. 3.1.

Table 3.1: Key parameters of uranium sources. See text for details

Number Mat. Compos. Activity Area Thickness Recoil eff. Recoil rate

Source 1 233U UF4 200 kBq 3.14 cm2 360 nm 5.0% 10 000 1/s
Source 2 233U metallic∗ 290 kBq 62.5 cm2 6.9∗∗ nm 34.7% 100 000 1/s
Source 3 234U metallic∗ 270 kBq 62.5 cm2 9.9∗∗ nm 28.9% 78 000 1/s

∗ The exact chemical composition is unknown [203–205], however, simulations for metallic uranium are
in good agreement with measured extraction rates, although oxidation of the thin uranium layer has to
be expected.
∗∗ These are calculated surface thicknesses, assuming a metallic uranium layer.

The first source consists of UF4, containing about 200 kBq of 233U. The material was
evaporated from a tantalum heater lined with a vitreous carbon crucible as a round sur-
face with 20 mm diameter onto a stainless-steel plate of 22 mm total diameter and 2 mm
thickness, as shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 3.6 [199]. This process was performed
at the former hot-lab facility of the LMU Munich in Garching [200]. Unfortunately, this
source was the last one to be produced before the facility was dismantled.

The 233U source also contains a fraction of 232U, unavoidably contained in the 233U ma-
terial due to the production process (see Appendix A.1). Via γ spectroscopy, this 232U
fraction was determined to about 6.1 · 10−7 (at the time of material production) and the
year of material production was inferred to be ∼1969 (Appendix A.2). The 233U material
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was not chemically purified before evaporation and in the time since 1969 a significant
ingrowth of short-lived daughter isotopes had occurred, which will also be extracted by
our setup (Appendix A.7) [193]. Although the fractional content of 232U seems to be
small, the daughter activity from radium downwards is comparable to that of the 233U
decay chain, as the 232U and 228Th half-lives are significantly shorter than the half-lives of
233U and 229Th, respectively. The decay chains of 233U and 232U are shown in Fig. 3.5 [10].
Note that only isotopes produced by α decay can efficiently leave the source material.

The α-recoil efficiency of the 233U source was measured to be about 5.0% for 229Th. This
corresponds to an absolute number of ∼ 10 000 229Th α-recoil ions leaving the source
material per second (see Appendix A.5) [193]. The stopping range of 84 keV 229Th α-
recoil isotopes in amorphous 233UF4 material was calculated by SRIM simulations (based
on Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark stopping powers [201], SRIM version 2008 was used) to be
about 23 nm. Given the source thickness of about 360 nm and taking into account the
isotropic emission of α-recoils together with scattering in the uranium material, this leads
to an expected recoil efficiency of ∼1.6% (Appendix A.5), significantly smaller than the
measured efficiency of 5.0% (Appendix A.4). The reason for this efficiency enhancement
might be the production process via the evaporation technique. This production pro-
cess may have led to the formation of a polycrystalline surface, opening the possibility
for channeling and thus leading to a larger effective stopping range of ∼76 nm. Corre-
sponding simulations were performed with the MDrange program code [202], showing the
potential to explain the measured recoil efficiency (Appendix A.5) [193].

Given the short 229Th-recoil stopping range, it is obvious that it would be advantageous to
employ a thinner 233U source of larger surface area. For this reason, a new source was fab-
ricated with a large active surface diameter of 90 mm (leaving a 12 mm diameter unplated
region in the center). The source is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 3.6. Also the
233U activity was enhanced to 290 kBq, which is the maximum 233U activity permitted to
be handled in our laboratory. For this source the production process via the evaporation
technique was not available anymore and instead the source was produced via electrode-
position at the Institute for Radiochemistry at the University of Mainz [203–206]. This
time, the 233U material was chemically purified by ion-exchange chromatography before
deposition in order to remove most of the short-lived daughter isotopes. A purification
factor of better than 300 was determined by γ spectroscopy (Appendix A.8). In order to
avoid back-implantation of the α-recoil isotopes into the surface, a mirror-polished silicon
wafer of 0.5 mm thickness and 100 mm diameter was used as a carrier substrate. To
allow for the electrodeposition, the wafer was sputtered with a 100 nm thick titanium
layer. A center-hole of 8 mm diameter was foreseen in order to give free line of sight on
the experimental axis. This might be of advantage for later Doppler-free collinear laser
spectroscopy experiments.
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Figure 3.5: Decay chains of 233U and 232U. Both decay chains are found to play a role as potential
sources of background, as 232U is always contained as a small impurity in 233U source material due to
the production process (see Appendix A.1).

Similar as for the small source, also for this large source, stopping-range calculations
were performed to estimate the expected enhancement in recoil efficiency. Due to the
fabrication method by electrodeposition, this time the SRIM simulations for an amorphous
source structure are expected to give the correct result. As the exact chemical composition
of the surface is unknown, for the simulations a surface consisting of metallic uranium
was assumed, leading to an expected recoil efficiency of 34.7%. Given the 290 kBq source
activity, this results in about 1 · 105 emitted 229Th recoil ions per second, which is by a
factor of 10 enhanced compared to the smaller source. This is in good agreement with the
(by a factor of 10) measured improvement of the ion extraction rate (see also Fig. 4.4).

The last source, which was used for comparative measurements only, is a 234U source,
which was produced in the same way by electrodeposition, with the same geometries as
the second, large-area 233U source. The source activity is 270 kBq. As the half-life of
234U (t1/2 = 2.45 · 105 a) is comparable to that of 233U (t1/2 = 1.69 · 105 a), the 234U layer
thickness is expected to be of comparable range. This is important, as otherwise a strong
reduction in recoil efficiency would have to be expected. Based on SRIM simulations, the
α-recoil efficiency was calculated to 28.9%, leading to an absolute number of ∼ 78 000
230Th recoil ions per second leaving the source material. This number is comparable to
the extraction rate obtained for the large-area 233U source, which is in agreement with
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experimental observations.

Figure 3.6: Photographs of the small-area (20 mm diameter) 233U source (source 1, left-hand side)
and the large-area (90 mm diameter) newly available 233U source (source 2, right-hand side). The new
source was produced at the IRC of the University of Mainz [203]. Both sources are shown as they are
mounted in the buffer-gas stopping cell. The large-area 233U source provides about 10 times higher recoil
efficiency, due to a smaller thickness of the uranium layer.

3.2.2 The buffer-gas stopping cell

The 229Th α-recoil isotopes leave the 233U source in all directions with kinetic energies
of up to 84.3 keV. A significant amount of the 229Th isotopes will leave the 233U source
as positively charged ions [176]1. The kinetic energies are too high to easily guide and
manipulate the ions with electric fields. As a prerequisite for ion-beam formation, the
kinetic energy of the ions has to be reduced. This is done by collisions with helium atoms
in an ultra-pure helium environment. The purity of the helium buffer-gas is an important
requirement for the α-recoil isotopes to stay charged during the stopping process [208].
Even small amounts of impurities of the helium buffer-gas will lead to charge-state reduc-
tion and molecule formation of the 229Th ions during collisions, until they are neutralized
and thus lost. Especially thorium is a highly reactive element, a reaction-rate constant
of 6.0 · 10−10 cm3/s is listed for the Th++O2 reaction in Ref. [208], which is the largest
listed value. Therefore, a buffer-gas stopping cell is used, which has been developed to
provide the highest standards regarding cleanliness of the helium gas. For our experi-
ments the Maier-Leibnitz-Laboratory (MLL) IonCatcher was used, which was developed
and built by J. Neumayr between 2004 and 2006 [190]. It was designed based on the
buffer-gas cell for SHIPTRAP at GSI, which was also developed and built at the MLL
Tandem-accelerator facility in Garching [191, 192]. A helium-gas purity in the ppb-region
and better can be achieved with this system [190]. A drawing of the buffer-gas stopping

1In other studies, a large neutral fraction of α-recoil isotopes was found [207]. That the ionic fraction
dominates in the considered case is most likely due to stripping of the α-recoil nuclides in the source
material.
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cell is shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: The buffer-gas stopping cell contains the 233U source (mounted to the front end of a DC-
cage electrode system) and the electric RF+DC-funnel. The exit of the stopping cell is provided by a
supersonic Laval nozzle for fast and efficient ion extraction.

The MLL IonCatcher consists of a cylindrical vacuum chamber of about 480 mm length
and 200 mm diameter (DN-200CF). It contains two electrode systems, the DC cage and
the RF+DC-funnel system, both required for ion extraction from the gas cell. The elec-
trode systems will be detailed in the following sections. The buffer-gas stopping cell also
houses the 233U source, which was described in the previous section. It is placed in a
distance of about 80 mm from the exit of the stopping cell in a centered position in front
of the electric RF+DC-funnel. A schematic overview of the stopping cell, together with
its gas flow system and wiring scheme is given in Fig. 3.8.

The stopping cell has been designed with respect to strict UHV standards. It is made
from UHV compatible stainless steel (type 316L) and bakeable up to 180�C. Specially
fabricated heating sleeves (Isopad) are used for bake out. They are controlled via a cus-
tomized heating control system and the temperature is read-out by NiCrNi temperature
sensors (Isopad), capable to read-out temperatures of up to 500�C. Both, the heating con-
trol system and the temperature sensors, are connected to a programmable logic controller
(Siemens SIMATIC SPS, type S7-300) with a CPU (CPU315-2 DP), which is controlled
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by a control PC via the STEP-7 control language. A Labview-based user interface allows
for a full control of the bake-out procedure. After 48 hours of bake out at a temperature
of 130�C, a typical pressure of 3 · 10−10 mbar is reached. The system is pre-pumped by a
Screwline SP 250 (Leybold, 250 m3/h) and UHV pumped by a turbo-molecular pump of
type TMU 400M (Pfeiffer, 400 l/s). The pumps are controlled via a Siemens Micromaster
420 frequency converter and a Pfeiffer TCM 1601 controller, respectively. Both systems
are connected to the SIMATIC and the Labview user interface is used for read-out and
control.
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Figure 3.8: Wiring scheme of the electronic environment of the buffer-gas stopping cell. Many of the
components were built by the electronic workshop of the LMU Munich. See explanations in the text for
a detailed description.

In order to allow for the inlet of the helium buffer-gas, the turbo-molecular pump can
be disconnected from the stopping cell volume with the help of an all-metal UHV valve
(DN160 CF, VAT, type 48240-CE74). When the valve is closed, the cell can be vented
with helium. In order to provide the highest possible cleanliness of the buffer-gas, helium
with a purity of 99.9999% (He 6.0) is provided (Air Liquide, 10 liters, 200 bar). This gas is
further purified by a catalytic purifier (SAES Getter Systems, Mono Torr, PS4-MT3-R-2)
and a cryogenic trap attached to the 1/4” electropolished gas supply tubing (Dockweiler
ultron), filled with liquid nitrogen. The inlet of the gas into the stopping cell is controlled
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by a gas-flow control (AERA, FC-780CHT). A typical helium gas pressure of 40 mbar
was used in the experiments. The gas-flow control can be bypassed by a valve (Swagelok
4BG), which is required in order to also allow for a bake out of the gas tubing. The whole
gas tubing system is made from stainless steel and was electropolished for highest clean-
liness. To allow for a further gas purification during operation, a getter pump is installed
(SAES, type St707-CTAM-30D) and can be activated by a power supply (Lambda, type
LM G5-OVM-Y) providing an activation current of ca. 50 A. The chamber pressure is
controlled via two pressure sensors, one for the low pressure region when no helium gas is
entering the chamber (Pfeiffer, PBR 260) and a capacitance gauge for the operation with
helium (Pfeiffer, CMR 261). All valves as well as the pressure sensors are controlled by
the SIMATIC.

3.2.3 The DC cage

Originally, the buffer-gas stopping cell was designed to stop high-energetic nuclides, as
produced in nuclear fusion reactions at the Tandem-van de Graaff accelerator at the Maier-
Leibnitz-Laboratory (MLL) in Garching, Germany [190]. The accelerator structure allows
to accelerate ions from protons to uranium, starting with an electrostatic acceleration
potential of up to 14 MV. When impinging onto a fixed target assembly with an energy
above the Coulomb barrier, the resulting nuclear fusion products enter the buffer-gas
stopping cell through a specially fabricated entrance window. Subsequently, they are
stopped in the ultra-pure helium environment of the stopping cell. As the kinetic energies
of the produced nuclides are typically several MeV, a stopping length of about 400 mm
and a helium pressure of up to 150 mbar are foreseen. A DC cage was designed in order
to provide an electric field gradient in the direction of extraction to drag the ions from
the stopping region towards the chamber exit. The stopping range of 229Th α-recoil ions
with an energy of 84.3 keV in helium was estimated with the help of SRIM simulations
to be about 10 mm. Therefore, for the stopping of the α-recoil ions, the full length of the
DC cage is not required and the 233U source is instead installed at the last segment of the
DC cage, directly in front of the RF+DC-funnel system.

The DC cage consists of 10 cylindrical cage electrodes. An individual electric DC potential
can be applied to each electrode (see Refs. [191, 192] for a similar device). Each cylindrical
electrode has an outer diameter of 150 mm and a length of 35 mm, leading to a total
length of the DC cage of about 350 mm. A photograph of the DC cage is shown in
Fig. 3.9.

A voltage of up to 350 V can be applied to each electrode separately. The voltage is
provided by an Iseg HV module (EHQ F025p), which is inbuilt into a customized voltage
supply. The voltage is controlled by a second SIMATIC module without CPU (type
ET 200 M), which is connected to the control computer via a profi-bus connection (see
Fig. 3.8). The user interface is provided by the same Labview program, which also controls
the bake-out and gas-flow system.

For the ion extraction from the 233U source only the electrode of the DC cage which is
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closest to the stopping cell exit is of importance. This electrode acts as a source holder,
and allows to apply a voltage offset of typically 39 V to the 233U source. By this voltage
offset the ion extraction from the source can be controlled.

Figure 3.9: Photograph of the DC cage built for the extraction of high-energy nuclear-fusion reaction
products. In our experiments, only the last DC-cage electrode was used to provide an electric offset for
the 233U source.

3.2.4 The RF+DC funnel

A further electrode system is required in order to guide the α-recoil ions towards the
extraction nozzle, that forms the exit of the stopping cell, even if they were stopped
significantly off-axis. For this purpose, an RF+DC-funnel system was built [191, 192].
The funnel consists of 50 ring electrodes, which form a cone towards the extraction nozzle.
The cone possesses a maximum inner diameter of about 115 mm and a minimum inner
diameter of 5 mm. The first 20 ring electrodes (as counted from the direction of the cell
exit) have a thickness of 0.5 mm and also a distance of 0.5 mm from each other, while
the thickness as well as the distance of the last 30 electrodes is 1 mm. Thus the funnel
structure has a total length of 80 mm. The angle of the cone is 70�. A photograph of the
funnel electrode structure is shown in figure 3.10. A combination of RF and DC voltages
is applied to each electrode for an optimum ion guidance. A DC gradient of typically 4
V/cm (starting with 35 V at the funnel entrance and decreasing to 3 V at the last funnel
electrode) drags the ions towards the chamber exit. An RF amplitude of about 220 Vpp

at 850 kHz with an alternating phase of 180� between two consecutive funnel electrodes
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leads to a repelling force. This repelling force prevents the ions from charge capture at
the funnel electrodes. The RF voltage is generated by an RF generator (SRS model DS
345) and then amplified by an RF amplifier of type ENI 240L-1301. The generated RF
amplitude has to be phase divided in order to supply the funnel electrodes with voltages
of alternating phase, which is done by a customized phase divider. The DC voltage is
supplied by a power supply from Heinzinger of type LNG 350-06. Both, the RF voltage
and the DC voltage, are coupled to a customized voltage-divider chain, where the 50
voltages are generated individually and then connected to the funnel structure.

Figure 3.10: Photograph of the electric RF+DC-funnel system required to provide an efficient ion
extraction from the buffer-gas cell volume [191]. All funnel electrodes were electro-polished in order to
achieve a high surface smoothness to prevent electric discharges in the ion extraction region.

3.2.5 The Laval nozzle

Having guided the ions towards the exit of the buffer-gas cell with the RF funnel, they
have to be extracted from the high-pressure region. This is done by a convergent-divergent
supersonic Laval nozzle [191, 192, 209]. The nozzle forms a supersonic helium gas jet from
the buffer gas and the ions follow the gas flow. This system has the advantage of a fast
extraction and it prevents the ions from charge capture at the chamber walls. Further, the
previously thermalized ions gain enough kinetic energy to be injected into a subsequent
RF-quadrupole system.

The shape of the nozzle is shown in figure 3.11. The entrance diameter is 2 mm with an
opening angle of 90�. The nozzle throat has a diameter of 0.6 mm and a depth of 0.3 mm.
The outlet is formed by a cone of 38� opening angle and a maximum diameter of 6 mm.
This leads to a total length of 9.3 mm. The nozzle is made of V4A stainless steel and
provides the possibility to apply a voltage offset (typically 2 V were applied). It is glued
via metal-ceramic welding (Friatec) into a mounting flange.
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Figure 3.11: Schematics of the supersonic Laval nozzle designed to provide a fast helium gas-flow from
the high pressure region of the buffer-gas stopping cell to the next vacuum chamber [191, 192]. The ions
are extracted together with the helium gas and subsequently injected into a radio-frequency quadrupole
(RFQ).

3.2.6 The extraction RFQ

Following the buffer-gas stopping cell, in a second step the helium-buffer gas has to be
removed from the system, while the extracted ions have to be kept and radially confined
in order to form a low-energy ion beam. For this reason the ions are injected into a radio-
frequency quadrupole (RFQ), consisting of four rods of 11 mm diameter and 330 mm
length. The inner rod distance is 10 mm. Each RFQ rod is segmented into 12 parts of
about 25 mm length. Individual voltages can be applied to each segment (see Refs. [191,
192] for a similar device). A photograph of the RFQ in the direction of ion injection is
shown in Fig. 3.12.

An RF voltage amplitude of 200 Vpp at a frequency of 880 kHz is applied to all RFQ
rods. The RF voltages of neighboring rods are shifted in phase by 180�. This leads to
a stabilizing force and a resulting radial confinement for the ions. The RF frequency is
generated by an RF generator of type SRS model DS 345. The RF voltage is further
amplified by an RF amplifier (RM Italy KL 500 HF) in combination with an air-coil
transformer that generates the voltages of opposite phases. In a further step, 12 individual
DC voltage components are added to the RF voltages in a DC+RF mixer. These voltages
are then supplied to the individual RFQ segments.

An individual DC offset is applied to each RFQ segment. The DC voltages form a
gradient along the beam axis, sufficiently large to guide the ions through the remaining
helium buffer-gas background. Like for the DC cage, the voltage is provided by an Iseg
HV module (EHQ F025p), which is controlled by the same control system used for the
buffer-gas stopping cell (SIMATIC, connected to the control PC). The same Labview
interface is used to apply the individual voltages. Typically, a low voltage gradient of
−0.2 V/electrode is applied, starting at 1.8 V at the electrode closest to the Laval nozzle
and reducing the voltage to 0 V at electrode 10. The last two electrodes are kept at 0 V
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offset.

While the ions are confined by the RFQ, the helium background pressure is reduced using
a strong turbo-molecular pump (Pfeiffer, HiMag 2400) with a pumping speed of 2100
l/s, connected to the same pre-vacuum pump as the TMP of the stopping cell (Leybold,
Screwline SP 250). For most measurements, the pumping speed is reduced to 50% during
ion extraction, in order to achieve a pressure region of about 10−2 mbar. This ambient
helium background pressure is required for phase-space cooling of the ions, leading to the
formation of an ion beam of sub-mm diameter at the RFQ exit. The pressure can be
monitored by a full-range gauge (Pfeiffer, PKR 261).

Figure 3.12: Photograph of the front end (direction of ion injection) of the radio-frequency quadrupole
(RFQ). The ions are radially confined by the provided RF voltages, while the helium background gas is
reduced to 10−2 mbar. The remaining helium background leads to phase-space cooling of the ions. In
this way a sub-mm diameter ion beam is provided at the RFQ exit.

In order to provide the highest purity of the buffer-gas, the whole RFQ chamber was
built to UHV standards and is bakeable up to 180�C. The bake-out system is the same
as used for the stopping cell. After two days of bake out, a typical pressure in the lower
10−10 mbar range is achieved.

3.2.7 The Quadrupole Mass-Spectrometer

At the point of ion-beam formation in the RFQ, still all α-recoil ions emitted from the
uranium source are contained in the ion beam. As the 233U decay chain contains several
short-lived α and β− emitters, these isotopes pose a significant source of background.
In order to remove these short-lived isotopes and in this way allow for an unambiguous
identification of a potential 229Th isomeric decay, a quadrupole mass-spectrometer (QMS)
is used. The QMS was built, following the design values of E. Haettner [194]. It consists of
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four stainless steel rods of d = 18 mm diameter with a total length of 400 mm. Each rod is
segmented into three parts: a central part of 300 mm length, acting as the mass-separating
region, and two segments (one on each side) of 50 mm length, acting as Brubaker lenses
[210]. No mass-separating electric DC fields are applied to the Brubaker lenses and their
purpose is to reduce any peripheral field distortions, which would otherwise reduce the
QMS efficiency. An inner-rod distance of d0 =15.96 mm was chosen, leading to a ratio
d/d0 = 1.128, which is an important design value for the QMS [194]. The tolerance for
variations of d0 is 40 μm only, posing strong requirements for the mechanical precision.
A photograph of the QMS is shown in Fig. 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Photograph of the quadrupole mass-spectrometer (QMS) required for ion-beam purifi-
cation. The QMS was developed following design values given in Ref. [194]. The production of a
mass-purified 229Th ion beam is a prerequisite for the unambiguous identification of the isomeric de-
cay. Otherwise, short-lived decay products of the 233U and 232U decay chains could not be excluded as
signal origin.

All QMS rods are supplied with RF and DC voltages, which have to match specific
requirements in order to allow for the separation of a specified mass-to-charge ratio (see,
e.g., Ref. [211]). The RF voltage is generated by a function generator (Tektronix, AFG
3022B) and is then further amplified by an RF amplifier (RM Italy, KL 500 HF). Similar to
the amplification system of the RFQ, an air coil is used as a transformer for generation of
high-voltage RF amplitudes (more than 1500 Vpp at a frequency of 825 kHz are achieved).
The air coil generates two RF voltages, phase-shifted by 180�, that are applied to the QMS
rods such that opposite rods are supplied with identical RF voltages. Two air coils are
available, optimized for the generation of different RF-amplitude regions. An individual
DC voltage can be applied to each QMS segment and is admixed to the RF voltages
before they are applied to the QMS rods.

The DC voltages are generated by customized HV-voltage supplies, which allow to apply a
well-defined voltage difference between neighboring rods, as required for mass-separation.
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Like for the mechanical precision, also strong requirements for the RF voltage precision
exist. These have to be stabilized to the ppm region, which is done by real-time monitoring
of the voltages with a high-resolution oscilloscope (PicoScope 4227) and continuous voltage
regulation if required. For this purpose a Labview program was developed, which allows
for real-time read-out and stabilization of all QMS voltages [212]. The program also
applies the voltages required to perform mass scans. The operational parameters of the
QMS, used for the extraction of 229Th ions of different charge states q, is shown in Tab. 3.2.
For the extraction of 229Th1+ a larger air-coil transformer was used in order to reduce
the resonance frequency of the QMS. This led to a lower required RF amplitude, thus
also allowing for the extraction of the 1+ charge state. Besides the RF and DC voltages
required for mass separation, also a DC offset voltage can be applied to all QMS segments.
The offset voltage was typically chosen to be −2 V for all segments.

Table 3.2: Operational parameters of the QMS as used for the 229Th ion extraction.

q m/q Δm/q m/Δm Frequency RF amplitude DC voltage

1+ 229 u/e 1.5 u/e ∼150 825 kHz 1434 Vpp 119.7 V
2+ 114.5 u/e 0.8 u/e ∼150 925 kHz 901.2 Vpp 75.23 V
3+ 76.3 u/e 0.5 u/e ∼150 925 kHz 600.5 Vpp 50.15 V

A relative mass-resolving power m/Δm of about 150 has been experimentally obtained
at a transmission efficiency of more than 70% [193]. This mass resolution is sufficient to
securely separate all α-recoil ions of the 233U decay chain with mass differences of 4 atomic
mass units. In this way the QMS allows to form a (nearly) pure 229Th ion beam. The
only remaining contaminant is a fractional content of 228Th ions originating from the 232U
decay chain (also present in the uranium source material). This cannot be avoided by the
separation method, however, due to the comparably long 228Th lifetime of 1.9 years, the
contribution to the background is negligible.

The QMS is located in an individual vacuum chamber, which itself acts as a differential
pumping stage. The vacuum chamber is separated from the RFQ by a metal orifice of
2 mm diameter opening, that is set to a voltage offset of usually −1 V. The chamber is
pumped by a TMP (Pfeiffer, TMU 1601P, 1600 l/s), which is connected to the same pre-
vacuum pump as the stopping cell and the RFQ (Leybold, Screwline SP250). A typical
pressure range of 10−8 mbar is reached when no helium-gas is supplied to the system. No
UHV conditions are required at this point and therefore no bake out system is installed.
During operation the typical pressure is in the lower 10−5 mbar range. A pressure gauge
(Pfeiffer, PKR 261) is installed for pressure read-out.

3.2.8 The triode extraction system

Following the QMS, the 229Th ions are collected for the detection of any potential iso-
meric decay signal. In the first experimental attempt, a photonic decay of 229mTh was
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investigated. In order to provide a nearly point-like source of light, as potentially emitted
during the isomeric decay, the 229Th ions were collected on a small collection surface of
50 μm diameter, which is described in section 3.3.1. An electric potential was applied to
this collection surface, in order to attract the ions. This nearly point-like source was then
placed in the focus of an annular parabolic mirror, being the starting point of a highly
efficient focusing optics (section 3.3).

As the collection surface is small, the ions have to be close to this surface (within the
range of a few mm) in order to feel the attractive electric potential. However, as the
point of collection is located in the focus of a parabolic mirror (see section 3.3.2), the
ions first have to be guided through a central hole in the mirror towards the collection
surface in order to allow for an efficient ion collection. A triode extraction system was
designed in order to guide the ions towards the collection surface, thereby matching the
special requirements originating from the spatial restriction of a 12-mm diameter mirror
center-hole. A similar system is presented in Refs. [213, 214].

Although the triode extraction system in this special form was only required for the opti-
cal measurements, it was kept as a guiding system also during the search for an internal-
conversion signal. Measurements of the extraction rate of thorium ions (section 4.1.1), as
well as extraction efficiency measurements (Appendix A.7), were performed behind the
triode for individual charge states. For 229Th in the 2+ and 3+ charge state, extraction
rates of about 1000 ions/s for the small-area 233U source (source 1) were obtained [148],
while more than 10 000 ions/s could be extracted from the large-area source 2 [1]. The
time required for ion extraction can be estimated to be below 10 ms [191].

Inner shielding: -2 V

Extraction electrode: -62 V

Outer shielding: -22 V

Figure 3.14: Schematics of the triode extraction system (left) together with simulated ion trajectories.
The system was developed in order to provide ion guiding through the central hole of the annular parabolic
mirror described in section 3.3.2. A photograph of the entire triode system is shown on the right.

The triode extraction system consists of three electric apertures of 4 mm, 2 mm and 2 mm
diameter, respectively. The center electrode is typically set to an attractive potential for
the ions and is shielded to the outside by the other two electrodes. The applied voltages
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were optimized by SIMION simulations [215] (SIMION 8.1 was used) to be −2 V, −62 V
and −22 V and are applied by a Mesytec HV module (Mesytec, MHV-4). A cut through
the triode system is shown next to a photograph in Fig. 3.14. The photograph shows
a 100 mm diameter aluminum base-plate, which itself acts as the first electrode (inner
shielding) of the triode. The remaining two electrodes are mounted on top of this base-
plate, insulated by a ceramic plate. They are contacted from the sides to give space for
the annular parabolic mirror in the center. The total height of the system is 16.7 mm.
The electrodes form a nozzle-like shape of 10 mm outer diameter in order to fit through
the 12 mm diameter center hole of the mirror. 1 mm space is left on each side, which
allows for optical mirror-adjustment. The cone shape is required, as otherwise part of
the mirror surface would be shadowed by the triode extraction system during operation.
When introduced into the vacuum system, the base-plate is mounted directly in front of
the QMS. Simulations have shown a combined triode extraction and collection efficiency
of about 40%.

3.3 The optical system

As soon as the 229Th ion-beam formation and purification was experimentally under con-
trol (section 4.1.1), the basis was obtained for experiments, searching for any direct iso-
meric decay signal of 229mTh. The first attempt was to search for an isomeric decay via
the photonic decay channel, as this observation would have allowed for an easy wavelength
determination with the help of interference filters with sharp absorption edges. The pho-
tonic decay channel is expected to be significant for charged 229Th. The reason is, that
the second ionization potential of thorium is about 11.9 eV. As this energy value is above
the expected isomeric excitation energy of 7.8 eV, the internal conversion (IC) decay via
emission of an electron should be energetically forbidden. Of course the same argument is
also valid for any higher thorium charge state. When the IC decay is suppressed, 229mTh
is expected to decay with a prolonged lifetime (in the range of minutes to hours) via a
significant photonic decay channel [15, 41]. Further reduction of the direct photonic decay
can occur due to the electronic bridge (EB) process, which is hard to be quantitatively
discussed, but might easily amount to a reduction of the photonic decay rate by several
orders of magnitude [53–55].

An experimental concept for the detection of a potential 229mTh photonic decay branch
was developed, for which the following requirements posed the main constraints for the
design of the optical system [148]:

� The photon flux originating from the isomeric decay signal is expected to be ex-
tremely low (of unknown value), therefore an optical system with a high light yield
is required.

� In order to obtain a good signal-to-background contrast, the expected light is emit-
ted from a 50 μm diameter source and the total magnification factor of the optics
system should be small.

� The exact energy of the isomeric transition is unknown, therefore the performance
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of the optical system should be largely independent of the exact wavelength of the
light.

� The expected wavelength region of the light is in the range between 150 and 170 nm
and thus in the vacuum ultra-violet (VUV) region. A vacuum-optical system is
therefore required to allow for the detection of any isomeric decay signal.

� The optical system should allow for wavelength determination as soon as the emitted
light has been successfully observed.

Triode extraction system

Parabolic mirror 2Parabolic mirror 1 Turnable VUV filter

Collection surface

Triode extraction system

Collection surface

Collection surface

Detection plane

Detection plane

Figure 3.15: Sketch of the VUV-optical detection concept. Two parabolic mirrors are used for collima-
tion and focusing of the isomeric decay light, respectively. In this way the system does not suffer from
any spherical or chromatic aberrations. The system provides a high light yield and a small magnification
factor, as required for an optimum signal-to-background ratio.

Numerical simulations were performed in order to optimize the optical system (see sec-
tion B.2). For this purpose, a multitude of different optical designs were numerically
investigated. This includes all-diffractive two-component optical systems, consisting of
spherical and aspherical lenses, as well as combinations of reflective and diffractive opti-
cal elements. The main optical concepts, that were theoretically studied, are disscussed
in Ref. [148]. These studies have led to the development of a highly efficient all-reflective
optical system, consisting of two parabolic mirrors (Fig. 3.15). Compared to that, the
use of two spherical lenses is highly unfavored, leading to a factor of ∼ 50 of reduction
in signal contrast, due to spherical aberrations and an unfavourable numerical aperture
[148]. While both problems could theoretically be solved by using aspherical instead of
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spherical lenses, in this case still chromatic aberrations would be present. In order to
obtain the maximum optical efficiency of the system, the lenses would have to be adapted
to the (unfortunately unknown) wavelength of the nuclear transition.

The use of parabolic mirrors has the advantage of no spherical and no chromatic aber-
rations, combined with a high light yield and a small factor of magnification, leading to
a high achievable signal-to-background ratio. Further, a region of collimated light is ob-
tained between the two mirrors, potentially allowing for wavelength determination of the
emitted light with the help of interference filters. A conceptual overview of the optical
setup is shown in Fig. 3.15.

3.3.1 The collection surface

Behind the quadrupole-mass-separator, the ions have to be collected on a small surface
in order to provide the basis for the detection of a potential photonic isomeric decay
with a high signal-to-background ratio. For this purpose, SIMION simulations (see Ap-
pendix B.1.6) were performed, resulting in a collection-electrode structure as shown in
Fig. 3.16 [148].

Inner shielding: -2 V

Extraction electrode: -62 V

Outer shielding: -22 V

Cover electrode: +3 V

Collection surface: -300 V

10 mm
Cover electrode

50 μm
Collection surface

300 μm
insulator

Figure 3.16: Schematics of the collection surface together with simulated ion trajectories (left). The
electrode structure is designed for the purpose of efficient ion collection on a small surface. For this
purpose a voltage gradient of about 300 V is applied between a circular cover electrode and a centered
collection electrode of 50 μm diameter. The electrodes are insulated by an insulator ring of 300 μm
diameter (right).

The 50 μm diameter collection surface is placed in the center of a 10 mm diameter cover
electrode, to which it is insulated by an insulator ring of 300 μm diameter. For ion collec-
tion, a voltage of −300 V is applied to the collection surface (CMTE, HV Supply 3160,
0-6 kV), while keeping the cover electrode on a potential of +3 V. In this way an electric
field gradient between the collection surface and the cover electrode is provided, leading
to an attractive force that guides the ions towards the center of the electrode structure.
The concept of ion collection was experimentally proven to work (see section 4.1.2). The
high voltage, which is required in order to sufficiently attract the ions, has to be applied
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from the back side of the collection electrode, as otherwise the potential of the wire would
dominate the attraction of the micro electrode. In this way, the cover electrode also acts
as a shielding against unwanted potential fields. In order to allow for an efficient ion
collection, the whole electrode system is placed in about 3 mm distance in front of the
2 mm diameter orifice of the extraction triode (section 3.2.8).

The collection surface was fabricated as a Kapton-based printed-circuit-board (produced
by ILFA Feinstleitertechnik GmbH) of 10 mm diameter. Both front-surface electrodes are
made of copper and were contacted to the back side of the printed-circuit board (using
laser drilling and copper ingrowth), where they are solder-connected to copper wires. The
insulator ring of 300 μm outer diameter was produced by etching the copper surface. A
photograph and a microscopic image (microcope type Sensofar S neox, 20 times magni-
fied) of the collection electrode-structure are shown in Fig. 3.17.

In order to avoid non-radiative decay via internal conversion, the whole surface was coated
with MgF2 of about 1 μm layer thickness. MgF2 is a large band-gap material with a band
gap of 10.8 eV, which is significantly above the expected isomeric energy of 7.8 eV .
Further, thorium, when implanted into the MgF2 material, is expected to prefer the 4+
charge state in the crystal lattice environment [158]. For these reasons the isomeric decay
via electron emission is expected to be energetically forbidden [77]. As no intermediate
electronic levels in the band-gap exist, also the electron bridge process should be sup-
pressed [158, 161]. However, due to the low implantation energy of only a few keV, the
implanted thorium ions will not reach the bulk material of the MgF2 layer. As surface
effects will influence the band structure of the material and also contaminants like, e.g.,
hydrocarbons have to be expected to be present on the surface, there is some uncertainty
regarding the actual strength of a potential radiative decay branch [15, 163]. Note, that
no space-charge effects have to be taken into account when collecting the ions onto the
thin coating, as small currents in the material will occur as soon as the voltage gradient
is large enough, leading to net charge neutralization [216].

Figure 3.17: Photograph of the collection-electrode structure consisting of the copper printed-circuit
board of 10 mm diameter (left). The electrodes are connected by Kapton-isolated copper wires from
the back side. A microscopic image of the 50 μm diameter collection surface surrounded by the 300 μm
diameter insulator ring is shown on the right.
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The collection surface has to be placed in the focal point of the first parabolic mirror
(denoted as mirror 1). The positioning precision should be in the range of 10 μm, which
is a bit smaller than the size of the micro electrode, in order to avoid unwanted loss of
light or signal contrast. For this purpose, the collection electrode is mounted adjustable to
the mirror mount of parabolic mirror 1, as shown in Fig. 3.18. Adjustments in three axes
are foreseen: two in the mirror plane (x and y direction) and one in the direction of the
focus (z direction). The adjustment of the collection electrode in z direction is motorized,
the smallest available linear pusher with a step size of 0.25 μm (6 mm maximum pitch) is
used for this purpose (Micromotion, Micro-Linear-Pusher). The motorization is Labview
controlled and allows for an easy adjustment and position changes also under vacuum. As
the z axis has to be adjustable independently of position changes in the x and y direction,
the micro electrode is directly mounted to the motorization stage and the combined system
is placed on the central axis of parabolic mirror 1. For this purpose the printed-circuit
board is glued to a ceramic insulator, which itself is fixed onto an aluminum adapter that
can be mounted to the motorization stage. Three 1 mm thick aluminum struts are used
to support the motorization system to the outside, where it is fixed to an aluminum ring,
which itself is adjustable with respect to the mirror mount in x and y direction. The
latter adjustment can only be done manually and is realized by three adjustment screws
(OWIS, FGS 15-6-75).

Figure 3.18: Photographs of the mirror mount for parabolic mirror 1, also carrying the collection elec-
trode in a centered position. The motorization stage of the collection surface (Micromotion, Micro-Linear-
Pusher) is seen on the left. The collection surface (white, phosphor coated as required for preparatory
measurements described in section 4.1.2) is seen on the right.

3.3.2 The first parabolic mirror

The collection surface is placed in the focus of an annular parabolic mirror in order to
collimate any light as potentially emitted in the 229mTh isomeric decay. The mirror has a
focal length of f1 = 10 mm and an aperture of 39 mm diameter. A center hole of 12 mm
diameter allows to collect the thorium ions head-on on the collection surface, which was
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shown to be the most advantageous collection method with the help of SIMION simula-
tions. With this geometry, a large acceptance of 41.3% of all emitted light is obtained. A
photograph of the parabolic mirror next to a schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 3.19.

Figure 3.19: Photograph of the first parabolic mirror, providing a large light yield for efficient collima-
tion (left). The outer diameter of the mirror is 50.8 mm (2 inch). A dimensional drawing of the mirror
surface with 39 mm aperture and 10 mm focal length is shown on the right [217].

In order to provide a large reflectivity of more 70% in the VUV region around 160 nm,
the reflective surface consists of MgF2-coated aluminum. This coating provides high
reflectivities down to 130 nm wavelength (Fig. 3.22) [196]. The mirror was fabricated
at the Fraunhofer-Institut für Angewandte Optik und Feinmechanik (IOF) in Jena in
a multi-step production process. In a first step, the special mirror-shape was produced
by diamond turning from an aluminum block. In a second step, the surface was coated
with a Ni-phosphorus layer, which allows for polishing to achieve surface roughnesses of
less than 1 nm rms (root mean square) as measured by white-light interferometry shown
in Fig. 3.20. In a third and last step, the surface is coated with aluminum and MgF2

within the same manufacturing step under vacuum. Here the aluminum is the reflective
coating, providing a high reflectivity in the VUV region, while the MgF2 coating acts as
a protective layer, preventing the aluminum from oxidation. The peak-to-valley shape
deviation of the mirror was measured to be below 200 nm.

In order to provide the optimum optical efficiency, the mirror has to be turnable in two
angular directions (θ and φ direction). For this purpose it is mounted to a two-inch mirror
mount (Newport, U200-A) and two adjustment screws (Newport, AJS-0.5H V6) are used
for mirror adjustment (Fig. 3.18). The mirror mount is placed on a linear translation
stage (Newport, M-443-4 V6), allowing for up to 100 mm linear translation. This linear
translation is required in order to shift the mirror in direction of the beam axis until it has
reached its operational position, in which the collection surface (also fixed to the mirror
mount) is placed in about 3 mm distance to the exit of the triode extraction system.
The translational shift is motorized by a vacuum compatible motor (Faulhaber, AM2224)
combined with a lead screw (Faulhaber, BS-1.5 4864). No high precision is required at
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this point, nevertheless the motorization is needed, as in this way the mirror can be
shifted away from the triode extraction system under vacuum, allowing for ion-extraction
efficiency measurements prior to the search for any isomeric decay.

Figure 3.20: White-light interferometric measurement of parabolic mirror 1 as performed by the
Fraunhofer-Institut für Angewandte Optik und Feinmechanik (IOF). The determined surface roughness
is below 1 nm rms.

3.3.3 The second parabolic mirror

Collimated parallel light, as coming from the first mirror surface, has to be focused down
to the detection plane. For this purpose, a second annular parabolic mirror was developed,
which has a special shape, leading to a focal point that is located in the back side of the
mirror. The focal length of this second parabolic mirror is f2 = 2 mm at 39 mm diameter
aperture. Like for the first mirror, a 12 mm diameter central hole is provided. In this
way the focus is cut free, allowing for the positioning of the detection system in the focal
plane. A photograph of the second parabolic mirror is shown in Fig. 3.21 together with a
schematic drawing.

The magnification factor of the combined system consisting of mirror 1 and mirror 2 un-
der paraxial approximation would be m = f2/f1 = 1/5, which suggests that the light,
emitted from the 50 μm diameter source, would be focused down to a 10 μm diameter
spot size. This calculation, however, is making use of simplifications that are only valid
for paraxial optical systems, where the light is propagating close to the optical axis. As
the described system is heavily non-paraxial, the approximation is not valid. Extensive
numerical simulations were performed in order optimize the design of the optical system,
using a self-written Matlab-based ray-tracing code (see Appendix B.2). Based on these
simulations, an achievable focal spot size of 44 μm (FWHM) is obtained, corresponding
to a simulated factor of magnification of about 0.9 [148]. Experimentally, however, the
best achieved focal spot size was 106 μm FWHM (section 4.1.3) [150]. Most likely, this
discrepancy originates from small misalignments, which are hard to be completely avoided.
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Figure 3.21: Photograph of the second parabolic mirror used to focus the light onto the detection
surface (left). A dimensional sketch of the deep parabola is shown on the right [217]. The aperture is
39 mm diameter at a focal length of 2 mm.

With the help of the simulations it was found that an optical system of similar efficiency
is obtained when replacing the second, deep parabolic mirror by a refractive optical com-
ponent, namely an aspherical lens. In this case, however, the maximum efficiency is only
obtained if the shape of the lens is adapted to the wavelength of the isomeric decay light.
As this wavelength is unknown, the decision was to use a completely reflective optical
system instead, providing a wavelength independent performance for wavelengths down
to 130 nm (Fig. 3.22) [148, 196].

The reflective surface of the second mirror consists of MgF2-coated aluminum, that was
produced in the same multi-step process as for mirror 1. However, due to the depth of the
mirror, the normal coating procedure could not be carried out and instead a new coating
method was developed for this purpose. After diamond turning, the mirror was mounted
to a special holder and cut into three pieces. Each mirror piece was coated individually
and afterwards the pieces were mounted together in a well defined way, allowing for a
precision of better than 10 μm. This fabrication procedure was especially developed by
the IOF Jena for our purposes and is now frequently used for industrial fabrication of
deep mirror surfaces.

In order to allow for an angular adjustment (θ and φ direction) of the mirror, it is mounted
to a mirror mount (Newport, U200-A LH). The mirror mount had to be mechanically
adapted for carrying the deep parabola (Fig. 3.22). Two large adjustment screws (New-
port, AJS 100-02 V6) are used for the angular fine adjustment of the mirror surface.
Besides the angular adjustment, also a precise adjustment of the focal distance to the
detection plane is required (z direction). For this purpose, the mirror mount is fixed onto
a linear translation stage (Newport, M-443-4 V6). This stage is motorized with a linear
pusher (Pi-Micos, MP20-B), which allows for a linear translation of up to 76 mm at a step
size of 0.54 μm. The long translation path is required, as the detector (MCP detection
system described in section 3.4.1) has always to be kept under vacuum. For this reason
a vacuum valve is used (VAT, 10844-CE44-0005) that can be closed when the vacuum
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chamber is vented. The second parabolic mirror has to be moved under vacuum through
the valve (of 70 mm length) to reach its final position in 2 mm distance to the detector
surface.

All motorizations of the vacuum optical system are driven by Faulhaber motors, that are
controlled via three Technosoft IPS210 modules. The modules are connected via CAN-bus
and controlled by Labview (see Ref. [217] for a detailed description).

Figure 3.22: Photograph of parabolic mirror 2 in its mirror mount (left). Mirror reflectivity for the
MgF2-coated aluminum surface as a function of wavelength (right). The reflectivity measurement was
provided by the Fraunhofer-Institut für Angewandte Optik und Feinmechanik (IOF) in Jena [196]. A
mirror reflectivity of about 70% around 160 nm is achieved. The measurement in the VUV below 200 nm
(red) was performed by Korth Kristalle GmbH, the measurement above 200 nm (blue) was performed by
the IOF.

3.3.4 Optical filters

The region of collimated light between the two mirrors conceptually allows for a wave-
length determination to better than 1 nm, in case of a successful observation of light
emitted in the isomeric decay. For this purpose, interference filters (Laseroptik, Long
Wave Pass Coating) with a steep absorption edge around 160 nm were foreseen. The
filters consist of coated CaF2 windows of 50 mm diameter and 5 mm thickness, as shown
exemplarily in Fig. 3.23. The wavelength of the absorption edge can be changed by turning
the filter. Three different types of filters were provided by Laseroptik, one with an edge
adjustable between 150 nm (45�) and 160 nm (0�) (L-02573), one with an edge between
160 nm (45�) and 170 nm (0�) (L-02574), and one also with an edge between 160 nm (45�)
and 170 nm (0�), however on a smaller substrate (19114H2). The transmission curve of
filter L-02574 is shown in Fig. 3.23 (measured and provided by Laseroptik). As no light
originating from the isomeric decay was observed, the filters were not included in any of
the performed experiments.
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Figure 3.23: Photograph of one of the turnable VUV filters with a steep absorption edge provided by
Laseroptik (left). The corresponding measured transmission curves for two different angles are shown on
the right.

3.3.5 The optical chamber

The entire optical system is mounted in a vacuum chamber, which is of cubical shape with
230 mm inner dimension (Fig. 3.24). The flange types are DIN-160 CF and both parabolic
mirrors with their support and positioning equipment have to fit movable through this
flange size, posing strong limitations for the size of the optical mountings.

Figure 3.24: Schematic drawing of the optical vacuum chamber together with the aluminum base-
plate. The QMS is located to the left and the detection system to the right of the chamber (drawing
from Ref. [217]).

An aluminum optical base-plate of 15 mm thickness was fabricated to allow for the mount-
ing of the optics in the chamber (Fig. 3.25). This base plate is adjustable with respect to
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the chamber walls in order to allow for adjusting the optical axis. Both linear translation
stages are mounted on top of the base plate, together with their motorizations. This is
done in a way that the mirrors fit through the cube flanges of opposite sides. On one
side, the vacuum chamber is mounted to the QMS, while on the other side the detector
is mounted together with the vacuum valve (VAT, 10844-CE44-0005). The vacuum valve
ensures that the detector is permanently kept under vacuum when the optical chamber is
vented for adjustments.

During operation, the vacuum chamber is pumped by a turbo-molecular pumping station
(Pfeiffer, TSU 521) with a pumping speed of 510 l/min. A pressure of typically about
10−6 mbar is reached, owing to the outgassing of some motor components, which are not
designed for better vacuum conditions. The pressure is monitored by a full range gauge
(Pfeiffer, PKR 261).

Figure 3.25: Photograph of the optical system. The first linear translation stage is mounted on the
left-hand side on top of the base plate together with parabolic mirror 1. The second linear translation
stage is mounted on the right together with parabolic mirror 2. Both translation stages are motorized.

3.4 The detection system

For the detection of a potential photonic decay branch of 229mTh, a detector with a high
quantum efficiency in the VUV region around 160 nm is required. CsI-coated microchan-
nel plate detectors (MCPs) provide quantum efficiencies of about 10% in this wavelength
region and are among the most sensitive detectors in the VUV [197]. For this reason,
a CsI-coated MCP was the detector of choice for our purpose. In order to make use of
the small spot size provided by the optical focusing system, the detector has to allow
for spatially resolved signal read-out. This was implemented by using an MCP detector
combined with a phosphor screen. The phosphor screen is subsequently monitored by a
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CCD camera.

Although the CsI coating of the MCP surface was not required during the search for an
internal conversion (IC) decay, the same detector system was used in these experiments.
The MCP detector generates an electronic signal, which is then converted into visible
light. In this way a high sensitivity for any potential decay is obtained. In the following,
the MCP detector and the CCD camera will be described.

3.4.1 The MCP detector

The MCP detector is of type BOS-75-FO (Beam Imaging Solutions) and consists of two
imaging plates of 1 mm thickness (chevron geometry) with 75 mm outer diameter and
25 μm channel diameter. The two plates are placed in front of a flange-mounted optical
fiber-glass window that is coated with a phosphor layer. The achieved resolution is about
50 μm and the dark count rate amounts to ∼ 0.01 cts/(s mm)2. Individual voltages can
be applied to the front surface and the back surface of the stacked imaging plates, as well
as to the phosphor screen. Typical voltages, as applied for the detection of the isomer’s
IC decay channel, are −25 V (front surface), +1900 V (back side) and +6000 V (phos-
phor screen), respectively. The voltages are applied by HV voltage supplies (MCP plates:
Keithley Instruments, High Voltage Supply 246, −3 to +3 kV, phosphor screen: Fluke,
High Voltage Power Supply 410 B, −10 to +10 kV). A photograph of the MCP detector
mounted to a DN-160 CF flange is shown in Fig. 3.26.

Figure 3.26: Photograph of the vacuum-flange mounted microchannel plate (MCP) detector (BOS-75-
FO) used for the investigation of a potential photonic decay branch as well as for the detection of the
internal-conversion decay of the 229Th isomeric state.

The operational principle of the MCP detector is as follows: if an event occurs, which trig-
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gers the emission of one (or more) electrons in a microchannel of the MCP (e.g. radioactive
decay, ion implantation, photo-electron emission), this electron feels the attractive poten-
tial of about 1000 V per channel plate through one of the microchannels. The electron
will thus get accelerated along the channel, thereby hitting the channel walls. During
the collisions, secondary electrons are generated, leading to the formation of an electron
cascade. The typical factor of electron amplification is 106 for two plates. As soon as the
electron cascade leaves the back side of the second channel plate, it will feel the +6000 V
attractive potential of the phosphor screen. The phosphor screen is then hit by an electron
cloud of about 106 electrons with a kinetic energy of about 4 keV, enough to generate a
visible light signal. A schematic drawing of the operational principle is shown in Fig. 3.27.
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Figure 3.27: Conceptual sketch of the MCP-detector operational principle. Any event that triggers
the emission of an electron on the MCP surface can be detected. The electron is multiplied in the
microchannels, leading to the production of an electron cloud. The corresponding electronic signal is
converted into visible light with the help of a phosphor screen.

The MCP front surface is coated with a CsI layer in order to improve the detection
efficiency for VUV light around 160 nm to about 10% (Fig. 3.28) [198]. The detection
efficiency of MCP detectors for low-energy electrons was discussed by Goruganthu and
Wilson [219]. It was found that the detection efficiency starts to decrease below an
optimum kinetic energy around 300 eV. However, even at very low kinetic electron energies
around 0 eV there is a nonzero detection efficiency remaining. The reason is that the MCP
detection principle is based on the generation of an electron cascade, which can be directly
triggered by a free electron as soon as it is accelerated towards a microchannel of the MCP
plate. This is a special feature of electron detection and was of significant help for the
observation of the IC decay channel of 229mTh. The kinetic energy of IC electrons, as
emitted in the isomeric decay, is estimated to about E = 1.5 eV ((7.8-6.3) eV, where
7.8 eV is the expected isomeric energy and 6.3 eV is the thorium ionization potential)2.
The analytic expression obtained for the energy dependent relative electron detection

2Note, that this is a simplification, as for a correct calculation of the electron energies the work function
Φ of the surface material and the electon’s binding energy Eb below the fermi-edge have to be taken into
account: Ee = Eγ − Φ− Eb. As CsI exhibits a work function of 6.2 eV, no significant correction for the
maximum energy of the electrons is expected.
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efficiency η(E) is [219]

η(E) =
1− e−kδ(E)/δmax

1− e−k
. (3.1)

Here k = 2.2 is an empirical parameter, δ(E) is the secondary emission yield function and
δmax equals 1 in case of normalization. For δ(E) the following theoretical equation holds
[219]

δ(E) = δmax

(
E

Emax

)1−α(
1− e−Tmax(E/Emax)

α

1− e−Tmax

)
, (3.2)

where α = 1.35 and Tmax = 2.283 are empirical parameters and Emax is the energy of the
maximum detection efficiency of presumably 325 eV. Assuming a maximum absolute de-
tection efficiency of 50% at 325 eV, the absolute electron detection efficiency for electrons
of 1.5 eV is estimated to be about 1.5% based on Eq. (3.1).

Figure 3.28: MCP detection efficiencies for VUV light as a function of the wavelength taken from
Ref. [218]. The efficiencies for CsI-coated MCP surfaces as well as for uncoated MCPs are shown. The
detection efficiency of CsI-coated MCPs for light of about 160 nm wavelength is typically in the range of
10% [198].

Besides the detection efficiencies for photons and electrons emitted in the isomeric decay,
also the MCP detection efficiencies for ions play an important role in the experiments for
two reasons. Firstly, the ionic impact signal caused by ions of several keV kinetic energy
is used to calibrate the QMS. Secondly, during IC detection, the remaining ionic impact
signal caused by the low energy thorium ions has to be taken into account as a potential
source of background. While the MCP detection efficiency for ions of several keV kinetic
energy is relatively large (typically 50 to 60%, corresponding to the MCP’s open area
ratio) [220], MCP detection efficiencies for ions of low kinetic energy are harder to obtain
and were reported in Refs. [221, 222]. These are very low, as most of the kinetic energy is
transferred to phonons [223], and even decrease with increasing mass and ion charge state
(Fig. 3.29). The very low detection efficiency for low energy ions was extremely helpful
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for the identification of the 229Th isomeric decay, as it allowed for nearly background free
detection of the IC electrons emitted in the isomeric decay.
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Figure 3.29: MCP detection efficiencies for low-energy hydrogen ions. The detection efficiencies as
function of the energy for hydrogen molecules of different masses are shown on the left. The detection
efficiencies are reduced for increasing masses. The detection efficiencies for H−, H and H+ are shown
on the right. A reduction of the detection efficiency occurs for increasing positive charge state (graphics
from Ref. [221]).

3.4.2 The CCD camera

A CCD camera (Point Grey, FL2-14S3M-C) combined with a zoom lens (Computar
M2514MP2, 25 mm, C-mount) is used for monitoring the phosphor screen of the MCP
detection system (Fig. 3.30). For the purpose of IC electron detection, the camera was
positioned on an optical rail in about 300 mm distance to the screen. The correspond-
ing field of view is 100 mm by 75 mm. For the optical measurements, the CCD camera
was positioned combined with the zoom lens and a 5 mm spacer in a few cm distance
to the phosphor screen, leading to 16 mm by 11.9 mm field of view. The whole camera
system is contained in a light-tight housing, in order to reduce background light. The
MCP fiber-glass window is covered by a 20 mm diameter aperture, in order to blind out
field-emission effects originating from the detector’s edge.

The CCD camera contains a CCD chip from Sony (ICX267 CCD, 4.64×4.65 μm pixel
size, 1384×1032 pixels), which allowed for a maximum exposure time of four seconds for a
single frame. The individual frames were automatically read out and saved by a Labview
program. In individual frames, single events on the MCP detector can clearly be distin-
guished from noise and hot pixels of the CCD camera. For this reason a Matlab program
was written to automatically infer the position of MCP events from the individual frames
(see Appendix B.3). A multitude of image frames (typically 500) are evaluated in this
way and subsequently the event positions are added, leading to the acquisition of a single
measurement (of typically 2000 s integration time). By applying this method, only a
minor amount of CCD noise is not properly filtered and the background is dominated by
the low MCP intrinsic dark-count rate of about 0.01 cts/(s mm)2.
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Figure 3.30: Photograph of the CCD camera (Point Grey, FL2-14S3M-C) combined with a zoom lens
(Computar M2514MP2, 25 mm, C-mount) used for read-out of the MCP detection system (left). The
right-hand side shows the CCD chip (Sony,ICX267 CCD) of an open camera (Photograph from Ref. [217]).

3.5 Efficiency estimates

An estimate of the overall efficiency of the detection concept is an important requirement
in order to evaluate if a direct detection of the 229Th isomeric decay appears to be realistic.
Such efficiency estimations are presented in the following separately for the determination
of a photonic decay branch as well as for the internal conversion decay channel. The
efficiency estimates are partly based on experimental observations and partly based on
numerical simulations.

3.5.1 Efficiency estimate for the ion extraction

Only the absolute number of extracted 229Th ions per second is important for the observa-
tion of the isomeric decay. However, experiments were also performed in order to obtain
relative extraction efficiencies. For this purpose the 233U source (source 1) was investi-
gated in detail in order to experimentally determine the absolute number of emitted 229Th
α-recoil nuclides per second to about 10 000 s−1 (see Appendix A.4). Given the α activity
of the source to be about 200 kBq, this corresponds to a recoil efficiency of the 233U source
of ∼5.0% [193, 195]. The combined stopping, extraction and mass-purification efficiency
for thorium could then be determined by measuring the absolute number of extracted
229Th ions per second. Corresponding measurements were performed behind the triode
extraction system (see section 4.1.1). Results were obtained for individual charge states
and revealed extraction efficiencies of (10 ± 2.0)% for 229Th3+, (5.5 ± 1.1)% for 229Th2+

and (0.34 ± 0.07)% for 229Th1+ (Appendix A.7) [193]. The exact values are, however,
subject to some changes, due to varying buffer-gas purity. Most of the measurements
were performed with 229Th in the 2+ or 3+ charge state, with an extraction efficiency
in the range of 10%, leading to about 1000 extracted 229Th ions per second in case of
source 1. For the larger 233U source 2, a factor of ∼10 increased absolute ion extraction
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rate was experimentally determined, leading to about 10 000 extracted 229Th ions per
second (in the 2+ and 3+ charge states). No experimental efficiency analysis was car-
ried out with this second source. An overview of the efficiency budget is shown in Tab. 3.3.

Table 3.3: Efficiencies for the ion extraction

Efficiency [%] Source 1 [s−1] Source 2 [s−1]

Source α activity 200 kBq 290 kBq
Recoil efficiency 5.3/35∗ 10 600 100 000
Extraction efficiency ∼10 1000 10 000

∗This value is estimated under the assumption of identical extraction efficiencies

for source 1 and source 2 (see section 4.1.1). It is in agreement with the calculated

α-recoil efficiency assuming a metallic 233U source (section 3.2.1).

3.5.2 Efficiency estimate for a photonic decay

For the optical system, the efficiencies are largely based on numerical simulations. The
concept of an optical detection requires to collect the 229Th ions on a small (50 μm di-
ameter) collection surface. Experiments were carried out in order to prove that an ion
collection does indeed take place (section 4.1.2). However, these experiments, while sug-
gesting that the collection is efficient, do not allow for a quantitative analysis of the
collection efficiency. This efficiency could only be estimated based on SIMION simula-
tions (Appendix B.1.6) to be 40%, which we consider to be a pessimistic estimation.

Detailed numerical ray-tracing simulations were performed in order to determine the ef-
ficiency of the optical system (see Appendix B.2). These include all geometrical aspects
as well as the angular dependent reflectivity of the mirror surfaces [148]. The amount of
photons that will arrive in the detection plane, relative to the total number of photons
emitted from the detection surface, was determined to be about 23%. We refer to this
number as the optical transmission efficiency. It consists of two parts, (i) the geometric
efficiency, largely dominated by the acceptance of mirror 1 of about 41% and (ii) the
reflectivity of the mirror surfaces, which is estimated to be 70% for each mirror. This
simple approximation already results in an optical transmission efficiency of 20%. The
minor deviation from the simulation-based value originates from the angular dependence
of the reflectivity [224].

Not all photons that approach the detector surface will be located in the peak center.
Simulations of the peak structure revealed, that about 62% of all photons that impinge
in the detection plane will fall within the FWHM of the image peak, with a diameter of
expectedly 44 μm (Appendix B.2). We refer to this value of 62% as the imaging efficiency
of the optical system. Experimentally, an image diameter of 106 μm (FWHM) (corre-
sponding to 7.8 · 10−3 mm2 detection surface) was the best value that could be achieved
(section 4.1.3) [150]. The deviation from the simulated value might occur due to minor
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misalignments of the optics, that are hard to be completely avoided.

Table 3.4: Efficiencies for a photonic decay detection

Efficiency [%] Source 1 [s−1] Source 2 [s−1]

Extracted ions 1000 10 000
Isomeric fraction 2 20 200
Collection efficiency 40 8 80
Transmission efficiency 23 1.8 18
Imaging efficiency 62 1.1 11
Detection efficiency 10 0.1 1

Spot size 100 μm
Signal intensity 13 s−1mm−2 130 s−1mm−2

Signal-to-background ratio 1300:1 13 000:1

The detection efficiency for photons around 160 nm of a CsI-coated MCP detector is
typically in the range of 10% [198]. This value was taken from literature. In combination
with the MCP dark-count rate of 0.01 cts/(s mm)2, this allows to give a complete efficiency
budget for the detection of a potential photonic decay channel of 229mTh as shown in
Tab. 3.4. The result is an expected signal-to-background ratio of 1300:1 when using the
small 233U source (source 1) and 13 000:1 when using the large-area 233U source (source
2). Of course these numbers assume a purely radiative isomeric decay and do not account
for non-radiative decay channels as have to be expected due to electronic-bridge processes
even in case that internal conversion is successfully suppressed. The branching ratios of
such non-radiative decay channels are hard to be quantified and can easily amount to
several orders of magnitude [53–55].

3.5.3 Efficiency estimate for an internal-conversion decay

During the search for an internal conversion decay channel, the extracted 229Th ions are
directly accumulated on the MCP detector surface. No voltages are applied that could
lead to a focusing of the ion beam and for this reason the surface area of ion accumulation
corresponds to the size of the orifice of the triode extraction system of 2 mm diameter. The
corresponding detection surface area of 3.1 mm2 is large compared to the 7.8 · 10−3 mm2

obtained in the search for a photonic decay, however, the large rate of extracted ions and
the low noise of the MCP detector can compensate for that.

Starting with the same number of extracted 229Th ions of 1000 1/s and 10 000 1/s for
source 1 and source 2, respectively, the only remaining relevant parameter is the MCP
detection efficiency for low energy electrons. Based on studies performed in Ref. [219],
this can be estimated to 1.5% for electrons of about 1.5 eV kinetic energy as expected
to occur in the IC decay of 229mTh (see section 3.4.1). The resulting efficiency budget
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is shown in Tab. 3.5. An expected signal-to-background ratio of 10:1 is obtained for
the small 233U source 1 and 100:1 for the large-area source 2, respectively. While the
expected signal-to-background ratios are smaller, the obvious advantage in the search for
an IC-decay channel is, that in most chemical environments this has to be expected to be
the dominant decay channel [15, 163]. Therefore no other branching ratios of unknown
strength have to be taken into account.

Table 3.5: Efficiencies for an internal-conversion decay detection

Efficiency [%] Source 1 [s−1] Source 2 [s−1]

Extracted ions 1000 10 000
Isomeric fraction 2 20 200
Detection efficiency 1.5 0.3 3.0

Spot size 2 mm
Signal intensity 0.1 s−1mm−2 1.0 s−1mm−2

Signal-to-background ratio 10:1 100:1



Chapter 4

Measurements

Different sorts of measurements were performed, aiming for the direct detection of 229mTh.
The first focus was on preparatory measurements, required to verify (i) a high extraction
rate of 229Th ions from the buffer-gas stopping cell, (ii) the possibility to collect the ions
on a 50-μm diameter micro electrode and (iii) the performance of the optical system.
These measurements will be detailed in section 4.1. The preparatory measurements were
the basis for the next part of experiments, searching for a direct decay of the isomeric
state, as will be detailed in section 4.2. This includes the search for a photonic as well
as an internal conversion (IC) decay. The successful direct detection of the isomeric
state in the IC decay channel has led to a third part of experiments, performed in order
to unambiguously show that the detected signal originates from the isomeric decay of
229mTh. These experiments will be detailed in section 4.3.

4.1 Preparatory measurements

Three different types of preparatory measurements were carried out. (i) Following a
first extraction of 229Th ions from the 233U source, the extraction voltages of the setup
were optimized and a high absolute 229Th extraction rate was verified. Also extraction
efficiency measurements were performed. These are detailed in Appendix A.7. (ii) As a
basis for the investigation of a potential photonic decay channel, the possibility to collect
the extracted thorium ions on a microscopic collection surface was probed. (iii) Further,
the achievable focal spot size of the optical system was experimentally investigated, being
the most important parameter for the performance of the optics.

4.1.1 Extraction rate for 229Th ions

Following a successful extraction of 229Th ions from the buffer-gas stopping cell, a detailed
study and optimization of the extraction rate was performed, leading to a complete opti-
mization of all extraction voltages. These extraction conditions were fixed for all further
investigations if not specified differently. They are detailed in Fig. 4.1.

99
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Electric RF+DC funnel
first electrode: 35 V
-4 V gradient/ cm
last electrode: 3 V
RF voltage: 220 V , 850 kHzpp

Extraction RFQ (10 mbar)
first electrode: 1.8 V
-0.2 V gradient/ segment
last 3 electrodes: 0 V
RF voltage: 200 V , 880 kHz

-2

pp

Quadrupole mass spectrometer (10 mbar)
Entrance aperture: -1 V
Entrance Brubaker: -2 V
QMS: -2 V
Exit Brubaker: -2 V

-5

Triode extraction system
Inner shielding: -2 V
Extraction voltage: -62 V
Outer shielding: -22 V

Buffer-gas stopping cell (40 mbar He)

Laval nozzle
offset: 2 V

233
U source

offset: 39 V

Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of the ion-beam formation system, used for the production and purifica-
tion of a low-energy 229Th ion beam. The optimized extraction voltages are indicated for each electrode
[193].

With these extraction voltages, a complete mass scan from 10 u/e to 290 u/e was per-
formed, using the small-area 233U source (source 1). For this purpose a single anode
MCP detector (Hamamatsu, F2223) with 27 mm surface diameter was placed in about
5 mm distance behind the triode extraction system. Voltages were applied as required
for single-ion detection (−2000 V front surface, back surface connected to ground via a
5-MΩ resistor, anode on ground). The MCP detector was read out by a preamplifier
(Ortec, VT120 fast timing preamplifier) connected to a shaping amplifier (Ortec, type
571) and a constant fraction discriminator (Canberra, type 1428A). Signal acquisition
was performed by a DAQ card (National Instruments, NI-DAQmx) connected to a con-
trol PC. To perform the scan between 10 u/e and 200 u/e, the QMS was operated at a
frequency of 925 kHz with RF amplitudes varying between 78.71 Vpp and 1574 Vpp. For
the mass-over-charge region between 200 u/e and 290 u/e the operating frequency was
lowered to 825 kHz using a larger air coil. The maximum operational voltage required for
the extraction of 290 u/e was 1816 Vpp. The resulting mass scan is shown in Fig. 4.2.

It can be inferred that 229Th is extracted in the 1+, 2+ and 3+ charge state. Besides
229Th, also 233U is detected, originating from sputtering of source material via the α decay.
Some molecule formation can be observed, leading to the extraction of thorium oxides,
hydrides as well as thorium with an argon adduct. The whole 233U decay chain becomes
visible in the 2+ charge state [193, 195].

Typically, only 1+ and 2+ ions can be extracted from buffer-gas stopping cells to a sig-
nificant amount [148]. Thorium poses an exception, due to its very low 3rd ionization
potential of only 18.3 eV [225]. As the ionization potential of helium of 24.6 eV is above
this value, it is energetically favorable for the electron to stay attached to the helium atom
instead of reducing the 3+ charge state of thorium during collisions of the thorium ions
with the helium buffer-gas background. The result is a significant Th3+ ion extraction rate
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[193, 195]. That was the first time that a considerable extraction rate for triply-charged
ions from a buffer-gas stopping cell was reported.
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Figure 4.2: Mass scan of the extracted α-recoil ions from 10 u/e to 290 u/e [193]. Ion extraction from
the small-area 233U source 1 was performed for this scan. The 1+, 2+ and 3+ charged species of 229Th
are clearly visible. Besides some hydrogen and oxygen-molecule formation, also the whole 233U decay
chain becomes visible in the 2+ charge state. 233U is extracted due to sputtering of the source material
via the α decay.

A 229Th3+ count rate of about 2500 cts in 5 s is determined. The detection efficiency for
ions with a kinetic energy of several keV typically amounts to 50-60% [220], depending on
the open-area ratio of the MCP detector. Assuming for the following an MCP detection
efficiency of about 50%, the extraction rate for 229Th3+ ions from the small-area 233U
source (source 1) can be estimated to be 1000 ions/s. The corresponding values for
229Th2+ and 229Th1+ are ∼600 ions/s and ∼40 ions/s, respectively. These numbers are,
however, subject to some fluctuations, depending on the purity of the helium buffer gas.

A second, completely different, detection technique was applied in order to further validate
the high extraction rate for 229Th3+ ions. For this purpose, the thorium ion beam was
accumulated directly onto the surface of a silicon detector (Ametek, BU-016-300-100)
with 100 μm thickness and 300 mm2 active area. A voltage offset of −1250 V was applied
to the silicon detector surface in order to attract the ions. The QMS was set to extract
229Th3+ with a mass resolution of Δm/q = 1 u/e. Due to the long 229Th half-life of 7932
years, a continuous accumulation time of 5 days was chosen. Following the accumulation
of 229Th3+, subsequently α decays were registered in a remote setup for 100 days. Signal
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acquisition was performed with a charge sensitive preamplifier (CSTA) connected to a
shaping amplifier (Ortec, model 571) and a portable multi-channel analyzer (Amptek,
MCA-8000 A). The resulting α-energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: α-energy spectrum as obtained after 5 days of continuous 229Th (and 228Th) α-recoil ion
accumulation on the surface of a silicon detector and further 100 days of decay measurement [193]. The
energy resolution is about 30 keV (FWHM). The small-area 233U source 1 was used for ion extraction.
A line broadening of the 229Th α decay arises from the fact that only 56% of all decays occcur with the
dominant energy of 4.845 MeV (Tab. A.5).

The α decay of 229Th is clearly visible on the left of the spectrum. The width of the
corresponding line results from a superposition of several α-decay energies (Tab. A.5).
Besides 229Th, also 228Th is contained in the spectrum and even dominates the α activity.
228Th is extracted, as also 232U is contained in the source as an unavoidable contaminant
of the 233U source material (Appendix A.1) and the mass resolving power of the QMS is
not sufficient to separate 229Th and 228Th in the 3+ charge state. 228Th dominates the
spectrum, due to its shorter half-life of 1.9 years compared to 7932 years of 229Th. The
decay chains of 229Th and 228Th are also visible, as all daughter nuclei possess significantly
shorter lifetimes.

The number of detected 229Th α decays amounts to 5400± 500 events in 100 days of data
registration. The error was estimated and is dominated by the integration limits. Under
the realistic assumption that 50% of all α particles are detected as being emitted into
the hemisphere of the silicon detector, the total decay rate is about 100 per day. This
corresponds to (4.5 ± 0.3) · 108 229Th ions collected during 5 days of accumulation. The
229Th3+ extraction rate is therefore estimated to be (1000± 100) ions per second, which
is well in agreement with the MCP-based measurement [195].

Using the large-area 233U source (source 2), this extraction rate could be increased by
a factor of more than 10, as it was found by mass scans as well as by a comparison of
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isomeric decay signals (section 4.2.2) [1]. The absolute extraction rate can be estimated to
be 10 000 thorium ions per second in the 2+ and 3+ charge state, respectively. The same
extraction rate for both charge states is assumed as the 2+ charge state can be populated
on cost of the 3+ charge state, e.g., by increasing the buffer-gas pressure or reducing the
extraction velocity. A comparison of two mass scans performed with the old, small-area
233U source 1 and the new large-area 233U source 2 is shown in Fig. 4.4. The upper panel
shows a mass scan performed with source 1 (the same as shown in Fig. 4.2), the lower
panel shows a mass scan performed with source 2 together with the previous scan. About
an order of magnitude increased counting rate can be inferred. Also a relative intensity
decrease of the Th3+ compared to the Th2+ signal is visible. This might result from a
different helium buffer-gas purity achieved in the two measurements performed with a
time distance of about three years.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of mass scans performed with the small-area 233U source 1 (upper panel)
and the large-area 233U source 2 (lower panel, black). For better comparison, also the scan performed
with source 1 is included (lower panel, red). About a factor of 10 of improvement of the extraction
rate is obtained for source 2. Relative differences of the extraction rate between 229Th2+ and 229Th3+

presumably arise from changing levels of buffer-gas purity.

4.1.2 Verification of the ion collection

As a prerequisite for optical measurements of a potential photonic 229mTh decay channel,
the 229Th ions have to be collected on a micro-electrode collection surface of 50 μm di-
ameter (described in section 3.3.1). The design of the electrode structure was optimized
based on SIMION simulations (Appendix B.1.6). Measurements were performed in or-
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der to verify that the collection is actually working as theoretically expected. For this
purpose, the quadrupole mass-spectrometer was set to extract 221Fr2+ instead of thorium
ions. 221Fr is also contained in the 233U decay chain and for this reason it is emitted from
the chemically unpurified 233U source 1. It is an α emitter of 286 s half-life. The 221Fr
ions were collected on a phosphor-coated collection electrode (Fig. 3.18), in this way each
α decay leads to the emission of a multitude of photons on the phosphor layer. ZnS:Ag
(P11, 2-3 μm grain size) of 15 μm thickness was chosen as a phosphor, emitting light
in the wavelength range around 460 nm. The coating of the surface was performed by
ProxiVision GmbH.

A microscopy optical system was used in order to localize the point of ion collection
on the collection electrode for different applied voltages. For this purpose, the second
parabolic mirror of the optical system described in section 3.3 was exchanged by a lens
(CaF2, f = 132 mm at 460 nm wavelength). The light was focused onto an MCP-based
single-photon imaging system (Quantar, Model 2601B Mepsicron-II Single-Photon Imag-
ing Detector System [226]), which allows for a spatially-resolved electronic read out [150].
In this way, the collection surface was imaged onto the imaging system with a magnifica-
tion factor m ≈ 13. The CsI-coated MCP detector, which is used for the investigation of
the isomeric decay, could not be used for this purpose, as it does not provide a significant
quantum efficiency at 460 nm wavelength. A conceptual sketch of the setup is shown in
Fig. 4.5 a.

Triode extraction system

Parabolic mirror 1

Collection surfaceCollection surface

Lens

Quantar camera system

10 mm
Cover electrode

50 μm
Collection surface

300 μm
insulator

a Optical concept b Frontal view of the collection
electrodes

Figure 4.5: a, Conceptual sketch of the optical setup that was used for the verification of the ion
collection on the micro electrode. The collection surface is phosphor coated and 221Fr2+ ions (t1/2 ≈
4.8 min) were accumulated in order to visualize the α decays. The luminescence light is collimated by
the first parabolic mirror and further imaged onto a Quantar MCP surface [150]. b, Schematic drawing
of the electrode structure used for ion collection on a 50 μm-diameter collection surface [148].

In a first measurement it was verified that the ions react to the voltages applied to the
collection surface. For this purpose, a voltage of −1000 V was applied to the collection
electrode and the cover electrode (see Fig. 4.5 b). In this way the ions were attracted,
however not exclusively collected on the 50 μm diameter collection surface and also not
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guided to the center of the optical system. The resulting image is shown on the left-hand
side of Fig. 4.6. For a single measurement, 150 frames with an exposure time of 4 s per
frame were recorded. A high Quantar-MCP voltage of −2500 V had to be applied in
order to visualize the uncollimated light. Afterwards, a collection voltage of −1000 V was
applied to the collection electrode, while the cover voltage was set to +3 V. In this way,
the ions were collected on the collection surface, leading to a centered spot position and a
high signal intensity as shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 4.6. The measured spot size
is about 0.6 mm diameter, corresponding to the magnified 50 μm diameter collection sur-
face. The Quantar-camera voltage had to be reduced to −2010 V for image read out, as
otherwise saturation of the images occurred, for this reason the intensities of the two im-
ages are not comparable. No signal could be obtained when collecting ions with −1000 V
applied to both electrodes in case of −2010 V camera voltage. This proves that the ions
react on the collection voltage in the intended way. The shift of the intensity maximum
occurs as the ions are following the symmetry axis of the triode extraction system when
no collection voltage is applied. This symmetry axis is not completely aligned with the
axis of the optical system and a shift on the sub-mm scale becomes visible.
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Figure 4.6: Photon distributions recorded by the Quantar camera with the setup shown in Fig. 4.5
[150]. The x- and y-axis correspond to the length scale on the image plane of the Quantar camera, which
is by a factor of about 10 magnified compared to the scale on the collection surface. The left panel shows
a measurement (10 min. acquisition time) during accumulation of 221Fr2+ with voltages of −1000 V
applied to the collection electrode and the cover electrode (−2500 V MCP voltage). The right panel
shows the same measurement, however, with −1000 V on the collection electrode and +3 V applied to
the cover electrode (−2010 V MCP voltage). The collected ions react on the collection voltage in the
intended way.

In a second set of experiments the signal intensity was probed as a function of the collection
voltage. For this purpose, the voltage was varied between 0 V and −2000 V, leaving
the cover electrode at +3 V. The number of α decays occurring in a circle of 1.2 mm
radius around the center on the detector (shown in Fig. 4.6) were counted. 150 image
frames with 4 s exposure time per frame were recorded for each data point. Prior to
each measurement, 221Fr2+ was accumulated for 10 minutes. The resulting normalized
count rate is shown in Fig. 4.7. As expected, the curve shows a saturation behavior [150].
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−2000 V was the maximum collection voltage that could be applied to the electrode
during preparatory measurements. At higher voltages field emissions started to occur.
−300 V was the collection voltage applied during optical measurements for thorium ion
collection (section 4.2.1) resulting in a collection efficiency of estimatedly 40 to 50%. At
higher voltages field emissions started already to occur. The reduced maximum available
collection voltage might be caused by the MgF2 coating of the collection surface.
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Figure 4.7: Relative counts (normalized to the maximum) measured with the Quantar camera for
different collection voltages (Vcoll). The collection voltages were varied between 0 and −2000 V at a
constant cover electrode voltage of +3 V. Each measurement was performed with 10 minutes acquisition
time.

4.1.3 Verification of the optical performance

A dedicated alignment method of the optical system was developed and is described in
detail in Refs. [150, 217]. Following the alignment of the optics, it was a prerequisite for the
search of a potential 229mTh photonic decay signal to probe the achievable focal spot-size
on the MCP detector as described in section 3.4. Prior to any measurement, this size was
investigated by numerical raytracing simulations to be 44 μm FWHM (Appendix B.2).

In order to experimentally probe the optical performance, a 2π light source of ∼50 μm
diameter (corresponding to the size of the collection surface) was produced in the focal
point of parabolic mirror 1. This was achieved by focusing the light of a deuterium lamp
(Heraeus, V05 30 W with 1 mm diameter aperture) down to a small spot size with the help
of an optical system consisting of two CaF2 lenses (Korth Kristalle GmbH, f ≈ 52 mm
at 160 nm). A deuterium lamp had to be used for this purpose, as it offers a high light
intensity in the deep ultra-violet wavelength region, which provides some overlap with the
quantum efficiency of the CsI-coated MCP detector. The setup used to produce the focal
spot on the collection surface is shown in Fig. 4.8.
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CaF lens 1 (f=52 mm)2 CaF lens 2 (f=52 mm)2

D lamp2

Collection surface

740 mm 300 mm 63 mm

1 mm aperture

56 mm

CaF window2

Figure 4.8: Optical focusing system used to generate a small spot of light on the collection surface.
Light, emitted by a D2 lamp, is focused with the help of two CaF2 lenses onto the collection surface.
Subsequently, the light scattered off the collection surface is used to experimentally probe the achievable
magnification of the VUV optical system.

The calculated factor of image magnification of this optical system (at 160 nm wavelength)
is m ≈ 1/13 · 1/5 ≈ 1/65, leading to a calculated focal spot size of ∼15 μm diameter. In
reality, however, some broadening occurs due to spherical and chromatic aberrations and
also the short-wavelength part of the spectrum will be considerably absorbed as the setup
is exposed to air. In order to obtain a better impression of the actually achieved focal
spot size, the collection surface was exchanged by a CCD sensor (Sony ICX267 CCD).
In this way the spot size of the D2-lamp image on the CCD sensor was measured to be
44 μm FWHM, with a 80 μm diameter tail (measured at 10% of the maximum intensity,
1/16 s exposure time). The corresponding measurement is shown in Fig. 4.9 [150].
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Figure 4.9: Image spot, obtained by focusing the light of a D2 lamp onto a bare CCD chip. The
corresponding optical setup is shown in Fig. 4.8 with the collection surface exchanged by the CCD chip.
About 44 μm (FWHM) spot size are obtained.

Following the production of a small spot size of deep UV light, this light was scattered off
the collection surface in order to probe the performance of the optical system. For this
purpose, the collection surface was placed under vacuum in the double-parabolic mirror
system (see section 3.3), as shown in Fig. 4.10.
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CaF lens 12 CaF lens 22

740 mm 300 mm56 mm
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Parabolic mirror 1

CCD camera

CaF window2
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fibre-optic window

D lamp2
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Figure 4.10: Experimental setup used to probe the focusing properties of the VUV-optical system
[150]. The light emitted by a D2 lamp is focused by two CaF2 lenses onto the collection surface in order
to generate a small spot size. Subsequently, the scattered light is focused with the help of two parabolic
mirrors onto the MCP detection surface. A CCD camera is used for MCP image read out.
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Figure 4.11: Left-hand side: Focal spot detected on the MCP detector with the setup shown in Fig. 4.10
after 50 s acquisition time [150]. The analysis was performed as described in the text. Right-hand side:
Projection of the photon distribution onto the y axis along the dashed line shown in the previous image.
A FWHM of 106 μm of the image spot is obtained.

The system has to be placed under vacuum of 10−6 mbar in order to allow for the opera-
tion of the MCP detector. In this setup, the light, as emitted from the D2 lamp, travels
a long way of about 1 m in air, leading to a strong absorption of light emitted in the
VUV region. However, the remaining deep-UV component is still sufficiently large to
be detected by the CsI-coated MCP detector. As the performance of the all-reflective
optical system is wavelength independent, this deep-UV component can be used in order
to probe the achieved focal spot-size on the MCP detector. For this purpose, the MCP
was operated in single-photon counting mode at voltages of 0 V, +2000 V and +5000 V
on the front surface, back surface and phosphor screen, respectively. The CCD camera
(Pointgrey, Flea 2 14S3M-C) was placed in a few cm distance to the fiber-optical base-
plate of the phosphor screen. The phosphor screen was imaged to the CCD chip (Sony,
ICX267 CCD) with the help of a zoom lens (Computar, M2514 MP2, 25 mm, C-mount)
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and a 10 mm spacer ring, leading to a field of view of 10 × 7.4 mm2. 800 frames with
an exposure time of 1/16 s per frame were recorded with the CCD camera. The image
frames were evaluated with the help of a Matlab program as described in section 3.4.2.
The result is shown in Fig. 4.11 [150].

The resulting spot size, which could be obtained in this way, is 106 μm diameter FWHM
and thus larger than the value obtained by simulations (44 μm FWHM) [148, 150]. The
reason might be some small misalignments, which are hard to be experimentally avoided,
or the 80 μm diameter tail, measured for the spot on the collection surface (Fig. 4.9).
When plotting the center positions of single MCP events, it is inferred that the performed
measurements are already close to the MCP resolving power, as the individual MCP
channels can be resolved, leading to a pixelated image shown in Fig. 4.12 [150].
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Figure 4.12: Plot of the peak-center positions of the photon distribution shown in Fig. 4.11 [150]. A
pixelated distribution is visible, which results from the resolved MCP channels.

4.2 Searching for the 229Th isomeric decay

Following the preparatory measurements, the search for the direct decay detection of
229mTh was started. In first measurements the photonic decay channel was investigated.
The corresponding experiments will be described in the first part of this section. As the
investigation of the photonic decay channel did not lead to the observation of a decay
signal, in a further set of experiments the internal conversion (IC) decay branch was
probed. These measurements led to the first successful direct detection of 229mTh and
will be described in the second part of this section.

4.2.1 Investigation of the photonic decay channel

The experimental setup used for the investigation of a potential photonic decay signal
of 229mTh was described in section 3.1.2. It is comparable with the test setup used for
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the investigation of the optical performance (section 4.1.3). However, this time the lens-
based optical part was replaced by the ion-beam formation system (section 3.1.1). Ion
extraction was performed under experimental conditions described in section 4.1.1. A
conceptual sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Fig 4.13.

Parabolic mirror 2

Collection surface

Parabolic mirror 1

CCD camera

Vacuum chamber

Micro channel plates

Phosphor screen on
fibre-optic window

229
Th ion beam

Triode extraction system

Figure 4.13: Simplified sketch of the experimental setup used for the investigation of a potential
photonic decay channel of 229mTh. 229Th ions, with a fractional content of 229mTh, are collected on the
microscopic collection surface. Light, when emitted in the isomeric decay, is collimated by the parabolic
mirror 1 and then focused onto the MCP detector by the parabolic mirror 2. A spatially resolved signal
read-out is realized with the help of a phosphor screen and a CCD camera.

It is a prerequisite for the detection of a photonic decay channel of 229mTh that the in-
ternal conversion decay is suppressed [15, 41]. Theoretically, this could be achieved by
appropriate choice of the electronic surrounding [77]. The IC decay channel of isomeric
229Th is expected to be energetically forbidden when thorium is embedded into a MgF2

crystal [158]. The reason is that thorium prefers the 4+ charge state when being embed-
ded into the crystal-lattice environment and the band gap of the material is larger than
the isomeric energy. For this purpose, a MgF2-coated collection surface (∼1 μm thickness)
was used in our experiments. When applying a collection voltage of −300 V, the thorium
ions are implanted into the MgF2 layer with a kinetic energy of 0.6 to 0.9 keV, depending
on the charge state. Before implantation, the surface was ozone cleaned at air pressure
for a few minutes with the help of a deuterium lamp [227].

Prior to any measurement, the optical system was adjusted following a dedicated proce-
dure described in Refs. [150, 217]. Voltages of 0 V, +1800 V and +6000 V were applied
to the MCP detector and the phosphor screen (Beam Imaging Solutions, BOS-75-FO).
For read out, the CCD camera (Pointgrey, Flea 2 14S3M-C) was positioned in the same
way as for the test measurements (section 4.1.3) in a few cm distance to the fiber-optical
plate. Events were imaged onto the CCD chip (Sony, ICX267 CCD) via a zoom lens
(Computar, M2514 MP2, 25 mm, C-mount) mounted to the CCD camera together with
a 5 mm spacer. The corresponding field of view is 16 × 11.9 mm2.
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The isomeric lifetime under the described conditions was expected to be in the range
of minutes to hours [15, 41]. The uncertainty originates partly from an unknown exact
isomeric energy value and partly from non-radiative decay channels of unknown strength.
Such non-radiative decay channels can be expected to be present even in case that the
IC decay is efficiently suppressed and occur in the form of electronic bridge processes,
which could easily dominate the radiative decay by a factor of 102 to 103 [54]. In our
experiments, the decay detection was performed simultaneously to ion accumulation. In
this way, isomeric lifetimes down to practically 0 s could be probed, provided that no
isomeric decay during the time of ion extraction (a few ms) occurs. The upper limit of
the photonic lifetimes probed in our experiments was only limited by the measurement
times. These were chosen to 20 hours, in this way probing isomeric lifetimes of up to
about 10 hours.

Individual image frames of 4 s exposure time were recorded for 20 hours (resulting in
18 000 image frames for one measurement) with the help of a Labview program. Follow-
ing the image acquisition, a Matlab program was used to infer the positions of individual
MCP events for all 18 000 image frames (see Appendix B.3). Afterwards, all recorded
events were added to form one single measurement. This way of image read-out has the
advantage that, in individual frames, CCD intrinsic noise and hot pixels can be easily dis-
tinguished from MCP events by size and intensity. Therefore, the resulting measurement
is dominated by the low MCP-intrinsic dark-count rate of 0.01 cts/(s mm)2.

Measurements were performed, extracting 229Th2+ and 229Th3+ ions for 20 hours from
the large-area 233U source 2, providing more than 10 000 thorium ions per second in each
charge state. Voltages for ion extraction were applied as described in section 4.1.1. The
accumulated 229Th α-decay activity after 20 hours corresponds to one decay every 500 s.
However, potential light emission caused by the α decays on the collection surface occurs
in a spectral region that is not detected by the MCP-detection system. The functionality
of the ion extraction was probed by a second MCP detector (Hamamatsu, F2223), that
was located sideways under an angle of 90� to the beam axis. Prior to every measurement,
the parabolic mirror 1 was moved under vacuum by a motorized linear translation stage
in order to give free sight onto the MCP detector. When applying −2000 V onto the
detector surface, mass scans could be performed despite its off-axis position, in this way
allowing to probe the functionality of the ion extraction and the correct calibration of the
QMS.

The absolute number of dark counts occurring in the focal spot of the optical system of
∼100 μm diameter (7.9 · 10−3 mm2) in 20 hours of measurement time is approximated to
be 5.6. Even in case of a three orders of magnitude reduced photonic decay rate of the
isomer due to non-radiative decay processes like electronic bridge, the expected signal-to-
background ratio would be 13:1 (see section 3.5.2). The absolute number of detectable
isomeric decay events would thus amount to more than 70, which is sufficient to allow for
a secure detection of any isomeric decay.

Despite such high sensitivity, no isomeric decay signal was observed. This result is inter-
preted as being caused by an unsuccessful suppression of the internal conversion decay
channel. Although a MgF2-coating of the collection surface was applied, surface effects
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like band-gap reduction, hydrocarbon contamination or unbound surface electrons can
easily change the expected decay behavior [15, 163]. If the IC decay is not successfully
suppressed, the intensity of the photonic decay channel has to be expected to be reduced
by a factor of about 109 [41]. Such a reduction in signal intensity cannot be compensated
by the applied optical system.

In a further experiment, a different technique was tested in order to suppress the IC decay
channel. This time, a piezo-actuated valve (MaxTec Inc., MV112) was mounted to the
RFQ vacuum chamber in order to allow for a controlled inlet of air into the system. Due
to the high reactivities of thorium and oxygen, this led to 229ThO2+-molecule formation
on the fly. As the third ionization potential of 229ThO is above the isomeric energy of
7.8 eV, no internal conversion should occur during the time of flight. Further, oxygen
provides a high electronegativity, leading to an ionic bonding. For this reason, thorium is
expected to be ionically bound even after neutralization of the molecule on the collection
surface. It was hoped for that this ionic bonding would lead to a suppression of the IC
decay channel. A schematic sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.14
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Figure 4.14: Complete schematic drawing of the experimental setup used for the investigation of a
229mTh photonic decay channel. A piezo-controlled valve was mounted to the RFQ vacuum chamber
in order to allow for a controlled air inlet. In this way a strong 229ThO2+ ion beam was produced by
on-the-fly molecule formation. This allowed for the investigation of the isomeric decay under different
chemical conditions.

Also in this second type of experiment no isomeric decay signal could be observed within
20 hours of measurement time. The experimental techniques were the same as already
described above. The failure of this experiment to detect an isomeric decay signal is
not completely unexpected, as the ionization potential of neutral thorium-oxide is below
the isomeric energy value. Therefore, even when thorium stays charged in the ionic
bonding, one has to expect internal conversion to occur as soon as 229ThO2+ neutralizes
on the collection surface. If this was the case, it would be very interesting to perform
the same experiment with on-the-fly 229ThF2+ molecule formation, as thorium fluoride
exhibits a larger ionization potential. While experiments with 229ThF2+ have not yet been
performed, experiments searching for an IC decay during extraction of 229ThO2+ will be
described in the following section. Interestingly, no such decay could be observed, pointing
at an isomeric decay process that occurs on time scales shorter than the extraction time
(of below 10 ms).
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4.2.2 Investigation of the internal-conversion decay channel

The failure of the optical system to observe any isomeric decay was a strong indication
for the presence of a dominant internal conversion (IC) decay channel. In order to also
investigate IC, a different set of experiments was performed, which has led to the successful
observation of the 229Th isomeric decay [1]. For this purpose, 229Th ions were directly
collected with low kinetic energy on the surface of the CsI-coated MCP detector (Beam
Imaging Solutions, BOS-75-FO). The corresponding experimental setup was described in
section 3.1. It is the same as used for the investigation of a photonic decay, however
with the optical system removed. Instead, the MCP detection surface is placed directly
in 5 mm distance to the orifice of the triode extraction system. Extraction voltages were
applied as described in section 4.1.1. A simplified sketch of the experiment is shown in
Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Schematic drawing of the experimental setup used for the investigation of an internal-
conversion decay channel of 229mTh. 229Th ions, with a fractional content of thorium in the isomeric state,
are accumulated directly on the surface of the MCP detector. The detector is placed in 5 mm distance
to the orifice of the triode extraction system. Signals were acquired simultaneously to low-energy ion
collection.

The isomeric lifetime in thorium ions is expected to be in the range of minutes to hours.
For this reason, no isomeric decay is expected to occur during the time of ion extraction.
However, as soon as the ions come into contact with the MCP-detector surface, charge
exchange occurs, forming neutral 229Th, for which the rapid (a few μs lifetime) internal
conversion decay channel expectedly dominates the isomeric decay [15, 41]. The electrons
emitted in the IC decay can be detected by the MCP detector. These experiments are
making use of the non-vanishing MCP detection efficiency for low-energy electrons (see
section 3.4.1). Similar experiments are reported for the detection of metastable molecular
states [228].

Prior to any decay measurement, the functionality of ion extraction was tested and the
QMS was set to extract the desired ion species. For this purpose, the MCP detector was
operated at voltages of −900 V, +1000 and +5000 V applied to the front surface, back
surface and phosphor screen, respectively. In this way, ions are accelerated onto the MCP
and the ionic impact signals become visible. Subsequently, a mass scan can be performed,
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allowing for a QMS calibration as shown in Fig. 4.16. The exposure time of the CCD chip
was 1 s for image acquisition. The shown image sections correspond to about 10×10 mm2

on the phosphor screen. They were taken during extraction from the small-area 233U
source 1.
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Figure 4.16: Upper panel: Mass scan in the range of the 2+ ion species performed when using the
chemically unpurified 233U source 1. Ion counting was performed with a single-anode MCP detector
(Hamamatsu, type F2223). Lower-panel: Ion impact profile measurements performed with the phosphor-
screen mounted MCP detection system (Beam Imaging Solutions, BOS-75-FO) allowing for spatially
resolved signal read-out. The measurement was performed at −900 V surface voltage and 1 s CCD
exposure time when using the 233U source 1. The 229Th and 233U mass peaks can clearly be separated
[1].

After QMS calibration, the MCP operation voltages were set to −25 V, +1900 V and
+6000 V, respectively. In this way the kinetic energy of collected ions is reduced (to
50 eV or 75 eV, depending on the charge state) and no ionic impact signal is detected,
in agreement with the very low MCP detection efficiency for low energy ions (see sec-
tion 3.4.1) [221, 222]. 229Th ions were continuously collected in the 2+ and 3+ charge
state for 2000 s on the MCP surface. Read out of the phosphor screen was performed
with the CCD camera (Pointgrey, Flea 2 14S3M-C) combined with a zoom lens (Com-
putar, M2514 MP2, 25 mm, C-mount) placed in about 30 cm distance to the fiber-optical
plate (see also 3.4.2). The resulting field of view is about 100×75 mm2. As described in
section 3.4.2, individual image frames of 4 s exposure time were recorded, corresponding
to 500 frames per measurement. A Matlab program (Appendix B.3) was used to infer the
event positions of individual MCP events, which were added to form one image. As CCD
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intrinsic noise and hot pixels can clearly be distinguished from MCP events in individual
image frames, this read-out technique leads to a significant noise reduction and the back-
ground is dominated by the MCP dark count rate of 0.01 cts/(s mm2).

Corresponding measurements were carried out during the extraction of 229Th in the 2+
and 3+ charge states, originating from the small-area 233U source 1, as well as from the
large-area 233U source 2. Clear signals were observed in all cases and are shown in Fig. 4.17
[1]. Measurements were also performed during the extraction of 233U in the 2+ and 3+
charge states from both 233U sources in order to exclude any remaining ionic impact as
signal origin. In order to also exclude that the detected signal originates from an atomic
shell effect, a 234U source (source 3, see section 3.2.1) for 230Th α-recoil isotope produc-
tion was employed for a different set of measurements. No signal could be detected in all
exclusion measurements. The measurements were performed under the same conditions
as described above. The results are presented in Fig. 4.17, together with a mass scan of
the extracted ions.
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Figure 4.17: a, Mass scan performed with the small-area 233U source 1 (see also section 4.1.1). b,
Comparison of MCP signals obtained during accumulation of thorium and uranium in the 2+ and 3+
charge states. Each row corresponds to an individual 233U source as indicated on the right-hand side.
Each column corresponds to a different extracted ion species as indicated by the arrows from the mass
scan. Images correspond to individual measurements of 2000 s integration time (20 mm diameter aperture
indicated by dashed circles). c, Signal of the 229Th isomeric decay obtained during 229Th3+ extraction
using the 233U source 1 (corresponding to the upper left image of panel b) [1].

The decays occur on a surface area of about 2 mm diameter, corresponding to the aper-
ture size of the triode extraction system. The background corrected, spatially integrated
decay count rate, as observed for the extraction of 229Th3+ from the 233U source 1, is
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∼ 0.25 cts/s, leading to a signal-to-background ratio of 8:1. This is in good agreement
with the expectations, when taking the MCP detection efficiency for low energy electrons
of expectedly 1.5% into account (see section 3.5.3). For the large-area 233U source 2, the
detection rate was measured to ∼3.4 cts/s, suggesting a factor of about 13.5 enhanced
229Th extraction rate compared to the old source. Also the peak signal-to-background
rate was increased by more than a factor of 10 to about 100:1.

Besides the 2+ and 3+ charge states, also the 1+ charge state was probed for an internal
conversion decay. No IC decay signal was observed during these searches. When using
the small-area 233U source 1, this was not surprising, as the 229Th1+ extraction efficiency
is extremely low (only 0.3%, compared to up to 10% for the 2+ and 3+ charge states)
[1]. In the meantime, however, detailed investigations of the 1+ charge state with the
large-area 233U source 2 could be carried out. While the relative extraction efficiency for
229Th1+ is still small (comparable to the old source), the absolute extraction rate could be
increased by more than a factor of 10, resulting in about 500 extracted 229Th1+ ions per
second. This number is comparable to the extraction rate for 229Th2+ from the old 233U
source 1 (see Fig. 4.4), for which an IC decay signal could easily be detected. Surprisingly,
also when using the new 233U source 2, no IC decay signal was detected when extracting
229Th1+. This observation is a strong hint towards a short lifetime (significantly below
the ion extraction time of a few ms) of the isomeric state in singly charged 229Th.

Like for the investigation of the photonic decay branch, also during the search for an in-
ternal conversion decay signal, experiments with thorium molecules were performed. For
this purpose, air was introduced into the system at the point of the RFQ (see Fig. 4.14),
using a piezo-actuated valve (MaxTec Inc., MV112). 229ThO2+ as well as 229ThAr3+ could
be produced in this way in significant amounts. None of the molecule measurements led
to the detection of an IC decay signal. In combination with the negative result of the
searches for a photonic decay signal in 229ThO2+, this is a strong indication for a fast iso-
meric decay in thorium molecules. Such a decay can be expected to occur, as di-atomic
molecules possess a rich spectrum of rotational and vibrational modes in the VUV region.
One might assume that the isomeric energy is transferred to such a molecular mode.

The detection of the 229mTh internal conversion decay signal also allowed to probe for
surface influences of the isomeric decay. The case of a dielectric material with a large
band gap (significantly above the expected isomeric energy of 7.8 eV) is most interesting,
as in this case one may hope that the IC decay channel is energetically forbidden [77]. ,
in which the IC decay channel was investigated, while collecting 229Th2+ (229Th2+) ions
on a MgF2-coated copper surface (MgF2 exhibits a band gap of about 10.8 eV). The ex-
perimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.18.

During the experiments, ions were extracted from the large-area 233U source 2. Instead
of collecting them directly on the MCP detector, a hemispherical reflection grid (OCI
Vacuum Microengineering, type BDL450, 26 mm radius, gold plated) was mounted in
front of the opening and supplied with a voltage of +75 V. In this way, the extraced ions
were turned and collected onto a MgF2-coated copper grid (TEM grids, Sciences Services,
copper type 300 Mesh, 3 mm diameter), which was mounted directly to the last electrode
of the triode extraction system set to −22 V extraction voltage. Electrons, potentially
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emitted in the isomeric decay, are attracted by the hemispherical grid and detected by
an MCP detector (Hamamatsu, type F2223), placed at the back side of the reflection
grid and supplied with voltages of +300, +2100 and +2250 on the front surface, center
plate and anode, respectively. In this way it was possible to detect conversion electrons
also from the MgF2-coated surface, which is further evidence for the assumption that
no radiative decay of the isomeric state could be detected due to a significant IC decay
branch (section 4.2.1). This result might be interpreted in terms of surface contamination
or unbound surface electrons [163].
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Figure 4.18: Experimental setup used for the investigation of the isomeric decay via internal conversion
on a MgF2-coated surface. Despite the large band gap of the material, the experiments show that IC
remains to be the favored decay channel.

4.2.3 Investigation of the isomeric properties

The successful direct detection of the 229Th isomeric state allows to draw some conclusions
on the isomeric lifetime and energy. In order to probe the isomeric lifetime of 229Th,
229Th2+ ions were stored in the RFQ for a well defined time period. Such ion storage
was achieved by applying a gate voltage to the last RFQ segment and reducing the RFQ
helium buffer-gas background to the lower 10−4 mbar range (using the full pumping speed
of the TMP). When the liquid-nitrogen based gas purifier is operated, storage times of
more than 1 minute for 229Th2+ could be achieved. The functionality of the ion storage
was probed prior to any measurement by operating the MCP detector at voltages of
−900 V, +1000 V and +5000 V, respectively, thus allowing for ion-impact detection.

In order to infer a lower limit for the isomeric lifetime in 229Th2+, the ions are stored
in the RFQ by applying a gate voltage of 5 V. Ions are loaded into the RFQ for 10 s.
Afterwards, the 233U source offset is reduced from 39 V to 0 V, in this way hindering any
further ions from leaving the buffer-gas stopping cell. The ions in the RFQ are stored for
1 minute, waiting for the isomeric decay to occur. In the last step, the gate is opened
by applying 0 V offset to the last RFQ electrode. In this way the ions are extracted
and accumulated on the MCP detector, where the remaining isomeric decay signals are
detected when applying voltages of −25 V, +1900 V and +6000 V, as required for IC-
signal detection. In order to reduce the dark-count rate, the CCD camera is triggered to
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only acquire frames during ion accumulation.

With this procedure, 200 pulses were evaluated with 3 acquired frames per pulse and
4 s exposure time per frame. A clear signal could be detected, from which a half-life of
greater than 1 minute in 229Th2+ can be inferred [1]. No significant reduction in IC signal
intensity could be inferred during this time, for this reason the storage time of 1 minute
in the RFQ is found not to be sufficient to determine a value for the isomer’s lifetime.

In a further experiment, an upper limit for the isomeric lifetime in neutral 229Th could be
obtained. For this purpose, a gate voltage of 0.5 V is applied to the last RFQ electrode
and 229Th2+ ions are loaded into the RFQ for 1700 ms before releasing the ion cloud by
reducing the gate voltage to 0 V for 500 ms. The CCD camera is triggered in a way that
frames are only acquired at times when no ions are approaching the MCP surface. For
this purpose, the camera is always started 500 ms after gate closing and stopped after
1200 ms, in parallel to gate opening, allowing to acquire one image frame of 1 s exposure
time per bunch.

By this sequence, 1200 frames were acquired, corresponding to 1200 s total acquisition
time. No signals were detected during this measurement, showing that the isomeric half-
life for neutral 229Th must be significantly shorter than 1 s [1]. In the meantime, the
implementation of an improved ion bunching scheme[229] and an electronic read out of
the IC decay signals has allowed for the first half-life measurement of 229mTh in the neutral
thorium atom, which is determined to be about 7 μs [42].

The isomeric lifetime limits allow to draw some preliminary conclusions on the isomeric
energy. The long lifetime of the isomer in 229Th2+ is a clear indication that the IC decay
is energetically forbidden. Thus the isomeric energy must be below the 3rd ionization
potential of thorium of 18.3 eV. Further, the IC decay is energetically allowed for neutral
229Th, indicating that the isomeric energy is above the 1st ionization potential of thorium
of 6.3 eV. Therefore, based on this direct detection, the isomeric energy can be inferred
to range between 6.3 and 18.3 eV. This is a simplified picture, as surface influences have
to be expected to play a role during the IC decay on the MCP detector. In this way,
the work function of the collection material might dominate the lower limit of the energy
range. In our experiments, however, collection takes place on a CsI-coated surface with a
work function of 6.2 eV, which is comparable to the thorium 1st ionization potential. For
this reason no significant change to the presented energy range is inferred.

The presented energy range is a further support of today’s most accepted value of (7.8±
0.5) eV [8, 9]. Based on the presented direct detection, a significantly more precise
energy value (exceeding 0.1 eV in precision) could be inferred by performing high-precision
electron spectroscopy, using a magnetic-bottle electron spectrometer [230]. Experiments
along this line are currently performed by our group.

Besides an improved energy value, also the determination of the isomeric lifetime in
229Th2+ and 229Th3+ is of interest. This value can be expected to be in the range of up
to several hours and the current experimental limitation is the achieved ion storage time
in our RFQ of only about 1 minute. For this reason, a new, cryogenic linear Paul trap is
being developed, following the Cryptex design obtained at MPIK in Heidelberg [231, 232].
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This device will allow for the storage of highly charged ions for up to several hours, thus
providing the basis for first 229mTh lifetime measurements in 229Th2+ and 229Th3+. Full
optical access will also be provided, as required for laser cooling and manipulation. In this
way, the Paul trap will lay the foundation for the development of a 229Th-based nuclear
clock.

4.3 Confirmation measurements

The measurements that have led to the direct detection of the isomeric decay signal
of 229Th were presented in section 4.2.2. Also first measurements were presented that
allow to exclude other sources of signal origin (comparisons with 233U and 230Th). Such
exclusion measurements provide the basis for a confirmation of an unambiguous signal
identification and are a central aspect of this work. In the following, it will be presented
which exclusion measurements were performed and how they allow to exclude all potential
sources of background, thus proving that the detected signal originates from the decay
of 229mTh. For this purpose, all potential sources of background are classified into four
categories as follows:

� Background signals originating from setup components (section 4.3.1)

� Background signals caused by ionic impact (section 4.3.2)

� Nuclear decay signals other than from 229mTh (section 4.3.3)

� Signals caused by excited shell states (section 4.3.4)

Most of the sources of background could be excluded in multiple ways. In the last section,
also the problem of detector contamination due to continuous 229Th (228Th) accumulation
is discussed.

4.3.1 Background signals originating from setup components

Various types of background signals could potentially occur due to components of the
setup. These include background originating from the 233U source, the ion transport sys-
tem and the detection system. As these types of background would be constant through-
out the measurements, they were easily excluded as signal origin by means of dark-count
measurements. All measurements were dominated by the uniform MCP-intrinsic dark-
count rate of 0.01 cts/(s mm2), caused by random field emission and cosmic rays. In the
following, only the contribution of the 233U source to the background will be estimated.

The buffer-gas stopping cell houses the open 233U source. During extraction, the stopping
cell is filled with 40 mbar of ultra pure helium to provide the stopping and successive
extraction of the α-recoil ions. The 233U source is producing a significant amount of high-
energy radiation. While 233U itself is a pure α emitter, within the decay chain also some
strong β− emitters are produced (225Ra, 213Bi, 209Tl, 209Pb). Further, the decay chain of
232U, which is unavoidably contained as a small impurity due to the radiochemical pro-
duction process (Appendix A.1), also contains β− emitters (212Pb, 212Bi, 208Tl). Within
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both decay chains various γ rays are emitted, ranging up to energies of 2.6 MeV (208Tl).
As the 233U source is open, also the α-recoil ions, as emitted within both decay chains,
have to be considered. The emitted radiation is distributed isotropically in 4π. Only the
γ rays can be expected to penetrate the walls of the surrounding vacuum chamber and
thus possibly lead to an isotropic background signal in the MCP detector. However, the
distance between the source and the MCP is about 85 cm, therefore only a fraction of
4.9 · 10−4 of the emitted γ rays can be expected to reach the MCP detector surface of
75 mm diameter. Further, the γ -ray detection efficiency of an MCP detector is rather
low (at the 1% level and below). The most dominant γ-ray line can be expected to be the
13.0 keV line of 233U itself with 5.2% relative intensity. Assuming the maximum source
activity of 290 kBq for the large source, the expected background rate of the MCP detec-
tor caused by the γ emission of the 233U source is 1.7 · 10−5 s−1mm−2. However, as the
intrinsic dark count rate of the MCP detector is in the range of 1 · 10−2 s−1mm−2, the
contribution caused by the γ rays turns out to be negligible. This is in agreement with
the observed dark count rates.

Most of the remaining high-energy radiation as originating from the 233U source (α par-
ticles as well as α-recoil isotopes) will directly be implanted into the walls of the vacuum
chamber and does not approach the detector. However, there is a small remaining di-
rect line of sight between the 233U source and the MCP detection surface through the
0.6 mm diameter extraction nozzle throat, which could allow for an enhanced signal in
a central position at least if no buffer gas is contained in the stopping cell. The frac-
tion of emitted particles, potentially able to reach the detector, strongly depends on the
source geometry. For the smaller source this fraction is larger and by numerical raytracing
calculations a value of 1.8 · 10−9 is obtained. Comparing this value with the α activity
of 200 kBq of the small 233U source, an absolute detection rate of 3.6 · 10−4 s−1 can be
expected, which corresponds to about one α particle every 45 minutes. This is also far
below the intrinsic background rate of the MCP detector, however, it was made visible
with a silicon detector within about 20 days of continuous detection. For the β− activity
a calculated value of 4.9 · 10−6 s−1 is obtained. For the α-recoil ions the estimated rate of
impact is 1.9 · 10−5 s−1 and therefore negligible. As expected, none of these effects was
detected with the MCP detector.

As soon as helium buffer-gas enters the vacuum chamber, Cherenkov radiation may emerge
from β decays, giving rise to background signals of unknown strength and wavelength dis-
tribution. This radiation could potentially be detected by the MCP detector through the
0.6 mm diameter extraction nozzle throat. As the resulting signal is hard to be predicted,
a measurement was performed instead in order to estimate the corresponding background
rate. No Cherenkov light was observed within 20 hours of measurement time.

4.3.2 Background effects caused by ionic impact

The impact of the ions on the MCP detection surface is a conceptually unavoidable source
of potential background. This includes signals that might be caused by the ionic kinetic
energy, as well as by the ionic charge state.

The detected ions possess a kinetic energy, which can be controlled by changing the MCP
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surface voltage. When operating the MCP for ion counting, typically −900 V offset are
applied. The resulting kinetic energy of the impinging ions varies between 900 keV and
2700 keV, depending on the charge state, and is large enough to drive electrons off the
MCP surface, leading to ion detection (Fig. 4.16). Experimentally we found, that the
detection efficiency for the ionic impact can be reduced to practically zero by lowering
the kinetic energy of the ions when applying an MCP surface voltage between 0 V and
−40 V. This is in agreement with a very low MCP detection efficiency for low energy ions,
as reported in literature (see section 3.4.1) [221, 222].

The fact that this technique is indeed applicable was shown in a comparative measurement
between the accumulation of 229Th2+ and 233U2+. These ions were used for comparison,
as they are extracted with nearly equal count rates from the buffer-gas stopping cell (see
Fig. 4.4). Furthermore , they possess the same charge state and similar mass, leading to
nearly the same velocities. The number of the MCP events was measured as a function of
MCP surface voltage during separate accumulation of 229Th2+ and 233U2+, while varying
the MCP surface between 0 V and −100 V. The measurement was performed with the
small-area 233U source 1 with 1200 s measurement time per data point. Ion extraction and
data acquisition were performed under the same conditions as described in section 4.2.2.
During the measurement, all MCP voltages were adjusted accordingly, in order to exclude
any MCP intrinsic effects. The resulting measurement is shown in Fig. 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: Detected signals as a function of the MCP surface voltage during extraction of 233U2+

(blue) and 229Th2+ (red). The measurement was performed using the small-area 233U source 1 with
1200 s acquisition time for each individual data point. Both curves are background corrected and the
error bands show the statistical uncertainty. The curves exhibit systematically different behavior (see
text).

For the 233U2+ signal, the result is as expected for a pure ionic impact signal: a moderate
signal intensity is still detected at −100 V MCP offset, continuously decreasing towards
higher offset voltages, as the kinetic energy of the ions is reduced. At about −40 V, there
is practically no remaining signal (within measuring times of 20 minutes). The 229Th2+

signal, however, exhibits a significantly different behavior: even at voltages as low as −2
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V a remaining signal is detected. A steep signal decrease occurs between −2 and 0 V.
A minor increase in signal intensity is observed before the cut off, which originates from
electrons that are repelled by the last electrode of the triode extraction system due to the
voltage gradient between the triode and the MCP surface. This signal behavior is not
expected for a pure ionic impact signal, while a decay would allow instead for an explana-
tion. The cut off occurs exactly at the point at which the ions start to be repelled by the
MCP surface voltage, which indicates that the signal occurs even at zero kinetic energy
of the accumulated ions. For this reason it can be excluded that the detected signal orig-
inates from an ionic impact of the thorium ions. This measurement also excludes a signal
origin from background of the first type, i.e. originating from the setup components.

Besides the kinetic energy, the ions are known to also carry energy corresponding to their
charge states. The energies involved are 11.9 eV and 18.3 eV for the 2nd and 3rd ionization
potentials of thorium, respectively. Both energies lie significantly above the work function
of CsI (6.2 eV), in this way providing enough energy to generate a signal on the MCP
surface. Experimentally, however, one finds that no signal is generated corresponding to
the ions charge state. The detection efficiency for low-energy ions even tends to decrease
with increasing charge state (see Fig. 3.29) [221]. The finding that the neutralization
energy does not lead to a background signal is also supported by the comparative mea-
surements with 233U2+. The 2nd ionization potential of uranium is 11.6 eV and thus close
to the one of thorium. Therefore, one should expect to obtain the same signal behavior
during extraction of 223U2+ and 229Th2+. As shown in Fig. 4.19, the two ion species show
a systematically different behavior.

4.3.3 Nuclear decay signals other than 229mTh

In previous experiments, background signals caused by short-lived nuclides of the 233U
and 232U decay chains have prevented the unambiguous direct identification of the 229mTh
isomer. Our experimental setup was especially designed to exclude this type of potential
background. A detailed list of nuclides that could potentially play a role in the radio-
chemistry of the 233U source material is given in Fig. A.2. All nuclides except for 229mTh
could be excluded as signal origin.

In order to suppress radioactive decays not originating from 229Th, a customized quadrupole
mass separator (QMS, see section 3.2.7) was build, following design values of E. Haettner
[194]. This device was shown to possess a mass resolution of m/Δm ≈ 150 at 70% of
transmission efficiency [193]. This resolution is sufficient for a complete separation of
α-recoil ions with a difference of four atomic mass units. Corresponding mass spectra
are shown in Fig. 4.20 for two different MCP surface voltages. At −2000 V surface volt-
age (blue curve), impact signals are detectable due to the kinetic energy of several keV
of the impinging ions. At −25 V MCP surface voltage (red curve) no ionic impact is
detectable and the remaining signal originates from the 229mTh isomeric decay. A clear
signal restriction to the m/q value of 229Th2+ (114.5 u/e) can be inferred. Both mass
spectra were measured with the small-area 233U source 1. Note the different acquisition
times of 5 s for the ionic impact signal (blue) and 1200 s for the isomer detection (red).
Besides the 229Th isomeric decay at 114.5 u/e, a further signal at 117.5 u/e occurs. This
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signal originates from the isomeric decay of 235U. 239Pu was shown to be contained in the
source by α spectroscopy (Fig. A.5). 235mU is populated in the α decay of 239Pu by a
decay branch of 70% and is the second lowest isomeric state with an excitation energy of
76 eV. It decays with a half-life of about 26 min to its ground state via internal conversion.
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Figure 4.20: Mass scans of the 2+ ion species for different detection conditions [1]. The blue curve shows
the ionic impact signal acquired with 5 s integration time with a single-anode MCP detector (Hamamatsu,
F2223) operated at −2000 V surface voltage. The red curve shows the background corrected isomeric
decay signal obtained when operating the phosphor-screen mounted MCP detector (Beam Imaging So-
lutions, BOS-75-FO) at −25 V surface voltage. Each data point corresponds to 1200 s integration time.
Error bars show the estimated statistical error. Besides the 229mTh2+ isomeric decay signal at 114.5 u/e,
a further signal at 117.5 u/e is visible. This signal corresponds to the isomeric decay of 235mU. 239Pu was
shown to be present in the source material by α spectroscopy (see Fig. A.5) and the isomer is populated
by a 70% decay branch.

However, operating the QMS at high mass resolving power is not sufficient to exclude
short-lived nuclides as signal origin, as molecular sidebands may be populated (e.g.
213Bi16O reveals the same mass as 229Th). The fact that this is not the case and that the
registered signal does indeed originate from 229Th was shown in four independent ways
that will be detailed in the following [1].

The first way of exclusion is based on the parallel observation of a decay signal in the
2+ and 3+ charge states (Fig. 4.17). In preparatory measurements of the ion extraction
rates from the buffer-gas stopping cell, 229Th was shown to be extracted to a significant
amount in the 3+ charge state (see section 4.1.1). The reason is the exceptionally low
3rd ionization potential of thorium of just 18.3 eV, which is even below the ionization
potential of the helium buffer gas (24.6 eV) [193]. During ion stopping in the helium
environment, it is energetically favorable for the electrons to stay attached to the helium
atoms, instead of reducing the thorium 3+ charge state [233]. None of the short-lived
daughter nuclides that could potentially be extracted from the 233U source has a 3rd ion-
ization potential which is below 24.6 eV and would thus allow for an extraction in the
3+ charge state (see Tab. 4.1). Experimentally, a suppression of the extraction efficiency
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of three to four orders of magnitude was observed for the 3+ compared to the 2+ charge
state for all short-lived daughter nuclides of the 233U and 232U decay chains (of atomic
number Z = 88 or below, see Appendix A.7) [193].

Table 4.1: List of ionization energies [225].

Element Atomic no. 1st [eV] 2nd [eV] 3rd [eV]

Curium 96 5.99 12.4 20.1
Americium 95 5.97 11.7 21.7
Plutonium 94 6.03 11.5 21.1
Neptunium 93 6.27 11.5 19.7
Uranium 92 6.19 11.6 19.8
Protactinium 91 5.89 11.9 18.6
Thorium 90 6.31 11.9 18.3
Actinium 89 5.38 11.8 17.4
Radium 88 5.28 10.1 31.0
Francium 87 4.07 22.4 33.5
Radon 86 10.75 21.4 29.4
Astatine 85 9.32 17.9 26.6
Polonium 84 8.41 19.3 27.3
Bismuth 83 7.29 16.7 25.6
Lead 82 7.42 15.0 31.9
Thallium 81 6.11 20.4 29.9
Mercury 80 10.44 18.7 34.5

Ionization energies of the first 3 charge states of elements potentially

contained in the source material are listed. From radium downwards,

all elements reveal 3rd ionization potentials which are above the 1st

ionization potential of helium (24.6 eV).

Table 4.1 reveals that also the relatively long-lived nuclides from curium to actinium
provide 3rd ionization potentials below 24.6 eV. Their lifetimes are, however, too long to
explain the detected signal (see Appendix A.1). In addition all of them have larger mass
values than 229Th, except actinium and a few thorium isotopes . In this way they can be
excluded as signal origin with the help of the mass scans, as no mass shifts from heavier
to lighter masses can be explained by molecular sidebands.

A second way of exclusion of short-lived daughter isotopes as signal origin is provided by
the comparison of signals originating from the two different 233U sources (see Fig. 4.17).
The small-area 233U source 1 was produced from 233U material which was not chemically
purified since about 1969. For this reason, a significant ingrowth of short-lived daughter
isotopes has occurred. The large-area 233U source 2 was produced from chemically purified
233U material. The factor of chemical purification was shown to be larger than 300, based
on comparisons of γ-ray spectra (see Appendix A.8). In case that the detected signal
would originate from any of the short-lived daughter isotopes, a strong reduction of the
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signal intensity would be expected when using 233U source 2. However, no such reduction
occurs and instead an increase of the signal intensity by a factor of 13.5 is observed,
attributed to a higher α-recoil efficiency of the source.

A third way of exclusion of nuclear background is provided by the lifetime measurements.
In preliminary measurements, a half-life of significantly shorter than 1 s was obtained for
the observed decay, when ions are collected on the detector surface (section 4.2.3). This
information already allows for an exclusion of all nuclides other than 229mTh as signal
origin [1]. While the long-lived nuclides are trivially excluded, all potentially extracted
short-lived isotopes (with a half-life of 1 s or below) are α emitters and can be excluded by
means of the signal shape and intensity of α decays on the MCP detector (see Fig. 4.21).
There is no β emitter extracted from the source which provides a sufficiently short half-life
to explain the detected signal (see Appendix A.1). The same argument also serves for the
exclusion of potential isomeric states other than 229mTh (see Tab. A.1).

Recently, the half-life of the detected IC decay could be measured to be about 7 μs [42].
This is even faster than the time required for ion extraction from the buffer-gas stopping
cell, thus immediately excluding any radioactive decay as signal origina except for 229mTh.
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Figure 4.21: Different classes of decay events as observed during ion accumulation on the MCP surface
(Beam Imaging Solutions, BOS-75-FO) [1]. Individual frames of 4 s exposure time at an MCP surface
voltage of −25 V are shown. The extracted ion species was chosen by mass-to-charge separation with
the QMS. a, α decays originating from 221Fr (t1/2 = 4.8 min). b, β decays originating from 209Pb
(t1/2 = 3.25 h). c, 229Th isomeric decay (t1/2 ≈ 7 μs). d, 235U isomeric decay (t1/2 = 26 min).

The fourth and last way of nuclear background exclusion is based on the direct search for
α and β decays. For the exclusion of α decays, 229Th2+ and 229Th3+ ions were directly
accumulated (with extraction conditions described in section 4.1.1) onto a silicon detector
(Ametek, BU-014-150-100) set to −10 V offset and 20 V bias voltage. α decays were
detected in parallel to accumulation. The detector was mounted directly behind the triode
extraction system in about 5 mm distance, replacing the CsI-coated MCP detector. A
charge sensitive preamplifier (CSTA) and a shaping amplifier (Ortec, model 571) were used
for signal read-out. The spectra were acquired with the help of a portable multi-channel
analyzer (Amptek, MCA-8000 A). Mass scans could be performed for QMS calibration
using an MCP (Hamamatsu, F2223) that was mounted sideways at 90� to the triode
extraction system.

Four different measurements were performed with this setup, using the small-area 233U
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source 1, each with 2 hours detection time: The functionality of the detector system
was tested by accumulation of 213Bi2+ (Fig. 4.22 a, 2.0 cts/s), a dark count measurement
(Fig. 4.22 b, 5.7 ·10−3 cts/s) was performed prior to the extraction of 229Th2+ (Fig. 4.22 c,
6.0·10−3 cts/s) and 229Th3+ (Fig. 4.22 d, 5.3·10−3 cts/s). No signals above the background
were detectable, leading to a clear exclusion of α decays as signal origin. The count rate
of ∼0.25 cts/s (see section 4.2.2) would otherwise have been easily detectable. The α
decay of 229Th cannot be expected to be detected on such short accumulation times due
to its long lifetime (see section 4.1.1 for comparison).
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Figure 4.22: α-energy spectra of different Si-detector-based measurements, each accumulated for 7200 s.
The extracted ion species was chosen by a mass-to-charge separation with the QMS. Measurements were
performed using the chemically unpurified 233U source 1. a, accumulation of 213Bi2+. b, dark count
measurement. c, accumulation of 229Th2+. d, accumulation of 229Th3+.

For the exclusion of β decays or high-energy internal conversion electrons as signal origin,
a lithium-drifted silicon (Si(Li)) detector was used (Canberra, type ESLB-3000-300). The
detector was cryogenically cooled with liquid nitrogen and replaced the previously used
silicon detector. The read out was performed with a preamplifier (Eurisys Measures, PSC
761) and a shaping amplifier (Ortec, type 572). For operation, a bias voltage of −400 V
was applied to the front surface, such that no further voltage offset was required. Four
different measurements were performed using the 233U source 1 with 10 hours acquisition
time per measurement: The functionality of the detector was verified during accumulation
of 209Pb2+ (2.13 cts/s), one dark count measurement (0.47 cts/s) was carried out prior
to the accumulation of 229Th2+ (0.44 cts/s) and 229Th3+ (0.48 cts/s). If the detected
signals were β decays or high-energy internal-conversion electrons, an enhancement of the
integrated signal rate by 0.25 cts/s above the level of the dark count rate would have been
easily detectable.

4.3.4 Signals caused by excited shell-states

Atomic shell effects originating from atoms other than thorium itself can be excluded in
a similar way as nuclear background. The parallel observation of the signal in the 2+
and 3+ charge states, in combination with a clear signal restriction to the m/q-value of
229Th, serves as one way of exclusion. Further evidence is provided by the measurements
with the chemically purified 233U source 2. For this reason, the only remaining type of
potential background originates from thorium atomic shell effects.
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Thorium atomic shell effects, like a long-lived atomic excitation or a chemical reaction
on the detector surface could, lead to MCP signals. Such shell effects could be special
to thorium and cannot be excluded by comparison with other elements. In order to
exclude such effects as signal origin, measurements were performed with 230Th instead of
229Th. A chemically purified 234U source (source 3, see section 3.2.1) was produced for
this purpose by the Institute for Radiochemistry (IRC) at the University of Mainz via
electrodeposition. The 234U source possesses an activity of 270 kBq and has the same
geometry as the large-area 233U source 2. 230Th ions were shown to be extracted from
this source with a similar rate as 229Th ions in case of the 233U source.

230Th2+ as well as 230Th3+ ions were extracted for 2000 s directly onto the MCP surface,
and images were acquired under the same conditions as described for 229Th in section 4.2.2.
As shown in Fig. 4.17, no signal was detected when extracting 230Th for both charge states.
Therefore any kind of thorium shell effects can be excluded as signal origin.

This measurement also serves for further exclusion of background signals originating from
the setup components and ionic impact. In this way it allows to exclude most of the
systematic background effects.

4.3.5 Estimation of the 229,228Th intrinsic activity

The α decay of 229Th or 228Th as signal origin has already been excluded in multiple
ways, namely by (i) their long lifetimes, (ii) the different signal shapes and intensities
of α decays and (iii) by direct silicon-detector measurements. However, after long times
of continuous accumulation, a contamination of the MCP detector has to be taken into
account.

The QMS is not designed to separate 229Th and 228Th ions in the 2+ and 3+ charge states.
Both isotopes are extracted from the 233U source and 228Th has a half-life of 1.9 years,
significantly shorter than the 229Th half-life of 7932 years, therefore the accumulated
228Th activity even exceeds the 229Th activity by a factor of 3.6 (Fig. 4.3) [193]. An
MCP-detector contamination is assumed to be measurable as soon as the number of
decays reaches the order of the dark counts of the MCP detector (about 0.01 cts/(s
mm2)). The accumulation takes place on a surface area of about 2 mm diameter, leading
to a maximum allowed decay rate of 0.03 1/s. This activity corresponds to an absolute
number of 228Th atoms of 2.6 · 106. Based on the relative α-decay rates in the spectrum
shown in Fig. 4.3, the number of 228Th3+ isotopes, extracted from the large-area 233U
source 2, can be estimated to 8.7 per second (compared to 10 000 extracted 229Th3+

ions per second for 229Th). Thus, after 3 · 105 s of continuous extraction from the 233U
source 2, an MCP detector contamination should be detectable. This corresponds to 3.5
days. Moreover, after this time the activity on the detector surface will soon grow due to
daughter ingrowth.

Fortunately, the detected signal rate is significantly above the background level (by a
factor of about 100 for source 2) and therefore no dilution of the signal by accumulated
activity has to be expected on short time scales.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and outlook

In the following, the results of the presented work will be shortly summarized and inter-
preted with respect to ongoing experimental efforts on 229Th in different groups. Also
perspectives for future experiments are given, that would provide a step towards the
development of a 229Th-based nuclear frequency standard.

5.1 Conclusion

The main result of the presented work is the first direct detection of 229mTh, which was
achieved by investigating the internal conversion decay channel (section 4.2.2) [1]. Cor-
responding experiments were performed, after it became evident that the previous inves-
tigation of a potential radiative decay channel would not lead to a successful observation
of the isomeric decay (section 4.2.1). The non-observation of photons, despite a high
sensitivity for a radiative decay channel of 229mTh, was a clear hint towards a significant
non-radiative decay branch.

The concept of isomer detection is visualized in Fig. 5.1. 229mTh ions in the 2+ or 3+
charge state are collected with low kinetic energy directly on the surface of an MCP de-
tector. The internal conversion decay channel in thorium ions is energetically forbidden.
Therefore the isomeric state is long-lived (in the range of minutes to hours), while tho-
rium remains charged and no decay occurs during time of flight. However, as soon as the
ions come into contact with the MCP detector, charge exchange occurs, forming neutral
thorium atoms. In this case, the fast internal conversion decay channel of the isomeric
state dominates and leads to the ejection of an electron within the timescale of a few
microseconds. The internal conversion electron is accelerated into a microchannel of the
MCP detector, thereby multiplied and finally detected. It is remarkable that the isomer
detection is practically background free, as neither the ionic impact of the low-energy ions
(with a kinetic energy of a few ten eV) nor the charge exchange on the MCP detector
lead to a detectable signal. In both processes, the released energy is predominantly trans-
formed to phonons [221, 223].
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Figure 5.1: Schematic drawing of the isomer detection process. a: A 229mTh3+ ion impinges on the
MCP surface. The thorium ion in the isomeric state is visualized as a blue sphere. b: Electron capture
on the surface. The energy is dissipated in form of phonons (indicated as black circles). Electrons are
visualized as yellow spheres. c: An IC electron is released by the isomeric decay. d: The IC electron
triggers a secondary-electron cascade, which is accelerated towards the phosphor screen. e: The hole, left
by the IC process, is closed by electron capture on the MCP surface. Again phonons are produced.

The successful direct observation of 229mTh has opened the possibility for a multitude of
measurements, in order to investigate the isomeric decay behavior under different condi-
tions. Isomer detection measurements were successfully performed during extraction of
229Th2+ and 229Th3+, however, no isomeric decay was observed during the extraction of
229Th1+. This observation was first attributed to a very low extraction efficiency for the
1+ charge state [1], but further investigations with higher extraction rates show that there
is no detectable isomeric decay during the extraction of 229Th1+ (section 4.2.2). This is
a clear hint towards an unexpectedly reduced lifetime of 229mTh in Th1+ ions to below a
few ms (corresponding to the time required for ion extraction). It is hard to explain such
a lifetime reduction of six orders of magnitude compared to the photonic decay in Th1+.
One potential explanation might be an on-resonance electronic-bridge channel, which is,
however, unlikely, as it would require a nearly exact resonance with an electronic shell
state [55]. An alternative, but equally unlikely explanation, would be that IC is not ener-
getically forbidden, due to an isomeric energy value exceeding the 2+ ionization potential
of thorium of about 11.9 eV. This, however, would be in conflict with the currently best
available energy value for 229mTh of (7.8 ± 0.5) eV [9]. Alternatively, the experimental
result could also be explained by buffer-gas quenching of the isomeric state in Th1+.

The internal conversion decay channel was also investigated during on-the-fly molecule
formation (section 4.2.2). In this way 229ThAr3+ and 229ThO2+ could be produced. No
isomeric decay was detectable for both cases. In combination with the non-observation
of a photonic decay channel during the extraction of 229ThO2+ (section 4.2.1), this leads
to the conclusion that the isomeric state is highly sensitive to molecule formation. This
result can potentially be explained by means of the high density of rotational and vibra-
tional modes of di-atomic molecules in the VUV region, which might be excited by the
nuclear transition.
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Further measurements were performed to probe the IC decay on different surface mate-
rials, of which the most important case is the collection on MgF2 (section 4.2.2), due to
its large band gap of approximately 11.9 eV. As this band gap is significantly above the
expected isomeric energy value, there is the hope that IC is suppressed [77], in this way
opening the possibility for an enhanced photonic decay channel of 229mTh. Experimen-
tally, however, also on the MgF2-coated surface an IC decay with a short lifetime was
observed. This is in agreement with the non-observation of a photonic decay channel dur-
ing the optical measurements, where 229mTh was also collected on an MgF2-coated surface
(section 4.2.1). A potential explanation can be found in surface effects, like remaining
hydrocarbon contamination or unbound surface electrons [163]. A secure exclusion of
surface effects would require significantly more experimental effort.

The half-life of 229mTh was investigated for Th2+ ions (section 4.2.3). By storing the tho-
rium ions in the RFQ and subsequent detection of any remaining isomeric decay signal,
the half-life was determined to be longer than 1 minute [1]. It was not possible to probe
for longer lifetimes, due to the limited storage time of Th2+. This measurement, however,
is sufficient to securely say that the internal conversion decay channel is energetically
forbidden in Th2+, resulting in an upper limit for the isomeric energy of 18.3 eV, corre-
sponding to the Th2+ ionization potential [1]. Similarly, the IC decay channel is obviously
allowed for neutral 229Th, resulting in an estimated lower limit of the isomeric energy of
6.3 eV (corresponding to the ionization potential of neutral thorium). A more careful dis-
cussion would have to include the effective work function of the collection material. Most
recently, the half-life of the isomeric decay during internal conversion was determined to
about 7 μs [42].

While most of the isomeric properties behave exactly as theoretically predicted [15, 41],
there are a few experimental surprises. One is the non-observation of an internal conver-
sion decay channel during the extraction of Th1+, which could potentially be explained by
a significantly enhanced electronic-bridge process that can only occur in case of resonance
with an electronic shell state [55]. If this interpretation turns out to be correct, there is
hope for an enhanced population of the isomeric state making use of the reverse process,
as envisaged by several groups (see section 2.6.4). On the other hand, the isomeric state
seems to be very sensitive to its chemical environment and strongly prefer a non-radiative
decay with a short half-life during chemical reaction or surface contact. While significantly
more experimental effort is required to provide clean surfaces and probe the isomeric de-
cay under fully controlled chemical conditions, the first impression is that it might be very
hard if not even impossible to suppress the non-radiative decay of the isomeric state in a
way required for the development of a solid-state nuclear clock as proposed in Ref. [17].

5.2 Outlook

The direct detection of 229mTh enables several new experiments and investigations re-
quired for the development of a nuclear frequency standard. Most importantly, it paves
the way for direct nuclear laser excitation of 229mTh. For this purpose, a new laser
excitation scheme is presented in section 1.3.2, which makes use of the isomer’s inter-
nal conversion decay channel and the characteristic IC half-life of 229mTh of about 7 μs
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[42]. Opposed to the general assumption that the isomer’s direct nuclear laser excita-
tion would require a better knowledge of the transition energy, the proposed excitation
scheme circumvents this requirement, thereby allowing for nuclear laser spectroscopy of
229mTh already today. This proposal can be interpreted as laser-based conversion-electron
Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) in the optical region and would also allow for the de-
velopment of a proof-of-principle device of a CEMS-based solid-state nuclear clock.

Many experiments that are currently performed on 229mTh depend on the availability of
a more precise isomeric energy value. One of the main ongoing experimental objectives
of our group is to determine the energy value of the excited state to better than 0.1 eV in
precision, based on the direct isomeric decay signal. For this purpose, a magnetic-bottle
electron spectrometer with a measured energy-resolving power of better than 50 meV
[230] was developed and is currently tested.

One further objective is the isomeric lifetime determination in the 2+ and 3+ charge state.
The availability of this value would lead to a more precise estimation of electronic-bridge
processes and in this way allow to determine the precision of a thorium-ion-based nuclear
clock. Currently, the determination of the 229mTh2+,3+ half-life is limited by the available
ion storage time in the RFQ (section 4.2.3). It is planned to develop a cryogenic linear
Paul trap in close collaboration with the MPIK and PTB [231, 232], in order to increase
the ion storage times to up to 10 hours. The cryogenic Paul trap will also provide full laser
access, in this way providing the basis for future nuclear laser-spectroscopy experiments
on thorium ions.

The failure of our optical experiments to observe any photonic decay signal of 229mTh can
clearly be interpreted in terms of internal conversion, which is dominating the radiative
decay by 9 orders of magnitude [42]. It might be possible to suppress the internal conver-
sion decay channel by implanting the thorium ions into completely clean surfaces of high
band gap (e.g. MgF2, CaF2). Although thorium ion collection on MgF2 was already per-
formed (section 4.2.2) and no suppression of the IC decay channel was observed, surface
effects like hydrocarbon contamination or band gap reduction could have triggered the IC
decay [15, 163]. For future experiments, it would be of interest if chemical conditions can
be obtained which suppress the IC decay channel. Such an observation would be of high
importance for the development of a solid-state nuclear clock as described in Ref. [17].

One could further think, if there is still the possibility to also observe the radiative iso-
meric decay with the help of a VUV-optical system as originally proposed by our group
[148, 217]. To our best current knowledge, however, this would require long-time storage
of thorium ions in the 2+ or 3+ charge state in a Paul trap. Opposed to surface collection,
the number of stored ions is limited by the maximum achievable charge density in the
trap, posing strong limitations for a corresponding experiment. At least in principle this
problem could be solved by allowing for long detection times in a nearly background-free
environment (e.g. in an underground laboratory) or by triggering the photon detector
in accordance with the isomeric decay, which could be detected in parallel by applying
the double-resonance method to a Coulomb crystal of 229Th3+ [16]. Both proposals are,
however, of significant experimental effort.

In conclusion, the direct detection of 229mTh, besides providing new information on the
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isomeric properties already today, has opened the possibility for a multitude of new ex-
perimental investigations. These include direct nuclear laser-excitation, the precise de-
termination of the isomeric energy value, isomeric lifetime measurements for different
charge states and chemical conditions and laser-spectroscopy of the hyperfine structure of
229mTh. All these efforts are important steps towards nuclear quantum optics with 229Th
and the development of a first nuclear-based frequency standard.
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Appendix A

233U source investigation

Detailed investigations of the small-area 233U source 1 and its source material were carried
out. These investigations can be divided into the following steps:

1. The age of the 233U source material as well as the fractional content of 232U were
investigated, based on 233U γ and α spectroscopy (section A.2).

2. These numbers, together with the activity of the 233U source, were used as input
parameters for the calculation of daughter-isotope activities for the decay chains of
233U and 232U (section A.3).

3. The number of α-recoil isotopes leaving the source per second was measured for
229Th and some daughter nuclides. These numbers allowed to estimate the α-recoil
efficiencies of the 233U source (section A.4).

4. The measured α-recoil efficiencies were compared to two different theoretical predic-
tions, based on different numerical models. These simulations allowed to estimate
the α-recoil efficiencies and therefore also the absolute α-recoil rates for all isotopes
in the 233U and 232U chains, respectively (section A.5).

5. Alpha-recoil isotope activities caused by ion implantation into the source surround-
ing is estimated as an effect of second order and leads to a minor correction of the
previously calcuated values (section A.6).

6. The absolute number of α-recoil nuclides, extracted from the buffer-gas stopping cell,
was measured for the whole 233U and 232U decay chains. These values, combined
with α-recoil rates of the 233U source, allowed to estimate the charge-state dependent
extraction efficiencies for all isotopes extracted from the 233U and 232U decay chain
(section A.7).

In the following, these investigations will be described, starting with the production pro-
cess of 233U (section A.1). In the end, also the factor of chemical purification of 233U
material is investigated (section A.8).

135
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A.1 Production and decay of 233U

In order to allow for an unambiguous identification of the 229mTh isomer, the 233U source
material, which is used for α-recoil isotope production, has to be carefully investigated.
This allows for an exclusion of possible nuclear background caused by short-lived daughter
isotopes (see section 4.3.3).

233U is a fissile material that is not naturally abundant. Large amounts of 233U were
artificially produced in nuclear reactors during the cold war [234]. It is mainly produced
from highly enriched 232Th by neutron irradiation via the reaction chain

232Th
(n,γ)−−−→ 233Th

(β−)−−−−−→
21.8 min

233Pa
(β−)−−−→
26.9 d

233U. (A.1)

Besides 233U, also 232U is produced in this process, leading to a significant ingrowth of
activity, as the half-lives involved in the 232U decay chain are comparatively short. The
reaction chains for the production of 232U from 232Th are

232Th
(n,γ)−−−→ 233Th

(β−)−−−−−→
21.8 min

233Pa
(β−)−−−→
26.9 d

233U
(n,2n)−−−→ 232U

232Th
(n,γ)−−−→ 233Th

(β−)−−−−−→
21.8 min

233Pa
(n,2n)−−−→ 232Pa

(β−)−−−→
1.3 d

232U.
(A.2)

While the decay chains of 233U and 232U are the most prominent sources of α-recoil
isotopes, a few other nuclides were shown to be present in the source material as trace
amounts by γ spectroscopy (Fig. A.3) and α spectroscopy (Fig. A.5). These are 231Pa,
238Pu, 239Pu and 241Am. 231Pa is a strong byproduct in the 232Th fuel cycle, and is
produced by the reaction chain

232Th
(n,2n)−−−→ 231Th

(β−)−−−→
25.5 h

231Pa. (A.3)

The presence of plutonium indicates that the material in use was in contact with the 238U
fuel cycle as well. The corresponding reaction chains are

238U
(n,γ)−−−→ 239U

(β−)−−−−−→
23.5 min

239Np
(β−)−−−→
2.36 d

239Pu

238U
(n,2n)−−−→ 237U

(β−)−−−→
6.75 d

237Np
(n,γ)−−−→ 238Np

(β−)−−−→
2.1 d

238Pu.
(A.4)

The production process of 241Am is detailed in Fig. A.1. These are the only nuclides that
were measured to be present in the 233U source material, however, presumably further
isotopes are contained as trace contaminations. When searching for the isomeric decay
of 229Th, even trace amounts of other isotopes (with an activity as low as 1/4000 of the
233U activity, corresponding to 50 Bq) could potentially lead to a dilution of any obtained
signal. A more systematic study is carried out in order to cover all isotopes that are
potentially contained in the 233U source material.

In the process of nuclear-fuel production, naturally occurring 232Th as well as 238U (to-
gether with small amounts of 235U and 234U) is neutron irradiated in nuclear reactors. The
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nuclear transmutation processes triggered by this irradiation are shown for both trans-
mutation cycles in Fig. A.1, together with the half-lives and dominant decay branches of
the isotopes involved.
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Figure A.1: Transmutation chart of nuclides as obtained by neutron irradiation in nuclear reactors,
starting with the isotopes 232Th, 238U, 235U and 234U (naturally abundant as indicated by a black corner).
Only nuclides up to 244Cm are shown. The nuclides framed by black boxes are long-lived and therefore
potentially contained in the 233U source material, together with their decay chains (see Fig. A.2).

When the irradiation process is stopped, the short-lived isotopes will decay and only
the long-lived nuclides are potentially included in the remaining nuclear-fuel material.
Therefore, the starting material potentially contains a mixture of 19 different nuclides,
as indicated by black boxes in Fig. A.1. No isotopes heavier than 244Cm have to be
considered. The reason is that the fractional abundance of 245Cm compared to 244Cm,
as produced in the nuclear-fuel cycle, is small [235]. As no activity of 244Cm could be
detected within the α spectroscopy (Fig. A.5), it must already be below 1/250 of the 233U
activity of the source (otherwise it would have led to a detectable signal). The half-life
ratio between 244Cm and 245Cm is 1/470. Therefore, even if the fractional abundance of
245Cm was in the same range, the 245Cm activity in the source must be below a fraction
of 10−5 of the 233U activity and thus below 2 Bq, which is too low to cause the detected
signal attributed to 229mTh (see section 4.2.2, 233U source 1). The fractional abundances
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of all isotopes of higher masses are even significantly below that of 245Cm and are therefore
not considered [235].

There is no information about the exact isotopic composition of the source material avail-
able, therefore the decay chains of all of these 19 starting isotopes will be taken into
account in the following. Many of the heavy nuclides possess a spontaneous fission decay
branch. However, even the most significant branching ratio is just 5.5 · 10−6 (for 242Pu).
In order to explain the detected signal by spontaneous fission, an activity of about 9 MBq
or above would be required, which is far above the total activity of the source. Even when
taking into account that during the production process a significant amount of nuclides
were produced due to neutron induced fission, the short-lived nuclides would already
be decayed, while the long-lived nuclides are pure β− emitters (137Cs t1/2=30.2 a, 90Sr
t1/2=28.8 a, 85Kr t1/2=10.8 a) and therefore cannot produce any recoil ions. Therefore
fission-related effects will not play a role in this context.

The complete list of starting nuclides and successively populated daughter isotopes is
shown in Fig. A.2 together with their half-lives and branching ratios. The starting iso-
topes are shown with a black frame. For completeness, all of the populated isotopes are
shown, even if their activities can be assumed to play only a negligible role due to a
small branching ratio, or due to a long half-life of the mother nuclide. These isotopes are
shown with white boxes. Isotopes, which can potentially recoil out of the source as being
populated via α decay, are labelled with a white circle, the isotopes which do possess one
or more isomeric states carry a white star. A complete list of those isomers potentially
playing a role in the context of background effects is listed in Tab. A.1 together with
their corresponding energies and half-lives.

Table A.1: List of isomeric states of nuclides known to be potentially contained in the source mate-
rial. Only few of the listed isomers are populated in the decay chain and could thus contribute to the
background.

Isotope Isomer energy Isomer half-life Decay channel Population

244Cm 1.04 MeV 34 ms IT: 100.00 % not populated
242Am 48.6 keV 141 a IT: 99.55 %, α: 0.45 % 100 % populated

2.20 MeV 14.0 ms SF: 100 %, α ≤ 5.0 · 10−3, IT not populated
235U 76 eV 26 min IT: 100 % 70 % from 239Pu
234Pa 73.9 keV 1.16 min β−: 99.84 %, IT: 0.16 % 78 % from 234Th
229Th ∼ 7.8 eV ∼7 μs (IC) IT 2 % from 233U
212Po 2.922 MeV 45.1 s α: 99.93 %, IT: 0.07 % not populated
211Po 1.462 MeV 25.2 s α: 99.98 %, IT: 0.02 % not populated
215Bi 1.348 MeV 36.9 s IT: 76.2 %, β−: 23.8 % not populated
212Bi 0.250 MeV 25.0 min α: 67.0 %, β−: 33.0 % not populated

1.91 MeV 7.0 min β−: 100 % not populated
210Bi 0.271 MeV 3.04 · 106 a α: 100 % not populated
207Pb 1.633 MeV 0.806 s IT: 100 % 8.1 · 10−4 % from 211Po
207Tl 1.348 MeV 1.33 s IT: 100 % 9 · 10−4 % from 211Bi
206Tl 2.643 MeV 3.74 min IT: 100 % not populated
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Figure A.2: Chart of nuclides potentially contained in the 233U source material. The starting isotopes
are framed by thick black boxes. Nuclides that are expected to play a negligible role are shown without
color. Nuclides that can potentially recoil from the source as being populated via α decay are labelled
with a white circle. Nuclides with one or more isomeric states carry a white star [10].
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Nuclear excited states with half-lives in the μs range or below do not have to be considered,
as the extraction time from the source to the point of detection is well within the ms range,
so that prompt transitions already take place in the buffer-gas stopping cell. The isotopes
shown in Fig. A.2, combined with the isomers contained in Tab. A.1, provide a complete
list of radioactive nuclides which could potentially lead to background effects during the
detection of the 229mTh isomeric transition. This serves as a basis for a detailed discussion
of possible background effects in section 4.3.3.

A.2 Determination of 232U fraction and material age

A γ-ray energy spectrum of the 233U-source material was measured in 2007 with the help of
a germanium detector (where the resolution at that time suffered from neutron damage) in
order to allow for a determination of the 229Th to 228Th activity ratio R1 = A229Th/A228Th.
The full spectrum is shown in figure A.3 (black). More recently also a new γ-ray energy
spectrum (shown in red) became available. It was measured with improved detector reso-
lution in 2015 at the Institute for Radiochemistry (IRC) of the University of Mainz, using
the same 233U material. This spectrum was, however, not available at the time of the
233U material evaluation and does for this reason not provide the basis for the following
quantitative investigation. Selected γ-ray lines are numbered and their corresponding
energies, as well as transitions, line intensities (pint) and branching ratios (pbra) according
to the 233U and 232U decay chains (see Fig. 3.5) are listed in Tab. A.2. Line integrals Ik
were determined with the analysis code Origin and are detailed in Tab. A.3. Only the
lines assigned with an asterisk were used for the evaluation of the source properties. Some
of the lines correspond to two or more γ decays, which could not be distinguished due to
the limited detector resolution.

Lines 27 and 29 correspond to single and double escape lines of the 2614 keV decay to the
first excited state in 208Pb. Their intensity values were added to the corresponding line.
Line 26 cannot be used for the analysis, as this line also contains the 511 keV annihilation
line.

The activity of a considered element is directly proportional to the integral over a corre-
sponding γ-ray line

Ak ∼ Ik. (A.5)

The proportionality factor consists of 3 parts. One factor (cgeo) takes all external geometric
circumstances and the length of the γ-ray measurement into account. This factor is
constant for all lines. One further factor (cint) corresponds to the line intensities and
takes the ratio of decays of the mother nuclide into account, which lead to a γ-photon of
the considered line. The third factor (ceff) takes the energy-dependent detection efficiency
of the germanium detector into account. The resulting equation for the activity is

Ak = cgeo · cint · ceff · Ik. (A.6)
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Figure A.3: γ-ray energy spectra of the 233U source material taken with germanium detectors. The
black spectrum was measured in 2007 and used to evaluate the 229Th to 228Th ratio [193]. The red
spectrum was measured with the same 233U material in 2015 with a higher resolution. For peaks assigned
with a number, the corresponding energies, transitions, intensities and branching ratios are listed in
Tab. A.2 [10, 236]. See also Fig. A.11, where the low-energy spectral region below 500 keV is displayed
for 233U source material before and after chemical purification.

This equation holds for each line individually. The thorium (229Th and 228Th) activities
ATh are inferred from lines corresponding to the daughter nuclides. For this reason, the
decay chains have to be calculated backwards, which is done by taking all decay branches
(cbra) and potential non-equilibrium cases (cequ) into consideration. This results in

ATh = cbra · cequ · cgeo · cint · ceff · Ik. (A.7)

Given the line intensities (pint) as well as the branching ratios (pbra) in percent as listed
in Tab. A.2, the coefficients cint and cbra for a single decay-line are given as

cint =
100

pint
, cbra =

100

pbra
. (A.8)
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Table A.2: Assignments of the transitions indicated in the γ-ray energy spectra shown in Figs. A.3
and A.11. Besides the energies of the transitions, their relative decay intensities and branching ratios are
given [10, 236]. Lines assigned with an asterisk were used for the quantitative evaluation.

No E [keV] Decay Transition pint [%] pbra [%]

1 42.4 233U → 229Th 7/2+ → 5/2+ 0.0862 100
2 54.7 233U → 229Th 9/2+ → 7/2+ 0.0182 100
3 59.5 241Am → 237Np 5/2− → 5/2+ 35.9
4 85.4 229Th → 225Ra Kα 2 14.7 100
5 88.5 229Th → 225Ra Kα 1 23.9 100
6 89.9 233U → 229Th Kα 2 0.0059 100
7 93.4 233U → 229Th Kα 1 0.0096 100
8 97.1 233U → 229Th 9/2+ → 5/2+ 0.0203 100
9 117.1 233U → 229Th 5/2− → 5/2+ 0.0023 100

118.9 233U → 229Th 7/2− → 5/2+ 0.0041 100
120.8 233U → 229Th 11/2+ → 7/2+ 0.0033 100

10 146 233U → 229Th 5/2− → 5/2+ 0.00657 100
11 164 233U → 229Th 3/2− → 3/2+ 0.00623 100
12 187 233U → 229Th 5/2− → 5/2+ 0.0019 100

188 225Ac → 221Fr 3/2+ → 3/2− 0.54 100
13 193 229Th → 225Ra 7/2+ → 3/2+ 4.4 100
14 210 229Th → 225Ra 9/2+ → 7/2+ 2.99 100
15 217 233U → 229Th 5/2− → 5/2+ 0.0032 100

218 221Fr → 217At 5/2− → 9/2− 11.6 100
16 ∗ 238 212Pb → 212Bi 0− → 1− 43.6 100
17 ∗ 240 224Ra → 220Rn 2+ → 0+ 4.1 100
18 277 208Tl → 208Pb 4− → 5− 6.3 35.9
19 291 233U → 229Th 5/2+ → 5/2+ 0.00537 100
20 300 212Pb → 212Bi 1− → 2− 3.3 100
21 317 233U → 229Th 5/2+ → 3/2+ 0.00776 100
22 320 233U → 229Th 5/2+ → 5/2+ 0.00290 100
23 323 213Bi → 213Po 3/2+ → 1/2+ 0.165 100
24∗ 440 213Bi → 213Po 7/2+ → 9/2+ 26.1 100
25∗ 465 209Tl → 209Pb 1/2+ → 5/2+ 96.9 2.2
26 510 208Tl → 208Pb 5− → 5− 22.6 35.9

511 e+ e− annihil.
27∗ 570 212Po → 208Pb 5− → 3− 2.0 64.1

583 208Tl → 208Pb 5− → 3− 84.5 35.9
28∗ 727 212Bi → 212Po 2+ → 0+ 6.7 100
29∗ 763 208Tl → 208Pb 5− → 5− 1.8 35.9
30∗ 785 212Bi → 212Po 2+ → 2+ 1.1 100
31∗ 807 213Bi → 213Po 7/2+ → 11/2+ 0.29 100
32∗ 860 208Tl → 208Pb 4− → 3− 12.4 35.9
33 893 212Bi → 212Po 1+ → 2+ 0.378 100
34∗ 1078 212Bi → 212Po 2+ → 2+ 0.564 100
35∗ 1100 213Bi → 213Po 7/2+ → 9/2+ 0.259 100
36 1512 212Bi → 212Po 2+ → 0+ 0.29 100
37∗ 1567 209Tl → 209Pb 5/2+ → 9/2+ 99.8 2.2
38 1592 double escape
39∗ 1620 212Bi → 212Po 1+ → 0+ 1.47 100
40 2103 single escape
41∗ 2610 212Po → 208Pb 3− → 0+ 2.6 64.1

2614 208Tl → 208Pb 3− → 0+ 99.754 35.9
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This relation is only valid if the line is populated via just one decay branch. For the
important case that one line is populated by two different decay channels (which is the
case if the detector resolution does not allow for the separation of these two lines), only
the total population coefficient cpop can be evaluated as

cpop =
1 · 104

pint 1 · pbra 1 + pint 2 · pbra 2

(A.9)

and substitutes the product of cint and cbra. Therefore also defining

cpop =
1 · 104
pint · pbra (A.10)

for a single-populated line, one obtains

ATh = cpop · cequ · cgeo · ceff · Ik. (A.11)

For all later considerations, only activity ratios are of interest, therefore constant factors
are divided out. We account for that already at this point by setting cgeo = 1 and defining
the new variable ÃTh as

ÃTh = cpop · cequ · ceff · Ik. (A.12)

Further, from dividing by the so far unknown detection efficiency ceff and the equilibrium
factor cequ, one obtains

ÂTh =
ÃTh

ceff · cequ = cpop · Ik, (A.13)

where the new variable ÂTh was defined. The values for Ik, cpop, and ÂTh are given in
table A.3.

In a next step, the energy dependent detection efficiency coefficient ceff is evaluated.
Knowing that the time of the source material production was already several decades
ago, the whole 232U-decay chain can be assumed to be in equilibrium, which leads to
cequ = 1 (this is not the case for the 233U -decay chain). The lines originating from the
232U decay chain (namely lines 16, 17, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34, 39 and 41) are then used to
calculate ceff for each line separately, using Eq. (A.13) and setting cequ = 1

ceff =
ÃTh

ÂTh

. (A.14)

The absolute value of ÃTh is unknown, but the function can be normalized with respect
to any arbitrary line of the decay chain, as the normalization factor is independent of
the energy and will therefore drop out, as soon as the ratio of two different lines will
be evaluated. Dropping the normalization coefficient already now and normalizing with
respect to line 27, one obtains

ceff(Eγ) =
ÃTh(27)

ÂTh

, (A.15)
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Table A.3: γ lines of the energy spectrum shown in Fig. A.3. Only lines used for the analysis of the
229Th to 228Th activity ratio are listed together with the corresponding decay chains, line integrals Ik as
well as population branching ratios cpop and activity values ÂTh as defined in Eq. (A.13).

Line Energy [keV] Decay chain Integral (Ik) cpop ÂTh

16 238 228Th (5.83± 0.08) · 105 2.10± 0.02 (1.22± 0.03) · 106
17 240 228Th
24 440 229Th (7.25± 0.01) · 105 3.86± 0.02 (2.80± 0.02) · 106
25 465 229Th (5.13± 0.38) · 104 49.4± 1.0 (2.52± 0.3) · 106
27 570 228Th (2.25± 0.01) · 105 3.14± 0.02 (7.07± 0.07) · 105

583 228Th
28 727 228Th (4.34± 0.04) · 104 15.0± 0.2 (6.52± 0.15) · 105
29 763 228Th (3.40± 0.21) · 103 155.4± 2.7 (5.28± 0.44) · 105
30 785 228Th (5.87± 0.30) · 103 90.7± 1.0 (5.33± 0.33) · 105
31 807 229Th (4.94± 0.26) · 103 343± 14 (1.69± 0.16) · 106
32 860 228Th (2.58± 0.03) · 104 22.3± 0.2 (5.75± 0.15) · 105
34 1078 228Th (2.78± 0.37) · 103 177± 6 (4.93± 0.87) · 105
35 1100 229Th (4.45± 0.42) · 103 386± 25 (1.72± 0.28) · 106
37 1567 229Th (2.36± 0.031) · 104 47.9± 1.0 (1.13± 0.04) · 106
39 1620 228Th (5.35± 0.16) · 103 68.0± 1.4 (3.64± 0.17) · 105
41 2610 228Th (1.053± 0.0075) · 105 2.665± 0.0014 (2.81± 0.02) · 105

2614 228Th

or, more commonly used, the detection efficiency of the germanium detector

deff(Eγ) =
1

ceff(Eγ)
=

ÂTh

ÃTh(27)
. (A.16)

The values for deff are shown in Fig. A.4, together with an analytical fit corresponding to

deff(Eγ) = 51.29 · E−0.621
γ . (A.17)

The values are normalized to line 27 and the arbitrary factor of normalization will cancel
out in the end of the calculation.

Further, it is known that the 233U decay chain is in secular equilibrium from 229Th down-
wards. For this reason, the equilibrium coefficient can be set to unity for all considered
lines (cequ = 1). This allows to calculate ÃTh for all considered γ-ray lines as

ÃTh = ceff · ÂTh. (A.18)

The calculated values are listed in Tab. A.4.
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Figure A.4: Energy dependent relative detection efficiency of the germanium detector used to acquire
the γ-ray energy spectrum shown in Fig. A.3. The efficiency is normalized to the arbitrary line 27.

Table A.4: List of γ lines used for the evaluation of the 233U source material listed together with their
energies, corresponding decay chains, activity values ÂTh as defined in Eq. (A.13), detection efficiency
factors ceff and activity values ÃTh, corrected for the detection efficiencies in accordance with Eq. (A.18).

Line Energy [keV] Decay chain ÂTh ceff ÃTh

16 238 228Th (1.22± 0.03) · 106 0.58 (7.08± 0.17) · 105
17 240 228Th
24 440 229Th (2.80± 0.02) · 106 0.85 (2.38± 0.02) · 106
25 465 229Th (2.52± 0.3) · 106 0.88 (2.22± 0.26) · 106
27 570 228Th (7.07± 0.07) · 105 1.00 (7.07± 0.07) · 105

583 228Th
28 727 228Th (6.52± 0.15) · 105 1.17 (7.63± 0.18) · 105
29 763 228Th (5.28± 0.44) · 105 1.20 (6.34± 0.53) · 105
30 785 228Th (5.33± 0.33) · 105 1.22 (6.50± 0.40) · 105
31 807 229Th (1.69± 0.16) · 106 1.24 (2.10± 0.20) · 106
32 860 228Th (5.75± 0.15) · 105 1.30 (7.48± 0.20) · 105
34 1078 228Th (4.93± 0.87) · 105 1.49 (7.35± 1.30) · 105
35 1100 229Th (1.72± 0.28) · 106 1.51 (2.60± 0.42) · 106
37 1567 229Th (1.13± 0.04) · 106 1.88 (2.12± 0.08) · 106
39 1620 228Th (3.64± 0.17) · 105 1.92 (6.99± 0.33) · 105
41 2610 228Th (2.81± 0.02) · 105 2.58 (7.25± 0.05) · 105

2614 228Th
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From these values it is possible to determine the averages for Ã229Th as well as Ã228Th to
2.28 · 106 and 7.08 · 105, respectively. The ratio of these values equals the activity ratio of
both isotopes in the year 2007:

R1 =
A229Th

A228Th

= 3.2± 0.2. (A.19)

The age of the source material was determined by evaluating the state of (non-)equilibrium
of the 233U decay chain. There is a constant ingrowth of 229Th activity into the source
and the ratio between the 233U activity and the 229Th activity allows to calculate the
time elapesed since material production. This ratio was determined with an α-energy
spectrum taken from the 233U source, which is shown in Fig. A.5. Lines, as numbered in
this spectrum, are detailed in Tab. A.5, together with further line assignments that will
later be of interest. Also half-lives of the corresponding nuclides, α energies and relative
intensities are listed.

The α spectrum was taken with a silicon detector (Ametek, BU-017-450-100, 100 μm
thickness, 450 mm2 active area) in 2014. The detector was placed in 5 mm distance to
the small-area 233U source 1 and α decays were detected for 1 hour.
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Figure A.5: α-energy spectrum measured with a silicon detector (Ametek, BU-017-450-100) placed
in 5 mm distance in front of the 233U source. The acquisition time was 1 hour. Line assignments are
detailed in Tab. A.5. Besides 233U and its daughter products, also 239Pu and 238Pu (241Am) are inferred
to be present in the source material.

Based on the comparison of line 1 and line 16 of this spectrum, the 233U to 229Th activity
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ratio was determined (in 2014) to be

R2 =
A233U

A229Th

= 250± 10. (A.20)

The age of the 233U material was correspondingly determined to be t = 1/ (λ229Th ·R2) =
45 ± 5 years, where λ229Th = ln(2)/t1/2 denotes the decay constant of 229Th. The source
material was thus produced around 1969. Also the absolute 233U source activity was
determined based on the α-energy spectrum shown in Fig. A.5 to be (200 ± 10) kBq.
This value corresponds to an absolute number of 1.45 · 1018 233U atoms in the source.
Further, the 229Th to 228Th activity ratio of the source in 2007 (R1) is used to determine
the relative abundance of 232U in the source material at the time of material production
around 1969. For this purpose, the following equation was used:

N232U

N233U

=
λ229Thλ233U (λ228Th − λ232U) t

R1 · λ228Thλ232Ue
−λ232Ut

= (6.1± 0.3) · 10−7.

(A.21)

This fraction leads to an absolute number of 232U atoms of 8.85 · 1011.
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Table A.5: List of α-decay channels of the isotopes contained in the 232,233U decay chains, together
with their relative intensities taken from [10]. As they can be seen, also lines of the 239Pu, 238Pu, 241Am
and 231Pa decay chains are listed. The lines are listed corresponding to the assignments given in the
α-energy spectra shown in Figs. A.5, A.7 and A.9. Only lines with more than 5% intensity are listed.

No Isotope Half life Energy [keV] Intensity [%]

1 233U 159.2 · 103 a 4783 13.2
4824 84.3

2 229Th 7932 a 4814 9.30
4838 5.00
4845 56.20
4901 10.20
4967 5.97
5053 6.60

3 239Pu 2.41 · 104 a 5105 11.94
5144 17.11
5156 70.77

4 232U 68.9 a 5263 31.55
5320 68.15

5 228Th 1.9 a 5340 27.20
5423 72.20

6 238Pu 87.7 a 5456 28.98
5499 70.91

241Am 432.6 a 5442 13.1
5485 84.8

7 224Ra 3.6 d 5448 5.06
5685 94.92

8 225Ac 10.0 d 5732 8.00
5790 8.60
5792 18.10
5830 50.70

9 212Bi 60.55 min 6051 25.13
6090 9.75

10 220Rn 55.6 s 6288 99.89
11 221Fr 286.1 s 6126 15.10

6341 83.40
12 211Bi 2.14 min 6278 16.19

6623 83.54
13 216Po 0.145 s 6778 99.99
14 217At 32.3 ms 7067 99.89
15 215Po 1.78 ms 7386 100
16 213Po 3.72 μs 8376 100
17 212Po 0.30 μs 8785 100
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A.3 Calculating the daughter activities

The absolute numbers of 233U and 232U atoms in the source at the time of material pro-
duction (around 1969) would have been N233U = 1.45 · 1018 and N232U = 8.85 · 1011,
respectively, as determined in the previous section. These values serve as input parame-
ters for the calculation of numbers and activities for all daughter nuclides of both decay
chains, as they were present in the source in 2014. The year 2014 is chosen, as α-recoil
implantation measurements were performed in this year and the calculated numbers will
later be used in order to obtain recoil efficiencies of the source. The time evolution of
the source is modeled with the Bateman equation [237]. This equation describes the
population of an isotopic species as populated by one mother nuclide, it reads

Nk(t) = N0

(
k−1∏
i=1

biλi

)
k∑

j=1

e−λjt∏k
i=1,i �=j (λi − λj)

. (A.22)

Here Nk is the number of nuclei of the k-th element in the decay chain, λk is the cor-
responding decay constant (listed in Tab. A.6), bk is the corresponding branching ratio
and N0 the starting number of nuclei. Calculations were performed numerically (see
Appendix B.1.1), the results are shown for 2014 in Tab. A.6.

Table A.6: Calculated absolute numbers of nuclei and corresponding activities for all isotopes of the
decay chains of 233U and 232U, as contained in α-recoil ion source 1 [193]. Also half-lives (t1/2) and decay
constants (λ) are listed [10].

Isotope t1/2 λ [s−1] Number Activity [s−1]

233U 1.59 · 105 a 1.38 · 10−13 1.45 · 1018 2.00 · 105
229Th 7932 a 2.79 · 10−12 2.83 · 1014 7.91 · 102
225Ra 14.9 d 5.42 · 10−7 1.46 · 109 7.90 · 102
225Ac 10.0 d 8.02 · 10−7 9.84 · 108 7.89 · 102
221Fr 286.1 s 2.36 · 10−3 3.34 · 105 7.89 · 102
217At 32.3 ms 21.46 36.76 7.89 · 102
213Bi 45.6 m 2.53 · 10−4 3.12 · 106 7.89 · 102
213Po 3.72 μs 1.65 · 105 4.67 · 10−3 7.72 · 102
209Tl 2.16 m 5.35 · 10−3 3.24 · 103 17.4
209Pb 3.25 h 5.92 · 10−5 1.33 · 107 7.89 · 102
209Bi stable 0 5.59 · 1011 0

232U 68.9 a 3.19 · 10−10 5.63 · 1011 1.80 · 102
228Th 1.9 a 1.15 · 10−8 1.61 · 1010 1.85 · 102
224Ra 3.63 d 2.19 · 10−6 8.43 · 107 1.85 · 102
220Rn 55.6 s 1.25 · 10−2 1.48 · 104 1.85 · 102
216Po 0.145 ms 4.62 40.0 1.85 · 102
212Pb 10.64 h 1.81 · 10−5 1.02 · 107 1.85 · 102
212Bi 60.55 m 1.91 · 10−4 9.67 · 105 1.85 · 102
212Po 0.299 μs 2.31 · 106 5.12 · 10−5 1.19 · 102
208Tl 3.05 m 3.78 · 10−3 1.75 · 104 66.4
208Pb stable 0 3.06 · 1011 0
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A.4 Measurement of the α-recoil isotope activities

A set of measurements was performed in order to experimentally determine the α-recoil
activities of the small-area 233U source 1 for 221Fr, 224,225Ra and 228,229Th. In these mea-
surements, α-recoil isotopes, emerging from the 233U source, were directly implanted under
vacuum conditions into a silicon detector surface (Ametek, type BU-017-450-100) and im-
portant use was made of the different half-lives of the recoil nuclides. The silicon detector
was mounted movable under vacuum in 5 mm distance in front of the 233U source. In case
of 221Fr (t1/2 = 286 s), an implantation time of 10 minutes was chosen. After implantation,
the detector was moved (within 2 minutes) out of sight of the source with the help of a
linear translation stage, and α-recoil isotope implantation was stopped. Subsequently, the
α decays occurring on the silicon detector were measured for further 15 minutes, which
allowed for the detection of 221Fr α decays. None of the long-lived (228,229Th and 224,225Ra)
nuclides had to be considered in this measurement, as the corresponding activities are too
low to lead to a significant contribution on this short time scale.

In order to also investigate the 224Ra (t1/2 = 3.6 d) and 225Ra (t1/2 = 14.9 d) implantation
rates, respectively, a long implantation time of 5 days was chosen, and also the times
for α-decay detection were accordingly increased, as detailed in the following. For the
detection of the 228Th (t1/2 =1.9 a) and 229Th (t1/2 =7932 a) recoil activities, the 224,225Ra
had to first fully decay (leading to a required waiting time of 200 days) and the time for
α-decay detection was increased to 220 days.
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Figure A.6: α-energy spectrum obtained after 10 minutes of α-recoil isotope implantation from 233U
source 1 into the silicon detector surface. After implantation, the detector was moved away from the
source and occurring α decays were measured for 15 minutes. The spectrum is dominated by the α decay
of 221Fr (t1/2 = 286 s). 217At (t1/2 = 32.2 ms) and 213Po (t1/2 = 3.72 μs) are successively occurring
daughter decays.

The α-energy spectrum obtained after 10 minutes of implantation time for the investiga-
tion of the 221Fr decay is shown in Fig. A.6. The number of 221Fr α decays measured by
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the detector Ncount is related to the α-recoil activity of the 233U source Arecoil(
221Fr) via

Arecoil(
221Fr) =

2 ·Ncount · g · λ
(1− e−λtacc) (e−λt1 − e−λt2)

= 45.3 s−1. (A.23)

Here λ denotes the 221Fr decay constant (2.42 · 10−3 s−1), tacc is the accumulation time on
the detector surface and t1 and t2 denote the times when detection was started and termi-
nated, respectively, measured with respect to the point when α-recoil isotope implantation
was stopped. The factor of 2 corrects for the fact that only half of the 221Fr α decays
are detected by the silicon detector as being emitted into the detector’s hemisphere and
g is a geometry factor, taking the size of the detection surface and the distance between
detector and source into account. g was determined numerically to be 1.49. This value
does also account for the fact that α-recoil isotope emission does not occur isotropically,
but instead self-collimation occurs in the source material, as the recoil isotopes, which
are emitted in the direction perpendicular to the surface, have to overcome the smallest
amount of surface material (Appendix A.5). Such effects were also confirmed experimen-
tally [193].

A similar evaluation was performed in order to determine the 224Ra α-recoil isotope ac-
tivity. For this purpose, isotope implantation into the silicon detector surface was carried
out for 5 days. Subsequently, the detector was shifted away from the source and 1 day of
α-decay detection was started. The corresponding measurement is shown in Fig. A.7 (α
decay of 224Ra is marked as line no. 7).
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Figure A.7: α-energy spectrum obtained after 5 days of α-recoil implantation from 233U source 1 and
further 1 day of detection. The spectrum is dominated by the α decay of 224Ra (t1/2 = 3.6 d, line 7).

The number of detected 224Ra isotopes (t1/2=3.66 d) was inferred to be Ncount = 1.66 ·105.
Equation A.23 was used to calculate the α-recoil isotope activity for 224Ra, with λ =
2.21 · 10−6 s−1. The result is Arecoil(

224Ra) = 10.2 s−1.
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The case of 225Ra (t1/2=14.8 d) is slightly complicated by the fact that it is a β− emitter
and its decays are therefore not directly registered by the silicon detector. Instead, the
α decays of its daughter isotope 225Ac (t1/2=10.0 d) are detected and can be calculated
back in order to infer the α-recoil isotope efficiency for 225Ra. For this purpose, the
silicon-detector measurement (of 5 days of accumulation) was read out after about 20
days (1.81 · 106 s) and read out again after about 30 days (2.7 · 106 s) of data acquisition
time. The difference of both spectra is shown in Fig. A.8. In this spectrum, 224Ra is not
dominating anymore due to its shorter half-life of 3.66 days and instead the 225Ac α decay
becomes visible.
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Figure A.8: α-energy spectrum obtained after 5 days of α-recoil implantation and 20 days of decay
followed by 10 days of data acquisition. The spectrum is dominated by the α decay of 225Ac (t1/2 =
10.0 d), as 224Ra has already decayed.

The number of detected 225Ac decays is inferred to be Ncount = 1.14 · 106. The equation
required to calculate the corresponding 225Ra α-recoil isotope activity Arecoil(

225Ra) reads

Arecoil(
225Ra) =

2Ncount · g · λAc

λAc − λRa

(
1− e−λRatacc

) [ 1

λAc

(
e−λAct2 − e−λAct1

)
+

1

λRa

(
e−λRat1 − e−λRat2

)]

+
2Ncount · g · λRa

λAc − λRa

(
e−λAct1 − e−λAct2

) [ 1

λRa

(
1− e−λRatacc

)− 1

λAc

(
1− e−λActacc

)]
.

Using the 225Ac and 225Ra decay rates of λAc = 8.02 · 10−7 s−1 and λRa = 5.42 · 10−7 s−1,
respectively, the α-recoil isotope activity is inferred to be Arecoil(

225Ra) = 42.8 s−1.

Due to the comparably long half-lives of 225Ra (t1/2=14.8 d) and 225Ac (t1/2=10.0 d),
their activities are dominating the α-energy spectrum for longer than 100 days. However,
after that time, the activities of 229Th and 228Th start to be measurable. A corresponding
energy spectrum is shown in Fig. A.9. After 5 days of accumulation, the short-lived
isotopes had 200 days time to decay before the measurement was started. Subsequently,
α decays were recorded for 220 days.
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Figure A.9: α-energy spectrum obtained after 5 days of α-recoil implantation from 233U source 1,
followed by 200 days of decay and further 220 days of detection. The spectrum is dominated by the α
decay of 228Th (t1/2 = 1.9 a), as the activities of 225Ra (t1/2 = 14.9 d) and 225Ac t1/2 = 10.0 d) have
already faded away.

The background corrected number of detected 229Th decays amounts to Ncount = 7.58·104.
This can be used to calculate the α-recoil activity of the source via

Arecoil(
229Th) =

2Ncount · g
λ · tacc · (t2 − t1)

= 9930 s−1. (A.24)

Here λ = 2.77 · 10−12 s−1 denotes the 229Th decay constant. The same energy spectrum is
also used to evaluate the 228Th α-recoil activity. For this purpose, Eq. (A.23) is applied
using λ = 1.16·10−8 s−1 and the number of 228Th α decays is inferred to be about Ncount ≈
1.9 · 105. The corresponding result for the α-recoil activity is Arecoil(

228Th) ≈ 8.1 s−1.

An overview over the measured absolute α-recoil isotope activities is given in Tab. A.7.
Also the corresponding α-recoil efficiencies are tabulated, based on the comparison with
the 233U-source α activities as listed in Tab. A.6.

Table A.7: Measured absolute α-recoil activities and recoil efficiencies of the 233U source.

Nuclide Rec. act. [s−1] Rec. eff. [%]

229Th (9.9± 1.0) · 103 5.0± 0.5
228Th 8.1± 2.0 4.5± 1.0
225Ra 42.8± 4.3 5.4± 0.5
224Ra 10.2± 1.0 5.5± 0.6
221Fr 45.3± 4.5 5.7± 0.6
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A.5 Calculation of α-recoil efficiencies

The measured α-recoil isotope efficiencies, presented in section A.4, can be compared to
theoretical calculations. The following model was applied for this purpose. In a first
step, it is assumed that all α-recoil isotopes emerge from a defined point of decay and are
emitted into the same direction. These isotopes will be stopped in a region with a distance
of the stopping length s away from the point of decay. Due to scattering processes in the
source material, not all particles will terminate in the same point, but instead they will
be distributed with standard deviations in longitudinal σlo and transversal σtr direction
around the center position. The corresponding probability density of isotopes, stopped in
233U material of predefined chemical composition, is modeled by a 3-dimensional Gaussian
function. In case that the material surface intersects this Gaussian region, there will be a
part of the Gaussian distribution outside of the surface material. It is assumed that this
is the fraction of ions which will leave the source material, due to their kinetic α-recoil
energy for a well defined point and direction of decay (see Fig. A.10).

d
Θr

s

z

x

σtr σlo
region of source

region of integration

point of decay

direction of decay

region of ion
deposition

Figure A.10: Schematic drawing of the α-recoil process. Variables are used for modeling the α-recoil
isotope activity of the 233U source. See text for explanation.

This fraction of ions is calculated by integrating the normalized Gaussian function over
the hemisphere with no source material. This integration can be analytically performed
for a defined distance r between the material surface and the point of decay, as well as a
given polar angle θ. It reads

T (r, θ) =
1

(2π)3/2σ2
trσlo

∞∫
−∞

dx

∞∫
−∞

dy

∞∫
r+x sin(θ)

cos(θ)

e
−
(

x2+y2

2σ2
tr

+
(z−s)2

2σ2
lo

)
dz

=
1

2

⎡
⎣1 + erf

⎛
⎝ s cos(θ)− r√

2σtr sin(θ)
·
[(

σlo cos(θ)

σtr sin(θ)

)2

+ 1

]−1/2
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦ .

(A.25)

Here erf denotes the error function. The transmission function T (r, θ) can then be used
to calculate the total fraction of α-recoil isotopes leaving the source material. This is
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done by averaging T (r, θ) over the depth r and direction θ of decay. The corresponding
integral is

F =
1

4πd

∫ d

0

dr

∫ 2π

0

dφ

∫ π

0

sin(θ)dθ T (r, θ). (A.26)

This integral was solved numerically (Appendix B.1.2).

In a first approach, SRIM simulations [201] were performed in order to calculate the
stopping length s, as well as the standard deviations σlo and σtr for nuclides in the 233U and
232U decay chains individually (Appendix B.1.3). The individual calculation is required
due to different α-recoil energies Erec, which are determined by the α-decay energies Eα

via Erec = Eα · mα/mrec. However, the obtained α-recoil efficiencies were significantly
below the measured values (Tab. A.8). Also results of MDrange (MDH) simulations [202]
are tabulated and will be introduced below.

Table A.8: Measured and simulated α-recoil efficiencies of the 233U source. The SRIM simulations
systematically underestimate the actual recoil activity. The measured values are well reproduced by the
MDrange (MDH) simulations, when a polycrystalline source with about 80 nm crystal size is assumed.

Isotope Fmeas FSRIM FMDH

229Th 5.0 % 1.6 % 5.3 %
228Th 4.5 % 1.7 % 5.5 %
225Ra 5.4 % 1.9 % 5.5 %
224Ra 5.5 % 2.0 % 5.5 %
221Fr 5.7 % 2.1 % 5.8 %

A comparison between the theoretical model and measured α-recoil isotope efficiencies of
different uranium sources (obtained by Hashimoto et al. [238]) revealed the opposite result
of a systematic overestimation (see Tab. A.9) [193]. In this study, eight 238U sources (UO2

and U3O8 with different 235U contents) were electro-deposited with different thicknesses
onto 20 mm diameter mirror-polished stainless-steel plates and probed for their 234Th-
recoil efficiencies.

Table A.9: Measured and simulated α-recoil efficiencies for the 8 different 238U sources investigated in
Ref. [238]. The SRIM simulations systematically overestimate the actual recoil activities. The deposited
material of all sources is UO2, except for EU-3, for which UO2 was ignited under air to produce U3O8.

Source d [nm] Fmeas FSRIM

EU-5 11.8 20 % 30 %
NU-D 15.5 17 % 25 %
EU-6 16.4 13 % 24 %
EU-2 53.8 5.8 % 7.8 %
EU-3 78.7 6.3 % 6.5 %
EU-4 92.7 3.6 % 4.5 %
NU-C 167.9 1.7 % 2.5 %
NU-B 256.4 1.1 % 1.6 %
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Table A.10: List of α-recoil ions with corresponding dominant α-decay energies, intensities and α-
recoil ion energies, together with stopping lengths s and standard deviations σlo and σtr as obtained by
MDrange simulations [202]. Note, that the α-decay energies, as listed in the table, correspond to the
mother nuclide (e.g. 233U in case of 229Th). The fractions of α-recoil ions, which are able to leave the
233U source F , were calculated in accordance with Eq. (A.26).

Isotope Eα [keV] Int. [%] Erec. [keV] s [nm] σlo [nm] σtr [nm] F

229Th 4824 84.3 84.3 75.9 35.1 5.2 5.34 · 10−2

225Ra 4845 56.2 86.1 77.5 35.9 5.3 5.45 · 10−2

221Fr 5830 50.7 105.5 82.4 33.5 6.4 5.78 · 10−2

217At 6341 83.4 116.9 84.6 34.7 6.2 5.93 · 10−2

213Bi 7067 99.9 132.7 92.8 37.2 7.4 6.51 · 10−2

209Tl 5869 1.9 112.3 85.8 35.7 6.5 6.02 · 10−2

209Pb 8376 100 160.3 97.1 37.6 8.4 6.82 · 10−2

228Th 5320 68.2 93.3 78.4 33.6 5.4 5.50 · 10−2

224Ra 5423 72.2 96.8 78.6 34.4 5.6 5.52 · 10−2

220Rn 5685 94.9 103.4 81.0 34.1 6.3 5.69 · 10−2

216Po 6288 99.9 116.4 85.3 34.7 6.3 5.98 · 10−2

212Pb 6778 100 127.9 87.8 35.4 7.0 6.16 · 10−2

208Tl 6051 25.1 116.4 87.4 34.6 6.5 6.13 · 10−2

208Pb 8785 100 168.9 99.3 39.2 8.9 6.98 · 10−2

Table A.11: Calculated α activities as well as α-recoil efficiencies and absolute α-recoil activities for
all isotopes of the decay chains of 233U and 232U, as contained in the α-recoil ion source 1 used.

Isotope Activity [s−1] Recoil efficiency F Recoil activity Arecoil [s
−1]

233U 2.00 · 105 0 0
229Th 7.91 · 102 5.34 · 10−2 (10.7± 1.1) · 103
225Ra 7.90 · 102 5.45 · 10−2 43.1± 4.3
225Ac 7.89 · 102 0 (produced by β decay)
221Fr 7.89 · 102 5.78 · 10−2 45.6± 4.6
217At 7.89 · 102 5.93 · 10−2 46.8± 4.7
213Bi 7.89 · 102 6.51 · 10−2 51.4± 5.1
213Po 7.72 · 102 0 (produced by β decay)
209Tl 17.4 6.02 · 10−2 1.0± 0.1
209Pb 7.89 · 102 6.82 · 10−2 52.7± 5.3
209Bi 0 0 (produced by β decay)

232U 1.80 · 102 0 0
228Th 1.85 · 102 5.50 · 10−2 9.9± 1.0
224Ra 1.85 · 102 5.52 · 10−2 10.2± 1.0
220Rn 1.85 · 102 5.69 · 10−2 10.5± 1.1
216Po 1.85 · 102 5.98 · 10−2 11.1± 1.1
212Pb 1.85 · 102 6.16 · 10−2 11.4± 1.1
212Bi 1.85 · 102 0 (produced by β decay)
212Po 1.19 · 102 0 (produced by β decay)
208Tl 66.4 6.13 · 10−2 4.1± 0.4
208Pb 0 6.98 · 10−2 8.3± 0.8
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The reason for the observed underestimation of the α-recoil efficiency in the SRIM cal-
culations might be the different production technique via evaporation applied for the
small-area 233U source 1. This production procedure may have led to the formation of
a micro-crystalline structure of the source, in this way opening the possibility of chan-
neling. In order to further investigate this possibility, a different type of simulation was
performed. This time the MDrange program code [202] was employed, which allows to
take channeling-effects into account by taking respect for the explicit crystal lattice struc-
ture (Appendix B.1.4). It was found that this effect allows to explain the observed α-recoil
efficiencies, when assuming a polycrystalline source structure with 80 nm crystal sizes.
The α-recoil efficiencies F , as calculated in accordance with Eq. (A.26) and based on
MDrange simulations, are listed in Tab. A.10. In combination with the isotopic activities
listed in Tab. A.6, these values allow to estimate the α-recoil activities for all nuclides
of the 233U and 232U decay chains, respectively. The corresponding values are listed in
Tab. A.11.

A.6 Implanted α-recoil isotope activities

Calculations were performed in order to also estimate the α-recoil isotope activities, which
are accumulated in the surrounding of the 233U source as implanted into the surfaces of
the buffer-gas stopping cell (i.e. the interior of the buffer-gas stopping cell). As it turns
out, in most cases this effect is negligible, however, for some of the short-lived daughter
isotopes, such effects can become significant. The following estimates assume that the
intrinsic α-recoil activities of the 233U source are not significantly reduced by the nuclides
leaving the source (e.g. that the recoil efficiency is small, which is valid in case of a
thick active layer) and that the nuclides are homogeneously distributed within the source
material (e.g. no reduction of the isotope activity occurs near the surface).

α-recoil nuclides of all isotopic species contained in the 233U source material and emitted
due to α decay are implanted into the surrounding of the 233U source. Denoting the
implantation rate of the k-th isotope of the decay chain εk, the system of differential
equations to be solved in order to estimate the implanted α-recoil activity reads

Ṅ1(t) = −λ1N1(t) + ε1

Ṅ2(t) = b1λ1N1(t)− λ2N2(t) + ε2
...

Ṅk(t) = bk−1λk−1Nk−1(t)− λkNk(t) + εk.

(A.27)

This system is solved by the Bateman equation with source terms for Nk(0) = 0 for all k
as

Nacc
k (t) =

k∑
i=1

(
k−1∏
l=i

blλl

)
k∑

j=i

εi
(
1− e−λjt

)
λj
∏k

l=i,l �=j(λl − λj)
. (A.28)

When buffer-gas enters the system, the implantation into the metal surfaces stops. At
that time the isotopes start to decay with non-zero starting values Nk(0) �= 0 for all
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isotopes in the decay chain. This decay is modeled by summing the Bateman equations
(Eq. A.22) for individual isotopes over the whole decay chain. The solution reads

Ndec
k (t) =

k∑
i=1

(
k−1∏
l=i

blλl

)
k∑

j=i

Ni(0)e
−λjt∏k

l=i,l �=j(λl − λj)
. (A.29)

Therefore, the complete solution of the system of differential equations (A.27) is given as
the sum of Eq. (A.28) and Eq. (A.29) [239]1:

Nk(t) =
k∑

i=1

(
k−1∏
l=i

blλl

)
k∑

j=i

[
Ni(0)e

−λjt∏
l=i,l �=j(λl − λj)

+
εi
(
1− e−λjt

)
λj
∏k

l=i,l �=j(λl − λj)

]
. (A.30)

The corresponding numbers N0 and activities A0 are calculated numerically (see Ap-
pendix B.1.5) for all nuclides of both decay chains. The activity levels in secular equilib-
rium are listed in Tab. A.12.

Table A.12: Calculated numbers (N0) of isotopes contained in the metal surfaces of the surrounding of
the 233U source due to α-recoil ion implantation. The values are given together with the corresponding
activities (A0) and estimated α-recoil ion rates (ε0) after 150 days of continuous implantation, when
secular equilibrium has been reached. The values Asurf and εsurf give the calculated activities and α-
recoil activities of the surface 1 hour after the accumulation was stopped due to buffer gas inlet. The
values εsurf were added to the calculated 233U source α-recoil ion activities Arecoil as listed in table A.11,
in order to yield the total estimated α-recoil ion activity εtotal of the system .

Isotope N0 A0 [s−1] ε0 [s−1] Asurf [s
−1] εsurf [s

−1] εtotal [s
−1]

233U 0 0 0 0 0 0
229Th 1.39 · 1011 0.39 0 0.39 0 (10.7± 1.1) · 103
225Ra 8.00 · 107 43.4 0.098 43.3 0.098 43.1± 4.3
225Ac 5.40 · 107 43.3 0 43.3 0 0
221Fr 3.77 · 104 88.9 10.8 32.5 10.8 56.4± 5.6
217At 6.32 136 22.2 24.4 8.1 54.9± 5.5
213Bi 7.39 · 105 187 34.0 87.7 6.1 57.5± 5.8
213Po 1.11 · 10−3 183 0 85.7 0 0
209Tl 7.73 · 102 4.13 1.03 1.50 0.48 1.5± 0.2
209Pb 4.07 · 106 241 46.0 213 21.4 74.1± 7.4
209Bi 2.98 · 109 0 0 0 0 0

232U 0 0 0 0 0 0
228Th 1.19 · 108 1.37 0 1.37 0 9.9± 1.0
224Ra 5.26 · 106 11.5 0.34 11.4 0.34 10.5± 1.1
220Rn 1.76 · 103 22.0 2.88 8.58 2.85 13.4± 1.3
216Po 7.17 33.1 5.50 6.43 2.15 13.3± 1.3
212Pb 2.46 · 106 44.5 8.28 42.0 1.61 13.0± 1.3
212Bi 2.33 · 105 44.5 0 43.8 0 0
212Po 1.24 · 10−5 28.5 0 28.4 0 0
208Tl 4.62 · 103 17.4 3.99 11.8 3.93 8.0± 0.8
208Pb 7.22 · 108 0 7.8 0 7.1 15.4± 1.5

1Note the typo in Ref. [239]: the first product should go from i to k − 1.
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For the calculation of ε0 it is assumed that 1/4 of the α-recoil isotopes is able to leave
the surface. As these isotopes are back implanted into the vacuum chamber, they still
contribute to the population of the daughter nuclides. After about 150 days a secular
equilibrium is reached. When buffer-gas is introduced, the implantation stops and the
activity starts to decay in accordance with Eq. (A.29). Therefore, a new equilibrium
situation will emerge. The corresponding activities Asurf, as well as α-recoil activities
values εsurf as obtained after one hour of free decay, are also listed in Tab. A.12. The
branching ratios bk were used to account for the fact that 1/4 of the isotopes will leave
the surface and therefore will not populate the next decay level. The total α-recoil activity
εtotal is then defined as the source activity ε listed in Tab. A.11 plus εsurf. The values for
εtotal are also listed in Tab. A.12 and will be used for the estimation of the extraction
efficiency in the following section.

A.7 Determination of ion extraction efficiencies

The previous investigations give an estimate of the number of α-recoil isotopes that could
potentially be extracted from the buffer-gas stopping cell. The actual numbers of ex-
tracted ions are below these values, according to the extraction efficiencies. Measure-
ments were performed in order to infer the absolute number of extracted ions for indi-
vidual charge states. The measurements performed for 229Th were already discussed in
section 4.1.1. Besides 229Th, also most of the daughter isotopes contained in the 233U and
232U decay chains were investigated, as will be detailed in the following.

A silicon detector (Ametek, BU-016-300-100) was placed behind the triode extraction sys-
tem (see Fig. 4.1) and set onto a voltage offset of −1250 V, in order to implant a desired
ion species directly into the detector surface. The ion species was chosen by calibrating
the QMS with the help of mass scans, which were performed using an MCP detector
(Hamamatsu, type F2223) that was placed off-axis. Detection was carried out in parallel
to ion accumulation for the nuclides of short half-lives. Different accumulation and de-
tection times were chosen for the investigation of the different nuclides.

For the investigation of 229Th, Th3+ ions were accumulated on the detector surface for
5 days, following 100 days of continuous α-decay detection. The resulting α-energy spec-
trum is shown in Fig. 4.3. The number of detected 229Th α-decays is Ncount=5575. This
number is related to the extraction rate R via

R(229Th) =
2Ncount

λ · tacc · tdet = 1070 s−1, (A.31)

which corresponds to about 10% extraction efficiency, given the (10.7 ± 1.1) · 103 s−1

total 229Th α-recoil isotope activity as listed in Tab. A.12. Here tacc and tdet denote the
accumulation and detection time, respectively. In Tab. A.13 the numbers of detected
decays Ncount, the estimated numbers of real decays Nreal as well as tacc and tdet are listed,
together with the calculated extraction rates and the corresponding extraction efficiencies
for all ion species.
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Table A.13: Determination of the extraction efficiencies for nuclides contained in the 233U and 232U
decay chains, respectively. Besides the ion species and the obtained extraction efficiencies, also the times
for accumulation tacc and detection tdet are listed, together with the number of registered α-decay events
Ncount, the corresponding number of real α decays Nreal and the extraction rate R. The calculation of
the extraction rates is detailed in the text.

Isotope tacc tdet Ncount Nreal R [s−1] Efficiency [%]

229Th3+ 5 d 100 d 5575 11150 1070 10± 2.0
225Ra2+ 2 h (25.7-2.6) d 26178 52356 17.7 41± 8
221Fr1+ 2 h 2 h 41168 82336 12.1 21± 4.2
221Fr2+ 2 h 2 h 31248 62496 9.2 16± 3.2
221Fr3+ 2 h 2 h 3 6 ≤ 8.8 · 10−4 ≤ 1.6 · 10−3

217At1+ 2 h 2 h 17041 34082 4.7 8.6± 1.7
217At2+ 2 h 2 h 25741 51482 7.2 13± 2.6
217At3+ 2 h 2 h 66 132 1.8 · 10−2 (3.3± 0.7) · 10−2

213Bi1+ 2 h 2 h 4700 9607 2.5 4.3± 0.9
213Bi2+ 2 h 2 h 23098 47212 12.1 21± 4.2
213Bi3+ 2 h 2 h 91 186 4.8 · 10−2 (8.3± 1.6) · 10−2

228Th3+ 5 d 100 d 19453 38906 0.9 9.1± 1.8
224Ra2+ 2 h 63 h 3607 7214 2.6 24.8± 5
220Rn1+ 2 h 2 h 2091 5576 0.8 5.8± 1.2
220Rn2+ 2 h 2 h 3336 8896 1.25 9.3± 1.9
220Rn3+ 2 h 2 h 19 51 7.1 · 10−3 (5.3± 1.1) · 10−2

216Po1+ 2 h 2 h 3494 6988 1.0 7.3± 1.5
216Po2+ 2 h 2 h 3870 7740 1.1 8.1± 1.6
216Po3+ 2 h 2 h 1 2 2.8 · 10−4 ≤ 2.1 · 10−3

212Pb1+ 2 h (20-5) h 302 942 0.28 2.2± 0.4
212Pb2+ 2 h (20-5) h 1544 4817 1.4 11± 2.2
212Pb3+ 2 h (20-4) h 4 12.5 1.3 · 10−3 ≤ 1.2 · 10−2

In order to calculate the extraction rates for 229Th and 228Th, Eq. (A.31) was used. As
225Ra is a pure β− emitter, the extraction rate was calculated based on the 225Ac α decay
with the help the following equation

R(225Ra) =
2Ncount (λAc − λRa)

tacc [λAc (e−λRat1 − e−λRat2)− λRa (e−λAct1 − e−λAct2)]
, (A.32)

where t1 corresponds to the start time of the measurement (2.6 days after 2 hours of
accumulation) and t2 is the time when the measurement was terminated (25.7 days after
accumulation). For 224Ra the equation

R(224Ra) =
2 λ Ncount

(1− e−λtacc) (1− e−λtdet)
(A.33)

was used for evaluation, as 224Ra is an α emitter and the decays can be directly detected
with the silicon detector. For 221Fr, 217At, 213Bi, 220Rn and 216Po, accumulation and
detection were performed in parallel and the extraction rates were determined via

R =
Nreal

tdet + 1/λ (e−λtdet − 1)
. (A.34)
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Here Nreal denotes the expected amount of α decays. This value is two times the detected
number of α decays, as only α particles emitted into the hemisphere of the silicon detector
are registered. However, in case of 213Bi it takes also the branching ratio of 97.8% to 213Po
into account, because 213Bi is a β− emitter and thus not directly detected. The extraction
efficiency of 220Rn was estimated based on the successively occurring 216Po decays. The
energy of the 220Rn α decay is close to that of 221Fr and can therefore not be properly
distinguished. A reduction of 25% of 216Po decays compared to 220Rn, occurring on the
detector surface, was assumed, taking the α-recoil loss into account.

The evaluation for 212Pb is more complicated, as it involves two β− decays and its extrac-
tion efficiency was calculated based on the successively occurring α decay of 212Po. The
equation used for the evaluation reads

R(212Pb) =
Nreal

λPo

[
f1 (tacc)

∫ t2
t1

f2(t)dt+ f3 (tacc)
∫ t2
t1

f4(t)dt
] , (A.35)

where

f1 (tacc) =
λPbe

−λBitacc − λBie
−λPbtacc + λBi − λPb

λBi (λBi − λPb)
,

f2(t) = λBi

(
e−λBit

λPo − λBi
+

e−λPot

λBi − λPo

)
,

f3 (tacc) =
1− e−λPbtacc

λPb

and

f4(t) = λBiλPb

(
e−λPbt

(λBi − λPb) (λPo − λPb)
+

e−λBit

(λPb − λBi) (λPo − λBi)
+

e−λPot

(λPb − λPo) (λBi − λPo)

)
.

Here t1 and t2 are detailed in Tab. A.13 and Nreal includes for the geometrical efficiency of
the detector and the 64.1% decay branch from 212Bi to 212Po. Accumulation and detection
were performed separately.

The important result of these measurements is that only 229Th can be extracted to a
significant amount in the 3+ charge state. The physical reason is the low 3rd ionization
potential of thorium of just 18.3 eV, which is significantly below the first ionization po-
tential of helium of 24.6 eV. For this reason, it is energetically favorable for the electrons
to stay attached to the helium atom instead of reducing the thorium charge state during
stopping in the buffer gas. This was the first time that a strong extraction efficiency of
ions in the 3+ charge state from a buffer-gas stopping cell was reported [193].

A.8 Chemical purification

Before the large-area 233U source (source 2) was produced by electro-deposition, the ra-
dioactive material was chemically purified (23.4.2015) in order to remove most of the
daughter products of the 233U and 232U decay chains. Ion-exchange chromatography
(Dowex AG 1-X8) was used for this purpose. γ-ray energy spectra were taken with a
germanium detector (2 hours acquisition time) before and after chemical purification of
the 233U source material. The corresponding spectra are shown in Fig. A.11, the peaks
are numbered in accordance with Tab. A.2.
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Figure A.11: γ-ray energy spectra for the low-energy range (up to 500 keV) of the 233U source material,
measured with a germanium detector after 2 hours of acquisition time. The red spectrum was measured
before chemical purification of the 233U source material, it corresponds to the material composition
of source 1. The black spectrum was measured after chemical purification of the source material, it
corresponds to the composition of 233U source 2. Corresponding line numbers are detailed in Tab. A.2
[10, 236].

The lines 11 (169 keV, 233U) and 13 (193 keV, 229Th) of both spectra were compared,
in order to infer a lower limit for the factor of purification of the 233U material. When
defining

A =
I(229Th, unpurified)

I(233U, unpurified)
and B =

I(229Th, purified)

I(233U, purified)
,

the factor of purification P is obtained as P = A/B. By integration of the γ-ray energy
spectra one obtains A ≈ 2.95 and B ≈ 9.7 ·10−3, the factor of purification is thus inferred
to be larger than P ≈ 300.



Appendix B

Numerical calculations and code
implementation

Many of the calculations required for this thesis were performed numerically. Self-developed
Matlab (version 7.0) codes were used for evaluation, except for a few simulations, for which
existing programs were used (SIMION, SRIM, MDrange). In the following, the numer-
ical calculations and corresponding Matlab source codes will be provided. The chapter
is divided into three sections. In the first section, numerical investigations related to the
233U source and ion extraction will be described. In the second section, the program code
related to the optical system will be given and in the third section the programs used for
image evaluation will be detailed. All Matlab-based program codes can be made available
on request.

B.1 Ion extraction and 233U source investigation

In this section, Matlab source code related to the investigation of the 233U source will be
provided and the parameters used for the SIMION, SRIM and MDrange simulations will
be detailed.

B.1.1 The Bateman equation

The time-dependent population of daughter nuclides from a single mother nuclide is de-
scribed by the Bateman equation [237]. It reads

Nk(t) = N0

(
k−1∏
i=1

biλi

)
k∑

j=1

e−λjt∏k
i=1,i �=j (λi − λj)

, (B.1)

where Nk is the number of nuclei of the k-th daughter isotope, λk the corresponding decay
constant, bk the branching ratio, N0 the starting number of mother nuclei and t the time
since start of the decay.

The Matlab program that calculates the number of nuclei and activity values for the 233U
decay chain with a starting number of 233U nuclei of 1.45 · 1018 and a time of decay of
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45 years is given in the following. The calculated values are listed in Tab. A.6. The decay
constants have to be adapted in order to also calculate the 232U decay chain.

1 func t i on Bateman
2 %Implementation o f Bateman equat ion
3 c l c ;
4 format long
5
6 No=1.45e18 ; %U233 s t a r t i n g number o f nu c l e i
7 tdecaytime=1.419e9 ; %time to decay
8
9 %Decay constants U233 decay chain

10 L(1)=1.38e −13; %U233
11 L(2)=2.79e −12; %Th229
12 L(3)=5.42e −7; %225Ra
13 L(4)=8.02e −7; %225Ac
14 L(5)=2.36e −3; %221Fr
15 L(6)=21 .46 ; %217At
16 L(7)=2.53e −4; %213Bi
17 L(8)=1.65e5 ; %213Po
18 L(9)=5.92e −5; %209Pb
19
20
21 %Branching r a t i o s U233 decay chain
22 X(1) =1; %U233
23 X(2) =1; %Th229
24 X(3) =1; %225Ra
25 X(4) =1; %225Ac b e t a z e r f a l l
26 X(5) =1; %221Fr
27 X(6) =1; %217At
28 X(7)=0.978 ; %213Bi
29 X(8) =1; %213Po b e t a z e r f a l l
30 X(9) =1; %209Pb
31
32 Ndecay=sou r c e s o l u t i on de cay (No ,L ,X, tdecaytime ) ; %c a l c u l a t e s number o f nu c l e i
33 A=a c t i v i t y (Ndecay ,L) ; %c a l c u l a t e s a c t i v i t i e s
34
35 %r e s u l t s
36 Ndecay ( : )
37 A( : )
38 end
39
40 func t i on [A]= a c t i v i t y (N,L)
41 f o r k=1: l ength (N)
42 A(k )=N(k ) �L(k ) ;
43 end
44 end
45
46 func t i on [N]= sou r c e s o l u t i on de cay (No ,L ,X, t )
47 f o r k=1: l ength (L)
48 N(k )=0;
49 p=1;
50 N(k )=singlesum (No ,L ,X, t , k , p) ;
51 end
52 end
53
54 func t i on Np=singlesum (No ,L ,X, t , k , p)
55 kpsum=0;
56 f o r j =1:k−p+1
57 kpsum=kpsum+exp(−L( j+p−1)� t ) / kpproduct 2 (L , k , p , j ) ;
58 end
59 Np=No(p) �kpproduct 1 (L ,X, k , p) �kpsum ;
60 end
61
62 func t i on prod1=kpproduct 1 (L ,X, k , p)
63 prod1=1;
64 f o r i =1:k−p
65 prod1=prod1�L( i+p−1)�X( i+p−1) ;
66 end
67 end
68
69 func t i on prod2=kpproduct 2 (L , k , p , j )
70 prod2=1;
71 f o r l =1:k−p+1
72 i f l>j | l<j
73 prod2=prod2 �(L( l+p−1)−L( j+p−1) ) ;
74 end
75 end
76 end
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B.1.2 α-recoil efficiencies

In section A.5, an analytic model was developed to infer the α-recoil efficiencies for the
233U source under investigation. The result is the following integral (Eq. A.26)

F =
1

4πd

∫ d

0

dr

∫ 2π

0

dφ

∫ π

0

sin(θ)dθ T (r, θ), (B.2)

where T (r, θ) is defined as

T (r, θ) = 1
2

[
1 + erf

(
s cos(θ)−r√
2σtr sin(θ)

·
[(

σlo cos(θ)
σtr sin(θ)

)2

+ 1

]−1/2
)]

. (B.3)

Here d is the thickness of the source material, s is the stopping length of the α-recoil ion in
the source material, σlo is the longitudinal straggling and σtr is the transversal straggling.
These are input parameters, which were obtained by MDrange or SRIM simulations,
respectively (see appendix B.1.3). In the following, the source code used to solve the
integral B.2 is provided. Parameters are inserted as obtained for the large-area 233U
source 2, the result is an efficiency of 34.7%.

1 func t i on t r an sm i t ana l y t i c
2 % Ca l cu l a t e s the r e c o i l e f f i c i e n c y o f a given source mate r i a l
3 c l c ;
4 l=10 . 7 ; %stopping length in nm
5 s i g z=5. 8 ; %l ong i t ud i n a l s t r a g g l e in nm
6 s i gx=5.1 ; %v e r t i c a l s t r a g g l e in nm
7 dmax=6.9 ; %mate r i a l t h i ckne s s in nm
8
9 Dint ( l , s i gz , s igx , dmax) %r e s u l t

10 end
11
12 func t i on intd=Dint ( l , sigzmax , sigxmax , dmax)
13 m=100;
14 d s ta r t=0.00001 ;
15 dstep=(dmax−ds ta r t ) /m;
16 dvalue=[ d s ta r t : dstep : dmax ] ;
17 intd=0;
18 f o r i =1:m
19 intd=intd+(Thetaint ( dvalue ( i ) , l , sigzmax , sigxmax )+Thetaint ( dvalue ( i +1) , l , sigzmax , sigxmax ) )...

/2� dstep ;
20 end
21 intd=intd /dmax ;
22 end
23
24 func t i on i n t th e t a=Thetaint (d , l , sigzmax , sigxmax )
25 n=100;
26 t h e t a s t a r t=pi /1000;
27 thetaend=pi ;
28 the ta s t ep=(thetaend−t h e t a s t a r t ) /n ;
29 thetava lue=[ t h e t a s t a r t : the ta s t ep : thetaend ] ;
30 i n t th e t a =0;
31 f o r i =1:n
32 i n t th e t a=in t th e t a+(Transmit (d , thetava lue ( i ) , l , sigzmax , sigxmax )+Transmit (d , thetava lue ( i +1) , l...

, sigzmax , sigxmax ) ) /2� the ta s t ep � s i n ( ( thetava lue ( i )+thetava lue ( i +1) ) /2) ;
33 end
34 in t th e t a=in t th e t a /2 ;
35 end
36
37 func t i on T=Transmit (d , theta , l , s i gz , s i gx )
38 i f cos ( theta )>0
39 T=0.5 �(1+ e r f ( ( l � cos ( theta )−d) /( sq r t (2 ) � s i gx � s i n ( theta ) ) / sq r t ( ( s i g z � cos ( theta ) /( s i gx � s i n (...

theta ) ) ) ˆ2+1) ) ) ;
40 e l s e
41 T=0.5 �(1+ e r f ( ( l � cos ( theta )−d) /( sq r t (2 ) � s i gx � s i n ( theta ) ) / sq r t ( ( s i g z � cos ( theta ) /( s i gx � s i n (...

theta ) ) ) ˆ2+1) ) ) ;
42 end
43 end
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B.1.3 SRIM simulations

A program for simulation of the stopping range of ions in matter (SRIM) was developed
by J.F. Ziegler and J.P. Biersack. It is based on the ZBL (Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark)
stopping formalism [201] and online available at www.srim.org. SRIM version 2008 was
used for the calculations. For investigation of the large-area 233U source 2, 10 000 229Th
ions with a kinetic energy of 84.3 keV were simulated in metallic 233U material with a
density of 18.75 g/cm3. The simulated material area was 100 nm × 100 nm. The results
are a stopping range s of 10.7 nm, a longitudinal straggling σlo of 5.8 nm and a lateral
projected straggling σtr of 5.1 nm. These numbers are used together with the source
thickness as starting parameters for the calculation described in section B.1.2.

The SRIM-based simulations gave systematically too small results in case of 233U source 1.
The presumable reason is the different production process. Source 2 was produced via
electrodeposition, in this way providing a completely amorphous surface layer as correctly
described by the SRIM simulations. Source 1, however, was produced via evaporation in
vacuum, which may have led to the formation of a microcrystalline surface layer. Such
a surface structure allows for channeling effects along the crystal channels, in this way
increasing the α-recoil efficiency of the source. These effects are not taken into account
by the SRIM simulations.

B.1.4 MDrange simulations

The MDrange package was developed by K. Nordlund to take channeling effects into ac-
count during the stopping process of ions in matter [202]. The program code is available
for download at http://beam.helsinki.fi/∼knordlund/mdrange.tar.gz. This program was
used to calculate the stopping range of α-recoil isotopes in the UF4 material of the small-
area 233U source 1. Before the start of the program, a file (atoms.in) has to be provided,
where the relative positions of the 60 uranium and fluorine atoms in the UF4 unit cell are
defined.

When starting the program, several input parameters will be requested. These include the
different atom types (uranium and fluorine), the number of atoms in the unit cell (60), the
lattice length (a = 12.73 nm, b = 10.75 nm, c = 6.67 nm). Note that MDrange only works
with rectangular lattices, therefore the monoclinic crystal structure of UF4 is not fully
supported. As an approximation, the actual crystal lattice parameter c = 8.43 nm was
projected onto the vertical axis, leading to c = 6.67 nm. Further requested parameters
are the projectile (e.g. Th), the mass (e.g. 229 u) the recoil energy (e.g. 84.3 keV), the
size of the domains of the polycrystalline target (80 nm), the standard deviation (10 nm),
the maximum angle (90�, corresponding to random orientation), the number of projectiles
(1000), the temperature of the initial state (300 K) and the Debye temperature (160 K).

Following the parameter input, the uranium mass has to be changed from 238 u to 233 u
in the file param.in (type[1].m, line 4). Running the program results in the calculation of
the stopping range s as well as the longitudinal straggling σlo.

In order to also calculate the transversal straggling, a change in the file mdrange/mdh/re-
coil.c is required. In line 388 of this file, the code which calculates the radial projection
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of the ion distribution

1 recoil−>r proj=sqrtf((recoil−>sx*recoil−>sx+recoil−>sy*recoil−>sy+...
recoil−>sz*recoil−>sz)−(recoil−>vx0*recoil−>sx+recoil−>vy0*recoil...
−>sy+recoil−>vz0*recoil−>sz)/recoil−>vel0*(recoil−>vx0*recoil−>sx+...
recoil−>vy0*recoil−>sy+recoil−>vz0*recoil−>sz)/recoil−>vel0);

has to be exchanged by a code which calculates the transversal projection of the ion
distribution

1 recoil−>r proj=sqrtf(((recoil−>x0−recoil−>sx)*(recoil−>x0−recoil−>sx)...
+(recoil−>y0−recoil−>sy)*(recoil−>y0−recoil−>sy)+(recoil−>z0−...
recoil−>sz)*(recoil−>z0−recoil−>sz))−(recoil−>vx0*(recoil−>sx−...
recoil−>x0)+recoil−>vy0*(recoil−>sy−recoil−>y0)+recoil−>vz0*(...
recoil−>sz−recoil−>z0))/recoil−>vel0*(recoil−>vx0*(recoil−>sx−...
recoil−>x0)+recoil−>vy0*(recoil−>sy−recoil−>y0)+recoil−>vz0*(...
recoil−>sz−recoil−>z0))/recoil−>vel0);

When the program is compiled and rerun, the expectation value of the transversal projec-
tion E(|t|), as well as its standard deviation σ(|t|), will be the outputs of the computation.
From these values the standard deviation of the gaussian distribution can be calculated
via

σtr =

√
σ(|t|)2 + E(|t|)2

2
.

The results for 229Th are s = 75.9 nm, σlo = 35.1 nm, σtr = 5.4 nm. Numerical results
for all other nuclides in the 233U and 232U decay chains are listed in Tab. A.10, together
with the recoil efficiency F of the source as obtained from the calculation described in
section B.1.2.

B.1.5 The Bateman equation with source terms

In section B.1.1 the Bateman equation, describing the population of daughter isotopes
from a single mother nuclide, was already discussed. At several points, e.g. during
continuous radioactive ion extraction from the buffer-gas stopping cell, a constant source
term has to be considered. Further, the source can be stopped when the ion accumulation
is terminated, thus leading to the free decay as described by the Bateman equation.
This time, however, the decay chain is not only populated by a single starting isotope,
but instead from various nuclides that have build up during the ion extraction. The
extended Bateman equation, which represents the solution of the complete system reads
(see Eq. A.30)

Nk(t) =
k∑

i=1

(
k−1∏
l=i

blλl

)
k∑

j=i

[
Ni(0)e

−λjt∏
l=i,l �=j(λl − λj)

+
εi
(
1− e−λjt

)
λj
∏k

l=i,l �=j(λl − λj)

]
. (B.4)

In this equation, Nk(0) denotes the starting number of nuclei of the k-th isotope (already
existing contamination) and εk denotes the population rates for each nuclide. In case of
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the calculation of implanted α-recoil activities, the values of Arecoil as listed in Tab. A.11
for 233U source 1 have to be used for εk.

The program code applied to calculate the numbers and activity values of implanted
α-recoil isotopes as listed in Tab. A.12 (N0 and A0) is provided in the following.

1 func t i on Bateman extended
2 c l c ;
3 format long
4
5 %Sta r t i ng va lues ( contamination )
6 No(1) =0; %U233
7 No(2) =0; %Th229
8 No(3) =0; %225Ra
9 No(4) =0; %225Ac

10 No(5) =0; %221Fr
11 No(6) =0; %217At
12 No(7) =0; %213Bi
13 No(8) =0; %213Po
14 No(9) =0; %209Pb
15 No(10) =0; %209Bi
16
17 %Decay constants U233 decay chain
18 L(1)=1.38e −13; %U233
19 L(2)=2.79e −12; %Th229
20 L(3)=5.42e −7; %225Ra
21 L(4)=8.02e −7; %225Ac
22 L(5)=2.36e −3; %221Fr
23 L(6)=21 .46 ; %217At
24 L(7)=2.53e −4; %213Bi
25 L(8)=1.65e5 ; %213Po
26 L(9)=5.92e −5; %209Pb
27 L(10)=1e−15; %209Bi
28
29 %branching r a t i o s U233
30 X(1) =1; %U233
31 X(2) =1; %Th229
32 X(3) =1; %225Ra
33 X(4) =1; %225Ac
34 X(5) =1; %221Fr
35 X(6) =1; %217At
36 X(7) =1; %213Bi beta
37 X(8) =1; %213Po
38 X(9) =1; %209Pb
39 X(10) =1;
40
41 %Populat ion r a t e s U233 decay chain
42 E(1) =0; %U233
43 E(2) =10700; %Th229
44 E(3)=43 . 1 ; %225Ra
45 E(4) =0; %225Ac b e t a z e r f a l l
46 E(5)=45 . 6 ; %221Fr
47 E(6)=46 . 8 ; %217At
48 E(7)=51 . 4 ; %213Bi
49 E(8) =0; %213Po b e t a z e r f a l l
50 E(9)=52 . 7 ; %209Pb
51 E(10) =0; %209Bi b e t a z e r f a l l
52
53 taccumulat ion=1.296e7 ; %time o f accumulation
54 tdecaytime=1e−20; %time o f f r e e decay
55
56 %ca l c u l a t i o n o f time dependent va lues ( a l l ow ing f o r time−dependent p lo t )
57 Npoints=100;
58 tacc =[0: taccumulat ion /Npoints : taccumulat ion ] ;
59 tdecay =[0: tdecaytime /Npoints : tdecaytime ] ;
60 f o r i =1: l ength ( tacc )
61 [ Nacc ( i , : ) ]= sour c e so lu t i on accumu la t i on (L ,X,E, tacc ( i ) )+sou r c e s o l u t i on de cay (No ,L ,X, tacc ( i )...

) ;
62 end
63 f o r i =1: l ength ( tdecay )
64 [ Ndecay ( i , : ) ]= sou r c e s o l u t i on de cay (Nacc ( Npoints +1 , :) ,L ,X, tdecay ( i ) ) ;
65 end
66 f o r i =1:2�Npoints+2
67 i f i≤Npoints+1
68 N( i , : )=Nacc ( i , : ) ;
69 t ( i )=tacc ( i ) ;
70 e l s e
71 N( i , : )=Ndecay ( i −(Npoints+1) , : ) ;
72 t ( i )=tacc ( Npoints+1)+tdecay ( i −(Npoints+1) ) ;
73 end
74 [A( i , : ) ]= a c t i v i t y (N( i , : ) ,L) ;
75 end
76
77 %r e s u l t s
78 N1=N(2�Npoints+2 ,1)
79 N2=N(2�Npoints+2 ,2)
80 N3=N(2�Npoints+2 ,3)
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81 N4=N(2�Npoints+2 ,4)
82 N5=N(2�Npoints+2 ,5)
83 N6=N(2�Npoints+2 ,6)
84 N7=N(2�Npoints+2 ,7)
85 N8=N(2�Npoints+2 ,8)
86 N9=N(2�Npoints+2 ,9)
87 N10=N(2�Npoints +2 ,10)
88
89 A1=A(2�Npoints+2 ,1)
90 A2=A(2�Npoints+2 ,2)
91 A3=A(2�Npoints+2 ,3)
92 A4=A(2�Npoints+2 ,4)
93 A5=A(2�Npoints+2 ,5)
94 A6=A(2�Npoints+2 ,6)
95 A7=A(2�Npoints+2 ,7)
96 A8=A(2�Npoints+2 ,8)
97 A9=A(2�Npoints+2 ,9)
98 A10=A(2�Npoints +2 ,10)
99 end

100
101 func t i on [N]= sourc e so lu t i on accumu la t i on (L ,X,E, t )
102 f o r k=1: l ength (L)
103 N(k )=0;
104 f o r j =1:k
105 N(k )=N(k )+sumnuclide (L ,X,E, t , k , j ) ;
106 end
107 end
108 end
109
110 func t i on s=sumnuclide (L ,X,E, t , k , j )
111 s1=0;
112 f o r i =1: j
113 s1=s1+productnuc l ide (L ,X,E, k , j , i ) ;
114 end
115 s=−s1�exp(−L( j ) � t )+productnuc l ide3 (X, k , j ) �E( j ) /L(k ) ;
116 end
117
118 func t i on p=productnuc l ide (L ,X,E, k , j , i )
119 p1=1;
120 f o r l=i : k−1
121 p1=p1�X( l ) �L( l ) ;
122 end
123 p2=1;
124 f o r l=i : k
125 i f l>j | l<j
126 p2=p2 �(L( l )−L( j ) ) ;
127 end
128 end
129 p=E( i ) �p1/(L( j ) �p2 ) ;
130 end
131
132 func t i on p3=productnuc l ide3 (X, k , j )
133 p3=1;
134 f o r l=j : k−1
135 p3=p3�X( l ) ;
136 end
137 end
138
139 func t i on [A]= a c t i v i t y (N,L)
140 f o r k=1: l ength (N)
141 A(k )=N(k ) �L(k ) ;
142 end
143 end
144
145 func t i on I=t i n t e g r a l ( t ,A)
146 n=length ( t ) ;
147 f o r k=1: l ength (A( 1 , : ) )
148 I (k )=0;
149 f o r i =1:n−1
150 I (k )=I (k )+((A( i , k )+A( i +1,k ) ) /2�( t ( i +1)−t ( i ) ) ) ;
151 end
152 end
153 end
154
155 func t i on [N]= sou r c e s o l u t i on de cay (No ,L ,X, t )
156 f o r k=1: l ength (L)
157 N(k )=0;
158 f o r p=1:k
159 N(k )=N(k )+singlesum (No ,L ,X, t , k , p) ;
160 end
161 end
162 end
163
164 func t i on Np=singlesum (No ,L ,X, t , k , p)
165 kpsum=0;
166 f o r j =1:k−p+1
167 kpsum=kpsum+exp(−L( j+p−1)� t ) / kpproduct 2 (L , k , p , j ) ;
168 end
169 Np=No(p) �kpproduct 1 (L ,X, k , p) �kpsum ;
170 end
171
172 func t i on prod1=kpproduct 1 (L ,X, k , p)
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173 prod1=1;
174 f o r i =1:k−p
175 prod1=prod1�L( i+p−1)�X( i+p−1) ;
176 end
177 end
178
179 func t i on prod2=kpproduct 2 (L , k , p , j )
180 prod2=1;
181 f o r l =1:k−p+1
182 i f l>j | l<j
183 prod2=prod2 �(L( l+p−1)−L( j+p−1) ) ;
184 end
185 end
186 end

B.1.6 SIMION simulations

Ion trajectories were simulated with the help of SIMION [215]. SIMION is a commercial
code package, developed for ion trajectory calculation in arbitrary electric potentials, that
is available at www.simion.com. For the presented work, SIMION version 8.1 was used in
combination with 32 GB RAM. This allowed to simulate the complete setup, from the 233U
source to the ion collection on the micro-electrode. For this purpose, the setup was split
into potential arrays of different resolutions, that were loaded into the same work-bench
file. In this way, the important part of ion collection, on the micro electrode could be
simulated with a high resolution in the μm-range. Simulations were mainly used to verify
the functionality of the quadrupole-mass separator and for design and development of the
triode extraction system (section 3.2.8), as well as the collection surface (section 3.3.1).

SIMION allows to simulate ion trajectories in buffer-gas backgrounds. For this purpose,
important use was made of the SDS (statistical diffusion simulation) model, which was
used to calculate ion trajectories in the high-pressure region of the buffer-gas stopping
cell, as well as the HS1 (hard-sphere) collision model, used to calculate the collisions with
the buffer-gas background in the low-pressure region of the RFQ. Implementation of both
types of collision models is provided together with the commercial SIMION code package.

B.2 Optical simulations

A Matlab program code was developed to simulate the VUV optical system. The program
code was used for three purposes: (i) to numerically investigate a variety of different opti-
cal systems during the process of development, (ii) to provide values of magnification and
transmission as well as focusing efficiency and (iii) to numerically estimate the tolerances
for the process of optical alignment.

The complete program code is lengthy and can be made available on request. It allows
to test a large variety of optical systems, including spherical and aspherical lenses (for a
given set of asphere-parameters) as well as spherical and parabolic mirrors. In the follow-
ing, a shortened version of the program code is presented, which only allows to investigate
the properties of the optical system consisting of two parabolic mirrors, as applied in the
measurements described in section 4.2.1.

The program is based on analytical ray-tracing. Photons are emitted from a round sur-
face (of radius xmax), which is positioned at the point (xcenter, ycenter). The surface is
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segmented in radial (nf ) and angular (nk) direction and the center of each segment is
used as a starting point to propagate photons in polar (nc) and azimuthal (nw) direction.
The total number of propagated light rays therefore amounts to nf · nk · nc · nw. Each of
the propagated rays is provided with a weight, which corresponds to the surface area of its
source segment, multiplied by the surface area of its spherical surface segment, normalized
to one. In this way, an equal photon density distribution is simulated.

All light rays are numerically propagated through the optical system, in this case consist-
ing of two parabolic mirrors. The distance between the light source and the first optical
element (zstart) corresponds to the focal length of the first parabolic mirror. The distance
between the two optical elements has to be inserted as parameter d. The distance be-
tween the point of detection and the second optical element (zend) is predefined as the
focal length of the second parabolic mirror.

The detection plane is defined by its outer dimensions (maxx and maxy) as well as the
pixel size (boxsize). A further input parameter is the number of emitted photons per
second from the light source (startnum), as required to calculate physical quantities in
the end.

1 func t i on lensesystemadv
2 % 3D s imulat i on o f o p t i c a l system con s i s t i n g o f 2 pa rabo l i c m i r r o r s . Allows to break ax i a l ...

symmetry. Mirrors can be t i l t e d
3 format long
4 c l c ;
5
6 xmax=0.025 ; %rad ius o f l i g h t source
7 xcenter =0; %x−s h i f t o f l i g h t source
8 ycenter =0; %y−s h i f t o f l i g h t source
9 nf =10; %number o f r a d i a l s u r f a c e segments

10 nk=10; %number o f angular su r f a c e segments ( even )
11 nc=10; %number o f po la r propagated photons
12 nw=10; %number o f azimuthal propagated photons ( even )
13 z s t a r t =10; %de f i n e s d i s t ance between l i g h t source and f i r s t o p t i c a l element
14 d=100; %d i s t ance between two op t i c a l e lements in mm ( from entrance plane to entrance plane )
15 zend=2; %de f i n e s d i s t ance between 2nd op t i c a l element and de t e c to r
16 max x=0.2 ; %x−l ength o f de t e c t i on plane ( in mm)
17 max y=0.2 ; %y−l ength o f de tec i on plane ( in mm)
18 boxs i z e=0.005 ; %P i x e l s i z e o f d e t e c t i on plane ( in mm)
19 startnum=1; %number o f photons to be emitted per second from l i g h t source
20
21 %ca l c u l a t e r e s u l t
22 m i r r o r a r e ad i s t r i bu t i ono r i g i n 3DS (d , z s ta r t , zend , nc , nw, nf , nk , max x , max y , boxs ize , xmax , startnum ,...

xcenter , ycenter ) ;
23 end
24
25 func t i on m i r r o r a r e ad i s t r i bu t i ono r i g i n 3DS (d , z s ta r t , zend , nc , nw, nf , nk , max x , max y , boxs ize , xmax ,...

startnum , xcenter , ycenter )
26 %propagate photons
27 [ xend , yend , gewicht , l o s s , n t o t a l ]= sourceextens ion 3DS (d , z s ta r t , zend , nc , nw, nf , nk , xmax , xcenter ,...

ycenter ) ;
28 %eva luate the r e s u l t i n g l i g h t d i s t r i b u t i o n
29 [X,Y, znorm2 ( : , : , 1 ) , zges , counter ( : , : , 1 ) , g fac tor , Rnorm2 ( : , 1 ) , yg , max r ]= new d i s t r i bu t i on ( nf , nk ,...

ntota l , max x , max y , boxs ize , xend ( : , : , : , 1 ) , yend ( : , : , : , 1 ) , gewicht , l o s s , startnum ) ;
30 nys=length (Rnorm2 ( : , 1 ) ) ;
31 Rnormdouble ( 1 : nys )=f l i p ud (Rnorm2) ;
32 Rnormdouble ( nys+1:2�nys )=Rnorm2 ;
33 ygdouble ( 1 : l ength ( yg ) )=−f l i p ud ( yg ( : ) ) ;
34 ygdouble ( l ength ( yg )+1:2� l ength ( yg ) )=yg ;
35
36 %ca l c u l a t e FWHM numbers
37 [ peaksizeFWHM ,probabFWHM]= eva luat i on ( yg , Rnorm2 , max r , g fac to r , startnum ) ;
38 FWHM=peaksizeFWHM
39 Tran sm i s s i o n e f f i c i e n c y=g f a c t o r
40 Imag i n g e f f i c i e n c y=probabFWHM
41
42 %plo t r e s u l t s
43 nxc=round (max x/ boxs i z e ) ;
44 nyc=round (max y/ boxs i z e ) ;
45 s c r s z = get (0 , � ScreenS i ze � ) ;
46 f i g u r e ( � Pos i t i on � , [ 1 s c r s z (4 ) /4 s c r s z (3 ) /2 s c r s z (4 ) /2 ] ) ;
47 image ( znorm2 ) ;
48 imagesc ( znorm2 , [ 0 ,max(max( znorm2 ) ) ] ) ;
49 ax i s image
50 s c a l e=max x /4 ;
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51 s e t ( gca , �XTick � ,mod( nxc , nxc/max x� s c a l e ) /2 : nxc/max x� s c a l e : nxc )
52 s e t ( gca , �XTickLabel � ,−max x /2 : s c a l e : max x/2)
53 s e t ( gca , �YTick � ,mod( nyc , nyc/max y� s c a l e ) /2 : nyc/max y� s c a l e : nyc )
54 s e t ( gca , �YTickLabel � ,max x/2:− s c a l e :−max x/2)
55 t i t l e ( �Area Density D i s t r i bu t i on � ) ;
56 x l ab e l ( �x [mm] � ) ;
57 y l ab e l ( �y [mm] � ) ;
58 z l a b e l ( � photon dens i ty [ 1 / (mmˆ2 s ) ] � ) ;
59 s c r s z = get (0 , � ScreenS i ze � ) ;
60 f i g u r e ( � Pos i t i on � , [ 1 s c r s z (4 ) /4 s c r s z (3 ) /2 s c r s z (4 ) /2 ] ) ;
61 p lo t ( ygdouble , Rnormdouble ) ;
62 end
63
64 func t i on [ peaksizeFWHM ,probabFWHM]= eva luat i on ( yg , Rnorm2 , max r , g fac to r , startnum )
65 %eva luat i on o f r e s u l t s
66 %ca l c u l a t i o n o f va lues f o r FWHM
67 nys=length ( yg ) ;
68 peaksizeFWHM=0;
69 peaks i z enote =0;
70 normheight=max(Rnorm2) /2 ; %Ful l Width Hal f Maximum
71 f o r i =1:nys−1
72 i f Rnorm2( nys−i ) >normheight & peaks i z enote==0
73 y1=yg ( nys−i +1) ;
74 y2=yg ( nys−i ) ;
75 z1=Rnorm2( nys−i +1) ;
76 z2=Rnorm2( nys−i ) ;
77 peaksizeFWHM=y1−abs ( ( y2−y1 ) /( z2−z1 ) ) �( normheight−z1 ) ;
78 peaks i z enote =1;
79 e l s e i f Rnorm2( nys−i ) >normheight & peaks i z enote==0 & i==1
80 peaksizeFWHM=100;
81 peaks i z enote =2;
82 e l s e
83 end
84 end
85 peaksizeFWHM=2�peaksizeFWHM ; %ca l c u l a t e diameter from rad ius
86 ycenter =[0: max r/nys : max r ] ;
87 %f r a c t i o n o f photons in FWHM r e l a t i v e to a l l photons on de t e c to r
88 probabFWHM=0;
89 probabnote=0;
90 f o r i =1:nys
91 i f ycenter ( i +1)<peaksizeFWHM/2 & probabnote==0
92 probabFWHM=probabFWHM+Rnorm2( i ) �( p i �( ycenter ( i +1)ˆ2−ycenter ( i ) ˆ2) ) /( startnum� g f a c t o r ) ;
93 e l s e i f ycenter ( i +1)>peaksizeFWHM/2 & probabnote==0
94 probabFWHM=probabFWHM+Rnorm2( i ) �( p i � ( ( peaksizeFWHM/2)ˆ2−ycenter ( i ) ˆ2) ) /( startnum�...

g f a c t o r ) ;
95 probabnote=1;
96 e l s e
97 end
98 end
99 end

100
101 func t i on [ xendout , yendout , gewichtout , l o s sout , n to ta l out ]= sourceextens ion 3DS (d , z s ta r t , zend , nc , nw...

, nf , nk , xmax , xcenter , ycenter )
102 %c a l c u l a t e s propagat ion o f l i g h t rays f o r extended source
103 xbound=[0:xmax/nf : xmax ] ; %nf+1 punkte
104 %run through source segments
105 f o r i =1: nf
106 f o r j =1:nk
107 x s t a r t ( i , j )=(xbound ( i )+xbound ( i +1) ) /2� cos ( j �2� pi /nk )+xcenter ;
108 y s t a r t ( i , j )=(xbound ( i )+xbound ( i +1) ) /2� s i n ( j �2� pi /nk )+ycenter ;
109 %ca l c u l a t e endpoints f o r segments i n d i v i d u a l l y
110 [ xend ( i , j , : , : ) , yend ( i , j , : , : ) , gewicht ( i , j , : ) , l o s s ( i , j , : ) , n t o t a l i n ( i , j ) ]= s ing l epo in t 3DS (...

d , z s ta r t , zend , nc , nw, x s t a r t ( i , j ) , y s t a r t ( i , j ) ) ;
111 end
112 end
113 f o r i =1: nf
114 dens i tyva lue ( i )=xbound ( i +1)ˆ2−xbound ( i ) ˆ2 ;
115 end
116 f o r i =1: nf
117 gewichtx ( i )=dens i tyva lue ( i ) /sum( dens i tyva lue ) /nk ;
118 f o r j =1:nk
119 to ta l g ew i ch t ( i , j , : )=gewichtx ( i ) � gewicht ( i , j , : ) ;
120 end
121 end
122 xendout=xend ;
123 yendout=yend ;
124 gewichtout=to ta l g ew i ch t ;
125 l o s s ou t=l o s s ;
126 nto ta l out=n to t a l i n ;
127 end
128
129 func t i on [ xendout , yendout , gewichtout , l o s sout , n to ta l out ]= s ing l epo in t 3DS (d , z s ta r t , zend , nc , nw,...

xstar t , y s t a r t ) ;
130 %c a l c u l a t e s propagat ion o f l i g h t rays f o r po int source
131 betamax=pi /2 ;
132 betag=[−betamax :2� betamax/nw: betamax ] ; %nw+1 po int s
133 f o r i =1:nw
134 beta ( i )=(betag ( i )+betag ( i +1) ) /2 ;
135 %propagate l i g h t through op t i c a l system
136 [ xend ( i , : , : ) , yend ( i , : , : ) , gewicht ( i , : ) , l o s s ( i , : ) , ncnew ( i ) ]= op t i c c a l c f i n a l 3DS (d , z s ta r t , zend...

, nc , nw, xstar t , ys tar t , beta ( i ) ) ;
137 end
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138 counter=1;
139 f o r i =1:nw
140 f o r j =1:ncnew ( i )
141 f o r k=1: l ength ( zend )
142 xendout ( counter , k )=xend ( i , j , k ) ;
143 yendout ( counter , k )=yend ( i , j , k ) ;
144 end
145 gewichtout ( counter )=gewicht ( i , j ) ;
146 l o s s ou t ( counter )=l o s s ( i , j ) ;
147 counter=counter+1;
148 end
149 end
150 nto ta l out=length ( xendout ( : , 1 ) ) ;
151 end
152
153 func t i on [ xend , yend , gewicht , l o s sout2 , ncnew]= op t i c c a l c f i n a l 3DS (d , z s ta r t , zend , nc , nw, xstar t ,...

ystar t , beta )
154 %propagates l i g h t rays through op t i c a l system
155
156 %op t i c a l parameters o f f i r s t mirror
157 D1=39;
158 Δ1=0;
159 R1=−20;
160 kappa1=−1;
161 zeta1=0;
162 x i1 =1;
163 R2=0;
164 kappa2=0;
165 zeta2=0;
166 x i2 =0;
167 theta1=0; %mirror t i l t
168 phi1=0.00 ; %mirror t i l t
169 n=1;
170 opt ice lem1=1;
171 p1=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
172 p2=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
173
174 %op t i c a l parameters o f second mirror
175 D2=39;
176 Δ2=0;
177 R3=−4;
178 kappa3=−1;
179 zeta3=0;
180 x i3 =1;
181 R4=0;
182 kappa4=0;
183 zeta4=0;
184 x i4 =0;
185 theta2=0; %mirror t i l t
186 phi2=0; %mirror t i l t
187 n=1;
188 opt ice lem2=2;
189 p3=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
190 p4=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
191
192 almax=pi /2 ;
193 q1=parabcurve 3D (D1/2 ,0 , abs (R1) ) ;
194 a lg =[0: almax/nc : almax ] ;%nc+1 Punkte
195 f o r i =1:nc
196 gewichth ( i )=1/(2�nw) �abs ( cos ( a lg ( i ) )−cos ( a lg ( i +1) ) ) /(1− cos ( almax ) ) ;%automatisch kor r ekte ...

Normierung durch angepasste Größe der Fl ächenelemente
197 a l intermed ( i )=(a lg ( i )+a lg ( i +1) ) /2 ;
198 end
199
200 f o r i =1:nc
201 a l ( i )=−a l intermed ( nc+1− i ) ;
202 a l ( nc+i )=al intermed ( i ) ;
203 gewicht ( i )=gewichth ( nc+1− i ) ;
204 gewicht ( nc+i )=gewichth ( i ) ;
205 end
206
207 ncnew=2�nc ;
208 %propagate l i g h t rays
209 f o r i =1:2�nc
210 xin ( i )=x s t a r t+( z s ta r t−q1 ) � tan ( a l ( i ) ) � cos ( beta ) ;
211 yin ( i )=y s t a r t+( z s ta r t−q1 ) � tan ( a l ( i ) ) � s i n ( beta ) ;
212 l o s s i n 1 ( i )=0;
213 at t enuat i on in1 ( i )=1;
214 %f i r s t o p t i c a l element i s sha l low parabo l i c mirror
215 [ a lout1 ( i ) , betaout1 ( i ) , xout1 ( i ) , yout1 ( i ) , l o s s ou t1 ( i ) , a t tenuat ionout1 ( i ) ]=...

aspher icmirrorray 3DS ( a l ( i ) , beta , xin ( i ) , y in ( i ) ,R1 ,D1 , theta1 , phi1 , l o s s i n 1 ( i ) ,...
at t enuat i on in1 ( i ) ) ;

216 x int ( i )=xout1 ( i )+d� tan ( a lout1 ( i ) ) � cos ( betaout1 ( i ) ) ;
217 y int ( i )=yout1 ( i )+d� tan ( a lout1 ( i ) ) � s i n ( betaout1 ( i ) ) ;
218 i f opt ice lem2==2 %deep pa rabo l i c mirror
219 q2=parabcurve 3D (D2/2 ,0 , abs (R3) ) ;
220 [ a lout2 ( i ) , betaout2 ( i ) , xout2 ( i ) , yout2 ( i ) , l o s s ou t2 ( i ) , a t tenuat ionout2 ( i ) ]=...

aspher icmirrorray2 3DS ( a lout1 ( i ) ,−betaout1 ( i ) , x in t ( i ) ,−y int ( i ) ,R3 ,D2 , theta2 , phi2 ,...
l o s s ou t1 ( i ) , zend , at tenuat ionout1 ( i ) ) ;

221 i f zend≥q2
222 xend ( i , : )=xout2 ( i )+(zend−q2 ) � tan ( a lout2 ( i ) ) � cos(−betaout2 ( i ) ) ;
223 yend ( i , : )=−yout2 ( i )+(zend−q2 ) � tan ( a lout2 ( i ) ) � s i n (−betaout2 ( i ) ) ;
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224 e l s e
225 xend ( i , : )=xout2 ( i ) ;
226 yend ( i , : )=yout2 ( i ) ;
227 end
228 end
229 gewicht ( i )=gewicht ( i ) � attenuat ionout2 ( i ) ; %takes l o s s e s o f t ransmi s s i on and r e f l e c t i o n in to...

account
230 end
231 end
232
233 func t i on [X,Y, Znorm2 , zges , counter , g fac tor , Rnorm2 , yg , max r ]= new d i s t r i bu t i on ( nf , nk , ntota l , max x ,...

max y , boxs ize , xend , yend , gewicht , l o s s , startnum )
234 %c a l c u l a t e s l i g h t d i s t r i b u t i o n from terminated l i g h t rays
235 nxc=round (max x/ boxs i z e ) ;
236 nyc=round (max y/ boxs i z e ) ;
237 [X,Y] = meshgrid(−max x /2 :max x/nxc : max x/2,−max y /2 :max y/nyc : max y/2) ;
238 Z=ze ro s ( nyc+1,nxc+1) ;
239 counter=ze ro s ( nyc+1,nxc+1) ;
240 f o r mi=1: nf
241 f o r mj=1:nk
242 f o r l =1: n to ta l
243 i f l o s s (mi ,mj , l )==0 & abs ( xend (mi ,mj , l ) )<max x/2 & abs ( yend (mi ,mj , l ) )<max y/2
244 i=f l o o r ( ( xend (mi ,mj , l )+max x/2) /(max x/nxc ) )+1;
245 j=f l o o r ( ( yend (mi ,mj , l )+max y/2) /(max y/nyc ) )+1;
246 Z( j , i )=Z( j , i )+gewicht (mi ,mj , l ) ;
247 counter ( j , i )=counter ( j , i )+1;
248 end
249 end
250 end
251 end
252 f o r i =1:nxc+1
253 f o r j =1:nyc+1
254 Zre la2 ( j , i )=Z( j , i ) �1/(max x/nxc�max y/nyc ) ; %area dens i ty
255 end
256 end
257
258 %ca l c u l a t e the weight o f photons that a r r i v e at de t e c to r
259 zges =0;
260 f o r i =1: nf
261 f o r j =1:nk
262 f o r l =1: n to ta l
263 i f l o s s ( i , j , l )==0
264 zges=zges+gewicht ( i , j , l ) ;
265 end
266 end
267 end
268 end
269 %f r a c t i o n o f photons that a r r i v e at de t e c to r compared to a l l emitted photons
270 g f a c t o r=0. 5 � zges ; %f a c t o r 0 . 5 as photons are only emitted in one hemisphere
271 Znorm2=Zre la2 / zges � startnum� g f a c t o r ; %norma l i sa t i on to photons per s and mmˆ2
272
273 %r ad i a l symmetric d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r c a l c u l a t i o n o f FWHM
274 max r=max x /2 ;
275 nys=round (max r/ boxs i z e ) ; %number o f segments used to i n v e s t i g a t e spot s i z e
276 ycenter =[0: max r/nys : max r ] ;%nys+1 po in t s equa l l y d i s t r i bu t ed around the cente r
277 yg=[max r /(2� nys ) : max r/nys : max r−max r /(2� nys ) ] ;
278 R=ze ro s (1 , nys ) ;
279 f o r mi=1: nf
280 f o r mj=1:nk
281 f o r l =1: n to ta l
282 rend (mi ,mj , l )=sq r t ( xend (mi ,mj , l )ˆ2+yend (mi ,mj , l ) ˆ2) ;
283 i f l o s s (mi ,mj , l )==0 & rend<max r
284 i=f l o o r ( ( rend (mi ,mj , l ) ) /(max r/nys ) )+1;
285 R( i )=R( i )+gewicht (mi ,mj , l ) ; %r a d i a l weight d i s t r i b u t i o n
286 end
287 end
288 end
289 end
290 f o r i =1:nys
291 Rrela2 ( i )=R( i ) /( p i �abs ( ycenter ( i +1)ˆ2−ycenter ( i ) ˆ2) ) ; %area dens i ty
292 end
293 Rnorm2=Rrela2 / zges � startnum� g f a c t o r ; %norma l i sa t i on to photons per s and mmˆ2
294 end
295
296 func t i on [ x , y ] = f i ndz e r oou t sh i f t edpa rab (R, theta , phi , xin , yin , al , beta , q )
297 f=abs (R) /2 ;
298 i f abs ( phi )>0
299 rem=−s i n ( phi ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) /(4� f )+2�tan ( a l ) � cos ( phi ) ˆ2/(4� f ) � s i n ( phi ) �( cos ( beta ) � s i n ( theta )−s i n (...

beta ) � cos ( theta ) )−tan ( a l ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) /(4� f ) �( cos ( beta ) ˆ2�( cos ( theta )ˆ2+s in ( theta ) ˆ2� cos ( phi...
) ˆ2)+s in ( beta ) ˆ2�( s i n ( theta )ˆ2+cos ( theta ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) ˆ2)+2�cos ( beta ) � s i n ( beta ) � s i n ( theta ) �...
cos ( theta ) � s i n ( phi ) ˆ2) ;

300 pc=(−1−s i n ( phi ) ˆ2+2� cos ( phi ) ˆ2/(4� f ) � s i n ( phi ) �( xin � s i n ( theta )−yin � cos ( theta ) )+tan ( a l ) � cos ( phi ) �...
s i n ( phi ) �( cos ( beta ) � s i n ( theta )−s i n ( beta ) � cos ( theta ) )−2�tan ( a l ) � cos ( phi ) /(4� f ) �( xin � cos (...
beta ) �( cos ( theta )ˆ2+s in ( theta ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) ˆ2)+yin � s i n ( beta ) �( s i n ( theta )ˆ2+cos ( theta ) ˆ2� cos (...
phi ) ˆ2)+s in ( theta ) � cos ( theta ) � s i n ( phi ) ˆ2�( xin � s i n ( beta )+yin � cos ( beta ) ) ) ) /rem ;

301 qc=(q+cos ( phi ) � s i n ( phi ) �( xin � s i n ( theta )−yin � cos ( theta ) )−cos ( phi ) /(4� f ) �( xin ˆ2�( cos ( theta )ˆ2+s in...
( theta ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) ˆ2)+yin ˆ2�( s i n ( theta )ˆ2+cos ( theta ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) ˆ2)+2�xin �yin � s i n ( theta ) �...
cos ( theta ) � s i n ( phi ) ˆ2) ) /rem ;

302 zc=−pc/2+sq r t ( pcˆ2/4−qc ) ;
303 x=xin+zc � tan ( a l ) � cos ( beta ) ;
304 y=yin+zc � tan ( a l ) � s i n ( beta ) ;
305 e l s e
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306 pc=(2� tan ( a l ) �( xin � cos ( beta )+yin � s i n ( beta ) )+4� f ) / tan ( a l ) ˆ2 ;
307 qc=(xinˆ2+yinˆ2−4� f �q ) / tan ( a l ) ˆ2 ;
308 zc=−pc/2+sq r t ( pcˆ2/4−qc ) ;
309 x=xin+zc � tan ( a l ) � cos ( beta ) ;
310 y=yin+zc � tan ( a l ) � s i n ( beta ) ;
311 end
312 end
313
314 func t i on [mx,my]= pa rabd i f f (R, theta , phi , x , y )
315 f=abs (R) /2 ;
316 i f abs ( phi )>0
317 p=4� f / cos ( phi )−2�x . � cos ( phi ) � s i n ( theta ) /( s i n ( phi ) )+2�y . � cos ( phi ) � cos ( theta ) /( s i n ( phi ) )−4� f...

/( s i n ( phi ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) ) ;
318 q=−x . �4� f � s i n ( theta ) / s i n ( phi )+y . �4� f � cos ( theta ) / s i n ( phi )+x . ˆ2/( s i n ( phi ) ˆ2) �( cos ( theta )ˆ2+...

s i n ( theta ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) ˆ2)+y . ˆ2/( s i n ( phi ) ˆ2) �( s i n ( theta )ˆ2+cos ( theta ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) ˆ2)+2�x ....
� y . � s i n ( theta ) � cos ( theta ) ;

319 dpx=−2�cos ( phi ) � s i n ( theta ) / s i n ( phi ) ;
320 dpy=2�cos ( phi ) � cos ( theta ) / s i n ( phi ) ;
321 dqx=−4� f � s i n ( theta ) / s i n ( phi )+2�x/ s i n ( phi ) ˆ2�( cos ( theta )ˆ2+s in ( theta ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) ˆ2)+2�y� s i n (...

theta ) � cos ( theta ) ;
322 dqy=4� f � cos ( theta ) / s i n ( phi )+2�y/ s i n ( phi ) ˆ2�( s i n ( theta )ˆ2+cos ( theta ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) ˆ2)+2�x� s i n (...

theta ) � cos ( theta ) ;
323 mx=−(−1/2�dpx−1/4�dpx�p�1/ sq r t (pˆ2/4−q )+1/2�dqx�1/ sq r t (pˆ2/4−q ) ) ;
324 my=−(−1/2�dpy−1/4�dpy�p�1/ sq r t (pˆ2/4−q )+1/2�dqy�1/ sq r t (pˆ2/4−q ) ) ;
325 e l s e
326 mx=−1/abs (R) �x ;
327 my=−1/abs (R) �y ;
328 end
329 end
330
331 func t i on z=parabshape (x , y , theta , phi ,R)
332 i f abs ( phi )>0
333 f=abs (R) /2 ;
334 p=4� f / cos ( phi )−2�x . � cos ( phi ) � s i n ( theta ) /( s i n ( phi ) )+2�y . � cos ( phi ) � cos ( theta ) /( s i n ( phi ) )−4� f...

/( s i n ( phi ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) ) ;
335 q=−x . �4� f � s i n ( theta ) / s i n ( phi )+y . �4� f � cos ( theta ) / s i n ( phi )+x . ˆ2/( s i n ( phi ) ˆ2) �( cos ( theta )ˆ2+...

s i n ( theta ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) ˆ2)+y . ˆ2/( s i n ( phi ) ˆ2) �( s i n ( theta )ˆ2+cos ( theta ) ˆ2� cos ( phi ) ˆ2)+2�x ....
� y . � s i n ( theta ) � cos ( theta ) ;

336 z=−p./2− sq r t ( p . ˆ2/4−q ) ;
337 e l s e
338 z=parabcurve 3D (x , y ,R) ;
339 end
340 end
341
342 func t i on z=parabcurve 3D (x , y ,R)
343 z=1/(2�abs (R) ) �( xˆ2+yˆ2) ;
344 end
345
346 func t i on [ alout , betaout , xout , yout , l o s sout , a t tenuat ionout ]= aspher icmirrorray 3DS ( a l in , betain , xin...

, yin ,R,D, theta , phi , l o s s i n , a t t enuat i on in )
347 %propagates l i g h t through pa rabo l i c entrance mirror
348 i f l o s s i n==1
349 l o s s ou t =1;
350 a lout =0;
351 betaout=0;
352 xout=0;
353 yout=0;
354 attenuat ionout =0;
355 e l s e
356 qo=parabcurve 3D (D/2 ,0 , abs (R) ) ;
357 [ hx , hy]= f i ndz e r oou t sh i f t edpa rab (R, theta , phi , xin , yin , a l in , betain , qo ) ;
358 hz=parabshape (hx , hy , theta , phi ,R) ;
359 h=sq r t ( ( hx� cos ( theta )+hy� s i n ( theta ) ) ˆ2+( cos ( phi )�(−hx� s i n ( theta )+hy� cos ( theta ) )+hz� s i n ( phi )...

) ˆ2) ;
360 i f (h==NaN) | abs ( imag (h) )>0 | h>D/2 | h<6 %mirror center−ho le
361 l o s s ou t =1;
362 a lout =0;
363 betaout=0;
364 xout=0;
365 yout=0;
366 attenuat ionout =0;
367 e l s e
368 l=qo−hz ;
369 [mx,my]= pa rabd i f f (R, theta , phi , hx , hy ) ;
370 nx=mx/ sq r t (mxˆ2+myˆ2+1) ;
371 ny=my/ sq r t (mxˆ2+myˆ2+1) ;
372 nz=−1/sq r t (mxˆ2+myˆ2+1) ;
373 vx=(xin−hx ) / sq r t ( ( xin−hx ) ˆ2+(yin−hy )ˆ2+ l ˆ2) ;
374 vy=(yin−hy ) / sq r t ( ( xin−hx ) ˆ2+(yin−hy )ˆ2+ l ˆ2) ;
375 vz=−l / sq r t ( ( xin−hx ) ˆ2+(yin−hy )ˆ2+ l ˆ2) ;
376 the ta in=acos (nx�vx+ny�vy+nz�vz ) ;
377 at tenuat ionout=at t enuat i on in � f r e s n e l c a l c m i r r o r ( the ta in ) ; %r e f l e c t i o n l o s s e s
378 voutx=(2�nxˆ2−1)�vx+2�nx�ny�vy+2�nx�nz�vz ;
379 vouty=2�nx�ny�vx+(2�nyˆ2−1)�vy+2�ny�nz�vz ;
380 voutz=2�nx�nz�vx+2�ny�nz�vy+(2�nzˆ2−1)�vz ;
381 norm=−l / voutz ;
382 voutxnorm=norm�voutx ;
383 voutynorm=norm�vouty ;
384 xout=voutxnorm+hx ;
385 yout=voutynorm+hy ;
386 rout=sq r t ( xoutˆ2+yout ˆ2) ;
387 i f rout>D/2
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388 xout=0;
389 yout=0;
390 a lout =0;
391 betaout=0;
392 l o s s ou t =1;
393 attenuat ionout =0;
394 e l s e
395 i f voutx≥0
396 s=sq r t ( voutxˆ2+vouty ˆ2) ;
397 e l s e
398 s=−sq r t ( voutxˆ2+vouty ˆ2) ;
399 end
400 a lout=atan ( s /abs ( voutz ) ) ;
401 i f voutx==0
402 betaout=pi /2 ;
403 e l s e
404 betaout=atan ( vouty/voutx ) ;
405 end
406 l o s s ou t =0;
407 end
408 end
409 end
410 end
411
412 func t i on [ alout , betaout , xout , yout , l o s sout , a t tenuat ionout ]= aspher icmirrorray2 3DS ( a l in , betain ,...

xin , yin ,R,D, theta , phi , l o s s i n , zend , a t t enuat i on in )
413 %propagates l i g h t through pa rabo l i c e x i t mirror
414 i f l o s s i n==1
415 l o s s ou t =1;
416 a lout =0;
417 betaout=0;
418 xout=0;
419 yout=0;
420 attenuat ionout =0;
421 e l s e
422 qo=parabcurve 3D (D/2 ,0 , abs (R) ) ;
423 [ hx , hy]= f i ndz e r oou t sh i f t edpa rab (R, theta , phi , xin , yin , a l in , betain , qo ) ;
424 hz=parabshape (hx , hy , theta , phi ,R) ;
425 h=sq r t ( ( hx� cos ( theta )+hy� s i n ( theta ) ) ˆ2+( cos ( phi )�(−hx� s i n ( theta )+hy� cos ( theta ) )+hz� s i n ( phi )...

) ˆ2) ;
426 i f (h==NaN) | abs ( imag (h) )>0 | h>D/2 | h<6 %cente r ho le
427 l o s s ou t =1;
428 a lout =0;
429 betaout=0;
430 xout=0;
431 yout=0;
432 attenuat ionout =0;
433 e l s e
434 l=qo−hz ;
435 [mx,my]= pa rabd i f f (R, theta , phi , hx , hy ) ;
436 nx=mx/ sq r t (mxˆ2+myˆ2+1) ;
437 ny=my/ sq r t (mxˆ2+myˆ2+1) ;
438 nz=−1/sq r t (mxˆ2+myˆ2+1) ;
439 vx=(xin−hx ) / sq r t ( ( xin−hx ) ˆ2+(yin−hy )ˆ2+ l ˆ2) ;
440 vy=(yin−hy ) / sq r t ( ( xin−hx ) ˆ2+(yin−hy )ˆ2+ l ˆ2) ;
441 vz=−l / sq r t ( ( xin−hx ) ˆ2+(yin−hy )ˆ2+ l ˆ2) ;
442 the ta in=acos (nx�vx+ny�vy+nz�vz ) ;
443 at tenuat ionout=at t enuat i on in � f r e s n e l c a l c m i r r o r ( the ta in ) ;
444 voutx=−((2�nxˆ2−1)�vx+2�nx�ny�vy+2�nx�nz�vz ) ;
445 vouty=−(2�nx�ny�vx+(2�nyˆ2−1)�vy+2�ny�nz�vz ) ;
446 voutz=−(2�nx�nz�vx+2�ny�nz�vy+(2�nzˆ2−1)�vz ) ;
447 i f zend<qo
448 lout=parabcurve 3D (hx , hy , abs (R) )−zend ;
449 e l s e
450 lout=parabcurve 3D (hx , hy , abs (R) )−qo ;
451 end
452 norm=lout /voutz ;
453 voutxnorm=norm�voutx ;
454 voutynorm=norm�vouty ;
455 xout=voutxnorm+hx ;
456 yout=voutynorm+hy ;
457 rout=sq r t ( xoutˆ2+yout ˆ2) ;
458 i f rout>D/2
459 xout=0;
460 yout=0;
461 a lout =0;
462 betaout=0;
463 l o s s ou t =1;
464 attenuat ionout =0;
465 e l s e
466 i f voutx≥0
467 s=sq r t ( voutxˆ2+vouty ˆ2) ;
468 e l s e
469 s=−sq r t ( voutxˆ2+vouty ˆ2) ;
470 end
471 a lout=atan ( s /abs ( voutz ) ) ;
472 i f voutx==0
473 betaout=pi /2 ;
474 e l s e
475 betaout=atan ( vouty/voutx ) ;
476 end
477 l o s s ou t =0;
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478 end
479 end
480 end
481 end
482
483 func t i on r e f l e c t i v i t y=f r e s n e l c a l c m i r r o r ( r e f a n g l e )
484 %c a l c u l a t e s r e f l e c t i v i t y l o s s e s o f Al−mirror in dependence o f ang le
485 r e f l e c t i v i t y=0.598+0.349 � cos ( r e f a n g l e )−0.123 � cos ( r e f a n g l e ) ˆ2 ; %angular dependence o f ...

r e f l e c t i v i t y MgF2 coated Al @ 157 nm
486 %source : Nucl i n s t meth A 480 (2002) 65−70
487 end

B.3 Image evaluation

The decay signal of 229mTh was detected with the help of an MCP detector combined with
a phosphor screen for spatially resolved read out (see section 3.4). The phosphor screen
was imaged onto a CCD chip and individual image frames with 4 s exposure time were
acquired. Typically, between 500 and 18 000 image frames were saved for one measure-
ment (see section 4.2.2). These image frames had to be numerically evaluated, in order
infer the event positions of single MCP events on the phosphor screen and subsequently
add these events to obtain an integrated image.

Three Matlab programs were used for image-frame evaluation. The first program (im-
age process) screens the image frames (saved in the form IMG.00001.tif, with continuous
numbering) in order to infer the x and y positions of individual MCP events. The evalu-
ation is started by running the program and opening the first image file. The events are
distinguished from CCD noise and hot pixels by size and intensity. These events are saved
by the program as separate .dat files (validx and validy). The .dat files are post-processed
by a different Matlab program (count process), which integrates the events and produces
a visualization as shown in Fig. 4.17. A third program (count evaluation) was used to
infer the background corrected number of detected events for the measurement. Parts
of a Matlab program package developed for digital image correlation and tracking by C.
Eberl were used as a basis and modified for our purposes [240].

1 func t i on image proces s
2 %genera te s x and y coord inate f i l e s from CCD camera frames ( . t i f ) .
3 %part s o f the program code were developed f o r a d i g i t a l image
4 %c o r r e l a t i o n t rack ing program by Chr i s topher Eberl
5 %( pub l i c l y a v a i l a b l e ) and adapted f o r our purposes
6 c l c ;
7
8 [ Firstimagename , ImageFolder , t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ]= c r e a t e t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ; %c r ea t e f i l e n am e l i s t f o r...

t i f − f i l e s
9 p e a k l a b e l l i n g ( t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ) ; %genera te s x and y coord inate f i l e s

10 %add p i c tu r e s ( t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ) ; %simple adding o f image frames ( op t i ona l )
11 end
12
13 func t i on [ Firstimagename , ImageFolder , t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ]= c r e a t e t i f f i l e n am e l i s t
14 %c r e a t e s . t i f −f i l ename l i s t o f frames
15 [ Firstimagename ImageFolder ]= u i g e t f i l e ( � � . t i f � , �Open F i r s t Image � ) ;
16 i f Firstimagename¬¬ [ ] ;
17 cd ( ImageFolder ) ;
18 end
19 i f Firstimagename¬¬ [ ] ;
20 % Get the number o f image name
21 l e t t e r s=i s l e t t e r ( Firstimagename ) ;
22 Po in tpo s i t i on=f i n d s t r ( Firstimagename , � . � ) ;
23 First imagenames ize=s i z e ( Firstimagename ) ;
24 counter=Po intpos i t i on −1;
25 counterpos=1;
26 l e t t e r s t e s t =0;
27 whi le l e t t e r s t e s t==0
28 l e t t e r s t e s t=l e t t e r s ( counter ) ;
29 i f l e t t e r s t e s t==1
30 break
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31 end
32 Numberpos ( counterpos )=counter ;
33 counter=counter −1;
34 counterpos=counterpos+1;
35 i f counter==0
36 break
37 end
38 end
39 F i l e n ame f i r s t = Firstimagename ( 1 : min (Numberpos )−1) ;
40 F i r s t f i l e numbe r=Firstimagename (min (Numberpos ) :max(Numberpos ) ) ;
41 Las tname f i r s t = Firstimagename (max(Numberpos )+1: First imagenames ize (1 , 2 ) ) ;
42 F i r s t f i l e n umbe r s i z e=s i z e ( F i r s t f i l e numbe r ) ;
43 onemore=10ˆ( F i r s t f i l e n umbe r s i z e (1 , 2 ) ) ;
44 t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ( 1 , : )=Firstimagename ;
45 F i r s t f i l e numbe r=str2num ( F i r s t f i l e numbe r ) ;
46 u=1+onemore+F i r s t f i l e numbe r ;
47 us t r=num2str (u) ;
48 t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ( 2 , : ) =[ F i l e n ame f i r s t u s t r ( 2 : F i r s t f i l e n umbe r s i z e (1 , 2 )+1) Las tname f i r s t ] ;
49 numberofimages=2;
50 counter=1;
51 whi le e x i s t ( t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ( ( counter+1) , : ) , � f i l e � ) ==2;
52 counter=counter+1;
53 u=1+u ;
54 us t r=num2str (u) ;
55 t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ( counter +1 , :)=[ F i l e n ame f i r s t u s t r ( 2 : F i r s t f i l e n umbe r s i z e (1 , 2 )+1) ...

Las tname f i r s t ] ;
56 i f e x i s t ( t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ( ( counter+1) , : ) , � f i l e � ) ==0;
57 t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ( counter +1 , :) = [ ] ;
58 break
59 end
60 counter
61 end
62 end
63 save ( � t i f f i l e n am e l i s t .m a t � , � t i f f i l e n am e l i s t � ) ;
64 end
65
66 func t i on p e a k l a b e l l i n g ( t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ) ;
67 %eva lua t e s image frames to obta in events from i n t e n s i t y ( r o i ) and peak s i z e
68 %(Amin and Amax)
69 f i l enumber=length ( t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ( : , 1 ) ) ;
70 nonzero=0;
71 f o r n=1: f i l enumber
72 n
73 I2=imread ( t i f f i l e n am e l i s t (n , : ) ) ;
74 peak=max(max( I2 ) ) ;
75 mi t t e l=mean(mean( I2 ) ) ;
76 r o i=(I2 >10) ; % subt rac t g reyva lue s to work only with r e a l peaks
77 [ l abe l ed , numObjects ] = bwlabel ( ro i , 8 ) ; %l a b e l a l l peaks
78 powderdata=reg ionprops ( labe l ed , � bas i c � ) ; % get peak p r op e r t i e s from bwlabel
79 powderarea=[powderdata.Area ] ; %de f i n e area va r i ab l e
80 powdercentroid=[ powderdata.Centroid ] ; %de f i n e po s i t i o n va r i ab l e
81 powderboundingbox=[powderdata.BoundingBox ] ; %de f i n e bounding box va r i ab l e
82 counter=0;
83 countermax=length ( powdercentroid ) /2 ;
84 powderxy=ze ro s ( countermax , 4 ) ;
85 f o r i =1: countermax ; % get a l l data from the bwlabel ( po s i t i on , bounding box and area o f peaks )
86 counter=counter+1; %
87 powderxy ( i , 1 )=i ; % number o f the detected event
88 powderxy ( i , 2 )=powdercentroid (1 , ( i �2−1) ) ; % x coord inate o f event po s i t i o n
89 powderxy ( i , 3 )=powdercentroid (1 , ( i �2) ) ; % y coord inate o f event po s i t i o n
90 powderxy ( i , 4 )=powderarea (1 , i ) ; % area o f bounding box
91 end
92
93 % crop away peaks which are too smal l or too big
94 Amin=3;%minimum peaks i z e
95 Amax=1000;%maximum peaks i z e
96 counter=0;
97 i =0;
98 % throw away u s e l e s s peaks ( de f ined by s i z e )
99 whi le ( counter <505) & ( i<countermax )

100 i=i +1;
101 i f Amin<powderxy ( i , 4 ) % crop a l l po in t s with a smal l peak area
102 i f powderxy ( i , 4 )<Amax % crop a l l po in t s with a too big area
103 counter=counter+1;
104 cropxy ( counter , 1 )=counter ; % peaks get a new number
105 cropxy ( counter , 2 )=powderxy ( i , 2 ) ; % x
106 cropxy ( counter , 3 )=powderxy ( i , 3 ) ; % y
107 cropxy ( counter , 4 )=powderxy ( i , 4 ) ; % area bounding box
108 end
109 end
110 end
111
112 i f counter>0 & length ( cropxy ( : , 2 ) )<500 %only images with l e s s than 500 events are cons ide red
113 nonzero=nonzero+1;
114 validnumber ( nonzero )=length ( cropxy ( : , 2 ) ) ;
115 va l idx ( 1 : validnumber ( nonzero ) , nonzero )=cropxy ( : , 2 ) ;
116 va l idy ( 1 : validnumber ( nonzero ) , nonzero )=cropxy ( : , 3 ) ;
117 end
118
119 % c l e a r v a r i a b l e s
120 c l e a r powderxy
121 c l e a r powderdata
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122 c l e a r powderarea
123 c l e a r powdercentroid
124 c l e a r powderboundingbox
125 c l e a r counter
126 c l e a r countermax
127 c l e a r Amin
128 c l e a r Amax
129 c l e a r r o i
130 c l e a r cropxy
131 end
132
133 imageheight=length ( I2 ( : , 1 ) ) ;
134 imagelength=length ( I2 ( 1 , : ) ) ;
135 % generate s i n g l e image from events
136 A=imageevaluat ion ( imageheight , imagelength , va l idx , va l idy , validnumber ) ;
137 % p lo t image on sc r een
138 f i g u r e ;
139 imagesc (A, [ 0 , 3 0 ] ) ;
140 co l o rba r ( � ver t � ) ;
141
142 % save the coo rd ina t e s
143 save ( � va l idx � ) ;
144 save ( � va l idy � ) ;
145 save va l i dx . da t va l idx −a s c i i −tabs ;
146 save va l i dy . da t va l idy −a s c i i −tabs ;
147 end
148
149 func t i on array=imageevaluat ion ( imageheight , imagelength , va l idx , va l idy , validnumber )
150 %Adds the detec ted events to bu i ld a s i n g l e image
151 m=206;% number o f p i x e l s in y d i r e c t i o n ( o r i g i n a l . t i f f i l e s have 1032 p i x e l s )
152 n=278;% number o f p i x e l s in x d i r e c t i o n ( o r i g i n a l . t i f f i l e s have 1392 p i x e l s )
153 array=ze ro s (m+1,n+1) ;
154 f o r k=1: l ength ( va l idx ( 1 , : ) ) %run through p i c t u r e s
155 f o r l =1: validnumber (k )
156 i=f l o o r ( ( va l idx ( l , k ) ) /( imagelength /n) )+1;
157 j=f l o o r ( ( va l idy ( l , k ) ) /( imageheight /m) )+1;
158 i f array ( j , i )<500
159 array ( j , i )=array ( j , i )+1;
160 end
161 %array=c i r c l e f i l l ( array , i , j ) ; %opt iona l , detected events are shown as f i l l e d c i r c l e s
162 end
163 end
164 end
165
166 func t i on arrayout=c i r c l e f i l l ( arrayin , centerx , centery )
167 %genera t e s f i l l e d c i r c l e s f o r detected events ( op t i ona l )
168 rad ius =7; %rad ius o f the f i l l e d c i r c l e s ( in p i x e l numbers o f image frame )
169 f o r j =1:2� rad iu s+1
170 path ( j )=f l o o r ( sq r t ( rad iu s ˆ2−( radius−j +1)ˆ2) ) ;
171 f o r i =1:2�path ( j )+1
172 i f centery−rad iu s+j−1<l ength ( a r ray in ( : , 1 ) ) & centery−rad iu s+j−1>0 & centerx−path ( j )+i...

−1<l ength ( a r ray in ( 1 , : ) ) & centerx−path ( j )+i−1>0
173 i f a r ray in ( centery−rad iu s+j −1, centerx−path ( j )+i −1)<500
174 ar ray in ( centery−rad iu s+j −1, centerx−path ( j )+i −1)=ar ray in ( centery−rad iu s+j −1, centerx−...

path ( j )+i −1)+1;
175 end
176 end
177 end
178 end
179 arrayout=ar ray in ;
180 end
181
182 func t i on add p i c tu r e s ( t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ) ;
183 % simple adding o f image frames ( op t i ona l )
184 f i l enumber=length ( t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ( : , 1 ) ) ;
185 Iadd=imread ( t i f f i l e n am e l i s t ( 1 , : ) ) ;
186 Iadd=double ( Iadd ) ;
187 f o r n=2: f i l enumber
188 n
189 toadd=imread ( t i f f i l e n am e l i s t (n , : ) ) ;
190 toadd=double ( toadd ) ;
191 Iadd=Iadd+toadd ;
192 end
193 Iadd=Iadd/ f i l enumber ;
194 f i gu r e , image ( Iadd ) ;
195 imagesc ( Iadd , [ 0 , 1 2 ] ) ;
196 co l o rba r ( � ver t � ) ;
197 end

1 func t i on count proce s s
2 %angepasst an extreme Zäh l raten von neuer Quel le (12 .2015 )
3 c l c ;
4 %open the va l idx and va l idy f i l e s
5 [ Image , PathImage ] = u i g e t f i l e ( � � . t i f � , �Open Image � ) ;
6 cd ( PathImage )
7 load ( � va l idx � )
8 load ( � va l idy � )
9

10 imageheight =1032;%p i x e l s i z e o f image frames
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11 imagelength=1392;
12 r e a l l e n g th=85 . 7 ; %r e a l x−l ength o f the image frames in mm
13 centerx =780; %de f i n e the cente r o f the image ( p i x e l s )
14 centery =450;
15
16 b i nn i ng s i z e=0. 2 ; %b inn i ng s i z e in mm
17 smoothradius=0. 3 ; %smoothradius in mm ( f o r c i r c l e f i l l , smoothradius= n� b innn ing s i z e )
18 r e a l f i l t e r r a d i u s =10; %de f i n e the rad ius o f the r eg ion o f i n t e r e s t shown ( in mm)
19 r e a l i t yw id th =30; %s i z e o f the shown image in mm ( squared )
20 measurementtime=2000; %time o f the image i n t e g r a t i o n in s
21
22 r e a l i t y s c a l e=imagelength / r e a l l e n g t h ; %w i e v i e l e B i l dp i x e l im Ausgangsbi ld entsprechen 1 mm
23 s c a l e =1/( b i nn i ng s i z e � r e a l i t y s c a l e ) ; %b inn ing s ca l e
24 f i l l r a d i u s=double ( in t8 ( smoothradius / b i nn i ng s i z e ) ) ; %f i l l e d rad ius f o r each s i n g l e count ; ( the ...

l a r g e r , the smoother )
25
26 xlength=round ( s c a l e � imagelength ) ;
27 ylength=round ( s c a l e � imageheight ) ;
28 width=rea l i t yw id th � r e a l i t y s c a l e ;
29 imagecenterx=round ( s c a l e � centerx ) ;
30 imagecentery=round ( s c a l e � centery ) ;
31 imagewidth=round ( r e a l i t yw id th / b i nn i ng s i z e ) ;
32 f i l t e r c e n t e r x=imagecenterx ;
33 f i l t e r c e n t e r y=imagecentery ;
34 f i l t e r r a d i u s=round ( r e a l f i l t e r r a d i u s / b i nn i ng s i z e ) ;
35
36 validnumber=val idnumbertest ( va l idx ) ; %get number o f events per frame
37 %use x and y coo rd ina t e s o f events to generate image
38 A=imageeva luat ion ( imageheight , imagelength , val idx , val idy , validnumber , s ca l e , f i l l r a d i u s ,...

f i l t e r c e n t e r x , f i l t e r c e n t e r y , f i l t e r r a d i u s ) ;
39 %generate submatrix ( outer squared dimension o f image )
40 B1=submatrix ( imagecenterx −(round ( imagewidth /2)+1) , imagecenterx+round ( imagewidth /2) , imagecentery...

−(round ( imagewidth /2)+1) , imagecentery+round ( imagewidth /2) ,A) ;
41 %convert to phy s i c a l parameters
42 B=1/b inn i ng s i z e ˆ2�1/ zsca l eparameter ( f i l l r a d i u s ) �1/measurementtime�B1 ;
43
44 %plo t image
45 f i g u r e ;
46 imagesc (B, [ 0 , 0 . 5 ] ) ;
47 ax i s equal
48 ax i s ( [ 1 round ( s c a l e �width )+1 1 round ( s c a l e �width ) +1]) ;
49 s e t ( gca , �XTick � , 1 : ( imagewidth ) /4 : imagewidth+1) ;
50 s e t ( gca , �XTickLabel � ,− r e a l i t yw id th /2 : r e a l i t yw id th /4 : r e a l i t yw id th /2 , � FontSize � , 14) ;
51 s e t ( gca , �YTick � , 1 : ( imagewidth ) /4 : imagewidth+1) ;
52 s e t ( gca , �YTickLabel � ,− r e a l i t yw id th /2 : r e a l i t yw id th /4 : r e a l i t yw id th /2 , � FontSize � , 14) ;
53 x l ab e l ( �x [mm] � , � FontSize � , 14) ;
54 y l ab e l ( �y [mm] � , � FontSize � , 14) ;
55 co l o rba r ( � ver t � ) ;
56 pos=get ( gca , � pos � ) ;
57 hc=co l o rba r ( � po s i t i o n � , [ pos (1 )+0. 7 pos (2) pos (3)−0. 7 pos (4 ) ] ) ;
58 s e t ( get ( hc , � y l ab e l � ) , � St r ing � , � s i g n a l i n t e n s i t y [ c t s / s mmˆ2 ] � , � FontSize � , 14) ;
59 s e t ( hc , � Fonts i ze � , 14) ;
60 %save image
61 pr in t −d t i f f −r200 2 D image 2 . t i f
62
63 end
64
65 func t i on z s c a l e=zsca l eparameter ( f i l l r a d i u s )
66 %get numbers f o r conver s ion to phys i c a l parameters i f c i r c l e f i l l i s used
67 i f f i l l r a d i u s==1
68 z s c a l e =5;
69 e l s e i f f i l l r a d i u s==2
70 z s c a l e =13;
71 e l s e i f f i l l r a d i u s==3
72 z s c a l e =29;
73 e l s e i f f i l l r a d i u s==4
74 z s c a l e =49;
75 e l s e i f f i l l r a d i u s==5
76 z s c a l e =81;
77 e l s e i f f i l l r a d i u s==6
78 z s c a l e =113;
79 e l s e i f f i l l r a d i u s==7
80 z s c a l e =149;
81 e l s e f i l l r a d i u s==8
82 z s c a l e =197;
83 end
84 end
85
86 func t i on array=imageeva luat ion ( imageheight , imagelength , val idx , val idy , validnumber , s ca l e ,...

f i l l r a d i u s , f i l t e r c e n t e r x , f i l t e r c e n t e r y , f i l t e r r a d i u s )
87 % gene ra t e s i n t eg ra t ed image from x and y coord ina t e s o f events
88 m=round ( s c a l e � imageheight ) ;
89 n=round ( s c a l e � imagelength ) ;
90 array=ze ro s (m+1,n+1) ;
91 f o r k=1: l ength ( va l idx ( 1 , : ) ) %run through p i c t u r e s
92 f o r l =1: validnumber (k )
93 i f h o t p i x e l t e s t ( va l idx ( l , k ) , va l idy ( l , k ) )==1 %removes hot p i x e l s o f MCP
94 i=f l o o r ( ( va l idx ( l , k ) ) /( imagelength /n) )+1;
95 j=f l o o r ( ( va l idy ( l , k ) ) /( imageheight /m) )+1;
96 i f f i l t e r t e s t ( i , j , f i l t e r c e n t e r x , f i l t e r c e n t e r y , f i l t e r r a d i u s )==1 % only reg ion o f ...

i n t e r e s t i s shown
97 array=c i r c l e f i l l ( array , i , j , f i l l r a d i u s ) ;
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98 end
99 end

100 end
101 end
102 end
103
104 func t i on a=ho t p i x e l t e s t (x , y )
105 %removes hot p i x e l s o f MCP ( coo rd ina t e s manually inc luded )
106 a=1;
107 i f x≥746 & x≤749& y≥519 & y≤522
108 a=0;
109 end
110 end
111
112 func t i on b=f i l t e r t e s t ( i , j , f i l t e r c e n t e r x , f i l t e r c e n t e r y , f i l t e r r a d i u s )
113 %genera te s f i l t e r to show only reg ion o f i n t e r e s t
114 b=0;
115 i f i>f i l t e r c e n t e r x −f i l t e r r a d i u s & i<f i l t e r c e n t e r x+f i l t e r r a d i u s
116 f i l t e r p a t h=f l o o r ( sq r t ( f i l t e r r a d i u s ˆ2−( f i l t e r c e n t e r x −i ) ˆ2) ) ;
117 i f j>f i l t e r c e n t e r y −f i l t e r p a t h & j<f i l t e r c e n t e r y+f i l t e r p a t h
118 b=1;
119 end
120 end
121 end
122
123 func t i on arrayout=c i r c l e f i l l ( arrayin , centerx , centery , f i l l r a d i u s )
124 %pre s en t s s i n g l e events as f i l l e d c i r c l e s
125 rad ius=f i l l r a d i u s ;
126 f o r j =1:2� rad iu s+1
127 path ( j )=f l o o r ( sq r t ( rad iu s ˆ2−( radius−j +1)ˆ2) ) ;
128 f o r i =1:2�path ( j )+1
129 i f centery−rad iu s+j−1<l ength ( a r ray in ( : , 1 ) ) & centery−rad iu s+j−1>0 & centerx−path ( j )+i...

−1<l ength ( a r ray in ( 1 , : ) ) & centerx−path ( j )+i−1>0
130 i f a r ray in ( centery−rad iu s+j −1, centerx−path ( j )+i −1)<500
131 ar ray in ( centery−rad iu s+j −1, centerx−path ( j )+i −1)=ar ray in ( centery−rad iu s+j −1, centerx−...

path ( j )+i −1)+1;
132 e l s e
133 d i sp ( � e r r o r � ) ;
134 end
135 end
136 end
137 end
138 arrayout=ar ray in ;
139 end
140
141 func t i on validnumber=val idnumbertest ( va l idx ) ;
142 %obta ins number o f events f o r each frame
143 f o r i =1: l ength ( va l idx ( 1 , : ) ) %number o f frames
144 validnumber ( i )=length ( va l idx ( : , 1 ) ) ;
145 f o r j =1: l ength ( va l idx ( : , 1 ) )
146 i f va l idx ( validnumber ( i ) , i )==0
147 validnumber ( i )=validnumber ( i )−1;
148 end
149 end
150 end
151 end
152
153 func t i on B=submatrix ( x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ,A)
154 B=A( y1 : y2 , x1 : x2 ) ;
155 end

1 func t i on count eva lua t i on
2 %obta ins the number o f events in a de f ined c i r c u l a r r eg i on o f i n t e r e s t
3 c l c ;
4 %load the x and y coo rd ina t e s o f events
5 [ Image , PathImage ] = u i g e t f i l e ( � � . t i f � , �Open Image � ) ;
6 cd ( PathImage )
7 load ( � va l idx � )
8 load ( � va l idy � )
9

10 imageheight =1032;%p i x e l s i z e o f image frames
11 imagelength=1392;
12 validnumber=val idnumbertest ( va l idx ) ; %get the number o f events f o r each frame
13 array=imageeva luat ion ( imageheight , imagelength , va l idx , va l idy , validnumber ) ;
14 centerx =156;% cente r o f the c i r c l e used f o r count eva l a t i on
15 centery =91;
16 rad ius =7; %rad ius o f r eg i on f o r event count
17 t o t a l=coun t s i n r o i ( array , centerx , centery , rad iu s ) %number o f events in r o i
18 centerx =145;% cente r o f c i r c l e used f o r dark count eva lua t i on
19 centery =120;
20 rad ius =7; %rad ius o f r eg i on f o r event count
21 darks=coun t s i n r o i ( array , centerx , centery , rad iu s ) %number o f events in r o i
22 counts=tota l−darks
23 end
24
25 func t i on number=coun t s i n r o i ( array , centerx , centery , rad iu s )
26 %counts the number o f events in r o i
27 number=0;
28 f o r j =1:2� rad iu s+1
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29 path ( j )=f l o o r ( sq r t ( rad iu s ˆ2−( radius−j +1)ˆ2) ) ;
30 f o r i =1:2�path ( j )+1
31 number=number+array ( centery−rad iu s+j −1, centerx−path ( j )+i −1) ;
32 array ( centery−rad iu s+j −1, centerx−path ( j )+i −1)=1;
33 end
34 end
35 %p l o t s the r o i
36 f i g u r e ;
37 imagesc ( array , [ 0 , 1 0 ] ) ;
38 co l o rba r ( � ver t � ) ;
39 end
40
41 func t i on array=imageevaluat ion ( imageheight , imagelength , va l idx , va l idy , validnumber )
42 % gene ra t e s i n t eg ra t ed image from x and y coord ina t e s o f events
43 m=206;%new p i x e l s i z e o f the image
44 n=278;
45 array=ze ro s (m+1,n+1) ;
46 f o r k=1: l ength ( va l idx ( 1 , : ) ) %run through p i c t u r e s
47 f o r l =2: validnumber (k )
48 i=f l o o r ( ( va l idx ( l , k ) ) /( imagelength /n) )+1;
49 j=f l o o r ( ( va l idy ( l , k ) ) /( imageheight /m) )+1;
50 i f array ( j , i )<255
51 array ( j , i )=array ( j , i )+1;
52 end
53 end
54 end
55 %p l o t s the image
56 f i g u r e ;
57 imagesc ( array , [ 0 , 1 0 ] ) ;
58 co l o rba r ( � ver t � ) ;
59 end
60
61 func t i on validnumber=val idnumbertest ( va l idx ) ;
62 %obta ins the number o f events f o r each image frame
63 f o r i =1: l ength ( va l idx ( 1 , : ) ) %number o f images
64 validnumber ( i )=length ( va l idx ( : , 1 ) ) ;
65 f o r j =1: l ength ( va l idx ( : , 1 ) )
66 i f va l idx ( validnumber ( i ) , i )==0
67 validnumber ( i )=validnumber ( i )−1;
68 end
69 end
70 end
71 end
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